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CATALYTIC CONVERSION OF BIO-ETHANOL TO ETHYLENE
Kusman Dossumov, Svetlana A. Tungatarova, Gaukhar E. Yergaziyeva
Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Centre of Physical and Chemical Methods of
Investigation and Analysis, 96a, Tole-bi str., Almaty 050012, Kazakhstan

Abstract
Catalytic conversion of ethanol to ethylene on Cu-, Cr- and Ce- containing catalysts supported on
alumina was investigated.Cerium-containing catalysts were studied by electron microscopy and
defined phases and particle sizes.Optimal conditions (W = 6000 h-1, Cethanol = 19.7 g/m3 and T =
400°C) of the catalytic conversion of ethanol into ethylene in 82% yield with 94% ethanol conversion
with 87.2% selectivity were found.
Key words: ethanol, dehydration, ethylene, catalyst

1. INTRODUCTION
The intensive use of fossil hydrocarbon energy sources leads to a gradual depletion of our
planet.Therefore, the search for alternative sources of raw materials is the most urgent task of the
modern science and industry [1-3]. Bioethanol is the most promising renewable raw materials with
almost unlimited reserves which meet modern environmental standards for chemical raw materials and
from which receive the broad spectrum of intermediate and target products of large-scale
petrochemical and fine chemicals. Plants containing starch (potatoes, wheat, corn, etc.), as well as
waste of wood, pulp and paper industry, field crops and livestock can be the raw material for the
production of bioethanol [4].
The use of bioethanol as a motor fuel is complicated by the limited use in cold regions. In this regard,
the researchers focused on creating of technological bases of the catalytic conversion of bioethanol to
produce hydrocarbons of gasoline range, aromatic hydrocarbons, hydrogen containing gasand olefins
(ethylene, propylene, etc.) [5, 6].
Olefins are widely used in industry [7, 8]. Due to the presence of double bond the olefins are reactive
which makes them important product in the various processes of organic chemistry. For example,
ethylene is the most demanded intermediate chemicals. Petrochemical potential of individual countries
is assessed in terms of production of lower olefins - ethylene and propylene, which are the basic
chemical raw materials for the production of polyethylene, polypropylene, plastics, styrene and other
products.According to forecasts of Nexant Inc. consultancy world consumption of ethylene in the next
10 years will increase from 100 million tons to 160 million tons per year.Demand for polyethylene
will increase from 60 million tons to 100 million tons, and for polypropylene - from 40 million tons to
60 million tons a year.
At present, almost all ethylene produced by the pyrolysis of naphtha and liquefied petroleum gas
(propane-butane fraction).This process is endothermic and requires a high temperature reaction - 7801200°C.Water vapor in the ratio of 1:1 is used as a coolant.Evaluation of industrial emissions has
shown [9] that the 180 million tons of carbon dioxide CO2 is released into the atmosphere during the
production of ethylene by such technology.Therefore, the problem of obtaining of the C 2-C4 olefins
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from C1-C4 alcohols becomes relevant due to the high price of crude oil, because of environmental
concerns and the decline of natural resources and their uneven distribution in the different regions.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
In this work was studied the catalytic conversion of ethanol on flow installation. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 1. To study the activity of the synthesized catalysts a portion of catalyst (4 ml)
was loaded into the reactor. The upper and lower part of the reactor was filled with quartz particles.

Fig. 1. Diagram of flow installation of dehydration of ethanol.1 - batcher for supply of ethanol, 2 cylinder with an inert gas, 3.4 - taps, 5.6 - rheometers, 7.8 - samplers, 9 - mixer, 10 - quartz reactor
with electric heating, 11 - temperature control, 12 - unit temperature measuring, 13 - bubblers, 14.15 clamps; I - area of preheating mixture; II - reaction zone; III - refrigerator.
The gaseous reaction products (ethylene, propylene, butylene, etc.) were analyzed on chromatograph
"Chromatek-Crystal 5000M" with a capillary column CP-Sil 5 CB. Analysis of the liquid products of
the reaction and the initial mixture was carried out on a column filled with sorbent DB-1 № 128-1052.
Dehydration of ethanol was studied on supported Cu -, Cr -, and Ce – containing catalysts as well as
on Ce-containing catalyst modified by lanthanum.The catalysts were prepared by incipient wetness
impregnation of the support, followed by drying at room temperature and at 300°C and calcination at
500°C for three hours.The catalysts were reduced in a flow of hydrogen at 500°C for 60 minutes.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The conversion of ethanol into ethylene was studied on 3% Cu catalyst supported on carriers (CL >
70%), CaA and γ-Al2O3 in the temperature range from 250 to 450°C and the space velocity 3000 h-1.
On the whole temperature range during dehydration of ethanol on all catalytic systems is formed
ethylene. The results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 2. The figure shows that the variation of
reaction temperature increases the activity of catalyst regardless of the nature of carrier; the maximum
5
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yield of the main product is observed at 400oC. The increase of reaction temperature from 250 to
400°C increases the yield of desired product on all catalysts. Further increase of reaction temperature
on 50°C reduces the activity of catalyst with respect to ethylene. Supporting of copper oxide on
clinoptilolite (CL > 70%) reduces the activity of carrier; ethylene yield decreases from 20 to 10%. The
activity of copper oxide on CaA slightly increased; the yield of ethylene is increased from 28 to 35%
compared to pure support without the active phase. The positive effect is observed at supporting of
copper oxide on γ-Al2O3; ethylene yield increases from 35 to 75%, the selectivity of ethylene was
94.9% for the conversion of ethanol 79%.

Fig. 2. Effect of reaction temperature on the yield of ethylene.
We have also studied the activity of other transition metals such as chromium and cerium on the
formation of products in the dehydration reaction of ethanol on the best carrier γ-Al2O3.
Effect of the nature of 3% Cr/γ-Al2O3 catalyst on formation of products in the dehydration reaction of
ethanol were carried out in the temperature range from 250 to 450°C and space velocity of reaction
mixture 3000 h-1.The experimental results are shown in Table 1 which shows that with increasing
reaction temperature from 250 to 450°C the conversion of ethanol increases from 13 to 86%.Ethylene
is produced at a reaction temperature 250oC on the 3% Cr/γ-Al2O3 catalyst with yield 10.4% at 13%
ethanol conversion and selectivity of 80%. Increasing the reaction temperature on the 50°C increases
the yield of the desired product ethylene is almost 4 times.Ethylene yield reached 49.3% with
selectivity of 91.3% and 54% ethanol conversion. Propylene is produced in the reaction products in
small amounts (0.74%).Methane and ethane are formed in the reaction products other than ethylene
and propylene at 350°C with yield 0.44% and 0.40%, respectively. At this temperature the conversion
of ethanol is 71%, yield of ethylene - 66%, propylene - 2.5% with selectivity of 92.3% and 3.5%,
respectively.The highest yield of the desired product ethylene (76.3%) was observed with increasing
the reaction temperature to 400°C; the conversion of ethanol is 83%, the selectivity by ethylene 91.9% which is slightly lower than the selectivity at 350oC.
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Table 1. Effect of reaction temperature on the yield of products of dehydration of ethanol on the
catalyst 3% Cr/γ-Al2O3.
T

ХEtOH,%

Concentration of the products ,%

Selectivity ,%

СН4

С2Н4

С2Н6

С3Н6

С3Н8

СН4

С2Н4

С2Н6

С3Н6

С3Н8

250

13

-

10,4

-

-

-

-

80,0

-

-

-

300

54

-

49,3

-

0,74

-

-

91,3

-

1,4

-

350

71

0,44

66,0

0,4

2,5

-

0,62

92,3

0,6

3,5

-

400

83

0,87

76,3

0,69

3,4

-

1,0

91,9

0,83

4,1

-

450

86

-

69,5

4,4

5,5

0,55

-

80,8

5,1

6,4

0,6

Propane is formed with increasing temperature up to 450 ° C in small amounts (0.55%).Ethanol
conversion reaches 86%, the yield of ethylene as well as the selectivity decreases, reaching 69.5% and
80.8%, respectively.
Activity of the 3% Ce/γ-Al2O3catalyst in dehydration of ethanol in the temperature range from 250 to
450°C has been studied.The results show (Table 2) that ethylene is formed in products at the reaction
temperature 250oC with yield 39.9% and selectivity of 95% while the conversion of ethanol is
42%.Propylene (0.70%) appears in the reaction products other than ethylene with increasing the
reaction temperature up to 300oC.The conversion of ethanol increased to 59%, the yield of ethylene
reaches 56%.Ethylene (67%) and propylene (4.5%) are formed at the reaction temperature 350°C in
the reaction products.The highest yield of ethylene - 80% is observed at reaction temperature of
400°C, the selectivity by ethylene was 91.9% at the conversion of ethanol 87%.Starting from 400°C,
except for ethylene and propylene in the small quantities (0.38%) produced ethane.A further increase
in the reaction temperature up to 450°C leads to decrease in product yield to 75%, the conversion of
ethanol is 90%.The data show that 400°C is the best temperature on studied catalysts for dehydration
of ethanol.
Table 2. Effect of reaction temperature on the yield of products of dehydration of ethanol on the
catalyst 3% Ce/γ-Al2O3.
T

ХEtOH,%

Concentration of the products,%

Selectivity,%

СН4

С2Н4

С2Н6

С3Н6

С3Н8

СН4

С2Н4

С2Н6

С3Н6

С3Н8

250

42

-

39,9

-

-

-

-

95

-

-

-

300

59

-

56

-

0,70

-

-

95

-

1,2

-

350

75

-

67

-

4,5

-

-

89,3

-

0,6

-

400

87

-

80

0,38

3,8

-

-

91,9

0,4

4,4

-

450

90

1,0

75

0,62

3,3

-

1,11

83,3

0,7

3,7

-

The effect of 1% lanthanum on activity of 3% Ce/γ-Al2O3 catalyst in the temperature range 250 450°C
and space velocity 1500-13500 h-1 (Fig. 3) was investigated.As can be seen from the figure, at reaction
temperatures of 250 and 300°C the space velocity effect on activity of catalyst is low; the yield of the
7
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main product is about the same for all space velocities.At 250oC the yield of ethylene from 5 to 8%; at
the reaction temperature 300°C the main product yield from 28 to 32%.With increasing of reaction
temperature on the 50°C the effect of space velocity is more significant at 1500 h-1. Ethylene yield is
43%, the highest yield of the main product - 65% at reaction temperature of 350°C and space velocity
- 13500 h-1.

Fig. 3. Effect of temperature and space velocity of reaction on the yield of ethylene.
The optimum space velocity increases from 3000 to 6000 h-1 with the introduction of lanthanum into
the 3% Ce/γ-Al2O3 catalyst. At the reaction temperature 400°C and W-6000 h-1 experienced the
highest yield of ethylene - 82%.
Ce-containing catalysts were studied by transmission electron microscopy.Activity of the Cecontaining catalysts, probably, due to the formation of dispersed particles of 2-10 nm (Fig. 4, 5). Thus,
the concentration of particles with size of 5-10 nm can be seen in Fig. 4 at low magnification; micro
diffraction picture from them can be attributed to mixture of Ce6O4 (JCPDS, 32-196) and AlCe3
(JCPDS, 9-260)phases.

Fig.4.TEM image of 3% Ce/γ-Al2O3 catalyst.
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Modification of Ce/γ-Al2O3 by 3% lanthanum increases the dispersion of catalyst. Accumulations of
small particles with size of 2 nm are observed; particles with size of 10 nm are present sometimes in
clusters.Microdiffraction pattern (Fig. 5) is represented by small set of rings and can be attributed to
mixture of phases -α-La (JCPDS, 2-618), Ce2O3 (JCPDS,23-1048),La2O3 (JCPDS, 22-269), La2O3
(JCPDS, 24-554),as well as the metalloclusters - Al3La (JCPDS, 19-25), AlCe3 (JCPDS,9-269), AlLa3
(JCPDS, 25-1131).

Fig.5.TEM image of 3% Ce +1% La/γ-Al2O3 catalyst.
4. CONCLUSION
Thus, on the basis of the experimental results were determined the optimum temperature of
dehydration of ethanol, the yields of the reaction products depend on the composition of catalyst and
the reaction temperature. Most important characteristic of developed Ce-containing catalysts is high
selectivity by ethylene and low - by-products. Have been experimentally determined the optimal
conditions (W = 6000 h-1, Cethanol = 19.7 g/m3 and T = 400°C) of catalytic conversion of ethanol on the
3% Ce+1% La/γ-Al2O3catalyst where the yield of ethylene of 82% at 94% ethanol conversion and
selectivity of 87.2%.
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PROCESSING OF METHANE OF NATURAL GAS TO C2-HYDROCARBONS
AND HYDROGEN-CONTAINING COMPOUNDS
Kusman Dossumov, Svetlana A. Tungatarova, Tolkyn S. Baizhumanova, Laura K. Myltykbaeva
Kazakh National University named after al-Farabi, Institute of Combustion Problems
271, Bogenbay batyr str., Almaty 050012, Kazakhstan

Abstract
It was determined the effect of the nature of carrier and active phase of catalyst on the efficiency in the
reaction of partial oxidation of methane to desired products. It was found that H2, C2-hydrocarbons,
hydrogen-containing mixtures, as well as propane and propylene in trace amounts are formed on the
catalysts with desired catalytic properties in the study of oxidative conversion of methane.
Key words: methane, catalysts, oxidation, polyoxide catalyst, hydrogen, C2-hydrocarbons

1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the last century, oil was and still remains the main source of raw material for production
of motor fuels and products of organic synthesis. Currently, however, the situation is changing.
Growth rates of explored oil reserves has not kept pace with consumption. The coming end of the "oil
era" is already perceived as inevitable to which to prepare now. The use of natural gas as an alternative
raw material to oil is one of the most promising directions in hydrocarbon processing. Explored
natural gas reserves exceed those oil reserves. The degree of chemical processing of natural gas into
valuable products remains low, and most associated gas is flared, leading to irreversible loss of
valuable raw materials and generates a complex environmental problems in mining regions.
Production of C2-hydrocarbons and hydrogen-containing mixtures from methane could be a promising
alternative to this, because, in contrast to oil, natural gas, the main component of which is methane, is
considered as a renewable source of raw material. Unfortunately, the problem of obtaining of
chemically important products from methane is complicated by the fact that the methane molecule
contains extremely strong C-H bond by which a carbon atom of methane is able to enter in the reaction
of formation of C-C bonds only in extremely harsh conditions, and in this case the reaction proceeds
with a very low selectivityleading to the formation of product mixture. Systematic analysis of the
results of research on the main one step process and catalysts of catalytic processing of methane of
natural gas into useful products was conducted by N.M. Popova and K. Dossumov [1]. It was shown
that methane conversion processes occur at relatively high temperatures using different catalyst
compositions and conditions. O2, H2O and CO2 are used as oxidants. Currently, however, methane is
mainly used as a fuel (home and car) or flaring in gas compressor stations. CH4 will be used to
generate energy in gas turbines. Finding the ways of activation of CH4 and its involvement in the new
chemical reaction to targeted produce of hydrogen-containing compounds and intermediates of
organic synthesis is important problem [2-4]. This paper presents the results on the activity of the
developed catalysts in oxidative conversion of CH4 to hydrogen-containing mixtures and C2hydrocarbons.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
Setup of a flow type for the oxidative conversion of methane in a tubular quartz reactor is shown in
Figure 1. The reaction gases: oxygen of air, air (from a compressor), or oxygen or oxygen-argon
mixture (from the cylinder), methane or methane-argon mixture (from the cylinder) argon (from the
cylinder), hydrogen, or hydrogen-argon mixture (from the cylinder) are fed into the mixer.

Fig. 1. The scheme of the flow laboratory setup for the catalytic oxidative conversion of
methane by oxygen. 1 - О2 of air, О2, О2 +Ar; 2 - СН4, СН4 +Ar; 3 -Ar; 4 - Н2, Н2+Ar; 5 - cranes for
fine control; 6 - rheometer; 7 - mixer; 8 - sampler; 9 - reactor; 10 - preheating furnace; 11 - main
heating furnace; 12 - millivoltmeter; 13 - millivoltmeter; 14 - temperature controller; 15 - catalyst; 16
– thermocouple.
Their speed is adjustable via reducers, valves for fine adjustment and rheometers and then fed into the
mixer. Gas is transferred from the mixer into a tubular flow reactor with a catalyst. The reactor is
heated by two furnaces, one furnace to preheat of gases, followed by the other - for heating to the
reaction temperature. Oven temperature for the reaction is controlled by two thermocouples:
regulating and recording, located in the catalyst bed. Provides regulated supply of water vapor to the
reaction gas mixture. Supply of multichannel tubular water cooler with length of 100-120 mmwhich
ends by common cavity with adapter to remove the reaction products is provided to the reactor
bottom. Refrigerator with a reactor is one. Inside the reactor there is a pocket for a thermocouple
dipped in the catalyst bed. The furnace is wound on the reactor to keep the temperature in the catalyst
bed. If the reaction proceeds in excess of the hydrocarbonthen for shut down the reactor in an
emergency is necessary to provide an initial shutdown of oxygen in order to avoid getting to explosive
area. Thermocouples and rheometers for conducting of gases must be calibrated. It is necessary to
provide a system of cleaning in case of air filing by oil compressor.
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In the present paper, we report on the development of the composition and methods of synthesis of
oxide catalysts for the oxidative conversion of methane by oxygen. New compositions of oxide
catalysts based on transition metals Ni, Ni-K, Ni-K-W, Mn, La, Cu and IK-30 supported on CuO,
CaX, 80% H-ZSM-5 + 20% Al2O3, ZSM-5 + Al2O3, montmorillonite as well as low-percentage 1% Pt,
Ru and Pt-Ru catalysts supported on 2% Ce/(θ+α)-Al2O3 were developed. The catalysts were prepared
by a joint and consistent impregnation. Preliminary drying of carriers at 300 oC for 2 hours was carried
out for this purpose, then was determined their moisture capacity and conducted calcination at 450oC
for 3 hours. Then the active phase of the catalyst was supported by joint and consistent impregnation.
Activity of developed catalysts in the oxidative conversion of methane by atmospheric oxygen was
determined in a flow installation at atmospheric pressure in quartz reactor. Unreduced samples of
catalyst heated on air were tested. The initial reaction mixture was supplied at a ratio of CH4 : O2 = 2 :
1 and varying the content of CH 4, O2 of air and Ar in the initial reaction mixture,%: 1 - 36.0 : 80.0, 2 5.0 : 20.0, 3 - 59.0 : 0 with a gradual increase of temperature from 600 to 900oC and the change of
space velocity (V) from 3900 to 7800 h-1 at the contact time (t) 0,46 - 0,92 s.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Activity of polyoxide supported catalysts in the partial oxidation of methane
Catalysts based on Ni, Ni-K, Ni-K-W, Mn, La, Cu and IK-30 supported on CuO, CaX, 80% H-ZSM-5
+ 20% Al2O3, ZSM-5 + Al2O3 and montmorillonite were investigated. The active phase of catalyst was
5.0%. The oxidative conversion of methane to desired products generally begins from 700 oC to form
hydrogen and ethane. Then ethylene and CO are formed in the reaction products with a gradual
increase in temperature reaction to 8000S. Yields of above-mentioned of products reaction are
stabilized at 850 and 900oC. It was determined that XCH4 increases with the reaction temperature from
6 to 12% for 5% Mn catalysts supported on natural carrier montmorillonite, a small amount of
hydrogen from 0.1 to 0.3% is formed in this case. Formation of 3.0% ethane occurs at 750oC, the
amount of which is reduced to 1.3% with increasing of temperature. Formation of ethylene observed at
800oC, the amount of which also increases with increase of temperature from 0.66% to 2.61%. Also
propane and propylene were found in small amounts in the reaction mixture. It was shown that XCH4
increased from 2.5 to 8.7% with increasing reaction temperature from 700oC to 900oC on 5% Mn/CuO
catalyst. The formation of hydrogen from 0.7 to 7.0% was observed. But the formation of C2hydrocarbons is observed only when the temperature rises up to 850 oC. Thus, the formation of 1.0 and
1.1% ethane and ethylene is carried out. It was determined that XCH4 increased from 2.7 to 16.6% with
increasing reaction temperature from 600oC to 900oC on the catalyst 10% CuO/80% H-ZSM-5+20%
Al2O3. The formation of hydrogen from 0.5 to 11.5% was observed in the reaction mixture. But the
formation of C2-hydrocarbons is observed only with increasing temperature of reaction to the 900oC
on this catalyst. Thus, the formation of 0.9% ethane and ethylene in an amount 2.2% implemented
Study of oxidative conversion of methane on 5% Ni supported on ZSM-5 + Al2O3 showed that with
increasing the reaction temperature from 600oC to 900oC the XCH4 increased from 6 to 29%, while
there is the formation of hydrogen at the reaction temperature 600oC in an amount of 20.0% further
increase to 47.0%. In this case, C2-hydrocarbons are formed during the reaction temperature 800 oC,
namely, 2.9% ethane and 0.8% ethylene. The formation of ethane is reduced to 0.4%, and ethylene
increased to 2,0% with rise in temperature of reaction. Also, 14.0% of CO were found in the products
of reaction at 750oC, the amount of which is reduced to 9.2% with increasing of temperature. At the
study of 5% Ni-K/ZSM-5 + Al2O3 has been determined that with increasing of reaction temperature
from 600oC to 900oC the XCH4 increases from 1.3 to 13%. The formation of hydrogen is observed at
the reaction temperature 600oC in trace amounts of 0.1% and further change from 54.0 to 46.6 at
800oC and increase to 51.5%. In this case, C2 hydrocarbons begin to form only at the reaction
13
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temperature 850oC, namely, 2.4% ethane, the amount of which is reduced to 0.9%, and 1.8% ethylene
is formed only at 900oC. A further modification of the 5% Ni-K catalyst supported on ZSM-5 + Al2O3
by addition of small amounts of W did not increase XCH4 the indicators of which ranged from 11 to
13% with increasing of reaction temperature from 600oC to 900oC; and the formation of hydrogen
decreases from 1 to 0.1%. C2-hydrocarbons (1.3% ethane) begin to form at 750oC. Ethane content
sharply increased to 8.2% atr 800oC and further reduced to 1%. Formation of 1.9% ethylene was also
observed at the reaction temperature 750oC. With increasing of temperature it is increased to 2.4%.
The study of oxidative conversion of methane on 5% La/CaX showed that with increasing of
temperature from 600oC to 900oC conversion of methane increases from 1.6 to 11.2%, while there is
formation of a small amount of hydrogen from 0.1 to 0.2%. 2.9% ethane is formed at 700oC, the
amount of which is reduced to 0.8% and when the temperature rises to 900 oC increases to 1.3%. Along
with the decrease in the amount of ethane in the reaction products at 800oC is formed 2.5% ethylene.
On the catalyst IK-30 was determined that conversion of methane increased from 1.2 to 10.5% with
increasing of reaction temperature from 600oC to 900oC. The hydrogen content increases from 0.2 to
24.4%. On this catalyst formation of C2-hydrocarbon is observed at the reaction temperature 700oC.
Thus, formation of 2.2% ethylene and 1.1% ethane is carried out. Propylene was detected in the
reaction mixture in small quantities.
Thus, H2 and C2-hydrocarbons were detected in reaction products at all studied catalyst compositions
in the study of catalytic activity based on Ni, Ni-K, Ni-K-W, Mn, La, Cu and IK-30 supported on
CaX, CuO, 80% H-ZSM-5 + 20% Al2O3, ZSM-5 + Al2O3 and montmorillonite in the oxidative
conversion of methane into desired products. The reaction products begin to form at the reaction
temperature 600oC. Ni catalysts were the most active among the investigated samples at 700oC leading
the transformation of methane to formation of H2. La-containing catalysts promote the implementation
of process mainly toward the formation of C2-hydrocarbons.
3.2. Activity of the supported low percentage catalysts based on noble metals in the process of partial
oxidation of methane
Low-percentage 1% Pt, Ru and Pt-Ru catalysts over carrier 2% Ce/(θ+α)-Al2O3 were prepared for
study. The catalysts were prepared by sequential supporting of elements on (θ+α)-Al2O3 (100-200 μm,
Ssp = 70.2 m2/g) from aqueous metal salt solutions at first Ce(NO3)3 × 6H2O, then Ru(OH)Cl3, and
H2PtCl6 × 6H2O by capillary impregnation by incipient wetness, followed by heating in air at 600oC
for 3 hours. Unreduced samples of catalysts heated in air were tested. The oxidative conversion of
methane to hydrogen-containing mixture on the 1% Pt catalyst over carrier with determining the effect
of reaction temperature on the methane conversion, selectivity by H 2 and CO at millisecond contact
times τ = 0,004 s and V = 9∙105 h-1 was investigated. It was determined that with the increase of
temperature from 700 to 900oC conversion of CH4 and selectivity by CO increased from 75 and 85%
to 87 and 95%, respectively, and the selectivity by H2 at all temperatures up to 100%. In the reaction
system is not observed the formation of carbon dioxide. Under these conditions, we studied the
oxidative conversion of methane to hydrogen-containing mixture on 1% Ru catalyst over carrier c
determining the effect of reaction temperature on the methane conversion, selectivity by H 2, CO and
CO2. It was found that with increasing of temperature from 700 to 900oC the conversion of CH4 is
reduced from 44 to 25% and the selectivity by CO and H2 change insignificantly from 71 to 82 and
87%, respectively. Carbon dioxide was detected in the reaction mixture, and the selectivity of its
formation increased with increasing of temperature. Investigation of the influence of process
temperature on the activity of bimetallic 1,0% Pt-Ru catalyst over carrier showed that with increasing
of reaction temperature the degree of conversion increases, and starting from 800oC carried out sharp
increase conversion and selectivity by products. Methane conversion was 98.4% at similar increase in
the selectivity by CO to 97.6%. With further increase in temperature to 850oC the methane conversion
increased to 98.7% at selectivity by CO up to 98.0%. Methane conversion and selectivity reached
14
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100% after increasing the temperature to 900oC. 100% selectivity by hydrogen is observed from 800
to 900oC.
Thus, it was found that the use of bimetallic catalysts in comparison with monometallic samples on the
carrier is the best on the major indicators of oxidative conversion of methane into the desired products
with increasing of reaction temperature from 700 to 900oC. In 1992, American scientists have studied
the reduced Pt, Pd, and Rh supported catalysts in the reaction of partial oxidation of methane, and
showed that the synthesis gas is formed with high selectivity ~ 80% by H2 and CO at t = 10-2 - 10-4 s
in excess of CH4 at high temperature [5-8]. A detailed analysis of published data on the new process of
selective catalytic oxidation of CH4 in the mixture with insufficient quantity of oxygen indicates that
the reaction takes place at high space velocities (up to 106 - 107 h-1) in the absence of secondary
reactions, i.e. with great performance when receiving a mixture of CO and H2 at a ratio ideally suitable
for the production of methanol, ammonia, and higher molecular weight hydrocarbons (FischerTropsch synthesis), as a reducing mixtures in the industry. Effect of space velocity on the oxidative
conversion of CH4 was investigated on 1,0% Pt-Ru/2% Ce/(θ+α)-Al2O3 catalyst in the initial reaction
mixture CH4 : O2 : Ar = 1.6 : 0.8 : 97.6 ,%, T = 900oC, V = 1∙106 - 6∙105 h-1. Table 1 shows that 95.0 100% conversion of CH4 and high selectivity (78.1 - 100%) by H2 are observed with a decrease of
space velocity from 1560∙103 to 630∙103 h-1. Selectivity by CO increased from 80.0 to 100% at
increasing of space velocity of 630∙103∙to 1050∙103 h-1, reaching 100% and then slowly decreased to
63.4% at 1560∙103 h-1.
Table 1. Effect of space velocity on the performance of SCO of methane on 1,0% Pt-Ru
(2:1)/2%Ce/(θ+α)-Al2O3 catalyst. Experimental conditions: initial reaction mixture СН4 : О2 : Ar = 1,6
: 0,8 : 97,6, %, T = 900oС, V = 1∙106 - 6∙105 h-1
Space
velocity, h-1

The content of the reaction products at the
output, %

XCH4,
%

SH2, %

Sco, %

Н2/СО

ССН4

СН2

ССО

ССО2

3

0,07

2,39

0,97

0,01

95,62

78,10

63,39

2,46

1530∙103

0,07

2,39

1,08

0,02

95,62

78,10

70,58

2,21

3

0,08

3,04

1,38

0,02

95,0

100

90,78

2,20

1350∙103

0,08

3,04

1,42

0,02

95,0

100

93,42

2,14

3

0,07

3,06

1,49

0,02

95,62

100

97,38

2,05

1560∙10

1500∙10

1200∙10

1050∙103

0

3,20

1,60

0

100

100

100

2,0

3

900∙10

0

3,20

1,60

0

100

100

100

2,0

750∙103

0

2,81

1,32

0,01

100

87,81

82,5

2,12

3

660∙10

0

2,76

1,28

0,01

100

86,25

80,0

2,15

630∙103

0

2,72

1,28

0,01

100

85,0

80,0

2,12

With increasing of space velocity from 630∙103 to 1560∙103 h-1 CO2 content in the reaction mixture
ranges from 0.01 to 0.02, and H2/CO ratio - from 2.12 to 2.46. However, conversion of the initial
methane, selectivity by H2 and CO are equal to the maximum 100% value at 1050∙103 and 900∙103 h-1.
CO2 is absent in product and the ratio of H2/CO = 2, i.e. the optimal value of the process of partial
oxidation of methane to synthesis gas. It was found experimentally that the space velocity of 1∙106 15
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9∙105 h-1 is optimal for the partial oxidation of methane into synthesis gas on supported low-percentage
Pt-Ru catalyst.
Thus, it was determined that the use of bimetallic 1% Pt-Ru/2% Ce/(θ+α)-Al2O3 catalysts in
comparison with monometallic samples on the carrier is the best on the basic parameters of the process
(XCH4, SH2, SCO = 98 - 100%) with increasing the reaction temperature from 700 to 900oC, contact time
0.004 s and space velocity 9∙105 h-1.

4. CONCLUSION
Thus, at the study of catalysts with desired catalytic properties based on Ni, Ni-K, Ni-K-W, Mn, La,
Cu, IK-30 supported on CaX, CuO, 80% H-ZSM-5+20% Al2O3, ZSM-5+Al2O3 and montmorillonite,
as well as low-percentage Pt-Ru (2:1)/2% Ce/(θ+α)-Al2O3 catalysts, it was found that C2hydrocarbons, hydrogen-containing mixtures and trace amount of propane and propylene detected on
all studied catalysts in the reaction products. Study of oxidative conversion of methane on developed
catalysts to desired products showed that the H2 produced from 600oC and higher, for the formation of
C2-hydrocarbons is optimal temperature range of 750-800oC, space velocity 3900 h-1 and the ratio of
the main components of the reaction mixture CH4 : O2 = 4.0 : 1.0 without dilution of system by inert
gas (Ar). We can assume that ethylene is formed not only from the initial methane, but also as a result
of subsequent synthesis from C2H6 with increasing of temperature. It was determined that initial
conversion of methane into hydrogen and hydrogen-containing mixtures is carried out, respectively,
on 5,0% Ni/ZSM-5 + Al2O3 and 1% Pt-Ru/2% Ce/(θ+α)-Al2O3 catalysts; and IK-30 and 5% La/CaX
catalysts are optimal for the formation of olefins.
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EFFECT OF PACKAGING CONDITIONS ON THE PHYSICALLY-CHEMICAL
PARAMETERS OF PICKLED VENISON DURING STORAGE
Laima Silina, Ilze Gramatina, Tatjana Rakcejeva, Sandra Muižniece-Brasava
Faculty of Food Technology, Latvia University of Agriculture, Jelgava, Latvia

Abstract
Meat colour is one of the most important qualities influencing the consumer’s decision to purchase.
The colour of meat depends on many factors, such as the concentration of myoglobin, physical
characteristics of the meat and pH. The aim of the current research was to determine changes in
colour (using CIE L*, a*, b* values), pH and moisture content of pickled venison during storage. Beef
as a control was analysed for comparison of obtained results. The meat (2×3×2 cm) pieces were
pickled in tomato sauce marinade (composition: tomato sauce, lemon, onion, parsley, sweet pepper,
basil, black pepper, rosemary, salt) at 4±2 °C temperature for 48±1 h. Marinated meat was placed on
the polypropylene trays, hermetically sealed with high barrier polymer film under modified
atmosphere (C02 40%+N2 60%), as well as placing in packages iron based oxygen scavenger sachets
(Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Europe Ageless®). As a control, meat packaged in air ambiance was used.
During storage time, colour L*, b* values and pH of both investigated meat samples significantly
(p<0.05) increased irrespective of packaging method. The moisture content in all packages and colour
a* value of the meat samples packed under modified atmosphere significantly (p<0.05) decreased
during storage.
Key words: venison, colour, pH, moisture, modified atmospheres, oxygen scavengers
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent statistical updates indicate the significantly enhanced consumer interest in the venison meat,
because of its high level of proteins, vitamins, mineral salts and lower, compared to meat of domestic
slaughter animals, content of fat and cholesterol, as well as its lower level energetic value
(Zochowska-Kujawska et al., 2009).
The cherry red colour in meat is one of the most important qualities influencing the consumer’s
decision to purchase. The colour of meat depends on many factors, such as the concentration and
chemical state of heme pigments, particularly myoglobin, the physical characteristics of the meat and
the pH (Franco et al., 2012). With prolonged storage oxymyoglobin oxidises to metmyoglobin and
gives meat an unattractive brown colour (Djenane et al., 2002).
Venison is a highly perishable food with a short shelf life. The main aims of marinating have been
considered to be tenderizing, flavoring and enhancing safety and shelf life of meat products due to
inhibition of microbial growth (Bjorkroth, 2005). Traditionally, meat has been marinated by soaking in
acid solution (Yusop et al., 2010); however marinades are nowadays complex sauces which have a
great effect on product appearance and taste. They are typically water-oil emulsions containing salt,
sugar and acids (acetic, citric), rheology-improving additives (such as xanthan and guar gum),
antimicrobial agents (such as sorbate and benzoate) spices and aroma enhancers. Basic flavour is often
obtained using pepper, onion and tomato base together with other added spices (Bjorkroth, 2005).
Beneficial effects of marination on meat texture include a juicier texture and reduction of water loss
during cooking (Zochowska-Kujawska et al., 2012).
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It is well known that packaging makes food more convenient and gives the food greater safety
assurance from microorganisms, biological and chemical changes so that the packaged foods may
have a longer shelf life. In modified atmosphere packaging (MAP), an initial atmosphere is generated
by either permitting air to be enclosed or by injecting a desired initial gas mixture (Skandamis and
Nychas, 2002). Typically for meat packaging under modified atmosphere use gas composition O2
80%+CO2 20% (Franco et al., 2012), however for venison preservation gas composition C02 40%+N2
60% is the most appropriate (Vergara et al., 2003). Modified atmospheres technologies not always
completely remove oxygen and oxygen penetrates through the packaging film. Using of oxygen
scavengers can reduce oxygen level in a package. Oxygen scavengers are made from easily oxidisable
substances, usually contained in sachets made of air permeable materials. Almost all oxygen
scavenger sachets used commercially are based on the principle of iron oxidation. The sachets are
made up of finely divided powdered iron, ferrous compounds and various catalysts, which under
appropriate humidity conditions initiate the reaction, using up any residual oxygen to form non-toxic
iron oxide (Brandon, 2009).
The aim of the current research was to determine changes in colour (using CIE L*, a*, b* values), pH
and moisture content of pickled venison during storage.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiments were carried out at the Department of Food Technology, Latvia University of
Agriculture, in 2012. The meat of farmed red deer (Cervus elaphus) was obtained from a local farm
‘Saulstari 1’, located in Sigulda region, Latvia; the beef of farmed cattle (Colloquially cows) from Ltd.
‘Margret’ located in Jekabpils region, Latvia, was used for control.
Tomato sauce marinade (composition: tomato sauce, lemon, onion, parsley, sweet pepper, basil, black
pepper, rosemary, salt) was used for venison and beef pickling.
Marinating process of the samples included the following steps:
1) Longissimus dorsi muscle from venison and beef saddle cuts were manually divided by knife in
0.250±0.020 kg pieces;
2) 0.250±0.020 kg pieces of Longissimus dorsi muscle were divided into smaller pieces of the size of
2×3×2 cm, and tomato sauce marinade was added;
3) prepared samples were marinated at 4±2 °C temperature in the refrigerator for 48±1 h.
Marinated meat samples were placed on the polypropylene (PP) trays (210×148×35 mm) and
hermetically sealed with high barrier polymer film Multibarrier 60 (composition:
APA/TIE/PA/EVOH/PA/TIE/PE/PE; thickness 60±2 μm) under modified atmosphere (C02 40%+N2
60%) without and with iron-based oxygen scavenger sachets (Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Europe
Ageless®), as a control packaging in air ambiance packed pickled venison and beef was used. Venison
samples were analysed after 0, 4, 7, 11 and 14 days of storage under modified atmosphere (MA)
packaging without/with oxygen scavenger and after 0, 4 and 7 days of storage in air ambiance. Beef
samples were analysed after 0, 4, 7, 11 and 14 days of storage under MA packaging with oxygen
scavenger and after 0, 4, 7 and 11 days of storage in air ambiance and under MA packaging without
oxygen scavenger. Samples were stored at 4±2 °C. For pH and moisture content analyses, meats were
homogenised using a household blender according to ISO 17604:2003 standard procedure.
Experiments were finished on 7th day, on 11th day and on 14th day of storage because the
microbiological parameters of meat exceeded permissible limit.
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Colour changes were determined with the ColorTec PCM/PSM – colorimeter (Accuracy Microsensors
Inc., USA) – CIE L* a* b* system. Colour values were recorded as L* (brightness), a* (-a, greenness,
+a, redness) and b* (-b, blueness, +b, yellowness).
The pH was measured using JENWAY 3520 (Barloworld Scientific Ltd., ESSEX, UK) pH-meter. The
pH electrode was dipped into a mixture of homogenized sample and distilled water (1:10), according
to LVS ISO 5542:2010.
The content of moisture was determined according to ISO 1442:1997.
The data was processed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) in order to determine the effect of
packaging condition and storage time on each variable. Tukey’s test was carried out to determine
differences between groups. The level of statistical significance was evaluated at p<0.05. Statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS 15.0. software packages.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Colour
The changes of colour parameters L*, a* and b* values of venison in tomato sauce marinade during
storage are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Effects of packaging conditions and storage time on the colour values (L*, a*, b*) of venison
in tomato sauce marinade1
Parameter

L*

a*

b*

Packaging2

Storage
days

A

B

C

a

a

a

0

33.76 ± 2.14

33.76 ± 2.14

33.76 ± 2.14

4

33.86ax ± 2.18

33.94ay ± 2.01

33.95ay ± 3.14

7

34.01ax ± 1.51

34.02ay ± 1.30

34.59ay ± 2.42

11

-

34.74by ± 1.74

34.81by ± 1.09

14

-

35.17by ± 1.46

35.22by ± 1.37

0

8.12a ± 2.92

8.12a ± 2.92

8.12a ± 2.92

4

8.60ax ± 2.68

8.02ay ± 6.52

8.00ay ± 1.01

7

8.98ax ± 1.18

7.01aby ± 1.60

7.05aby ± 1.79

11

-

6.56by ± 1.37

6.31by ± 1.90

14

-

6.24by ± 3.14

6.21by ± 1.32

0

12.56a ± 10.89

12.56a ± 10.89

12.56a ± 10.89

4

13.44ac ± 7.51

12.58ac ± 13.25

13.43ac ± 4.29

7

14.99bcd ± 2.64

13.98bcd ± 4.36

13.80bcd ± 5.05

11

-

13.73ad ± 2.03

13.93ad ± 2.95

14

-

14.26bd ± 6.29

14.43bd ± 2.39

-, not analysed.
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All values reflect mean ± standard deviation. Values in the same column with the different letters (a, b, c,
) are significantly different (p < 0.05). Values in the same row with the different letters (x, y) are
significantly different (p < 0.05).
1

d

2

A = air ambiance; B = CO2 40 % + N2 60 % (without oxygen scavenger); C = CO2 40 % + N2 60 %
(with oxygen scavenger).

Significant differences (p < 0.05) were found in colour values L* and a* among in air ambiance
packaged and under MA without/with oxygen scavenger packed venison. During storage of samples,
colour values L* and b* significantly (p < 0.05) increased in all packages. The colour of meat samples
after storage was lighter (higher L* values) and this indicate the well-known tendency for the colour of
venison on display to deteriorate (Purchas et al., 2010). Colour parameter b* increment may be
associated with transformation of the meat pigment and the formation of metmyoglobin, which is
faster at a relatively low oxygen concentration (Vergara et al., 2003). Parameter a* value increased
significantly (p < 0.05) in samples packaged in air ambiance. High oxygen concentrations enhance
bright-red colour to fresh meat, but low concentrations accelerate the oxidation of myoglobin to
metmyoglobin, which turns the colour to brown (Gokoglu et al., 2011).
The changes of colour parameters L*, a* and b* values of beef in tomato sauce marinade during
storage are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Effects of packaging conditions and storage time on the colour values (L*, a*, b*) of beef in
tomato sauce marinade1
Parameter

L*

a*

b*

Packaging2

Storage
days

A

B

C

0

37.85a ± 2.80

37.85a ± 2.80

37.85a ± 2.80

4

37.90a ± 1.34

37.86a ± 1.47

37.89a ± 1.84

7

38.27b ± 1.67

38.32b ± 1.75

38.47b ± 1.18

11

38.32b ± 2.02

38.78b ± 1.42

38.84b ± 1.11

14

-

-

39.59b ± 1.44

0

6.20a ± 3.51

6.20a ± 3.51

6.20a ± 3.51

4

6.41abx ± 1.40

5.86aby ± 6.33

5.72aby ± 4.23

7

6.57bx ± 1.74

5.48by ± 2.13

5.60by ± 1.83

11

6.82bx ± 1.23

5.36by ± 1.43

5.51by ± 1.44

14

-

-

5.43b ± 1.62

0

20.13a ± 8.22

20.13a ± 8.22

20.13a ± 8.22

4

20.67b ± 5.03

20.75b ± 9.64

20.77b ± 7.89

7

21.46c ± 3.04

21.77c ± 4.94

21.91c ± 3.82

11

21.78c ± 3.36

21.88c ± 3.34

22.01c ± 3.27

14

-

-

22.19c ± 3.28

-, not analysed.
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All values reflect mean ± standard deviation. Values in the same column with the different letters (a, b,
) are significantly different (p < 0.05). Values in the same row with the different letters (x, y) are
significantly different (p < 0.05).
1

c

2

A = air ambiance; B = CO2 40 % + N2 60 % (without oxygen scavenger); C = CO2 40 % + N2 60 %
(with oxygen scavenger).

The relevant differences (p > 0.05) were not found in L* and b* values among the in air ambiance
packaged and under MA with/without oxygen scavenger packed beef. Parameter a* values of beef
packaged in air ambiance and under MA without/with oxygen scavenger significantly different (p <
0.05). During storage, all colour parameters change significantly (p < 0.05) irrespective of the
packaging method. Change in trend remains the same as in the experiments with pickled venison.
3.2. pH
The present experiment did not indicate significant differences (p>0.05) in pH values among the in air
packed and under MA packed meat with/without oxygen scavenger. It could be explained by the fact
that meat offers a relatively strong buffering system and that the vast majority of “added” CO 2 is
present in meat in dissolved form (Sørheim et al., 2004; Daszkiewicz et al., 2011). pH values tended to
significantly increase (p<0.05) with increasing storage period in all packages. Results are similar to the
finding of Pollard et al. (2002), Vergara et al. (2003) and Franco et al. (2012). Moore and Gill (1987)
suggested that tissue breakdown may be responsible for this increase. pH changes in venison and beef
pickled in tomato sauce marinade during storage are shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Changes in pH values of venison (a) and beef (b) pickled in tomato sauce marinade during
storage:
♦- air ambiance; ■- CO2 40%+N2 60% (without oxygen scavenger); ▲- CO2 40%+N2 60% (with
oxygen scavenger).
The correlation coefficients showed close interconnection between pH values and storage time (Figure
1).
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3.2. Moisture

76.0

69.0

75.5

68.0

Moisture content,%

Moisture content,%

No significant differences (p>0.05) were found among the moisture content under modified
atmosphere without/with oxygen scavenger and the in air ambiance packaged pickled venison.
Moisture content of pickled beef packaged in air ambiance and modified atmosphere with oxygen
scavenger was significantly different (p<0.05). Initial moisture content of pickled venison was 75.40%
(beef – 67.81%). During storage moisture content significantly decreased (p<0.05) of both
investigated meat samples in all packages. Slow decline moisture content of pickled venison and beef
packed under modified atmosphere with oxygen scavenger was observed. After 14 days of storage
moisture content of pickled venison packed under modified atmosphere with oxygen scavenger was
74.55% (beef – 65.08%). Moisture loss could be explained with water vapour permeation through the
packaging materials. Moisture content of pickled venison and beef samples during storage are shown
in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Changes in moisture content of venison (a) and beef (b) pickled in tomato sauce marinade
during storage:
♦- air ambiance; ■- CO2 40%+N2 60% (without oxygen scavenger); ▲- CO2 40%+N2 60% (with
oxygen scavenger).
A close correlation was observed between storage time and moisture content for venison and beef in
all packages (see Figure 2).
4. CONCLUSIONS
Significant changes (p<0.05) in L* and a* colour values were determined among the venison samples
packaged in air ambiance and under modified atmosphere without/with oxygen scavenger.
The results of this study did not indicate a significant (p>0.05) influence of the applied packaging type
on changes in pH values and colour parameters L*, b* values of pickled beef.
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During storage, all determined parameters (colour, pH and moisture) significantly changed (p<0.05)
irrespective of the packaging method.
The used packaging conditions do not fully protect pickled meat from the colour changes. Evaluating
all packaging types, packaging under modified atmosphere with oxygen scavenger could be suggested
for pickled meat storage.
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APPLICATION OF THE HIGHLY DISPERSED MATERIALS
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Abstract
Samples of sand in a highly dispersed state were obtained. Mathematical models depending on the
bulk density of the dry construction mixes with the sand in a highly dispersed state are proposed. The
optimal composition and the efficient fine grained concrete with sand in a highly dispersed state was
developed.
Key words: dry mix, the optimal composition, fine grained concrete, mathematical modeling

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the development of scientifically engineered solutions for obtaining high-strength concrete,
modified nanoparticles is relevant and very important task. [
Gopalakrishnan at all, 2011] Research
shows that the most promising solution to produce high quality composite building materials, suitable
for long term operation in extreme conditions is to use the micro-and nanosystems and
nanotechnology approach in their creation. [Ryzhonkov, 2008].
This applies also to the process of obtaining a concrete composite. So, besides the binders, which are
the main structure- shaping components, important components of the concrete are small -sized fillers
and large-sized fillers of the mixtures. Small -sized fillers are mainly involved to the formation of the
binder microstructure, large-sized fillers are form conglomerate macrostructure.
Large-sized fillers in concrete are occupy about 80% of the volume and have a significant impact on
the physical and mechanical properties of concrete, as well as on its cost. Rigid skeleton of highstrength large-sized filler increases the strength and deformation modulus of the concrete, reduces the
structural distortion under the load and creep of the concrete [Andrievsky, 2005].
High strength concrete is achieved by adjusting its properties by optimizing the particle size
distribution of the large-sized fillers and reducing its void index; the using of special cements,
including modified by milling; using of plasticizers, additives and highly dispersed chemicals (smallsized fillers) [Gusev, 2005]. Therefore, proportioning of the concrete in the fine grained concrete
technology becomes very important because of their ensuring the amount of cementitious material,
distributing in the effective volume of the composite, optimizing the particle size distribution of the
large-sized fillers, small-sized filler and cement particles for the achievement the possibility of the
mineral grains close packing. Under these conditions, fine grained concrete have a high packing
density and, consequently, high initial and final strength.
Usually water-cement paste fills the voids between the grains of the large-sized filler, and only slightly
pushing them (by the amount of two or three medium diameter cement grains). With this connivently
arrangement grain of the large-sized filler, properties of the highly dispersed filler lead to the marked
effect on the concrete strength.
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Based on the above stated, adding various dispersed fillers in high-and ultradispersed state is the way
to improve the properties of fine grained concrete. This way is consist with regulating the structure
and consequently reaching reduction of material consumption of a concrete structure [ Bazhenov,
2006]. A nanodisperse material is a system, which having an excessive surface energy and high
reactivity, requires thorough studies of control mechanisms for the change of composite properties. It
also requires to work out methods for production nanomodified surfaces of disperse materials. [Gusev,
2005, Smirnov, 2011, Frolova at all, 2011]. At the same time, we believe that a complex approach to
the formation of nanocomposites with optimum or desired composition of nanosized constituents
presupposes working out of an algorithm to calculate energy parameters of disperse material surface.
This algorithm is based on thermodynamic evaluation of energy properties of nano-fillers surface
[Veshnyakova at all, 2012, Tutygin at all, 2012]. In the research [Veshnyakova at all, 2012] the
applicability of the thermodynamic approach to the optimization of a two-component mixture of river
sand and highly- dispersed sand was shown.
So, the following research goals were defined: to experimentally obtain highly-dispersed systems from
fine river sand - based raw materials of Arkhangelsk region; to research the influence of the highlydispersed systems on the bulk density value of the dry mix for the fine grained concrete.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1.

Materials

As inert large-sized filler, river sand from the field "Kenitsy" Arkhangelsk region was used. As a
binder, Portland cement CEM I 42,5B by OJSC "Mordovcement" was used. Fine river sand was used
as the basis for the highly-dispersed filler making. Fine river sand was pre-washed from clay particles,
dried and made to constant weight at 105°С. The total weight of the sand was separated as follows:
fraction larger 5 mm was removed; the rest of the sand was used for the grinding.
2.2.

Methods

Chemical composition of the obtained sand in highly-dispersed state was described by X-ray
fluorescent spectroscopy with Shimadzu EDX-800 HS spectrometer
The process of dispersion was carried out on the vibration mill МВ 20-1,5, using dry method.
Particle size distribution of the sand in highly-dispersed state (small-sized filler) was determined with
Delsa Nano Series Zeta Potential and Submicron Particle Size Analyzers and Mettler Toledo probes
with Focused Beam Reflectance Measurement system, i.e. Lasentec S400E with laser
videomicroscopy system PVM V819.
Determination of the specific surface area of the sand in highly-dispersed state was performed with
volumetric adsorption method. The method deals with the analysis of gas trapping by solid at constant
cryogenic temperature and gradual increase in pressure.
The density for the tested samples was determined by weighing waxed samples and with the help of
pycnometer test according to GOST (all-Union state standard) 5180-84 «Soils. Methods of
determining physical characteristics in laboratory conditions».
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Content of the main components (calculated as oxides) in the tested sand in the highly- dispersed state
as follows: SiO2 (58%), MgO (8%), Fe2O3 (5%), CaO (14%), Al2O3 (9%), the total content of other
components is 19%.
Selected river sand as large-sized filler, satisfies the requirements for the materials used for making the
control and the main compositions of the fine grained concrete (Table 1).
Table 1. Results of tested samples of the river sand
True Specific
Gravity, ρtr sp,
g/sm3

Bulk Density,
ρн ср, g/sm3

2,640

1,667

Voidage,
Vvoid, %
36,9

Fineness
Modulus of
Sand, MF

Group of Sand

2,23

medium size

Class of
Sand
I

The results about the size characteristic of the highly-dispersed sand, implemented on the Delsa Nano
analyzer, were shown in Table 2. The treated results of the determination of the size in fractures and
quantity of the particles in the different ranges of the highly-dispersed sand, implemented on the
Lasentec S400E analyzer with the focused beam reflectance measurement system (FBRM), were
shown in Table 3.
In Fig. 1 shows the photos of the shape and size of the sand particles before and after grinding,
obtained with the using laser videomicroscopy PVM V819.
Data indicates that for the system in the nano-and colloid-dispersed state with range of the particle size
1 ÷ 500 nm, which was stable for sedimentation and aggregation, the analyzer DelsaNano was
accepted for receiving correct and reproducible results. Using the Lasentec S400E system was
preferred for the micro-and coarsely dispersed systems (500 nm and above). Combination of two these
methods was realized for the full analysis in determination of the particle-size distribution for the
polydisperse system [Veshnyakova at all, 2012].
Table 2. Characteristic of fractions of the highly-dispersed sand, implemented on the Delsa Nano
analyzer
Grinding time
t, min
480

Size in fractures, nm / Composition,%
№1

№2

№3

№4

№5

№6

№7

450,1/21

750,2/11

462,1/12

474,3/12

486,9/11

499,8/10

513,0/8

Average
size, nm
483,0±39,4

Table 3. Quantitative characteristic of fractions of the highly-dispersed sand, implemented on the
Lasentec S400E analyzer
Grinding
time t, min
480
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Quantity of the particles in the range, μm., pcs./ Composition,%
300-500

150-300

50-150

10-50

5-10

1-5

0,11 /0,01

0,05 /0,00

3,21 /0,36

227,64 /25,21

220,63 /24,43

451,25 /49,98
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a

b

Figure 1 - Photos of the different samples of the sand, implemented on the PVM V819 Sуstem
(Particle Vision and Measurement for Process R&D), Mettler Toledo: a – sample of sand before
grinding, b – sample of the highly-dispersed sand (after grinding)
Specific surface area of the sand in highly-dispersed state was 8580 ± 43 м2/кг. This value of the
specific surface area is comparable to the published data for fine small-sized fillers.
As mentioned earlier, the achievement of the highest packing density (ie, optimizing particle size
distribution of the dry mix) can be achieved by mixing the real raw components with their grain
composition in the optimal ratio. To determine the ratio content of the dry mix, i.e. sand in a highly
dispersed state, portland cement and river sand, providing the most particles dense packing (maximum
bulk density of the dry mix), a full factorial planning experiments with the using central composite
orthogonal design with the simultaneous variation of components was made: the mass fraction of
binder (C = 400-600 kg.), river sand (S = 1400-1600 kg), highly dispersed sand (NS = 2-6%) with
other invariable parameters. Mathematical model was adopted as a function that relates the parameter
optimization - bulk density of dry mix for fine grained concrete, with variable factors: cement content
(X1), river sand content (X2) and small-sized filler content in a highly dispersed state (X3).
The value of the bulk density of dry construction mix for the fine grained concrete is influenced by the
content of cement, river sand and small-sized filler in a highly dispersed state with all other invariable
parameters. The value of main level of each independent variable was set (Table 4). When the degree
of the polynomial chosen for describing the process, equal k≤4 , only full factorial experiment plan
(FFE) was accepted as the core of an orthogonal central composite plan. Power order of the plan was
defined k=2 for describing the experiment process. The total number of tests in the matrix of the
composite plan of three-factor experiment was 15. Planning matrix and the values of the response
function are shown in Table 5.
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Table 4. Varying levels of the experiment factors
Factors

Varying levels

Varying range,
in coded form

Δxi

-α

-1

0

+1

+α

Cement content, g

Х1

100

378,5

400

500

600

621,5

River sand content, g

Х2

200

1357

1400

1600

1800

1843

Highly dispersed sand content,%

Х3

2

1,57

2

4

6

6,43

in natural form

Table 5. Planning matrix of dry construction mix testing
Factor Values
№

In dimensionless coordinate
system

In the natural scale

Cement, g

River sand, g

Highly dispersed
sand,%

-1

400

1400

2

-1

-1

600

1400

2

-1

+1

-1

400

1800

2

4

+1

+1

-1

600

1800

2

5

-1

-1

+1

400

1400

6

6

+1

-1

+1

600

1400

6

7

-1

+1

+1

400

1800

6

8

+1

+1

+1

600

1800

6

9

-α

0

0

400

1600

4

10

+α

0

0

600

1600

4

11

0

-α

0

500

1400

4

12

0

+α

0

500

1800

4

13

0

0

-α

500

1600

2

14

0

0

+α

500

1600

6

15

0

0

0

500

1600

4

X1

X2

X3

1

-1

-1

2

+1

3

Given the calculation of the required ratios, regression equation largest bulk density, depending on the
amount of cement, sand and small-sized filler as follows:

-

in coded form:

у = 1904,63 - 20,8 × x1 + 19,71× x 2 - 17,33 × x 3 - 4,24 × x1 - 10,07 × x 2 + 9,72 × x 3 + 8,05 ×x1×x 2 2

2

- 6,17 × x1 × x 3 + 7,29 × x 2 × x 3 ;
-

in the decoded form:
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у = 1904,63 - 20,8 × С + 19,71 × S - 17,33 × NS - 4,24 × C 2 - 10,07 × S 2 + 9,72 × NS 2 + 8,05 × C × S - 6,17 × C × NS + 7,29 × S × NS;

(2)

Based on the calculation data and with using the regression equation, the nomograms reflecting the
dependence of the bulk density of cement and small-sized filler in a highly dispersed state were built.
Construction of surfaces of the response function was carried out in the program «Sigma plot»
(www.sigmaplot.com). The obtained nomograms (Fig. 2 and 3) are allowing to identify the mixture
with an optimum particle size: composition №1 – cement content 500 g, highly dispersed sand content
– 6% of the river sand mass; composition №2 – river sand content 1525 г., highly dispersed sand
content – 6% of the river sand mass.
The response function view from the bulk density of dry mix from varied factors was confirmed the
high role of small-sized filler - sand in a highly dispersed state to increase the compactness of particle
packing components. The optimum quantity of sand in a highly dispersed state will also be determined
by its effect on the hydration process of cement, the contact zone formation between the small-sized
filler particles and the cement.
To evaluate the structure-properties of investigated small-sized filler in highly dispersed state, it is
necessary to produce samples with the control composition (concrete mix without small-sized filler in
a highly dispersed state) and with the main composition (concrete mixture with small-sized filler in
highly dispersed state sand).
Fabrication and testing of concrete mixture samples were carried out at an air temperature (20±3)0С.
Mixing of concrete mixture produced by hand. The result of slump testing of concrete mixture with
highly dispersed sand was 15 cm. Compression strength of concrete samples was determined at the
age of 1, 2, 3, 7 and 28 days. Results of testing samples of the main and control compositions are
shown in Table. 6. Graphs comparing strength of concrete samples of the main and control
composition are shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 2 - The response functions of the bulk density of dry mix from the cement content (g) and
highly dispersed sand content (%)
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Figure 3- The response functions of the bulk density of dry mix from the river sand content (g) and
highly dispersed sand content (%)
Table 6. The testing of fine-grained concrete samples
Parameter

Sign

Unit.

Age of the samples, days
1

2

3

7

28

The main composition
Average Strength

Rm

MPa

3,04

6,6

13,35

19,49

29,05

Concrete Class

B

-

-

5

10

15

20

Elastic Modulus

E

MPa

735

1143

1754

3222

5702

The control composition
Average Strength

Rm

MPa

0,75

7,58

11,12

17,12

25,58

Concrete Class

B

-

-

5

7,5

12,5

15

Elastic Modulus

E

MPa

57

1465

1929

3671

5029
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Figure 4 – The functional dependence of the average strength from the age of the fine-grained concrete
samples of the main and control compositions.
4. CONCLUSION
In summary, these studies are suggesting the following conclusions:
1.
Using mathematical planning method of experiment, the bulk density models of dry building
mix depending on the content of cement, sand, small-sized filler - sand in a highly dispersed state,
allowing to determine the optimum composition of fine-grained concrete were obtained.
2.
Increasing of the strength at the main concrete sample aged at least 28 days is different from
the control sample. Increase of strength slowly at first, but the achievement of 70% of the standard
strength of the main sample age up to 9 days at 200С, as in the controls.
3.
There was an increase of the initial elastic modulus of concrete samples with the main
composition as compared with the control samples.
4.
These results showed that the optimization of the amount injected small-sized filler of finegrained concrete will provide obtaining the concrete with improved strength characteristics, which
improves its class without increasing the consumption of cement.
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Abstract
In this study, design and product of ¼ scaled mode of a composite reflector, which can be used on
small satellites that have 6 m diameter in full-scale version and is thought to be worked in Ku
frequency band range, has been practiced. Its reflector has been incited in different frequencies by
using shaker. Resonance frequencies have been measured in 4 end points of reflector and in center. By
connecting the reflector vertically and with elastic materials, mode shape has been determined by
acceleration receivers from its 20 points.6 modes have been obtained between 2,8-15,80 Hz. Finite
elements method is in accord with frequency values that have been found experimentally.It has been
observed that excitations from the middle point of reflector surge to all surfaces. It has been seen that
frequency values in the end points of reflector are less than those in the middle point.

Key words: Foldable Composite Reflector, Finite Elements Method, Frequency Response.
1. INTRODUCTION
There are many folding structure’s practices in both space and earth. The simplest example is
umbrellas which we use it in the earth. Another example is folding roof in the sport centers. The
history of folding structures in the space has started with the first satellite “Sputnik” which was
launched by The Soviet Union in 1957. In the beginning, researches had mounted the erectable
structures in space conditions with helping astronauts and robots because there are limited volume and
difficulties in spacecrafts. But these structures’ mounting in space condition is both costly and
hazardous and so researches of soft and flexible structures which are possible for remote control have
gathered speed.
The biggest advantage of the folding structures is low, mass and packing volume (Tibert - Pellegrino
2002). Signal losses in terms of Electronic performance and center or side connection in terms of
satellite connection are another criteria to consider (Baier & Datashvilli, 2005). Pre strain and thermoelastic analysis had been made by forming finite element model of reflector model and reflector’s
mode had been determined. (Datashvilli 2010). For this reason form memory composite materials
create grand potential for space structures with their low mass, rigidity, stability and packaging
features (Scarborough and Cadogan, 2010). Deformations after folding have determined as things to
consider in these structures’ design which are made by composite materials (Soykasap, 2008).
Antenna reflector which provides spacecraft’s communication folds with its energy. It is made by soft
and high strenght composite materials. Cellular metallic materials, mechanical damping depends on
structural factors and test conditions (Dahil, Başpınar & Karabulut, 2011).
In this study, the manufacturing of the folding reflector with composite materials have practiced. Its
surface flatness has researched. Its natural frequencies have obtained with experimental and finite
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element methods. Some modes have been found in resonance frequency with finite element.
Frequency values have been found and finite elements and values have been compared. Special
software for experimental study has been used.

2. REFLECTOR DESIGN AND ITS PRODUCTION
Manufacturing in 1/4 scale have performed with using special mold. Scale model diameter is D=1.5 m,
offset amount is 0,075 m, flap width is 0,0625 m. Layer state is similar with full-scale optimum model
and four different beddings have been provided. As you see in Figure1, there are eight carbon layers
which are 0.11 mm for remaining body (red) in D3 [0/45/0/45]s, five carbon layers( yellow) from D2 to
D3 [0/453/0]; three carbon layers (green) from D1 to D2, [0/45/0]. Outer reflective surface(turquois)
consists of two [0/45] layers. Flap [0/45/0] consists of three layers. ¼ scale reflector in the mold is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Schematic view of ¼ scale model

Figure2. ¼ scale reflector
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2.1. Material Specifications of Offset Reflector
Scale reflector model have been manufactured with three bedded (0/45/0) carbon fiber materials.
Thickness on the reflector has measured as average 0.4 mm. It is not possible to measure elactic
specifications with this value because surface has resine and this resine has not homogenous spread.
Efective thickness has proposed in some studies by emphasizing this. Each layer thickness of T300B,
94 g/m2 fabrics is 0.11 mm that it is obtained with material data. Three bedded composite reflector
thickness has taken as tref=0.33 mm for this.
Scale reflector mass has measured as 1770 g with precision dynamometer. You can find the reflector
intensity with following equations:

r ref =

m ref
Aref ´ t ref

=

1.770
= 1441 kg/m3 ……………… (1)
3.7212 ´ 0.00033

In here, Aref is reflector surface. In- plane specifications of scale reflector must be known in the
modelling. Effective specifications of composite is obtained by using material specifications of resineimpregnated fiber. ρf = 1750 kg/m3 and ρm = 1150 kg/m3 values have selected from the material
information data.

V f + Vm = 1

r ref = V f r f + (1 - V f ) r m

……………………………………………………(2)

In here, fiber volume rate is Vf = 0.485. E1 = 230 GPa, E2 = 14 GPa, G12 = 9 GPa, v12 = 0.2 are taken for
T300B fibers. (Soykasap, 2008 ). E=3.4 GPa is taken for L160 epoxy matrix. Slip modulus and
Poisson rate are accepted as G12=1.4 GPa, v12 = 0.35. considering these material specification;

E1y = V f E1 f + E m (1 - V f ) …………..………………………………………….(3)
Mixing ratio formula cannot give good results for cross direction while it estimates the model on long
direction. For this reason, Halpin–Tsai equations have been used for both cross direction and slip
modulus. According to this;

E 2y =
Burada, h =

(1 + xhV )E
y

1 - hV f

E2 f / Em - 1
E2 f / E m - x

m

….……………….…………………………………(4)

ve E2f is elastic module on cross direction of fiber. ζ is a kind of measure

of fiber supplement and it depends on fiber geometry, how to package and how to store; ζ=2 is
proposed for circular fibers. Shear modulus is obtained.

G12y = Gm

(G
(G

12 f
12 f

+ G m ) + V f (G12 f - Gm )
+ Gm ) - V f (G12 f - G m )

…………….………………………….(5)

In here, Gm is shear modulus of matrix and G12f is slip modulus of fiber. vy12 = Vfv21f + vm(1-Vf ), the
Poisson rate of resine-impregnated fiber can be measured with Poisson rates of fiber and matrix and
volume rate of fiber. Effective specifications of composite is obtained by using material specifications
of resine-impregnated fiber.
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2.2. Modal Test Analysis
Elements of test ring consist of modal system vibrator, analyser, accelerometers, force meter,
amplifier, computer and software. One of accelerometers has been placed in the point of provoking of
the vibrator and other accelerometer has been placed in reflector center and the last one has been
placed in endpoint which is parallel with the center. Accelerometers’ states have been changed.
Especially acceleometer in endpoint has been turned around the reflector with 30 o. Impulse method
has been used for measures. The vibrator in this method provokes the reflector at regular intervals. It is
known that the vibrator gives more healthy results with hammer. Each accelerometer is connected
with teflon cable to analyser. Analyser is connected with USB socket to the computer. BNC
connection has been used for cable connections. Testing apparatus has been shown in Figure3. Cable
losses have been reduced with this connection. Reflector has been hanged with elastic yarns from two
points. Displacement range for system has been scaled with amplifier. Reflector has changed with
mode in resonance frequency value. Reflector vibration frequency and vibrator frequency have same
value in every resonance frequency value. When vibrator frequency increases reflector areas which
vibrates get off the resonance. Finally the obtained results are shown in Graphic 4. Frequency values
in three different accelerometers are shown in the Graphic.

surface of the reflector

a) The
front
b) Back surface of reflector

Figure 3. Modal test apparatus and vibrator connection to reflector
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a) Acceleration curve center of reflector

b) The bend of three accelerations on reflector
Figure 4. Resonance frequencies
Three accelerometers’ bends are different from each other. Green bend belongs to acceleration which
is connected to reflector’s endpoint. Frequency value of bends is resonance frequency. Material
changes in these values. The first six modes value have been measured. Head of reflector has came in
resonance before 5Hz. Midpoint of the object has came in resonance after sides. Modal analysis results
of ABAQUS finite element programme and modelled reflector have been compared. The obtained
mode values with finite elements method are bigger than the obtained mode value with experimental
studies. While the difference in 1. Mode value is 16%, this value is 6-10% in other values. The
influence of gravity of these differences has stemed from limiting conditions and materials
specifications. The modal is shown with test results in Table 1.
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Table 1. The obtained frequency values for six modes of reflectors.
Mod

FEM

EXPERİMENT

Shapes

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

1

3,39

2,80

2

3,75

-

3

11,18

7,90

4

11,26

-

5

22,42

15,50

6

22,60

15,80

Six modes values are obtained in vibration analysis by using Lanscoz solution method in free limiting
conditions. Finally there is certain convergency between finite element method and experimental study
for every mode value. Difference for every mode is 18-28%. Frequency differences after two different
measures have stemed from influence of gravity, material and measure failures. Frequencies in 2 and
4. Modes have not been obtained based on materials with experimental method.
The obtained modes with finite element methods of 1/4 scale reflector are shown in Figure 5. The
modes of reflector seems like stipule. While the phase difference between these stipules in 1. and 2.
modes is 90o, the phase difference between 3. and 4. modes is 60o. There is a situation which stems
from weakness in the flap in 5. and 6. modes.
Mode shapes obtained from finite element analysis by considering 1/4 scale reflector determined 1.
mode shape. Modal testing software system was used to this to determine as experimental. reflector
has been driven harmonic motion. The reflector enters in resonance with this motion and atrial like the
obtained mode with finite element method is observed. As you see in Figure 6, to see this stipule,
pictures have taken from reflector by using 125 photo/sn shoot fast. The action in stipule has seen
very clearly. While A point goes back, B point goes forward.
Composite reflector design and analysis have been realised by using Ku frequency band in this study.
The production of ¼ scale reflector has been decided after the determination of optimum model. The
new mold has been produced in line with the obtained data from the manufacturing and tests of first
scale reflector. Relevancy of structure has been determined by using different tests for optimum offset
reflector.
If the study branchs, these sections are examination of preliminary design, production of scale models,
test analysis and examination of full-scaled optimum reflector.
1. Offset reflector model with flap is more advantage than the other reflectors in terms of mass and
natural frequency. This relevancy is valid in both folding test and analyse. Focus point and RMS error
are not same value in surface relevancy on this reflector. Reason of this is accepted as influence of
gravity and the mold error.
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z
x

y

a) 1. Mod

c) 3. Mod

e) 5. Mod

b) 2. Mod

d) 4. Mod

f) 6. Mod

Figure 5. Fourth scale mode shapes of the reflector was obtained by FEM
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B

B

B

0 sn

A

A

A

A

0.14 sn

0.28 sn

0.42 sn

Figure 6. Reflector Determination of status of the 1. mode with high speed camera
2. Optimization operation has been realised on full-scaled offset reflector. The relevancy of optimum
model has been tested by different analysis. Layer’s angle is important for optimum reflector.
Especially layers determined as 450 has positive effect on flap. Rising of flap width rises natural
frequency value as well.
3. The surface of full-scaled reflector with flap is not optimum in terms of mass and rigidity.
Frequency value changes based on reflector center. So, central power supply is important for this.
While central power supply and mass are rised , frequency value rises as 100%.
4. Modal is useful for optimum reflector in terms of bended tests. Mode 1 state of reflector has been
determined by using finite element method and camera. The obtained analyse and test frequency
values are relevancy in optimum ¼ scale reflector.
5. both endpoint and center of reflector come in resonance in different frequency. The endpoint range
is more closer than the other’s range.
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Abstract
The aim of presenting this paper is to evaluate the effective material properties of multi-phase twodimensional elastic random heterogeneous material. A numerical homogenization technique based on
the finite element method with representative volume element is used to evaluate the effective material
properties with various boundary conditions. Finite element simulation is performed in the case of
linear elasticity. The effective material properties obtained using the numerical homogenization
techniques were compared with different analytical methods. The variance of computed apparent
properties of several different realizations for each volume size is used to define the precision of the
estimation. A new model is first proposed for the three-phase random heterogeneous elastic materials
and extended to the case of multi-phase random heterogeneous elastic material. In the case of multiphase material, the integral range is introduced in order to relate the error estimation to the
representative volume element size. The notion of equivalent material is presented here like a great
point in the new approach of studying the random heterogeneous material by the definition of the
equivalent two-phase elastic material to the multi-phase heterogeneous elastic material.
Key words: Representative volume element, homogenization, finite element method, random
composite, integral range, equivalent morphology.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of important research topics in composite materials is to evaluate their effective
mechanical properties, Hashin and Shtrikman (1963); Christensen and Lo (1979); Vinson and
Sierakowski (1987); Gibson (1994) and Kanit et al. (2003). To resolve such problems, a
number of classical micro-mechanics theories have been developed and published in the
literature. Originally introduced to estimate the average constants of polycrystals, the Voigt
approximation is one of the simplest models used to evaluate the effective properties of a
composite. Voigt assumed that the strain throughout the bulk material is uniform. The inverse
assumption to Voigt is the Reuss approximation, which assumes that the stress is uniform
throughout the phases. Hashin and Shtrikman (1963) established, using variational principles,
bounds on materials that could be considered as ‘‘mechanical mixtures of a number of
different isotropic and homogeneous elastic phases’’ and, in bulk, regarded as statistically
isotropic and homogeneous. These two point bounds had been improved by the three point
bounds, Milton (1982); Milton and Phan-Thien (1982) and Torquato (1991), that incorporate
information about the phase arrangement through the statistical correlation parameters.
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A different way to solve homogenization problems is to use numerical techniques and
simulations on samples of the microstructure. These techniques, used to estimate the effective
properties of random heterogeneous materials from the constitutive law and the spatial
distribution of their different components, are a main subject in the mechanics of random
materials. It is related to the determination of the size of the representative volume element
(RVE) which has been recently studied widely with the numerical and statistical tools, Sab
(1992); Ostoja-Starzewski (1993); Gusev (1997); Terada et al. (1998); Ostoja-Starzewski
(1998a); Ostoja-Starzewski (1998b); Kanit et al. (2003); Sab and Nedjar (2005); Lachihab and
Sab (2008).
The aim of this study is the evaluation of two dimensional effective elastic properties, of
randomly distributed elliptical and circular porous inclusions, using the numerical
homogenization technique cited in Kanit et al. (2003) for different volume fractions of pores
P = 0.1 and 0.3 with different major/minor radius ratio of ellipse r = 0.5 and 1.0. The variance
of computed apparent properties for each volume size is used to define the precision of the
estimation. This variance is related by a parameter A said the integral range.
In this study we give the notion of A and its role to estimate the effective elastic properties.
The notion of the integral range is applied and explained as a precise morphological
parameter. The results of the numerical methods were compared with the analytical estimate :
self consistent model (SC) given by Herve and Zaoui (1995) for the effective bulk modulus
keff and by Christensen and Lo (1979) for the effective shear modulus µeff . The concepts of
equivalent morphology and the more heterogeneous material are also presented.
2. MORPHOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
In the present work, we have considered a two dimensional (2D) porous material, where the
phase 2 (matrix) contains the phase 1 (porous inclusions), with P1 = P and P2 = 1−P are
respectively the volume fractions of phase 1 and phase 2. For the morphology of the phase
1, the ellipsoidal and circular forms are used separately in two cases, with a randomly
distribution and orientation. We define a and b, respectively, as minor and major radius of
ellipsoidal inclusion and r = a/b there ratio.
The physical properties : Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio ν, bulk k and shear µ modulus
of matrix and inclusions, used in the numerical simulations are given in table 1.

Table 1: Physical properties of matrix and inclusions.
In this study, a multi-phase element technique is used to generate meshes. An image of
microstructure is used to attribute the proper phase property to each integration point of a
regular mesh, according to the color of the underlying element. To study two-phase materials,
two colors are used. This technique is illustrated by figure 1.
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Since, one of the major goals of this study is to estimate the integral range which is purely
a morphological parameter, and to preserve the shape of the randomly oriented ellipses, a fine
grid of 200 by 200 multiphase elements is used, figure 1(b).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Example of effective shear computation : (a) original microstructure P = 0.3;
(b) meshed microstructure, (c) deformed microstructure in shear computation example.
3. ESTIMATION OF APPARENT ELASTIC MODULI
The elements and notations of homogenization theory necessary for the numerical de
termination of effective properties are carried out in this section for linear elasticity. A
special attention is focused on boundary conditions to be prescribed on volume elements and
to the definition of effective and apparent properties. Three types of boundary conditions are
usually used, for this kind of problems, to estimate effective properties of heterogeneous
material. Let’s denote S the surface made of heterogeneous materials:
• Kinematic uniform boundary conditions (KUBC) : the displacement u is imposed at point x
belonging to the boundary ∂S of surface S such that :
ui =Eij .xj " x ϵ ∂S

(1)

Eij are the cartesian components of a given symmetrical second rank tensor that does not
depend on x . This implies that :

e ij =

1
e ij dS = Eij
S òS

The macroscopic stress tensor
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å
The symbol

s ij =

ij

1
s ij dS
S òS

(3)

means equals by definition to.

• Static uniform boundary conditions (SUBC) : the traction vector is prescribed at the boundary
:

s ij .n j = å ij .n j

å

ij

" x Î ¶S

(4)

is a given symmetrical second-rank tensor independent of x . The vector normal to ∂S at

x is denoted by n . This implies that:

s ij =

1
s ij dS = å ij
S òS

(5)

The macroscopic strain tensor is then defined as the spatial average :

Eij

e ij =

1
e ij dS
S òS

(6)

• Periodicity boundary conditions (PBC) : the displacement field over the entire surface S
takes the form :

ui = Eij x j + vi

"x Î S

(7)

Where the fluctuation vi is periodic. It takes the same value at two homologous points on
opposite faces of S. The traction vector σijnj takes opposite values at two homologous points
on opposite faces of S.
Specific boundary value problems are defined in this subsection that will be used for the
determination of isotropic effective elastic properties. These are special cases of the previous
KUBC and PERIODIC boundary conditions, for which specific values of E are chosen. In the
case of KUBC and PERIODIC conditions prescribed to a given surface S, one takes :
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é 1 0ù
Ek = ê 2 1 ú
ë0 2 û

(8)

é0 1 ù
Em = ê 1 2 ú
ë 2 0û

(9)

And

An ”apparent bulk modulus” kapp and an ”apparent shear modulus” µapp can be defined as :

1
1
k app = s : Ek = trace éë s ùû = ( s 11 + s 22
2
2

m app = s : Em = s 12
where s

)

(10)
(11)

is the average value of σ.

For 2D isotropic problems, in the case of two phases, the plane bulk moduli k and the plane
shear moduli µ are expressed as function of the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratios of the
matrix and inclusions by :

k=

E

2 (1 + n )(1 - 2n )

,

m=

E
2 (1 + n )

(12)

For 2D problems, Herve and Zaoui (1995) proposed an expression of the effective plane bulk
modulus keff of two phase composite as :

k eff =

k2 ( µ2 + k1 ) + µ2 P ( k1 - k2 )
( µ2 + k1 ) + P ( k2 - k1 )

(13)

and the shear modulus µeff one by Christensen and Lo (1979) :

m eff
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Figure 2: Mechanical properties kapp and µapp in terms of the number of inclusions P = 0.3 and r =
0.5
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Our numerical simulations are compared with this model. In this study, two volume fractions of
inclusion phase are used: P = 0.1 and 0.3. To see the effect of morphology on the effective properties,
two values of major/minor radius ratio of the ellipsoidal inclusions: r = 0.5 and 1.0 are considered
(r = 1.0 present the case of circular inclusion). The numerical simulations based on the finite element
method are carried out for two different boundary conditions: kinematic uniform boundary conditions
(KUBC) and the periodic condition (PBC). We present, in figure 2, the obtained values of the
mechanical properties (the bulk modulus kapp and shear modulus µapp) in terms of the volume size (or
equivalently the number N of inclusions) for the case P = 0.3 with r = 0.5. In this case, the
approximative value of RVE is N = 100 inclusions for the two properties, see figure 2.
The values of keff and µeff found for large volume sizes, for all studied cases, are reported in table 2 and
compared to the Voigt, Hashin-Shtrikman HS+ bounds and the self- consistent model (SC). Since we
consider a porous material, the two null bounds, Reuss and Hashin-Shtrikman HS-, are note
represented.

Table 2: Values of numerical results, Voigt bound, Hashin-Shtrikman’s bound HS+, SelfConsistent estimate (SC) for the studied cases and the relative error between simulation
values and SC model.

4. FLUCTUATION OF APPARENT PROPERTIES AND DETERMINATION OF INTEGRAL
RANGES
The effective properties are defined as spatial averages of fields Z(x) over a surface S. We will have to
consider now fluctuations of the average values over different realizations of the random composite
material inside the surface S. In geostatics, it is well known that for an ergodic stationary random

function, one can compute the variance DZ2 ( S ) of its average Z ( S ) value over the surface S,
Matheron (1989) and Lantuéjoul (1991):

æ Aö
DZ2 ( S ) = DZ* 2 ç ÷
èSø

(15)

Where DZ* 2 is the point variance of Z(x) and A is the integral range of the random function Z(x). The
integral range gives information on the domain size of the structure for which the parameters
measured have a good statistical representativity, Matheron (1971, 1975, 1989); Lantuéjoul (1991);
Cailletaud et al. (1994) and Jeulin (2001). It is useful to predict the variability of properties of a
material as a function of the geometry of parts. Cailletaud et al. (1994) proposed in the case of a two-
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*2

phase material with elastic property Z1 for phase 1 and Z2 for phase 2, the point variance DZ
random variable Z as :

DZ* 2 = P (1 - P )( Z1 - Z 2 )

2

of the

(16)

The relation (15) becomes:
2æ Aö
DZ2 = P (1 - P )( Z1 - Z 2 ) ç ÷
èSø

(17)

Our numerical simulations were fitted according to the relation (17) to estimate the integral range
which named Afit.
In the theory of samples, the absolute error εabs on the mean value of studied property Z, obtained with
n independent (different) realizations of surface S, is given as a function of the variance 2DZ(S) by :

e abs =

2 DZ (S )
n

(18)

which gives the relative error εrela by :

e rela =

e abs 2 DZ ( S )
=
Z
Z n

(19)

The minimal number of different realizations n necessary and sufficient for the estimation of the
effective property Zeff with a given absolute error εabs on a surface S is:

n(S ) =

æ Aö
DZ* 2 ç ÷
èSø
*Z

4

e

2
rela

2

where the deterministic RVE corresponds to n = 1.
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4.1. Integral range :
The integral range A is a standard tool for measuring the size of a RVE of a stationary and ergodic
random structure, and to predict the variability of the volume fraction according to the scale of
observation. In the 3D space, volume V consists of V/A volume elements, see Kanit et al. (2003).
Therefore, the specimen V is statistically equivalent to N = V A. In the 2D case this equation becomes
N = S/A, where S is the surface of inclusion.
To calculate the theoretical integral range, we must determine approximatively the number of
inclusions N corresponding to the deterministic RVE, for this we compare the results between
numerical computation of periodic boundary conditions (PBC) and kinematic uniform boundary
conditions (KUBC) until the error between two calculations is less than 2%.
The comparison is done only for a large volume, because Kanit et al. (2003) show that PBC and
KUBC converge for large volumes.
The proposed theoretical expression of the integral range, noted Ath, is :

Ath @

P
N RVE

(21)

where NRVE is the number of inclusions in the deterministic RVE. Table (3) gives the different values
of A for each property and for each studied case. It is clear from this table the good agreement between
Ath and Afit. Which means, that, in this type of microstructure, the integral range is simply the surface
of one inclusion in a volume equal to the deterministic RVE. So we can determine and plot the
variations of variance as a function of number of inclusions.
Figures (3), (4) and (5) represent the obtained values and variances of apparent moduli kapp and µapp in
terms of number of inclusions. Since the porous material presents a high contrast, see table (2), and for
a better representation of the curves, we limit their comparison to the SC model.

Table 3: Values of A for different volume fractions, for different cases computed with PBC.
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Figure 3: Dispersion and mean values of the apparent elastic properties k and µ in terms
of the number of inclusions for volume fraction P = 0.1 and r = 0.5
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Figure 4: Dispersion and mean values of the apparent elastic properties k and µ in terms
of the number of inclusions for volume fraction P = 0.3 and r = 0.5
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Figure 5: Dispersion and mean values of the apparent elastic properties k and µ in terms
of the number of inclusions for volume fraction P = 0.3 and r = 1.0
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4.2. Equivalent morphology concept
The notion of equivalent morphology is new in the modeling of random heterogeneous
microstructures, it states, after the results given by table 3, that:
The integral range A is the surface of one inclusion in the deterministic RVE domain. So A is a purely
morphological parameter depending on the surface of the inclusion, not on the mechanical properties
neither on the shape of the inclusion.
Since the circular inclusion is the more isotropic shape so any shape of inclusion (ellipse, triangle,
square, rectangle) can be replaced by the circular one where the surface and the number of circle must
be equal to that of the inclusion set. Figure 6 summarizes this concept of equivalent morphology.

Figure 6: Concept of equivalent morphology : (a) original morphology, (b) equivalent
morphology with a same size of inclusions
4.3. Notion of the more heterogeneous material:
The aim of this section is the determination of the volume fraction P* corresponding to the more
heterogeneous properties of a material. Let’s note that a more heterogeneous material is one which
possesses the most different effective properties from those of its constituents (matrix, inclusion) and
which gives the largest size of the RVE. According to equation (17) that allows us evaluate the point
variance and knowing that the value of the variance is very small for the RVE, we can take for
example: DZ(S) = 1 for N = NRVE. By inserting these values in equation (17) and taking into
consideration the proposed equation (21) of the integral range, the equation (17) becomes:

P
2æ
P (1 - P )( Z1 - Z 2 ) ç 2
è N RVE
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We can express now the RVE in term of the volume fraction P by :

N RVE = P

(1 - P ) ( Z1 - Z 2 )

(23)

If we set c = (Z1 − Z2), the equation (23) becomes :

N RVE = c P

(1 - P )

(24)

The extremum of the function (24) is given for P* = 2/3, figure 7. From these results we can conclude
that the most heterogeneous case of two-phase material (matrix, inclusion) are obtained for a volume
fraction P* = 2/3. This is due essentially to the difference in the morphology of the two constituents of
the microstructure. In our case, the first phase (inclusion) with a particular form is embedded in the
second phase (matrix). Therefore, the equilibrium behavior of these two phases will be located at a
point P ≠ 0.5, which is confirmed by the results found.

Figure 7: Variation of the RVE in terms of volume fraction and volume fraction P* for
the more heterogeneous material.
5. CONCLUSIONS
An enlarged definition of representative volume element was proposed by Kanit et al. (2003) which
apply that the effective linear properties of random composites can be determined not only by
numerical simulations on large volume elements of heterogeneous material, but also as mean values of
apparent properties of a rather small volumes. For determination of its sizes for any microstructure, a
statistical and numerical approach was proposed by Kanit et al. (2003).
This approach has been adopted in this work for determining the mechanical properties of the studied
microstructure, and this taking into account the effect of the physical property, the surface fractions of
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components, the relative precision for the estimation of the effective property and the number of
realizations of the microstructure.
A difference is observed between the results of the literature and those obtained by simulation. This
allows to assert that the SC model is less effective to give accurate results for such problems. The
integral range A, which plays a central role in the statistical method, is simply related to the variance
and domain size and does not depend on the effective property itself but only on the morphology, see
Kanit et al. (2003). In this work a model for this integral range was proposed and identified. We
concluded that A is a purely morphological parameter depending on the surface of the inclusion, not
on the mechanical properties neither on shape of the inclusion. So any shape of inclusion can be
replaced by the circular one where the surface and the number of circle must be equal to that of the
inclusion set.
Finally, Basing on the proposed model, the volume fraction P* corresponding to the more
heterogeneous properties of two-phase material (matrix, inclusion) is obtained.
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IMPROVING OF INDIRECT MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS TO REPAIR STONE
ELEMENTS IN SINGULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
Manuel Cabeza González
Universidad Jaume I. Av. de Vicent Sos Baynat, s/n 12071 Castelló de la Plana, Spain

Abstract
In the process of repair and reconstruction stone structures, it is as important to know the causes of
its deterioration as the shape and geometry of its elements. This is due to the rigid nature of the
stone material because only it is possible to transmit efforts by compression. The author of this
paper is working with new measurement systems based on laser technology to do collecting data in
singular buildings made with stone. The great accuracy of these systems is ideal for these cases.
However, due to its static nature, very often it is not possible to obtain all of the data, so it must
complete the information by other means. To resolve this issue, this system has been combined with
others as photogrammetry, getting an interesting solution not only from the structural point of
view, but also by its value as graphic document.
Key words: stone structure, data collection, laser technology

1. INTRODUCTION
The stone as support is present in the construction of the most of cultural goods that form our
architectural heritage, for whose preservation is essential to carry out interventions whose application
depends on how the building is and the knowledge about it we may have.
In this sense it is very important to get a good prior documentation to the analysis and subsequent
intervention, both historical as planimetric. In fact, it is not possible to carry out the studies required
without it, such as the constructive analyses, typological and formal or even structural studies, and
from which to obtain a right proposal for intervention on the constructed element, whether for repair,
replacement or reconstruction it.
So we can say that the final result depends largely on the accuracy of the documentation that describes
building geometry, construction and pathology before the architectural intervention. Then, any work
of this type must be preceded by comprehensive information from which it is possible to develop the
right techniques in each case.
In this type of interventions, the most suitable methods for collecting data in situ, which are necessary
to generate the previous documentation, are indirect measurement systems, due, in large part, to the
difficulty of direct access to a lot of the intervening elements that usually offer this kind of
construction.
In addition, to being non-intrusive methods work is performed without altering the object of study,
feature that in buildings of great historical interest, such as that in this work are presented, is not only a
value-added but necessary requirement.
Currently, using laser technology and photogrammetry, it is possible to make an architectural survey
with great precision and efficiency. Thanks to the million points obtained, it is possible to generate a
three-dimensional virtual model of the object we are studing.
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This article presents a methodology that combines the two technologies referred to above, and which
has been developed by the research group of the architectural heritage of the Department of industrial
systems engineering and design of the University Jaume I of Castellón as an alternative to the
architectural survey with topographic traditional systems for the realization of the corresponding
graphical documentation that serve for the further analysis and proposals for intervention in different
religious buildings built in stone belonging to the Mediterranean Gothic.

2. METHODOLOGY
Thanks to the continuous work done by the research group of the architectural heritage of the
University Jaume I of Castellón, in which has been able to test different systems to carry out an
architectural survey, has developed a work system, supported in the use of new technologies, which
allows to optimize the time and resources invested in this run-up to the stereotomy studies and
proposed intervention in stone structures.
While both the system for laser scanner and Photogrammetry allow to perform a whole architectural
survey without the need of other means, the combined use of both systems allows to get maximum use
of each of them, besides improving the accuracy of the final result.
In this way, thanks to the system with laser scanner we obtain information from an enormous amount
of points in a relatively short time. In addition to the location of these millions of points, this system
gives us information on the brightness and color of each of them.
With this process we get so many point clouds as number of sweeps have been executed with the
scanner, from which you can generate a realistic virtual representation of the object to analyze. The
definition of this model depends on the density of the point clouds and gaps or shadows that occur
when taking data.
On the other hand, also by photogrammetry system, it is possible to determine the geometric and
radiometric properties of an object, however, in this case the data are obtained from only photographic
images, which eliminates the restrictions of positioning posed to move heavy equipment of the laser
scanner, because data is obtained with a simple camera, which also means a saving in economic
investment to make with respect to the first system.
However, the work of the data processing is more elaborate, that unlike the scanner laser data are not
obtained directly but we need to get them through specific software, so it has to invest a greater
number of work hours to get accuracies similar to which offers us the system by laser scanner.
In summary, the elaborated methodology is developed according to the following phases or stages of
work:
-

planning

-

data collecting

-

data processing

While the work is done by combining the two systems of measurement exposed, due to the differences
between the equipment that make up both system, each one of the stages of work are handled
separately, contrasting and combining the results after the data processing to produce the relevant
documentation.
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3. PLANNING
3.1 Indirect measurement system by laser scanning
Although the limitation of the density of the point clouds that records the laser scanner is determined
by the used equipment, in such a way that it is possible to determine first the distance between the
points to be measured, gaps or shadows in these point clouds depends on two external factors:
- the possibility of parking the equipment in the right places to complete measure of the
element, and,
- the existence of objects which hide the surface of the element we are analysing and that is not
always possible to delete before scanning.
It is therefore essential to determine first the work to be carried out. So we need to know clearly the
object of study, as well as which are the claims of the study, in such a way that both number and
position of scans to perform and the resolution which they will made, serve effectively to the
resolution of the problem.
It is not only defining the study area but take into account other factors such as the level of definition
that we will need, accessibility and availability to place obstacles in the planned screening directions...
Furthermore, in the case of having to scan an area of large dimensions, should be foresee where
bullseyes or control points must be put so that later it is possible to link different obtained point clouds
with the scanned.
All this work is possible at the office, without having to scroll to the place where the construction
causes for study is until the time of the architectural survey. However, it may be only if there is
accessible documentation of the construction object of study. Otherwise, it would be necessary to
make a first visit to obtain this information.
3.2 Indirect measurement system by Photogrammetry
As in the above system, previous planning to the field work ensures the correct determination of the
position and number of photographs to perform. For this system, the determination of the day and time
are of special importance because, unlike the Laser scanner, light is a key factor for the camera.
The use of targets or control points makes easier the subsequent work of processing the images,
although texture of the used stone in this kind of construction is enough to identify homologous points.
It is also to take into account that the results depends on the link between the right images, so it is
expected that each zone to represent can be photographed at least from three different positions and
taking them with a considerable overlap between an image and its adjoining.
Both systems need to calibrate the cameras before taking photos. This process is carried out by the
same software in the case of Photogrammetry programs, but in the case of the scanner laser has been
used Image Master Calib of Topcon.
4. DATA COLLECTING
Although actual dimensions are insured with the scanning system laser is suitable taking some relevant
measures of elements accessible with other direct measurement systems, for example the measuring
tape and Zeiss, for possible subsequent checks.
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4.1 Indirect measurement system by laser scanning
Measuring instrument used as indirect system is a Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS), based on pulses,
with invisible laser of class one with long range, mark Topcon GLS 1500 type and accuracy of 4 mm
in a range of scanning up to 150 m and 6 ' angle (2.0 mgon), linked with a 2.0 Mega pixels camera
integrated and aligned coaxially. (Table 1)
Due to the limitations of the equipment which has limited their viewing angle in one of its axes, and
by the geometry of study construction, it is necessary the parking of the scaner at different points. It is
therefore necessary to make several sweeps with the scanner laser to obtain the necessary information
from the surfaces of the elements to analyze. At the same time, the passage of each of these sweep
mesh is previously defined depending on the distance and density of points that are interested in
obtaining in each sweep (Table 2).
The result is a set of point clouds composed each of hundreds of thousands of individual
measurements according to a cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) and a different density of records on
the basis of previously determined resolution.
As a particular rule, the resolution used for the scans of general views is less than the case of the
element details because as mentioned above this setting is performed depending on the level of
definition that we want to get in each case. In the studied cases, general sweeps have been used as
frame of reference of the particular element of study, to place it in its context, that is in the interior of
the building and therefore without the need of a great detail but with the objective of maximizing the
registered surface with the minimum number of required parking, and making the reading of the
corresponding control points or targets to do possible linking of the resulting point clouds.
Otherwise occurs with the point clouds of detail, in which it is more important the definition of detail
than the extension scanned, in a way that the small distance between points (less than 1 cm) allows to
represent unambiguous geometries of the smaller elements.

Laser Scanner

Topcon GLS 1500

Type

Pulsed

Color

Invisible (eye-safe laser)

Laser Class

Class 1

Scan Rate

30.000 points/second

Field of view (Per scan)

V- 70º (maximum)
H- 360º (maximum)

Scan Density (Resolution)

Spot Size- 6 mm at 40 m
Maximun Sample Density- 1mm at 100 m

Color Digital Imaging

2.0 megapixels
Table 1: Summary of the used laser scanning system specifications
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Scanning Specifications

Scan Density

Maximun Range

Time

General views

H – 20 mm

20 m

20-25 min

10 m

15-20 min

V – 20 mm
Detail views

H – 5 mm
V – 5 mm

Table 2: Passage meshes characteristics of the measurements.

In this way is achieved optimizing the time of scanning process, since the time of scanning process is
determined by both the resolution and the registered surface. Hence the time invested in each one of
the sweeps will be similar.
In addition, thanks to the high resolution camera which the scanner includes, the point clouds will be
able to appreciate altogether as a virtual representation of the scanned item, after link each registered
point with the colour of the corresponding pixel in the reference picture.
4.2 Indirect measurement system by Photogrammetry
Data collecting are made using two cameras, in a way that results can be contrasted. One of them is a
10.2 Mega pixel digital camera Nikon D-80, with an objective from 18 to 135mm and focal aperture
of f/3.5-5.6. The other one is a digital camera Olympus Stylus-5010. In both cases the images serve
both support for a direct reading of different building elements and their application in processes of
Photogrammetry (Table 3).
Therefore in this system data collecting is determined by the position and number of pictures, as well
as the resolution of each of them. Then, the correct position of the camera and the appropriate number
of photographs allows us to ensure the necessary continuity between the different photographs that run
through each studied element image.

Cámara

Nikon D-80

Olympus Stylus-5010

Image Sensor

RGB CCD 23.6X15.8 mm

CCR 6.13x4.60 mm.

10.75 million total pixels

14.50 million total pixels

Sensitivity

100 to 1600 (ISO equivalent)

64 to 1600 (ISO equivalent)

Exposure metering

3D Color Matrix Metering II

3D Color Matrix Metering II

Center-Weighted

Center-Weighted

Spot Metering

Spot Metering

Table 3: Used cameras characteristics. www.nikon.com. www. olympus-global.com

To achieve this, between photo and photo camera position must be moving between 0.15 and 0.25 the
distance that they keep with the object. For example, placing the camera to 3.5 m from the being
photographed object, between a camera position and the next should be between 0.5 and 0.9 m, this is
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about a step. In this way, the shortest is the distance from the object, the greatest number of pictures is
made and therefore the geometry of the element is recorded in greater detail.
In addition, the resolution of each photograph depends on the used values in each different
photographic parameter, such as the opening of the diaphragm, degree of ISO sensitivity and shutter
speed fundamentally (Table 4).

Cámara

Nikon D-80

Olympus Stylus-5010

Resolution

300x300 ppp

72x72 ppp

Sensitivity

ISO100

ISO 64

Exposure time

10 seconds

2 seconds
Table 4: Picture characteristics

His determination is based on the kind of used camera. For the digital camara Nikon D-80, it must be
put the ISO-100 and the F/11 or F/16 aperture from manual mode. After the camera is positioned in
front of the object, we focus using the automatic mode and again passed the camera to manual mode.
In this way we get the focal length does not change. Finally, we chose the rate of fire so that
photography is a bit overexposed, with the aim that the sensor takes the best possible information. To
achieve optimal results it is recommended using the tripod because, although it depends on the light,
the shooting speed will be slow and freehand camera movement subtract sharpness to the image. In
this sense, a trigger is used by cable and of course the shot is delayed to avoid movement of the
camera that is very harmful in photogrammetry. It is also recommended lowered mirror previously,
because reflex cameras always mirror is lowered automatically when the photograph is made, but
there is usually an option in which you can program to be lower in advance and not a few moments
before the shot. All of this aims to avoid the trepidation of the camera and to obtain sharper pictures
that we can.
For the compact camera Olympus Stylus-5010, the procedure is similar but with the fixed target.
It has rejected the use of other types of lower-end cameras because we would not have the possibility
of adapting all the above parameters, so we should use the camera on auto, which makes dependent on
the result that we are able to photograph at the same distance and the same conditions of light, so that
the camera adopts the same provision. But of course, it would be suitable to use tripod and naturally
delaying the shot to avoid camera movement that is very harmful in photogrammetry.

5. DATA PROCESSING
5.1 Indirect measurement system by laser scanning
Depending on the results which are required, the processing of point clouds can be more or less
elaborate. In this way, it is possible either to get results directly from the point clouds and generate a
three-dimensional model from them. The longer the processing is the bigger the deviating is from the
results, as represented surfaces are obtained by interpolation from data, introducing new points that do
not have to match the reality.
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The level of processing depends on utility that results bring. Thus, for the subsequent analysis about
the material and superficial pathologies data are processed to create textured surfaces which are
generated as a triangulated irregular network (TIN). However, therefore geometric and structural
analysis of the construction it is recommended to use the point clouds directly, as it prevents so
possible deviations in the representation of drawings and generating sections of the various elements
that make up the building.
This process is carried out by means of the specific point clouds processing software. A first data is
treated with own programs of the laser scanner, Topcon ScanMaster and ImageMaster, which scanner
data are imported and are transformed into the corresponding point clouds which can be linked thanks
to the checkpoints. In this way, it is possible to view, measure, and edit a first model of threedimensional data directly from the point clouds.

Fig 1. Church of San Mateo. Orthophoto of the flat interior obtained directly from the point clouds captured with
the laser scanner.

If it is also applied to each point its texture, linking the points with their corresponding pixels of the
photographic information, we get a first virtual model which we could extract orthophotos (Fig. 1) that
help and enrich the layout of the traditional planimetry: floors, elevations and sections.
Next phase is to export these first results in different formats such as DXF, JPEG, VRML, OBJ,
consistent with several software which allow to make representation and graphic analysis or for
generating and treating mesh surfaces.
The geometrical analysis is made using CAD programs, most suitable for this kind of work but have
the disadvantage of not managing well the point clouds due to the excessive amount of contained data
in each file. For this reason, it is necessary to reduce the size of the point cloud, dividing it in different
parts (Fig. 2) or incorporating any specific plug-in as the case of Leica Cloudworx or Kubit
Pointcloud, both for Autocad.
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Fig 2 Church of Santa Maria in Morella. Geometric analysis of the structural elements with the Autocad
program directly from the clouds of points exported in dwg format.

Fig 3. Chapel of the Church of Santa María de Morella. Textured surface after data processing using
Photomodeler software.
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It is outside the scope of the present investigation to obtain a whole three-dimensional model of the
studied building, although it should be noted that to carry out it is necessary linking the different point
clouds, thanks to the use of targets or control points, furthermore to fill inevitable gaps or shadows
which are produced by this system of laser-scanning, using the information from photographs.
5.2 Indirect measurement system by Photogrammetry
How it has been mentioned above, unlike the system with laser scanner, in photogrammetry cannot be
results without processing registered data, photographs, using specific software, which means not
having the point clouds directly, but it is necessary to generate textured 3D surfaces at the first
moment.
At the same time, thanks to this characteristic, the more work the data the more accuracy we obtain,
just to contrast with the laser scanner. This is because in photogrammetry, the amount of points are
determined when processing the data, not when they are captured, so it is possible to generate different
resolution three-dimensional models of the object to analyze, without making new records.
Then, as for the subsequent analysis on the material and pathologies surface as for structural and
therefore geometrical construction analysis data are processed to create the corresponding textured
surfaces (Fig. 3), although with a higher density of points for the geometric study, looking as above to
minimize the possible deviations in the representation of the layouts, and generating sections of the
several elements which make up the building.
Different specific programmes of Photogrammetry are used for the treatment of images, among them
Photomodeler and Asrix, which provides three-dimensional additional models of the unique elements
of the construction system of the building, as well as orthophotos (Fig. 4) that help and enrich the
layout of the traditional planimetry: floors, elevations and sections.

Fig 4. Church of San Mateo. Orthophoto of the Omni plant obtained from the textured surface after processing of
data with the 123Dcatch of Autodesk software.

As in the case of the laser scanner, it is also possible to export these results in different formats such as
DXF, JPEG, VRML, OBJ, compatible with various programs to make its representation and graphic
analysis or for generating and treating of mesh surfaces.
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Nowadays, thanks to the breakthrough that Photogrammetry has suffered in recent years, it can be
found online software for processing images that, as usual, offer basic services for free. This is a great
savings of time and costs, and even though they are not recommended for a final result, the precision
obtained with them is very useful for the first three dimensional readings of the object to analyze.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The application of this methodology shows the compatibility of two measurement systems which are
generally used independently. It can be seen from the earliest stages of the architectural survey
because their combined use implies a significant reduction of the time and required operators because
it is possible to overlap tasks during data capture using the time in which running sweeps with the
scanner laser to make photographs that later we will process using Photogrammetry.
At the same time, the previous planning to the completion of the field work, acquires here a great
importance, not only to ensure the correct and complete information, as it is the case with each of the
two systems separately, but to avoid unnecessary duplication and establishing the programme of work
suitable for every occasion.
There are also improvements in generating the graphic documentation because as textured surface are
got by photogrammetry, we don't need to make this work with the data from the laser scanner, whose
point clouds are directly used for the development of geometric studies. It assures maximum accuracy
of the regulator layouts of constructive elements.
On the other hand, textured surfaces generated by Photogrammetry are the best instrument for the
study of pathologies because the data are reported precisely thanks the lightness values of the
photographed surface.
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Abstract
The article deals with the matter of the right project of construction cranes. Most designers use almost
no calculations to solve this matter. They often use their previous experience with the buildings that
they have already built. The designer should be able to explain the choice of certain crane type. The
choice should be based on calculation only and not on groundless factors. For this reason the article
shows basic possible ways how to substantiate the project of the construction crane and how to prevent
the crane from being either undersized or oversized.
Key words: Load, distance, costs, usage, time of construction
INTRODUCTION
Recently the trend in construction has been to prefer the price to quality during construction works. It
is a logical but a wrong procedure. Nevertheless, many companies accept this trend and do not realize
the consequences of these wrong procedures and methods. Often, bankruptcy is a result of their
actions. The highest prices in construction works budgets are often formed by the prices of the
construction machines and that is why it is crucial to devote sufficient time and preparation to their
design. There are many ways and methods that enable the design of the optimum mechanical
assembly. Companies have insufficient information about their existence or find them useless.
However, the opposite is true. Only in sporadic cases it happens that machines designed without
previous calculations are suitable. This occurs only exceptionally. Mostly useless overdesign or
undersize of machine sets appear. This causes lags and increases financial costs. Based on the above
mentioned facts, this article outlines basic design methods that enable planners to design basic
construction machines that are frequently used in construction.
CONTEMPORARY USED METHODS
In my opinion, basic methods that have been used for lifting mechanism design are relatively outdated.
But these methods can be still applied. Their application is correct, nevertheless, the development of
lifting mechanisms has accelerated so much that these methods have become only orientation and
these methods cannot be relied upon. Such methods include for example:
2.1 Method that uses the indicator of the number of workers
The number of necessary cranes is set according to the number of workers who need the crane for their
work in the construction site. Authors of this method do not deal with the crane types and only
exceptionally do they specify the relationship according to the type of the building construction.
Usually from 10 to 20 workers are assigned to the construction site for one crane in action.
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2.2 Method that uses the indicator of the enclosure in a unit of time
This method relies on the number of cubic metres of the enclosure that can be built while supplied by
one crane in a certain unit of time, for example one month. This method also does not consider the
crane type. One thousand cubic metres of the enclosure per month can be built while supplied by one
crane.
2.3 Method that uses the indicator of weight of the transferred material in a unit of time
In this method it is crucial how many kilonewtons of material it is possible to transfer with the help of
one crane in a unit of time, for example in a month. This method does not deal with the crane type.
One crane can carry 3000 – 6600 kilonewtons of material per month.
2.4 Method that uses the indicator of volume or weight of material carried in a unit of time
The design in this case uses volume or weight of materials carried in a unit of time. It is for example a
cubic metre of concrete, square metre of casing and so on.
2.5 Method of crane design according to the time norms of crane operated processes
Priority in this method is to find out the time norms of crane operated processes because the duration
of all operations can be then determined. This duration is then divided by the required construction
time and the result is the final number of cranes. Rounding up of final number to integer is necessary.
The final number has to be corrected with the so called coefficient of idle time of a machine. This
coefficient can rise up to 48 %.
2.6 Method of estimate of time that is necessary for crane operation
This method assumes that 80 % of construction material in the construction site will be carried by the
crane. That is why it is first necessary to determine the density of the building construction. This is
determined on the basis of the enclosure [m3] and relative weight [t/m3]. Another precondition of this
method is that the crane carries at the end of the crane jib 1 ton in one cycle of 6 minutes. Based on
these facts it is then possible to determine the time that is necessary for the material transfer. However,
coefficients of real possibilities have to be applied.
2.7 Method Using the Theory of Multiple Handling
This method is based on an accurate modeling of movements of certain lifting mechanisms in three
basic groups. The first group includes activities that require a full-time capacity of the crane. The
second group consists of activities that do not require a full-time capacity of the crane. And activities
that have atypical requirements for lifting mechanisms belong to the third group.
2.8 Method Using a Mathematical Model
This method has not been used recently as it is not in a final version. The main idea of this method is
the identification of critical activities in construction that will require high demands on the lifting
mechanism. These activities will then be assigned the highest priority, allowing that their handling will
always take precedence over the remaining activities.
THE CHOICE BETWEEN THE TOWER AND MOBILE CRANES
Lifting mechanisms in construction belong to the most expensive machinery and therefore, great
emphasis is placed on reducing the costs of these machines. This means their maximum utilization is
necessary as well as the need to avoid hiring of oversized types of these machines. That is why most
preparers decide when to use the mobile and when to use the tower cranes. There are several views on
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how to proceed but the most widely used criterion in the design of the machine is the time the machine
will have to be present at the construction site. The basic factors that have to be considered are the
price of transport and daily rental of the machine. Given current prices for rentals of these machines, it
is obvious that it is appropriate to choose tower cranes only for long time constructions and on the
other hand mobile cranes should be chosen for less time consuming constructions. It is not easy to
define the limits between the short term and long term construction because every construction is an
original and requires different machine type. Therefore, it is necessary to trace basic prices for the
rental and transport of the mobile cranes and rental price, price for transport, assembly and
disassembly of the tower cranes and these prices have to be compared.
To exemplify this, a balance sheet is provided below. The balance sheet shows that the usage of the
tower crane is advantageous in cases where the usage of this machine will be longer than 7 working
days.
Machine Type

Mobile
Crane

Tower
Crane

Price for machine rental per hour [CZK]

730

500

Number of working hours per day

8

8

Transport costs per kilometre [CZK]

40

80

Kilometres per day

30

-

Tower crane assembly [CZK]

-

7000

Tower crane revision [CZK]

-

3000

Tower crane disassembly [CZK]

-

7000

Rental price of mobile crane for the tower crane assembly, transport included
[CZK]

-

1930

Total one-off costs [CZK]

-

21330

Total costs of one working day [CZK]

7040

4000

Tab. 1 Input prices
Total costs for mobile crane per
[thousands CZK]

Total costs for tower crane
per day [thousands CZK]

0.day – Total one-off costs [Kč]

-

21330

Day 1

7040

25330

Day 2

14080

29330

Day 3

21120

33330

Day 4

28160

37330

Day 5

35200

41330

Day 6

42240

45330

Day 7

49280

49330

Day 8

56320

53330

Tab. 2 Financial costs development
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THE MOST WIDELY USED METHOD FOR THE DESIGN OF CRANES
Although it might seem that the basic method for selecting a suitable lifting mechanism based on
factors of weight and distance of the load may be outdated and inaccurate, the opposite is true. It is the
most widely used technique in the design of lifting mechanisms. The main advantage of this method is
the small time consumption and little knowledge requirements. Unlike other methods, this method is
very fast and requires only a basic knowledge of construction methods. Moreover, this process is from
the above mentioned methods, the initial method. The lifting mechanism is therefore proposed on the
basis of load diagrams, in which only objects with the highest demands on the machine are plotted.
Identification of these loads is very simple. It is sufficient for us to have the elements extract and a
basic ground plan in which there will be indicated the placement of these elements and the position of
the lifting mechanism. From these input data we will choose 3 loads that require a transfer with the
help of the lifting mechanism. For selected loads it is always necessary to know the distance from the
axis of the lifting mechanism to the place of their placement. In case of the element montage from the
stockpile the correct distance will be always the less favourable one.
First the heaviest load will be drawn into the load diagram, then the furthest and finally the closest
load. In many cases the most important load is often the one with the biggest weight. Nevertheless,
this is not proved in every case and that is why we plot all the three variants.
Every load that is plotted in the load diagram must be within the zone of lifting capacity of the
selected machine type. In order for the selected machine to be designed effectively and not to be
oversized, the plotted loads must be as close as possible to the curve of the maximum load.

Fig. 1 Construction drawing with the plotted crucial loads
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Fig. 1 shows the example of possible schematic construction drawing that is completed with the loads.
Loads are marked in the picture as follows:
A1, A2 – the closest load (1 – stockpile, 2 – constructed object)
B1, B2 – the furthest load (1 – stockpile, 2 – constructed object)
C1, C2 – the heaviest load (1 – stockpile, 2 – constructed object)
O – constructed object
S – storage place
VJ – tower crane

Fig. 2 Load diagram of the tower crane with the plotted loads
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Fig. 2 shows load diagram of the tower crane that is completed with chosen loads. Only important
loads according to their distance from the crane are plotted in the picture:
A2 – the closest load
B2 – the furthest load
C2 – the heaviest load
ZK – load curve
In order to compare the difference between the load diagram of the tower and mobile crane, the second
diagram type is included.

Fig. 3 Load diagram of the mobile crane
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THE PROCESS OF THE DESIGN OF SUITABLE MACHINE SETS FOR MONTAGE
This part describes a way of the design of a suitable machine set that is used for montage works. The
comparison can be made on the example of the tower crane, for which it is necessary to consider the
establishment of the crane runway used for tower crane.
It is our task to assemble a prefabricated frame with ceiling panels. Frame dimensions are 30 x 18 x 9
meters, built-up area is 540 m2 and enclosure is 4 860 m3.
The construction consists of 36 columns with weight 1,8 tons, 30 girders with weight 3,6 tons, 16
sway frames with weight 3,0 tons and 100 panels with weight 3,2 tons. Total weight of the frame is
541 tons.
Tower Crane MB1030 has tax about 500 CZK/hours, site assembly crane runway pay about 180
CZK/hours.
Lorry-Mounted Crane AD28T has a tax about 730 CZK/hours.
Flatbed with hydraulic lift arm has tax about 212 CZK/hours.

Element

Weights
[tons]

Column

1,8

Number of
items

36

Values for Montage
Tower Crane with Crane Runway

Lorry-Mounted Crane

Time
[hours/tons]

Total [hours]

Time
[hours/tons]

Total
[hours]

1,2

(1,8*36*1,2)

1,5

97,2

0,9

97,2

1,3

62,4

0,7

224,0

77,8
Girder

3,6

30

0,9

(3,6*30*0,9)
97,2

Sway
Frame

3,0

Panel

3,2

16

0,9

(3,0*16*0,9)
43,2

100

0,7

(3,2*100*0,7)
224,0
(77,8+97,2+43,2+224,0)

Total

480,8

442,2

Tab. 3 Time consumption of montage
Lorry-mounted crane starts to work only after the material is brought with the help of a platform car.
The platform car finishes its activity earlier than the crane. If it is assumed that their working time
will be shortened by one working field, these machines will work 4/5 from the total time. That is 4/5 *
121 hours.
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Variant

A

B

Machine Sets

Tower
Crane

Crane
Track

Lorry-Mounted
Crane

Platform
Car

Machine Operating Costs (CZK/hour)

500

180

730

212,0

Time of assembly (hours)

442,2

442,2

384,6

384,6

Machine Operating Costs (thousand
CZK)

221,1

79,6

280,8

81,5

Total Costs (thousands CZK)

300,7

362,3

Tab. 4 Financial comparison of chosen variants
CONCLUSION
The article shows options in the design of optimal lifting mechanisms in construction. It emphasizes
especially the basic design possibilities that belong among the most frequently used. It is necessary to
realize the connection between the crane type and the construction size. The higher construction is
designed, the bigger amount of money will have to be invested and that is why a greater attention to
construction planning will be necessary as well as the right option of the mechanization type. In order
to be sure that the design of the machine sets is correct, it is inevitable to choose more elaborate design
methods or methods that were mentioned above in combination with our own experience gained in
other project types.
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Abstract
Before the construction outset it is not possible to precisely define the demands on the crane
operation. Nevertheless, it is necessary to define the real demands as precisely as possible. The only
way to reach this is to determine the process that will require the biggest demands during the
construction. System formworks in monolithic assembled constructions appear to be very demanding.
The article shows the requirements during the mounting of system formwork by cranes. It further
indicates considerable differences among time norms in planning programs. Time norms in the
planning programs are compared with the time reality in certain constructions at the end of the
article.
Keywords: Operation, element, system, construction, transfer

INTRODUCTION
Recently system formwork has belonged to the most used formwork types. Traditional formwork has
been substituted by the system formwork for several reasons. The most important reason for its
frequent usage is the speed of montage of system formwork elements and their reusability.
Nevertheless, system formwork has more advantages such as a wide range, higher strength of system
formwork elements and also a higher safety thanks to a complex solution of proposed systems. The
above mentioned advantages have changed well-established procedures in construction.

TURNOVER RATION OF FORMWORK
In case of formwork it can be said that the most expensive formwork is the formwork that is
insufficiently used. It is very important to rent only the amount of formwork elements that will be
effectively used. In order to be able to determine what amount of formwork will be needed, the
designer must perfectly know the project and construction process. Another important advantage
appears to be working experience. In order to have effectively used formwork it is necessary to count
with a turnover ratio of about two days for framed wall formwork. Furthermore, it is necessary to
count with the turnover rate of about 1-2 days for mast formwork and approximately 10-15 days for
ceiling formwork.
Nevertheless, it is crucial to realize the factors that affect the formwork turnover. Such factors are for
example weather, static construction design, used materials, experience of the construction company
and the least predictable factor appears to be the engineering supervision.
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LIFTING MECHANISM
A person who is in charge of lifting mechanism proposal in construction should have profound
knowledge of working processes in construction, used materials and the person should also know
accessible machines. Such person should be sufficiently experienced. However, even a specialist can
make mistake in the planning phase. Such mistakes often cause great financial and time loss. It is
crucial to prevent such mistakes. The basic mistakes seem to be the most frequent ones although such
mistakes are not often considered in advance. That is why basic ways of formwork transfer that is
necessary to be specified during lifting mechanism design, is described further in this article.
Main factors that must be taken into account in design:
· Range – whether the machine can handle the required construction
· Resistance - the ability to transport the element of a certain weight to the storage location (set of
related elements)
· Time of usage - whether it is advantageous to have a machine in a construction site throughout
the whole construction period
· Price – whether or not to choose either a smaller or an older machine type
To exemplify that the price is a very important factor, a table below supports the claims from the
above.
Crane type

Time of
usage
[months]

Lease
[thousands
CZK]

Operators
[thousands
CZK]

Other Costs
[thousands
CZK]

Total Costs
[thousands
CZK]

33
100
201
35

Power
Consumption
[thousands
CZK]
5
15
30
4

MB 1030.1
30/30/8

1
3
6
1

40
120
240
60

170
170
170
189

248
405
641
288

40/30/6

3
6

180
360

105
210

12
24

189
189

486
783

MB 2043
55/60/12

1
3

140
280

37
111

7
21

215
215

399
627

6
1

420
100

222
35

42
2

215
199

899
336

Potain 386
50/30/4

3
6

300
600

105
210

4
8

199
199

608
1017

MB 27431
60/55/14

1
3

170
510

40
120

7
21

225
225

442
876

6

1020

240

42

225

1527

Liebherr
63K

Tab. 1 Examples of financial costs for certain tower cranes
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The table shows how important it is to use the proposed lifting mechanism as effectively as possible
and to have the lifting mechanism in the construction site only for the time needed. Most planners use
various software for time planning and that is why it is appropriate to ask whether man-hours in
certain budget programmes are correct and reliable. After several basic software programmes were
examined it was found out that man-hours in different budget programmes vary a lot. That can lead to
either overrating or underrating of the construction time, which in the end can lead to significant
complications and the associated financial losses.
The following table supports the above mentioned facts. The table shows randomly selected labor
input values from several budget programmes and literature.

Element

Ceiling

Mast

Foundation

Activity

Build power
[man-hour]

Gross + Callida
[man-hour]

Literature
[man-hour]

Maximum
difference

Formation

0,650

0,511

0,650

0,139

Removal

0,170

0,266

0,170

0,096

Formation

0,700

0,859

0,680

0,179

Removal

0,300

0,237

0,310

0,073

Formation

1,600

0,364

0,270

1,330

Removal

0,320

0,201

0,110

0,210

Tab. 2 Basic man-hours
The table shows that it is necessary to determine certain man-hours for certain formwork types and
various manufacturer types should be considered too.

FORMWORK TRANSFER
There are several basic types how to safely transfer system formwork in the construction site. This
chapter shows basic transfer types and it also emphasizes suitable supplements that should be used
during the elements transfer.
4.1 Spoke Crane Chain
This chain is attached directly to the crane hook. As the name suggests, it is a chain composed of four
lifting attachments. It is not necessary to use all the lifting attachments in order to suspend the
element. Load capacity is very important. Maximum load capacity of spoke crane chain is usually
about 2400 kg and the working angle is not higher than 30°.
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Pic. 1 Spoke Crane Chain

4.2 Crane Eye
Crane eye is most commonly used element for transporting printed formwork elements. Mostly, more
crane eyes are often used in combination with spoke crane chain. Maximum load capacity of one eye
is often around 1000 kg. Crane eyes are provided with a safety lever that prevents accidental
disconnection of the eye during transport or assembly of elements. It is therefore very important to
monitor the proper security before handling the components. The following figure shows the control
lock levers on the shackle.

Pic. 2 Controlling the locking lever on the crane eye

4.3 Carrying Strap
Carrying strap is used for loading, unloading, transportation of formwork elements and possibly to
transport assembled formwork tables. Standard strap length is about 13 metres and maximum load
capacity is about 2000 kilograms.
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Pic. 3 Transfer with the help of carrying straps
4.4 Adjustable Carrying Fork
Carrying forks are used mainly for formwork tables transport. Their main advantage appears to be the
adjustable fork width and vertical extension allowing the transport between floors. Maximum load
capacity is often about 1500 kilograms.

Pic. 4 Carrying Fork

4.5 Transfer of individual elements
The transfer of larger elements is preferred to smaller elements. However, it is important to transfer
single elements. If we have to use this type of transfer, it is necessary to know how to correctly attach
the element to the lifting mechanism. The crane eyes are often used for the attachment. When the size
of an element is smaller than 60 centimetres, it is possible to use only one crane eye. On the other
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hand, in case of an element that is larger than 60 centimetres, it is always necessary to use two crane
eyes. Crane eyes location must be always over a flitch plate, thereby preventing lateral displacement.

Pic. 5 Transfer of elements smaller and larger than 60 cm

4.6 Transfer of a Set of Connected Elements
This transfer type is the most frequently used type in construction. It means a considerable time saving
both for the lifting mechanism and for the workers providing mounting. The important fact that has to
be considered is the fact whether it will be possible to transfer the element to the determined place as
the sets are often very heavy. At the same time the sets are often strained and there appears a threat of
their snapping. The sets can be suspended always symmetrically and it is necessary to ensure that the
angle of inclination must not be greater than 30 °.
When transporting two identical assembled elements, crane eyes are placed near the center of the
assembly, which helps to prevent lateral shifts of shackles.

Pic. 6 Transport of two identical elements in a set
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If a set of more components is transferred it is necessary to try to fit shackle always on the connection
of two elements, which in turn prevents lateral shifts. There exists an exception in placing crane eyes
near the elements that are placed in the set horizontally. The crane eye has to be placed through a
transverse profile as shown in the following figure.

Pic. 7 Transfer of a set
CONCLUSION
To conclude, it is necessary to emphasize the importance of profound knowledge of used materials
both for designers and all other workers that will participate in construction. Every system has its own
examples of utilization and only perfect knowledge of such details can lead to easy and safe montage
of this system.
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Abstract
The traditional approach to grinding is to operate within the limits of surface quality. The
requirements for surface quality in grinding are higher than those in other common machining
operations such as turning and milling. The surface quality of machined parts is very important for
precise production and assembly. When we focus on roughness parameters after grinding, we can
establish the limits of these parameters for typical grain materials: Al2O3, SiC, CBN, SG and others.
Increasing demands on accuracy and quality of production leads to research concerned with the
properties of these materials and the surface quality after grinding. This paper shows new possibilities
for the ground surface with focus on surface roughness obtained under varying combinations of
cutting conditions. The influence of the grinding wheel, cutting parameters and coolant on higher
surface quality is assessed by roughness parameters Ra, Rz, Rt and the Material portion of a surface
profile. These high-precision ground surfaces are shown to have a Nanometres (10-9) unit topography
demonstrating that the process is able to replace other finishing technologies such as superfinishing
or honing.
Key words: Grinding, High precision, Roughness, Surface
1 INTRODUCTION
Each process in production is still monitored with a focus on tool life, quality of products, lower lead
time and production costs. These monitored parameters of the process influence total production and
profit of a company. [1] They have high importance in process validity. The quality of products and
their price are decisive factors in the successful sale of company products and growth of profit. In
production the machining makes the highest portion of production technologies. The various types of
tools, tool materials and possibilities of cutting conditions are limiting conditions in technology
process creation. The production’s efforts are focused on production costs reduction and finding of
optimal solution of used machine, tools, cutting conditions, workers, transport, storage and working
time in component production. [2], [10]
This article shows new possibilities where we can reduced the production costs. This area of
production is in machining and finishing. Reduction of production costs are given by replacement of
technologies. This article shows high precision surfaces of chosen materials in surface roughness
parameters evaluation. These partial results are showing new ways of grinding that we use for
replacement of superfinishing or honing. These possibilities enable to us reduce machine for
superfinishing or honing, tools for these operations, support material and workers. The research will
be continued with others materials used in production and will be evaluated for geometrical accuracy
of machined parts namely by the character of samples (circular or plane). [11]
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2 GRINDING PROCESS AND EXPERIMENT
Grinding is subject to high process changes through the introduction of new technological
developments. There are new types of grains developed that can grind with higher cutting speed, high
feed speed and without of coolant [4]. Size and shape of abrasive grains are also developed and
changed.
The surface with high precision roughness is given by relations between:
·

used grinding wheel (type of grains, size of grains, bond, hardness, structure),

·

material of workpiece (solidity, toughness, hardness and heat treatment),

·

cutting speed of grinding wheel,

·

circular speed of workpiece,

·

speed of feed,

·

depth of cut,

·

coolant (type and concentration).

These conditions are basic input information concerning the set of cutting conditions used to achieve
grinding with high precision of surface roughness. The cutting conditions – cutting speed, feed speed,
depth of cut, circular speed of workpiece and coolant [3], [5] are especially important for achievement
of such surfaces.
2.1 Experiment
The nature of this research is the enable to current grinding processes to attain a high precision surface
roughness equivalent to that obtained with other high precision technologies including superfinishing
and honing, by application of common grinding wheel and cutting conditions on a traditional machine.
Our workplace has considerable experience in grinding research with particular experience in bearing
steels grinding, tool steel, carbide steels and steels with heat treatment (hardening and tempering). [6]
Our research also deals with grinding of non-ferrous materials including aluminium alloys EN AW
range 2000, 6000 and 7000. A partial area of our research attends to the replacement of finishing
operations and this article shows new information in this area.
2.2 Ground materials and grinding wheel
Materials were chosen on the base of use in different areas of engineering especially in automotive
industry and industry of machining machine production. These materials are:
·

steel EN ISO C55E (55 HRC), 1.0535,

·

ductile iron EN ISO GGG60 (50 HRC),

·

bearing steel EN ISO 100Cr6 (62 HRC), 1.3505,

·

steel EN ISO St 52-3 (natural), 1.057.
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a) peripheral surface grinding

b) peripheral cylindrical grinding
Fig. 1 Methods of grinding
Grinding wheel used in this experiment was base on Al2O3 with grains consist of white corundum and
this mark A99B 80K 9V – composition of tool by FEPA. Cutting conditions during grinding were:
·

vc = 40 m.s-1,

·

vf = 6,5 m.min-1,

·

ap = 0,05 mm,

·

coolant – water solution with semi synthetic cutting fluid (5%),

·

dressing of the wheel, single point, depth – 0,01 mm

·

method of grinding is showed in Fig. 1 b) – peripheral surface grinding (traverse grinding).

In these cases with higher precision of surface roughness is necessary dressing of grinding wheel.
Finer dressing increases the specific energy (formula 2.1) and decreases the roughness, whereas
coarser dressing has opposite effect as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Relationship between specific grinding energy and workpiece surface. [7]
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u=

P
Qw

[J × mm ],
-3

(2.1)

where:
u…specific grinding energy,
P…grinding power,
Qw…volumetric removal rate.
The formula (2.1) continues for grinding power and volumetric removal rate as shown in formula (2.2)
and (2.3). Individual parameters are shown in Fig. 3.

P = Fc × vc ,

(2.2)

Qw = v w × a × b = p × d w × v f × b ,

(2.3)

where:
Fc…tangential component
vc…cutting speed of wheel

where:
dw…diameter of workpiece
vf…feed rate
b…width range of tools and workpiece

Fig. 3 Illustration of force components for plunge grinding. [7]
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3 SURFACE ROUGHNESS EVALUATION
This part of the research will be focused on surface roughness after grinding of machined materials.
Three basic parameters of the surface profile will be used for performance evaluation : Ra, Rz and Rt.
A further parameter is the material portion of a surface profile (Abbott-Firestone curve).
The surfaces were ground with white corundum and with coolant. Peripheral surface grinding was
used for plane samples of materials.
3.1 Roughness – Ra parameter
This is a commonly used parameter in engineering but for evaluation of actual surface profile it is not
so informative (i.e. it presents only an average value of surface profile), however the parameter is still
used to prescribe product design and remains popular in engineering applications. Shown in Fig. 4 are
values of the parameter Ra for each of the surfaces of four materials ground by white corundum. The
surfaces are very high precision and the process shows possibilities of replacing a further finishing
operation for example superfinishing or honing..

Roughness of ground surface by parameter Ra
0.08

Roughness Ra [μm]

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.00
St 52-3

C55E

100Cr6

GGG60

Material of workpiece

Fig. 4 Ra parameter of ground surfaces
3.2

Roughness – Rz parameter

This parameter is commonly used in the automotive industry and presents the distance between the
lowest point of a valley and the topmpost point of a peak in the measured surface profile. This
parameter volunteers actual sight on profile and his segments. In Fig. 5 you can see values of
parameter Rz for each of the ground surface of four materials ground by white corundum. These
values of surface roughness are also very high precision and support surface roughness quality after
grinding, as in the case of parameter Ra.
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Roughness of ground surface by parameter Rz
0.80

Roughness Rz [μm]

0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
St 52-3

C55E

100Cr6

GGG60

Material of workpiece

Fig. 5 Rz parameter of ground surfaces
3.3 Roughness – Rt parameter
This parameter is also commonly used in the automotive industry, and similarly to Rz this parameter is
joined with material portion of surface profile. In Fig. 6 you can see values of parameter Rt for each of
the surface of four materials ground by white corundum.

Roughness Rt [μm]

Roughness of ground surface by parameter Rt
1.80
1.60
1.40
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
St 52-3

C55E

100Cr6

GGG60

Material of workpiece

Fig. 6 Rt parameter of ground surfaces
3.4 Roughness – Material portion of surface profile
This surface profile parameter shows the percentage portion of “full material” in peaks against “short
material” in the valleys of the surface profile. This parameter is important for estimatation of
machined part life in the different machines, devices, vehicles and others. In Fig. 7 you can see areas
of material portion of each surface profile of four materials ground by white corundum.
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a) St 52-3

b) C55E

c) 100Cr6
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d) GGG60
Fig. 7 Material portions of surface profiles
3.5 Roughness – Surface profile
Evaluation of the surface profile determined from a range of roughness parameters is useful and better
describes the surface than a single parameter.. In graphic image the profile shows a distribution of
peaks and valleys in their basic measured profile, size and shape. The profile provides information
about exceptions in the profile, the texture of the profile and from the profile we can determine the
extent of the primary plastic deformation zone (affected zone after machining). In Fig. 8 you can see
the actual profile of each of the surfaces of four materials ground by white corundum. Very small
differences in profile and lower profile can be observed. This profile is obtained from the grinding
method and cutting conditions used in the research.

a) St 52-3
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b) C55E

c) 100Cr6

d) GGG60
Fig. 8 Ground surface profile

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This paper shows new ways of grinding engineering materials. The research demonstrates that
grinding is able to move limits in surface roughness quality. Our particular aim in research is focused
on ground surface quality with high precision roughness. Fundamental to this work is the
identification of cutting conditions during grinding that are able to deliver surfaces able to compete
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with those produced by, for example, superfinishing or honing. The need to achieve higher surface
quality in grinding only is very important to production. We have a normal grinding wheel that we can
use to grind different surfaces of materials. In fig. 4 we can see values of parameter Ra for the ground
surface. These surfaces roughness values are corresponding to those achieved in honing or
superfinishing. This fact is supported from the data shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The surface profile is
very much lower and corresponds with roughness parameters, seen in Fig. 8. Material portion of
surface profile is an average value for this method as shown in fig. 7. Very high quality of surface
roughness is also given by use of grinding wheel and cutting conditions. Very low depth of cut, very
fine dressing and use of coolant are the key process conditions. There is a material removal with small
depth of cut and with combination of very fine dressing. The ground material is actually in polishing
process – but with grinding wheel use and so we can get these surfaces with lower values of surfaces
roughness that are not in polish surface parameters (due to 80 granularity of grinding wheel). Use of
these process cutting conditions results in peak reductions and a reduction of the distance between
peaks and valleys (evaluation by the Rz and Rt parameters – shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, these results
are supported by the surface profile – in Fig. 8).
The possibilities of improving the grinding process remains. It has been shown that the widening
combination of cutting conditions and tools leads to continual research in finishing and shows new
ways for manufacturing technology and production. A very important part of this research and results
is that of production costs. For as long as we have demands on surface quality roughness, measured by
different parameters, we can continue to generate very high precision surface roughness and quality by
grinding, which diminishes the need for others methods of finishing. And will result in cost savings..
We save the cost of operators, machines, support materials, energy and time but the quality has to be
maintained. [8], [9], [12]
This paper shows new eventuality in surface roughness parameters namely is presenting values of
surface roughness after grinding by parameter Ra at Nanometre scale. In fig. 4 we have for example
Ra values 0.04 [μm] for EN ISO 100Cr6 steel – we could present this value as 40 [nm]. Certainly we
should be using a measuring device capable of measuring to this scale and resenting new ways to
show grinding is possible at this prefix – 10-9 level.
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Abstract
Nowadays, the wound management techniques use modern materials, products which are different in
composition and structure, but their essential characteristics are to facilitate wound healing. The
objective of this study is to evaluate the “in-vitro” properties of some wound dressings present on
European pharmaceutical market. The wound-dressing materials ability is given by the combination
of the absorbency capability and moisture vapour transmitted in order to ensure an optimal wound
moist environment. The results could predict the exudate absorption and the capacity control of the
water loss from a wound in order to determine the ideal type of dressing required for different type of
wound.
Key words: wound dressings; test method, absorbency, fluid handling capacity, water vapour
permeability
1. INTRODUCTION
Materials used in wound care have changed in the past decades following the commercial availability
of new wound care methods and dressings materials. From traditional products (dry bandages and
dressings— e.g. cotton gauze, lint, viscose) to modern products ( e.g. alginates, hydrocolloids,
hydrogel, foam, films, etc.), the new trends of “active wound care products” with their ultimate goal tissue engineering will be the future in the benefits of wound therapy (Harding et al. 2002, Boateng et
al. 2008, Horken et al. 2009). If the traditional dressings provide protection of the wound from further
trauma or bacterial invasion, the modern products (semi or occlusive dressings) provide an optimum
moist environment, retain wound fluid that contains growth factors favoring rapid healing.
The advanced dressing technologies have been developed over the past few years by promoting a
moist environment, in order to facilitate the healing of chronic wounds (Bishop et al. 2003, White and
Cutting 2006). This products are permeable to oxygen and moisture vapour and impermeable to
bacteria and maintain balanced hydration through controlled evaporation. The characteristics of the
‘ideal dressing’ have been described (Thomas 2008, Jones et al. 2006) and most of manufacturers refer
to these when marketing their specific and adapting dressing products (Yudanova and Reshetov
2006). Generally, the new dressings can absorb the exudates while keeping the wound bed moist,
decrease the healing time and the risk of infection, protect the periwound area and reduce the
frequency and the need for dressing changes. For the health care professionals it is important to select
the appropriate medical products with consideration to the key performance requirements of dressings
according with the exudate management and cost-effective option.
The research must establish quantifiably methods that allow to determine which dressing materials are
effective in facilitating wound healing. Several test-method have been developed and used in order to
evaluate the properties of dressings materials. But the information about the comparative performance
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and effectiveness of different type of dressings (hydrocolloid, foam, film, alginate) are limited
because of the test methods’ specificity to the individual product groups (Thomas 2001, Thomas
2005). There are also new products which combine diverse materials as films, foams, fibrous
materials, hydrogels or hydrocolloid dressings (Iounuț 2008).
In a simple method, the absorbency is determined by a gravimetric test and is calculated by taking into
account the weight of the dressings before and after immersion in water (Chen 2007) or in a salt
solution simulating the serum and wound fluid (Thomas 2001). Other authors propose a
spectrophotometric determination (immersion in picric acid solution, followed by elution and
measurement of the absorbance at 355 nm (Betts 1988). The standard tests available for modern
wound dressings determine the absorbent properties of dressings and include: fluid handling
properties, moisture vapour permeability, fluid affinity, water uptake and gelling properties. Generally,
the moisture lost through the dressing is determined by gravimetric analysis. These tests are based on
official specifications (British and European Standards for Testing and Materials 2002) and accredited
laboratories. All of this in vitro tests are developed under standard conditions. The test results showed
that the physical properties varies between different products and this influence their behavior. But the
success of wound management depends on selection and use of products, and also on the
understanding of the healing process and the correct evaluation of the wounds (nature, type,
location) and clinical environment.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
2.1.Materials
Samples: The physical properties of three hydrocolloid dressings were evaluated: Hydrocoll
(Hartmann), DuoDerm Extra Thin (Convatec), Suprasorb H (Lohmann & Rauscher). Each dressing
product are dried samples cuted 5x5cm piece.
Test solution (A): solution of sodium and calcium chloride containing 142 mmol/L of sodium ions and
2.5 mmol/L of calcium ions (representing values typical of those found in serum or wound exudates).
All reagents used were of analytical grade from Merck.
Device: The Padington - Payne cup (our construction) was developed and tested at the National
Institute for Research and Development of Isotopic and Molecular Technologies, Cluj-Napoca.
The experiment was performed at a temperature/humidity controlled (Ecocell drying oven). Weighing
was performed on Ohaus analytical balance.
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Absorption capacity
Experiment 1: The test was conducted in according to Standard EN 13726-1: 2002: Test Methods for
primary wound dressings – Part 1: Aspects of Absorbency.
Each dressing sample is weighed (w1) and placed in a Petri dish. The test solution (volume
corresponding to 40 times the weight of the dressing) was added and maintained for 30 minutes at
37oC. After extracted and suspended for 30 seconds, the samples were reweighed (w2). The
absorbency was calculated and expressed as the weight of fluid retained (w2-w1) per 100cm2 of
dressing.
Experiment 2: The test was conducted after immersion in test solution for 24 hours.
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After being weighed at 30 minutes, the sample of dressing material was returned to the Petri dish and
maintained for 24 hours at 37oC. After this, the material was extracted and suspended for 30 seconds
and then reweighed (w3). The samples were reweighed (w2). The absorbency was expressed as the
weight of solution retained (w3-w1) per 100cm2 of dressing.
2.2.2. Fluid Retention Capacity
Experiment 3: Each dressing sample saturated with test solution for 24 h (w3) was press for 3 minutes
with a strength equivalent to a pressure of 40 mm Hg (Thomas 2007). After the removal of the weight,
the sample was reweighed (w4). The fluid retained by the dressing was calculated (w4-w3 per 100cm2
of dressing).
2.2.3. Fluid Handling Capacity (FHC)
Experiment 4: The test was conducted using SMTL test TM-65, based on the method described in EN
13726-1:2002. Part. 1. Section 3.3.
Sample (same sizes, with known weight) from each dressing are applied across the opening of
Paddington cup) to which are added 20 ml of test solution. The cup is closed (to prevent vapor loss
except through the test sample), weighed and placed in an incubator at 37+/-0.4°C (in the presence of
silica gel, in order to maintain a low relative humidity). After 24 hours, the cups are removed from the
incubator, allowed to equilibrate to room temperature and reweighed. The loss in weight due to the
passage of moisture vapor through the dressing is determined (g/10cm2). The weight of fluid retained
by the dressing is calculated by difference, after the sample is reweighed. The tests were conducted
over 24, 48 and 72 hours.
Experiment 5: The same measurements are made with the device placed in an inverted position (with
the test solution in contact with the dressing).
2.2.4. Moisture Vapor Transmission Rate (MVTR)
Experiment 6: The test was conducted in according with methods described in BS EN 13726-2:2002.
Part 2. Test methods for primary wound dressings - Part 2: Moisture vapour transmission rate.
Sample of each dressing (same sizes, known weight) is applied to a Paddington cup containing 20 ml
of test solution. The cup is closed and then is placed in an inverted position (with the test solution in
contact with the dressing in an incubator (at 37°C, in a presence of dried silica gel). The assembly was
weighed at regular intervals of time and weight loss versus time plot was graphically represented. The
MVTR is calculated from the mean loss in weight and the area of the opening in the top of each cup
and the results were ex-pressed in water vapor loss over area for 24 hours (g/m2/24 h).
Experiment 8: The same measurements are made if the device is placed without the test solution in
contact with the dressing).
Each experiment was done on 5 samples of each product dressing. The tests results are presented using
the mean values and standard deviations.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We selected 3 hydrocolloid dressings - the most required modern products on Romanian
pharmaceutical market. Generally, the dressings physicochemical properties can be attributed to the
hydrocolloid matrix contained carboxymethylcellulose (NaCMC), in combination /or no with gelatin,
and pectin. They could also contain elastomeric, mineral oils and adhesive substances attached to their
polymeric structure. On contact with wound exudate this matrix absorbs water and liquefies to form a
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non-adherent gel, which accelerate the wound healing in a moist environment (Thomas 1997, Queen
2009, Iuonuţ 2008)
One of the most important properties of a wound dressing is the absorption capacity. In the proposed
in vitro experiments the absorbency is determined by a gravimetric test and is calculated by taking into
account the weight of the dressings before and after immersion. The results tests are presented in fig.1.
During the experiment 1 and 2, all the three products had shown a moderate absorption after 30
minutes, but after 24 hours the change in the weight of fluid absorbed showed that only Suprasorb H
dressing increased significantly in weight (by double at 24 hours). It can be considered that DuoDerm
Extra Thin have reached saturation by the 30 minutes.
The ability of a dressing to handle the exudates can be measured based on its ability to absorb and to
retain exudat. Fluid retention capability method (experiment 3) was developed to assess the capacity
of hydrocolloid dressings to absorbed and retain exudate under compression (in order to evaluate the
possibility of using the dressing under compression therapy). The retention capability of the dressing
is the ratio between the absorption capacity under pressure and its free absorption capacity. The results
(Fig 1) expressed as a percentage of the fluid retained after the saturated dressing was placed under
pressure, had shown that Duoderm and Hydrocoll have the highest residual absorption capacity under
pressure. In all cases, in comparison with the free state (without compression), the absorption capacity
under pressure is reduced (by 50% for Suprasorb H, but by only 10% for DuoDerm Extra Thin).

Fig. 1. Absorption and retention capacity
Retention

Absorption (g/cm2)

Absorption

Absorption (g/cm2)
after 30 min
Absorption (g/cm2)
after 24 h

These experimental tests are a simple, economic and reproducible, but not relevant to the clinical
situation due to the fact that the wound-dressing ability to maintain a moist wound environment it is
given by combination of the absorbency capability and moisture vapour transmitted.
The FHC test (experiment 4 and 5) measures the absorbency of a dressing and the total weight of
moisture vapour lost (by transmission through the dressing) during the period of the test. The FHC
value is defined as the sum of the weight of test solution retained by the dressing (absorbency) and the
total weight of fluid lost (moisture vapor loss).
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According to the existent standards, “the Paddington Cup test” regarding the FHC is carried without a
direct contact between the test solution and the sample. Taking into account the fact that the modern
dressing materials are usually placed directly on the wound, we conducted the experiment in both
conditions (in or out of contact with the test solution). The results of the tests are presented in Tab. 1
are expressed graphically for Hydrocoll in Fig. 2.
The absorbency capacity is reached after 24 hours, but the dressings continue to allow the passage of
moisture vapor through the outer surface during the period of the test. As expected, it was observed
that when the dressing was placed in the direct contact with the test solution, the dressing material
ability to retain fluid got higher (almost double).
Table 1. Fluid Handling Capacity
Time

wound dressings

24 h

48h

72h

Absorbency

Moisture vapor loss

2

2

2

FHC (g/10 cm )

(g/10cm )

(g/10cm )

Hydrocoll

3,03 (0,14)

0,74 (0,10)

3,77 (0,21)

DuoDerm Extra Thin

1,87 (0,19)

1,06 (0,09)

2,93 (0,18)

Suprasorb H

4,13 (0,13)

0,55 (0,13)

4,68 (0,27)

Hydrocoll

4,14 (0,12)

1,34 (0,08)

5,49 (0,17)

DuoDerm Extra Thin

2,88 (0,16)

1,57(0.09)

4,44 (0,24)

Suprasorb H

5,87 (0,25)

1,07 (0,08)

6,94 (0,21)

Hydrocoll

3,87 (0,2)

1,84 (0,11)

5,71 (0,3)

DuoDerm Extra Thin

3,65 (0,20)

2,01(0,18)

5,66 (0,15)

Suprasorb H

5,91 (0,24)

0,94 (0,08)

6,84 (0,17)

*the results are the mean of 5 determinations (mean ± SD)

Total fluid Handling capacity
(g/10 cm2)

Fig. 2. Hydrocoll Fluid Handling Capacity

moisture vapor
loss
absorbency

Time (h)

without contact with fluid following incubation time
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On the other hand, when the dressing was exposed only to the moisture vapor, the permeability
continued to increase (especially in the case of DuoDerm Extra Thin and Hydrocoll).
These FHC values are determinated by the product composition and structure. In according with
manufacturer’ description, Hydrocoll dressing is characterized by a hydrophilic base; gel-forming
agents is sodium carboxymethyl-cellulose (NaCMC), with an outer covering of synthetic elastomer. In
the case of DuoDerm Extra Thin, the hydrocolloid system consists of NaCMC, gelatin and pectin. It is
considered that NaCMC can provide an instant absorbency of exudates, the pectin assures medium
term absorbency, and the gelatin is the one who provides a long term absorbency. In the case of
Suprasorb H the hydrocolloid system consists of NaCMC and gelatin, with the properties just
mentioned above. This can explain the continuous increase of the absorbency capacity of DuoDerm
Extra Thin and Suprasorb H. Furthermore, it had been shown that in the case of DuoDerm Extra Thin
the moisture vapor loss increases significantly throughout the period of the test. The biggest capacity
of absorbency belongs to Suprasorb H, but its permeability is not as significant as it is in the other two
cases. Comparatively, after 24 hours, the behavior of the three types of dressings is presented in Fig 3.
Fig.3. Comparative Fluid handling capacity (g/102) of dressings

moisture
vapor
loss

When applied a dressing, the exudate is absorbed into the dressing matrix, and following absorption,
the exudate interacts with the dressing material to form a gel covering the wound. The gel remains
absorbent until the hydrocolloids are saturated. The dressing becomes progressively more permeable
and the loss of water through the dressing enhances the ability of the product to control the exudates
production. Generally, it is considered that the dressing’s ability to absorb wound exudates influences
the frequency of dressing change. But, with the relevance for clinical practice, the MVTR values could
determine the wear time of a wound product because the dressing will be changed according to the
degree of exudation. MVTR measures the amount of water vapour lost through a dressing to the
atmosphere from the wound bed over defined time periods (water vapour permeability).
Time related changes in moisture vapor permeability of the dressings were determined by MVTR test
((experiment 6) and the results of the experiments (in or out of contact with the test solution) are
presented in Table 2.
The MVTR values are different between 0.55 and 3.4. If the MVTR value is low, it is considered that
an exudat accumulation will occur with adverse effects on wound healing (being the cause of healing
processes slowdown and opens up the risk for bacterial infections). Due to our values, the best results
belong to DuoDerm Extra Thin, which has a very good permeability. In reported case, the MVTR
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values explained the possibility to use the dressings under moderate exudating wound conditions and
to maintain the all studied hydrocolloid dressings for 3-7 days.
Table 2. The moisture vapor transmission rate
Wound dressings
MVTR

Hydrocoll

DuoDerm Extra

Suprasorb H

(g/10cm2/ 24h)

(Hartmann)

Thin (Convatec)

(Lohmann & Rauscher)

1.38 (0.26)

3.4 (0.19)

0.55 (0.36)

*the results are the mean of 5 determinations (mean ± SD)

The in vitro comparative data obtained regarding water absorption rate, air permeability and water
transmission rate provide useful information on fluid handling abilities for these dressings, but is not
always relevant to the clinical situation. Using laboratory tests, it is difficult to standardize variables
that affect the wear time of dressings (the viscosity of wound fluid, the body temperature), the effect
of the compression bandage applied, which could affect absorptive capacity and the dressing
performance in clinical practice. In consequence, these “in vitro” methods must be correlated with the
future “in vivo” tests, in order to explain the role of dressing will help with choosing the adequate
product for the specific wound.

4 CONCLUSIONS
The role of occlusive dressings is to create and maintain a moist environment in order to facilitate
wound healing. It is considered that the loss of water through the dressing enhances the ability of the
dressing to cope with exudates production.
Three hydrocolloid dressings present in pharmaceutical market were studies for their ability to absorb
wound’s exudate and allow evaporation through the outer surface. An experimental design, using a
modified standard method was developed and it involves direct and indirect fluid contact with the
dressings in order to determine the total fluid handling capacity and the moisture vapor transmission
rate. The results could explain how the equilibrium water content and water absorption determine the
absorption of exudates and may be used to predict the exudate’s handling properties and the dressing
behavior in the clinical situation. The absorbance and permeability results of studied dressing
explained their beneficial effects in the treatment of chronic wounds with moderate exudates.
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Abstract
Polysulfide–functionalized mesoporous were synthesized by using co–condensations of
tetraethoxylsilane(TEOS) and bis[3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl]tetra sulfide (BTPTS) in the presence of
nonionic surfactant triblock copolymer poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(propylene glycol)-blockpoly(ethylene glycol) (EO20PO70EO20) Pluronic P123. The surfactant was used as template for
improving the porosity of the hybrid gels. In this work we synthesized samples with different BTPTS
amounts in acidic media. The final materials were soaked for 24 hours in ethanol and HCl for
removing of P123. In this work we investigate the materials structure before and after extraction of
the surfactant and the functional group amount incorporated in the silica framework. For this aims we
used thermo gravimetric analysis (DTA/TG), Fourier–transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), and
elemental analysis.
Key words: Sol-gel, Hybrid Mesoporous Materials

1.

INTRODUCTION

The mesoporous silica with high surface area, large pore volume and tunable pore size has attracted
great research attention in the fields of catalysis, adsorption ,and separation et al. The incorporation of
functional groups into mesoporous silica is the basis for their potential applications. The mesoporous
silica functionalized with organic groups have been approved to be efficient adsorbents, acid–base
catalysts, host materials for biomolecules,and the drug delivery.Generally, the grafting and cocondensation method could be used to prepare the hybrid mesoporous silica containing the organic
groups. Great success has been achieved for the synthesis of organic group functionalized mesoporous
silica by employing these methods [1]. In the late 1990s, the appearance of periodic mesoporous
organosilicas (PMOs) provides an alternative method for the synthesis of hybrid mesoporous silica [2–
4]. Because the PMOs are synthesized from bridged organosilane molecules (RO)3Si–R–Si(OR)3 [R =
organic group], they exhibit advantages of higher amounts incorporation of organic groups and
uniform distributions of organic groups compared with the hybrid mesoporous silica synthesized using
co-condensation and grafting method (the content of organic group is limited to less than 25 mol % for
the hybrid mesoporous silica synthesized using the co-condensation of Si(OR) 4 and (RO)3SiR, the
distributions of the organic groups is not uniform for the hybrid mesoporous silica synthesized by
grafting method. In addition to the above mentioned advantages, the organic groups bridged in the
mesoporous wall of PMOs can modify the chemical/physical properties of the PMOs as well as
provide opportunity to introduce other functional groups through organic chemical transformation [1,
5] this allows for the design of hybrid mesoporous silica with well-define functionality, flexibility, and
intrapore-surface properties, i.e. hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, etc [7–9]. The synthesis of thioether –
bridged mesoporous materials with extensive void defects in the mesoporius channels and their
potential application as adsorbents to remove Hg+2 and phenol from waste water. Thioether (CH2CH2CH2-S-S-S-S-CH2CH2CH2-) functionalities exhibit high adsorption affinity for heavy metal
ions and hydrophobic alkyl chains of thioether functionality may not only provide extra anchoring
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sites for the adsorption of organic pollutants such as phenol, but also endow mesoporous materials
with high hydrothermal stability. The dependence of mesoporous structure and the hydrothermal
stability of mesoporous materials on thioether concentration in framework have been established [10].
For synthesize large-pore mesoporous organosilicas, Jain liu and coworkers reported an example of
structural control over mesoporous organosilicas through co-condensation of bis[3(triethoxysilyl)propyl]tetra sulfide TESPTS and TMOS in the presence of a triblock copolymer
template (P123) in an acetic acid/sodium acetate buffer solution (HAc-NaAc, pH4.4). At low
concentrations, the hydrophobic group in TESPTS can penetrate into the core of the surfactant as a
result, the curvature of the interface can be adjusted by simply employing different amounts of
TESPTS in the initial gel mixture. More specifically, large amounts of TESPTS can form emulations
with P123 solutions during the synthetic process. Depending in the molar fraction of TESPTS, an
order 2D hexagonal structure, vesicle like structure, mesostructure cellular foams (MCFs), or a mixed
phase of hexagonal/vesicle and MCFs/vesicle structure can be obtained. The latter material exhibit a
bimodal pore structure [11]. Thioeher groups (-S-) show highly selective adsorbents for Hg2+ and were
conveniently separated from waste water [12]. At this moment haven’t reported so many paper about
comparing this materials before and after extraction of the surfactant
The aim of the paper is to be investigated the structure of the materials befor and after P123 extraction,
and also the thioether amount of organic group incorporated in the framework after the polymer
extraction
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials
Tri-block copolymer Pluronic P123, 1, 4-Bis (triethoxysilyl) propane tetrasulfide (BTPTS,
(CH3CH2O)3Si(CH2)3S–S–S–S (CH2)3Si(OCH2CH3)3), Xylene, HCL and Tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS) were purchased from Aldrich and used without further purification. All other chemicals used
were of analytical grade.
2.2. Preparation method
The precursor sols were prepared by the following procedures. A total of 1.2 g of P123 and 3.5g of
potassium chloride was dissolved in 10 g of distilled water and 52ml of 2M hydrochloric acid and
magnetically stirred at room temperature till complete dissolving to obtain a homogenous solution.
Then 2.64ml of Xylene was added into the surfactant solution with stirring for 1 h then 2.64ml of
TEOS was added and also stirring for 1 h. Then different quantities of the organosilane precursor
(BTPTS) were added with contentious stirring at 40 ± 0.1 oC for 1h. the resultant slurry was dried at
100 oC for 24h .the surfactant was extracted using an ethanol/HCL extraction method by soaking 1.0
g. of solid in 150ml ethanol containing 1.7 ml of concentrated 37% HCl at 50 oC for 24h.
Table (1) Sample composition
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Sample

P123
[g]

HOH
[ml]

KCl
[g]

2MHCl
[ml]

Xylene
[ml]

TEOS
[ml]

BTPTS
[ml]

S1

1.2

10

3.5

52

2.64

2.64

1.16

S2

1.2

10

3.5

52

2.64

2.64

3.9

S3

1.2

10

3.5

52

2.64

2.64

7.8
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2.3. Characterization
The Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on PT1600 TG-DTA/DSC (STA
Simultaneous Thermal Analysis) LINSESIS Messgerat Gmbh, Germany Instrument at a heating
rate of 10 °C min-1 under a flow of air. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of KBr
powder pressed pellets was recorded on (Varian 660-IR spectrometer). The sulfur contents of the
extracted samples were analyzed quantitatively by Elemental analyses on an (Elemental analyzer
SPA Euro Vector EA 3000).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. Characterization of tetra sulfide functionalized adsorbents
Common to all samples (before and after extraction) are the bands around 1220, 1070, 794, and
471 cm-1 assigned to the typical Si–O–Si stretching and bending vibrations of condensed silica
network and the peaks around 960 cm-1 corresponding to non-condensed Si–OH groups [13, 14].
The broad band around 3400 cm-1 and the strong peak around 1630 cm-1 are due to the stretching
and bending vibrations of adsorbed H 2O. The absorption peak of C–H (2900–3000 cm-1), C–C, C–
H2 (1300–1500 cm-1), and S–S, S–C bonds (520–720 cm-1) appears indicating that (BTPTS) has
been successfully incorporated into the porous walls [15] (Figure.1).
Elemental analysis show incresing of sulfur in synthsized samples after extraction of the
copolymer this mean that we have not dissolving of sulfur during the extraction and also with
increasing the amount of precursor increasing the amount of sulfur that’s mean there is no
saturation of sulfur. The TG profiles (Figure 2&3) of the sample before and after surfactant
extraction the 5% weight loss at temperature lower than 100 °C is attributed to the loss of small
amount of adsorbed water. The weight loss at 250-450 °C decreased after the extraction of P123
for all sampls.Sample S1 in this tempruture region show weight loss 14% and the same sample
befor extraction (NS1) is 28% is mainly due to the decomposition of copolymer surfactant.. in
another papre was reported that in the temprature region (500-700 °C) aquir wegiht loss due to the
decompostion of the organic groupin the framework [16]. The absent of weight loss in this
temprature region in our DTA-TG spectra prove that the synthesized hybrid materials show good
thermal stability. higher thermal stability to 900oC , above this temperature ocure decomposition
of the hybrid network
Table (2) Elemental analysis of the samples b8efore and after surfactant Extraction

Sulfur content(%)
Sample
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Before

After

S1

-------------

------------

S2

3.933

4.785

S3

4.692

7.909
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Figure (3) TG and DTG profiles of synthesized sample after extraction S1, S2and
S3 respectively.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Sucseful was synthesized thermal stabel hybrid thioether-bridged materials. This was confirm by the
FT-IR and Elemental analysis, they shows the presense of organic and thioester group incorporetd in
the final hybrid network. The sucseful incorporation of the hydrophobic thioeter group improves the
thermal stabilty of the obtained organic-inorganic hybrid materials. Hydrothermal stability of the
mesoporous materials is a result of the hydrophobic nature of the materials derived from the thioether
bridging in the framework. The thioether bridged group has been successfully incorporated in silica
framework this confirm that our materials are organic-inorganic hybrid materials. The elemental
analysis show increasing in sulfur content after extraction of the copolymer and also that have not
saturation of sulfur with incresing the concentration of BTPTS in the composion of the sample.
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FRACTURE TOUGHNESS EVALUATION USING CIRCUMFERENTIAL NOTCHED
TENSILE SPECIMENS BY THE TENSILE TEST AND ANSYS SOFTWARE
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Abstract
Fracture toughness (KIc) is the most important parameter that defines mechanical behaviour of the
materials using machine design. Since, fracture tests are both difficult and time consuming, the
researchers have been investigating for the easier evaluation of KIc for many years. In this work; KIc
values have been obtained by using ANSYS software based on the experimental values evaluated in the
previous studies. It was shown that there is no significant difference between the experimental ones
and the ones obtained by ANSYS. This procedure can provide an important advantage on obtaining of
the KIC values.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fracture toughness (KIc) is the most important parameter that demonstrate mechanical behaviour
(against to loads) of the materials using real structural components’ design and it is a measure of a
given material's resistance to crack growth. Determination of stress intensity factor (K I) and its
threshold value for crack propagation (i.e., KIc), is major materials selection criterion. KIc is usually
determined using bulky specimens (CT compact tension test specimens) by the tests (ASTM E-399)
based on appropriate fracture mechanics theories. Unfortunately, these fracture mechanics tests are
complex and expensive to conduct, and very few laboratories are equipped to conduct all of the
various types of tests. In addition, the required thickness for a standard plane strain fracture toughness
test is not always available due to its relatively large dimension. The required machining cost, fatigue
pre-cracking, and testing standard specimens for fracture toughness (Kc, Jc, etc.) and the size
requirements necessary to ensure valid KIc test results sometimes render the tests impractical as
quality-control tests (Abdel-Hamid et al.,2012) .
For this reason, many number of studies have been done for the easier evaluation of KIc with a rapid
and at the same time reliable technique for many years. Last decade, nonstandart circumferentially
notched tensile (CNT) specimens have been widely used for this purpose (Li et al.,(1997), Ule et al.,
(2000), Bayram et al., (2001), Rihan et al., (2005), Nath et al., (2006)). Ule et al., (2000) worked on
AISI M2 high speed steels and argued that the measured fracture toughness was affected by the
eccentricity of the fatigued area. They measured the eccentricity of the fatigue precracked region and
found an underestimation of fracture toughness with increasing eccentricity. Rihan et all. (2005) have
developed a uniform pre-crack ahead of the notch of the CNT specimen by subjecting the specimen to
a controlled fatigue in a bending-rotating set-up and showed advantages of CNT testing technique.
CNT specimen is one of the smallest possible specimens that can produce valid plane strain crack
loading conditions. Bayram et al., (2001) measured fracture toughness KC of various steels and
aluminum alloys with CNT specimens and summarized that the experimentally measured fracture
toughness values using CNT specimens are accurate and reliable considering some correction factors.
The finite element studies on fatigue precracked round bar specimens confirmed that this specimen
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geometry even of very small size ensures plane-strain condition for fracture toughness test (Ibrahim et
al., 1987). In this work, evaluated KIc values on previous studies has been evaluated again with
modelling of the CNT specimens and tensile test by using ANSYS software and results have been
compared with experimentially evaluated KIc values.
2. THEORITICAL BACKGROUND
Stress intensity factor is given as below relation for the circumferentially notched tensile (CNT)
specimen (Buechkner et al, (1965)). There are different expressions for KI used in the fracture
mechanics literature. However, in this presentation KI values has been used estimated values with the
expression (1) by the various researchers in order to compare results. Schematic presentation of the
CNT specimen used in this work is shown in Fig.1.

KI =

ù
P é
æDö
1.72 ç ÷ - 1.27ú
1.5 ê
D ë
èdø
û

(1)

where P is load, D is outside diameter and d is diameter of the minimium net section after fatigue
crack growth. Plane strain fracture toughness KIc is the lowest value of the stress intensity factor. The
most important limitation to obtain of the KIc is the ratio of plane strain fracture toughness to yield
strength. This has been explained as the form given below by different researchers (Ule et al., (2000),
Nath et al., (2006), Ibrahim et al.(1987), Londe et al., (2010), Wei et al., (1982)) for CNT specimens,

D³ k (

K Ic 2
)
sy

(2)

where sy is the yield stress and k is a numerical constant. k value varies between 1 and 2, depending
on materials. An additional requirement is that the length of specimen L which should be at least 4D.

Fig.1. Schematic presentation of the CNT specimen for fracture toughness, a=60° (Ule et al, 2000).
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The CNT specimen achieves plane strain conditions and low plasticity despite its small size (Pickles
et al., (1983)). This is important because, for valid KI testing, it is required that the conditions
appropriate to linear elastic fracture mechanics exist. For this condition to be the case, only a minimal
amount of plastic flow during fracture is permitted. In tests conducted earlier at Monash University,
acceptable results have been achieved using 9.5 and 15 mm diameter CNT specimens, whereas for the
same material, fracture toughness (KIc) determination, using standard CT specimens, requires widths
up to 80 mm. (Rihan et al., (2004)). Moreover, it has been known that crack initation and propagation
occur at maximum load (or at around maximum load) in the high strength metallic materials (Li et al.,
(1997)). Therefore KIc values determining the fracture instant has been estimated at maximum load
point throughout these examined papers (Londe et al., (2010 and 2011), Wu et al., (2009), Alaneme
(2011), Meydanlık (2012)).
3. ANSYS MODELLING AND ANALYSIS
In this study, the commercial finite element software ANSYS was used for the geometric modelling
and the finite element analysis. ANSYS calculates the stres intensity factors (KI, KII and KIII)
associated with homogeneous isotropic linear elactic fracture mechanics. A displacement extrapolation
method is used in the calculation. This method assumes that the displacement calculations are for the
plane strain state. The fracture toughness KIc values have been evaluated by means of ANSYS analysis
at the maximum load on the tensile (fracture) tests and the results were compared with ones obtained
by analytical equation (1) on previous literature. Firstly, axisymmetrical CNT specimens have been
modelled on the plane (x,y). All the FE models were developed using six nodes triangular
axisymmetric PLANE2 element which is shown in Fig.2. The element has a quadratic displacement
behavior and is well suited to model irregular meshes (such as produced from various CAD/CAM
systems). An axisymmetric structure may be represented by a plane (x,y) finite-element model. The
use of an axisymmetric model greatly reduces the modeling and analysis time compared to that of an
equivalent 3-D model. Due to the axisymmetric geometry and the symmetry about the plane of the
crack, only one-quarter of the specimen was modelled. The boundary conditions used in the models
are shown in Fig. 3a and 3b. A uniform stress of (Pmax./A) MPa applied on the end of bar and KIc
values obtained by using ANSYS analysis.

Fig. 2. 6-node triangular axisymmetric ANSYS PLANE2 element (ANSYS 12.0) .
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Fig. 3. (a) Modelled one-quarter CNT specimen, (b) Detail of the crack plane and crack tip.
4. ANSYS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of the five different works which has done using five different materials have given on the
Tables 1-5. The KIc values obtained by Eq.(1) in the works of Londe et. al., (2010 and 2011) are
compared with the ANSYS results on Tables 1 and 2. They used two different aluminium alloys,
6082-T6 and 2014-T6. On the tables 3, 4 and 5 the KIc values again obtained by Eq.(1) in the works of
Wu et. al. (2009), Alaneme (2011) and Meydanlık (2012) are compared with ANSYS. In obtaining
the results (Alaneme (2011)) there was no fatigue precrack and d/D ratio was constant.
Table 1. Comparison of KIc in (Londe et al., (2011) with that obtained ANSYS analysis.
Specimen No

d/D

Max. Load

(mm/mm)

(kN)

KIc calculated
using Eq.(1)

KIc evaluated
by ANSYS

(MPa m½)

(MPa m½)

Difference
with (Eq.1)
(%)

No1

9.54/12

36.80

25.02

25.46

1.8

No2

9.46/12

37.25

25.86

26.13

1.0

No3

9.20/12

34.60

25.62

26.80

4.6

No4

8.66/12

27.30

23.06

23.68

2.7
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Table 2. Comparison of KIc in (Londe et al., (2010) with that obtained ANSYS analysis.
Specimen No

d/D

Max. Load

(mm/mm)

(kN)

KIc calculated
using Eq.(1)

KIc evaluated
by ANSYS

(MPa m½)

(MPa m½)

Difference
with (Eq.1)
(%)

No1

9.84/12

33.00

20.77

20.66

0.1

No2

9.72/12

32.25

20.94

20.82

0.1

No3

9.56/12

31.50

21.30

21.96

0.3

No4

9.35/12

30.75

21.93

22.46

0.2

No5

9.16/12

30.00

22.44

22.95

0.2

No6

9.21/12

29.50

21.79

22.60

0.4

No7

8.74/12

29.00

24.08

24.96

0.4

No8

8.52/12

28.00

24.55

25.12

0.2

No9

8.11/12

25.00

24.25

25.67

0.6

No10

7.66/12

23.75

25.74

26.27

0.2

Table 3. Comparison of KIc in (Wu et al., (2009)) with that obtained ANSYS analysis.
Specimen No

d/D

Max. Load

(mm/mm)

(kN)

KIc calculated
using Eq.(1)

KIc evaluated
by ANSYS

(MPa m½)

(MPa m½)

Difference
with (Eq.1)
(%)

No1

4.32/9.50

34.77

94.54

94.89

0.4

No2

4.54/9.50

38.00

95.67

95.77

0.1

No3

4.41/9.50

36.70

95.85

96.39

0.5

No4

4.46/9.50

37.20

94.04

94.54

0.5

Table 4. Comparison of KIc in (Alaneme (2011)) with that obtained ANSYS analysis.
Specimen No

d/D

Max. Load

(mm/mm)

(kN)

KIc calculated
using Eq.(1)

KIc evaluated
by ANSYS

(MPa m½)

(MPa m½)

Difference
with (Eq.1)
(%)

No1

4.5/6.0

14.16

31.2±0.8

31.84

2.0

No2

4.5/6.0

16.15

35.5±0.5

36.33

2.3

No3

4.5/6.0

18.56

40.9±0.1

41.75

2.0

No4

4.5/6.0

15.65

34.5±0.1

35.22

2.1

No5

4.5/6.0

14.60

32.1±0.9

32.87

2.4

No6

4.5/6.0

18.50

39.7±1.3

41.64

4.8

No7

4.5/6.0

19.71

43.4±0.2

44.37

2.2

No8

4.5/6.0

16.90

37.2±0.3

38.01

2.2
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Table 5. Comparison of KIc in (Meydanlık (2012)) with that obtained ANSYS analysis.
Specimen No

d/D

Max. Load

(mm/mm)

(kN)

KIc calculated
using Eq.(1)

KIc evaluated
by ANSYS

(MPa m½)

(MPa m½)

Difference
with (Eq.1)
(%)

No1

6.9/10.0

44.6

54.5

55.2

1.3

No2

6.8/10.0

43.3

54.3

55.3

1.8

No3

6.8/10.0

41.4

53.9

54.9

1.8

No4

5.9/10.0

34.2

54.1

55.1

1.8

No5

5.6/10.0

27.4

55.8

55.6

0.4

No6

6.8/10.0

42.6

54.2

55.2

1.8

No7

6.8/10.0

42.3

54.0

55.5

2.7

No8

6.8/10.0

40.9

53.9

55.2

2.4

It is shown that there is no very big difference between results evaluated with equation (1) and
ANSYS. It is shown that ANSYS results are larger than the results obtained by Eq. (1) about % (1-2).
The reason for the results are so close to each other can be due to the fitness of the fracture mechanics
theory to the method of calculating KI of ANSYS software. Namely, fracture toughness has been
defined at the immediately crack tip. In linear elastic problems, it is known that the displacement near
the crack tip vary as (r)½ . r is the distance from the crack tip. The stresses and strains are singular at
the crack tip, varying as 1/(r)½. To resolve the singularity in strain, crack faces should be coincident,
and the elements around the crack tip should be quadratic, with midsides nodes placed at the quarter
points. Such elements are called singular elements as shown on Fig. 4. ANSYS has these elements,
automatically generates singular elements around the specified keypoint, allow you to control the
radius fo the first row elements in the circumferential direction and KI calculation is done at a few
node away from the crack tip in accordance with the theory of fracture mechanics.

Fig.4. Example of a 2D singular element and element- division around a crack tip.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this study; evaluated KIc values at the previous works has been calculated again by using ANSYS.
Looking all over the results, we can say that non-standart CNT type specimens could be used to
determine of the KIc values. The more works have to be done on CNT specimens by using the more
different materials and CNT type specimens can be standardized. Additionally, ANSYS software
could be used with right modelling and applied load for the simulating fracture tests and CNT
specimens or to confirm experimental results.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TO DETERMINE THE ECONOMIC EFFECT
OF AUTOMATIC LIGHTING
Nanko H. Bozukov
University of Food Technologies , blvd. “Maritza” 26, 4002 Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Abstract
The report describes the information technology for calculating the savings from the economic effect
of the use of energy - efficient automatic lighting devices. Information technology is a good,
convenient and reliable means of control and objective analysis. The algorithm is described by means
of a flowchart. The program was developed using the programming language of the system for
scientific and engineering calculations MatLab.
Key words: energy - efficient lighting

1. INTRODUCTION
The economic effect of the use of energy-efficient lighting devices with electronic ballast and
automatic control is achieved by:
- improved emission of light by means of electric current of high frequency, and hence less power,
while maintaining the intensity of the light;
- removal of the stroboscopic effect typical of fluorescent lamps;
- removal of the noise of electromagnetic ballasts;
- preserving the required level of illumination and automatically dimming the intensity of natural
light.

2. GUIDELINES FOR ENERGY SAVINGS
The data availability and the ability of recovery are essential for precise and accurate assessment of
energy savings in methodologies for energy efficiency. It is important that most accurate information
and a set of necessary data are provided before any assessment. It should be borne in mind that with
the evaluation of energy service or the measurement of energy efficiency it is usually not possible to
rely on specific measurements.
It is necessary to distinguish between methods for measuring energy savings and methods estimating
energy savings, the latter being more common and associated with much lower costs.
Energy audit is to determine the level of energy consumption in order to identify opportunities to
reduce it and recommend measures to improve energy efficiency [7]. Methods have been developed
that aim to demonstrate the implementation of individual measures or groups of measures to improve
energy efficiency in various sectors of economic and social life [6].
Energy savings in industry are determined by measuring and/or estimating consumption before and
after the implementation of the energy efficiency measure. The amount of the saved energy is equal to
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the difference between the energy used before the introduction of the measure or program to improve
energy efficiency and the use of energy, measured after administration.
The developed methods include the following directions [4, 5]:
- The replacement of equipment with such that is energy-efficient. In this respect, the baseline is the
specific energy consumption of the existing equipment before the replacement, if there is evidence of
it. When there is no evidence, that consumption as a baseline can be used for data average specific
energy consumption of similar equipment available.
- Updating the equipment or the building. The baseline in this direction is the specific energy
consumption before the modernization of the equipment or the building. If there are no specific data
on the consumption of the equipment, the average consumption of such equipment available can be
used as data. In the absence of specific energy consumption of the building prior to the
implementation of energy saving measures, the baseline can be used for specific consumption of
buildings built according to the design standards for the year of construction of the building.
- Acquisition of energy-efficient equipment or building. In this direction the baseline is the specific
energy consumption of the older equipment before the replacement. In the absence of baseline data,
the average specific energy consumption of the new equipment sold in the country in the base year, or
the rules for the energy performance of buildings existing in the base year are considered.

3. DETERMINING FUEL ECONOMY WITH THE USE OF AUTOMATIC ENERGYSAVING LIGHTING APPLIANCES
- Determination of fuel consumption when using incandescent or fluorescent lamps with
electromagnetic ballast [2].
- Determination of the amount of electricity consumed during the operation of lighting:

E1 = å æç nI * N LI * TPI ö÷ ,éêkWhùú
û
øë
è

(1)

where:
nI – number of lighting fixtures of equal power, [piece].
NLI – Power using the same lamps, [KW];
ТPI – number of hours per year, [hours].
Determination of fuel for electricity used for lighting:

B1 = E1*æç1 + k LN / 100ö÷ * bee*10-6 ,éêt ùú
ëû
ø
è

(2)

where:
bee - specific fuel consumption for electricity generation is taken as the actual consumption of fuel by
closing the station in the power system for the year, prior to performing the calculation, [t/kWh];
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kLN - coefficient taking into account the losses in electric networks.
When the electric power required for lighting of the closing station is received with the power loss in
electric networks.
- Determination of fuel consumption when using fluorescent lamps with electronic control gear.
- Determination of the amount of electricity consumed when the working lighting uses lighting devices
with automatic adjustment of the light flow:

æ
ö
E2 = å ç k I * æç1 - 0,3 ö÷ * N ELI * TPI ÷ ,éêt / kWhùú
ç
÷ë
ø
û
è
è
ø

(3)

where:
kI - number of energy-efficient lighting products of equal power, [piece].
NELI - the power to apply the same lighting with an automatic adjustment of capacity; [kWh]
TPI - the number of hours per year, [hours].
Reducing the energy consumption of lighting fixtures by automating up to 30%, of which 10% - at the
expense of maintaining the level of illumination on the 500[lx] without reserve, 20% - by
automatically regulating the light flux relative to the natural lighting.
- Determination of fuel for electricity used for lighting:

B2 = E2*æç1 + k LF / 100ö÷ * bee*10-6 ,éêt ùú
ëû
ø
è

(4)

where
bee - specific fuel consumption for electricity generation is taken as the actual consumption of fuel by
closing the station in the power system for the year prior to performing the calculation, [y s.f./kWh];
kLF - coefficient taking into account the losses in electric networks, [%].
When the electric power required for lighting of the closing station is received with the power loss in
electric networks.
- Determination of the fuel economy of the implemented measures:

dB = B1 - B2 ,éêt ùú
ëû

(5)

4. CALCULATION OF MERCHANTABILITY FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
ENERGY SAVING LIGHTING EQUIPMENT WITH AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT
- Definition of consolidated investments [2];
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- The cost of equipment Cob is determined according to the agreed prices (based on the tender);
- The cost of design work Csmp - up to 10% of the value of construction works;
- The cost of construction and installation works - 25-30% of the cost of the equipment;
- The cost of commissioning - 3-5% of the cost of the equipment.
- Investments in the event:

ù
é
K op = Cob + 0,1 * Csmp + (0,25 - 0,3) * Cob + (0,03 - 0,05) * Cob ,êthousand levsú
úû
êë

(6)

- Determination of payback measures at the expense of fuel economy:

Ct = Kop /æç dB * Cte ö÷ ,éê yearsùú
û
øë
è

(7)

where:
Kop - investment in the event, [thousand levs];
dB - fuel economy of the introduction of measures [t];
Cte - cost of 1 ton of coal equivalent (thousand levs) is specified at the time of calculation.
5. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM ALGORITHM TO CALCULATE THE ENERGY
SAVINGS.
This algorithm is described by means of a flowchart and is implemented with the programming
language MatLab [1, 3]. After starting the program we enter the number (1, 2, 3, ... 7) of the used
assessing energy - saving methodology (fig. 1). Each method corresponds to a subroutine that is
executed and the results are displayed on the operation of the subroutine. If necessary, we perform
another subroutine. After completion of the work, all the results are displayed.
All variables used in the program, and the entire session working with the program are stored in a
separate file that can be opened, viewed and printed.
The program is easy to process data necessary to implement methodologies that aim to demonstrate
the implementation of individual measures or groups of measures to improve energy savings.
The above program is useful in the post-implementation of energy efficiency measures. On the basis
of the accumulated database we can more accurately assess the real impact of the measures – the
actual temperature maintained in the building in terms of the design temperature and depending on the
outside temperature, fuel coolant, etc. On this basis, a complete analysis can be done and the planned
project burning characteristics and achievements in the actual operation can be compared. The
certificate issued within the period provided by accordance with the energy efficiency regulations
would have a solid justification of factual data.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the program to calculate the energy savings
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6. DESCRIPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHMS TO CALCULATE THE
SAVINGS FROM THE ECONOMIC EFFECT OF THE USE OF ENERGY - EFFICIENT
AUTOMATIC LIGHTING DEVICES

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the program to calculate the savings from the economic effect of the use of
energy-efficient automatic lighting devices. I-input, O-output
An algorithm was developed in order to calculate the savings from the economic effect of the use of
energy-efficient automatic lighting devices (Fig. 2). The algorithm is described by a flowchart and is
implemented with the programming language system for scientific and engineering calculations
MatLab [1, 3].
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MatLab is based on a matrix representation of the data. It contains tools, including data processing,
operations on matrices, vectors, polynomials, complex numbers, signal analysis, digital filtering, twodimensional and three-dimensional graphics, etc. [9, 10]. It is applied to various fields of science and
technology. MatLab is open, flexible and easy to apply to the solution of a specific problem.
The sequence of steps of the algorithm is:
Input:
nI – number of lighting fixtures of equal power, [piece].
NLI – Power used the same lamps, [KW];
ТPI – number of hours per year, [hours].
It calculates and displays the amount of electricity E 1 consumed during the operation of lighting,
formula (1).
Input:
bee – the specific fuel consumption for electricity generation is taken as the actual consumption of fuel
by closing the station in the power system for the year, prior to performing the calculation, [t/kWh];
kLN - coefficient taking into account the losses in electric networks.
It calculates and displays the fuel for electricity B1 used for lighting, formula (2).
Input:
kI - number of energy-efficient lighting products of equal power, [piece].
NELI - the power to apply the same lighting with automatic adjustment of capacity; [kWh]
TPI - the number of hours per year, [hours].
It calculates and displays the amount of electricity consumed when the working lighting uses lighting
devices with automatic adjustment of the light flow E2, formula (3).
Input:
bee – the specific fuel consumption for electricity generation is taken as the actual consumption of fuel
by closing the station in the power system for the year prior to performing the calculation, [y
s.f./kWh];
kLF - coefficient taking into account the losses in electric networks, [%].
It calculates and displays the fuel for electricity used for lighting B2, formula (4).
It calculates and displays the fuel economy of the implemented measures dB, formula (5).
Input:
- The cost of the equipment Cob is determined according to the agreed prices (based on the tender);
- The cost of design work Csmp - up to 10% of the value of construction works;
It calculates and displays investments in the event, formula (6).
Input:
Cte - cost of 1 ton of coal equivalent (thousand levs) is specified at the time of calculation.
It calculates and displays the payback measures at the expense of fuel economy Ct, formula (7).
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7. ADVANTAGES OF THE ALGORITHM FOR EVALUATION OF ENERGY SAVINGS
The information technology assessment of energy savings and its algorithm have advantages and
disadvantages. Some of the advantages are:
- in the accumulation of a sufficiently large database, the real impact of energy savings on the use of
automatic energy-efficient lighting devices can be assessed very accurately;
- using the database, a complete analysis can be made and the planned project and the achieved energy
performance in the real operation can be compared;
- the certificate issued within the period provided in accordance with the energy efficiency regulations
in force would have a solid justification of factual data.
- it is easy to handle and calculate the data required for the application of the methodology, which
aims to demonstrate the implementation of individual measures or groups of measures to improve
energy savings of the use of automatic energy-efficient lighting devices with information technology.
8. CONCLUSION
Information technology, data processing, the evaluation and calculation of energy savings is a good
and convenient way to control and objectively analyze the impact of the application of energy
efficiency measures on the use of automatic energy-efficient lighting devices. In applying such an
information technology for calculating the energy savings of the use of automatic energy-efficient
lighting devices, high reliability, easy transfer and data processing can be achieved.
The availability of data and the possibility of collecting and processing them is essential for accurate
and fair assessment of the energy savings in the developed methodologies. It is important to have the
most accurate information and data before any assessment.
Information technology should be used in each of the methodologies for energy savings. Energysaving systems are focused on efficient energy use through innovative technologies. In modern
industry, it integrates flexibility, functionality, aesthetics, environmental and energy efficiency.
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Abstract
The presented research pursued the colour modifications suffered by heat-treated spruce and black
pine wood, when exposed to natural light, as function of time, but also as function of the heattreatment parameters applied. To this purpose, thin 20x20x0.5mm samples were cut out from wood
pieces heat-treated in an electric oven at 180ºC and 200ºC for 1, 2 and 3h. The samples were scanned
right after the heat-treatment in order to establish the “initial” colour. Then, the upper half of each
sample was covered with a sealer and they were exposed on the inner side of a well-lighted window
and scanned again after 1 to 6 months of exposure, in order to evaluate the colour modification of the
uncovered part. The results were expressed in the CIE L*a*b system. The obtained results are
important with a view to valorise heat-treated spruce and pine wood panels as interior wall claddings
and other wooden elements for interior design.
Key words: spruce; black pine; heat-treatment; L*a*b colour coordinates; colour change.
INTRODUCTION
The colour is an important aesthetic characteristic for wood, used as raw material for the
manufacturing of various products, such as furniture, decorative objects, wall claddings, floors etc.
which surround us in our everyday life, increasing our comfort and life quality. With most wood
species, the natural colour is the most appreciated one, but there are also so-called “pale” (very lightcoloured) wood species, with no remarkable grain, where a heat-treatment can significantly increase
their aesthetic value. Without any addition of chemical substances, but just as a consequence of the
high temperature applied, heat-treated wood gets a noble dark colour and a smooth, glossy surface.
With no regard if finished or unfinished, treated or untreated, wood changes its colour in time. The
intensity of this natural degradation phenomenon depends in first line on the exposure conditions.
When exposed to outdoor conditions, unprotected wood changes its colour due to a combination of
several factors, such as: UV radiation, humidity, heat, air currents, biological agents (Williams 2005).
The colour change under influence of UV radiation is due to lignin modifications (Schaller and Rogez
2006). It has been proven that considerable colour changes occur within the first months of outdoor
exposure, but then the colour remains steady for a long period of time (Feist 1983).
When exposed to in-door conditions, wood will suffer no colour changes due to UV radiation, because
this does not penetrate glass. However, some colour changes still occur in this case, too, due to visible
light waves (Williams 2005). These have enough energy to penetrate into wood at a depth of 200µm
(Aydin 2005) and degrade the extractible substances which give the colour: organic compounds of
various types, which may contain halogens, sulphur and nitrogen.
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Reference literature offers numerous results concerning the colour change of wood under influence of
visible light (Salcă and Cismaru 2011, McCurdy et al. 2003, Pang and Li 2006). The colour change
which wood undergoes through a heat-treatment was also described by several authors (Allegretti et
al. 2012; Karlsson et. al. 2012; Akgül and Korkut 2012; Gonzales-Peña and Hale 2009; Esteves et al.
2008; Sehlstedt-Persson 2003). Colour changes of heat-treated wood in time, when exposed to outdoor
conditions were explored, among others, by Yildiz et al. (2011), Karlsson and Morén (2010), Ayadi et
al. (2003). The main, common, conclusion of these studies was that the heat-treatment
delays/decreases the rate of colour change caused by weathering factors, but it does not completely
prevent it. The treatment parameters (temperature and time) and species also play an important role
with regard to this influence.

OBJECTIVE
The main objective of the present research was to evaluate the colour modifications suffered by heattreated spruce and black pine wood, when exposed to natural (visible) light, as function of time, but
also as function of the heat-treatment parameters applied. The obtained results are important with a
view to valorise heat-treated spruce and pine wood panels as interior wall claddings and other wooden
elements for interior design.

METHOD, MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
Two wide-spread European species were selected for this study, namely spruce (Picea abies L.) and
black pine (Pinus nigra L.).
Boards sized at 620x85x30mm were cut from the same log, then dried down to 12% mc and
conditioned for 2 weeks at 20ºC/65%RH in a FEUTRON KPK200 climate chamber. Out of these,
20x20x30mm small samples were cut and oven-dried at 103ºC, considering this as a compulsory
condition for an efficient heat-treatment (ThermoWood Handbook).
The heat-treatment was carried out in a BINDER electric oven with natural convection and PID
controller, Ist quality and performance class, by applying two different temperatures (180ºC and
200ºC) for 1, 2 and 3 hours.
After being heat-treated, the samples were cooled down in an essiccator and then thin colour
specimens 20x20x0.5mm were cut out from the middle part of each sample. They were scanned
immediatly after being cut, by using a Mustek 1248UB scanner with a resolution of 600x1200dpi
(pixel/millimeter), at a resolution of 300dpi..
Hereinafter, the upper half of each specimen’s surface was covered with a sealing band and the
specimens were exposed on the inner side of a well-lighted window. At regular periods of time (1, 2, 3
…6 months), the specimens were scanned again in order to evaluate the colour modification of the
uncovered part.
The colour sample obtained at the first scanning (right after the heat-treatment) was considered as the
„reference colour”. All the other colour samples obtained from the same specimen after 1 to 6 months
of exposure to natural light were related to this one, in order to evaluate the colour change in time.
The three-dimensional L*, a*, b* colour space (Fig. 1), recommended by CIE (Commission
Internationale de l’Eclairage) was used for a quantitative colour assessment, each colour sample being
characterised by three colour coordinates, obtained by means of the Corel PHOTO-PAINT 11
program:
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● the lightness L*, which may range between 0-black and 100-white; this means that a high L* value
characterises a light colour and that the decrease of L* means darkening;
● the red-green share a*;
● the blue-yellow share b*.
By comparing the L*a*b* values obtained from the same sample at different moments of time,
conclusions regarding the influence of the time of exposure to light upon the colour intensity could be
drawn.

Fig. 1. CIELab Colour Space (Source: www.linocolor.com)
The lightness change (DL*), which is the most expressive and the total colour change (DE*) were
calculated with the expressions:

DL* = L*exp osed - L*initial (1)
DE * = ((DL* ) 2 + (Da * ) 2 + (Db* ) 2 )

(2)

*
*
*
where Da = aexp osed - ainitial and Db = bexp osed - binitial .

*

*

*

By comparing the ∆L* and ∆E* values, conclusions regarding the influence of the heat-treating
parameters upon the colour stability could be drawn.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The colour evolution of the two heat-treated wood species, expressed by means of the three colour
coordinates L*a*b*, as function of time and the heat-treatment applied, is presented in Tables 1, 2 and
illustrated in Tables 3-6. The values of the lightness change (∆L*) and total colour change (∆E*) are
also given in Tables 3-6.
As shown in Table 1, the L*a*b* coordinates obtained right after the heat-treatment (“initial” values)
are in good accordance to the values obtained by Allegretti et al. (2012) for spruce, heat-treated at
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160-220ºC for 0,75-18h in vacuum (p=150, 210, 350mbar) and to the ones obtained by Esteves et al.
(2008) for pine (Pinus pinaster), heat-treated at 170-200ºC for 2-24h in superheated steam. As
expected, the luminosity is higher in case of the lower temperature and the lower time of treatment and
it decreases steeply (darkening effect of the heat-treatment) as temperature and time increase. Similar
L* values were obtained for both species: ranging between 65 (after the heat-treatment at 180ºC/1h)
and around 30 (after the heat-treatment at 200ºC/3h).
Table 1
Evolution of L*a*b* colour coordinates of heat-treated spruce and black pine wood after 1, 2 and 3
months of exposure to natural light

Species

Spruce

Black Pine

L*a*b*
After 1
After 2
month
months

Heattreatment

Initial

180°C/1h
180°C/2h
180°C/3h
200°C/1h
200°C/2h
200°C/3h
180°C/1h
180°C/2h
180°C/3h

65*11*18
57*12*19
57*13*20
40*15*19
32*14*16
28*13*14
63*11*18
58*11*18
55*13*20

60*13*19
55*12*19
56*12*19
42*14*20
35*13*18
33*11*16
57*12*18
55*12*18
43*13*18

54*17*22
51*14*20
51*15*21
42*16*21
35*14*18
33*11*15
54*15*21
51*14*20
42*15*20

200°C/1h
200°C/2h

40*13*17
31*13*15

41*13*18
32*12*16

43*13*19
34*12*17

200°C/3h

33*13*15

35*12*16

38*11*16

After 3
months
53*16*21
49*15*19
50*15*20

51*15*20
49*15*20
39*16*19

Table 2
Evolution of L*a*b* colour coordinates of heat-treated spruce and black pine wood after 4, 5 and 6
months of exposure to natural light
Species

Spruce

Black Pine
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Heattreatment
180°C/1h
180°C/2h
180°C/3h
200°C/1h
200°C/2h
200°C/3h
180°C/1h
180°C/2h
180°C/3h
200°C/1h
200°C/2h
200°C/3h

After 4
months
52*16*21
50*14*19
49*16*21
40*18*22
34*16*19
32*11*15
51*16*21
49*16*20
39*16*19
41*16*21
32*14*17
36*12*17

L*a*b*
After 5
months

After 6
months

38*18*21
33*15*18
31*11*15

38*18*20
33*15*18
27*12*15

39*16*19
31*13*17
36*12*16

38*16*19
34*16*19
35*12*15
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Table 3
Luminosity change and total colour change of spruce wood samples heat-treated at 180ºC, after 1 to 4
months of exposure to natural light compared to initial colour (right after the heat-treatment)

After 1

After 2

After 3

After 4

month

months

months

months

∆L*= -5

∆L*= -11

∆L*= -12

∆L*= -13

∆E*=5,48

∆E*=13,15

∆E*=13,34

∆E*=14,25

∆L*= -2

∆L*= -6

∆L*= -8

∆L*= -7

∆E*=2

∆E*=6,4

∆E*=8,54

∆E*=7,28

∆L*= -1

∆L*= -6

∆L*= -7

∆L*= -8

∆E*=1,73

∆E*=6,40

∆E*=7,28

∆E*=8,60

HT time

1h

2h

3h

Let us examine now the evolution of a spruce sample heat-treated at 180ºC for 3h (Fig. 2). Its initial
colour coordinates were 57*13*20. After being exposed for four months to visible light, its colour
coordinates became 49*16*21. It can be noticed that the luminosity decreased continuously, the
biggest drop (steepest decrease) being within the second month of exposure (from L*=56 after 1
month to L*=51 after the second month). The luminosity change of this sample after 4 months of
exposure was ∆L*=8,60.
With the black pine sample heat-treated at 180ºC for 3h (Fig. 3), the greatest luminosity change
occurred right within the first month (from L*=55 initially, to L*=43 after the first month). During the
further months of exposure, the luminosity continued decreasing, but not as steeply, reaching L*=39
and thus a luminosity change ∆L*=16,31 after 4 months of exposure, two times higher than in the case
of spruce, heat-treated with the same schedule.
Figures 2 and 3 clearly show that, the samples heat-treated at 180ºC suffered a significant colour
change during their exposure to visible light, mainly due to the luminosity decrease: they became
darker in time. Unlike this, the wood samples treated at 200ºC displayed right after the heat-treatment
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a much darker colour than the ones treated at 180ºC, with a luminosity L* ranging between 40 (after
1h of heat-treatment) and 30 (after 3 hours). When exposed to natural light, one could notice a slight
colour lightening within the first three months (marked by the slight increase of the L* coordinate),
followed by the reverse tendency during the next three months and ending, after 6 months of exposure,
with a colour very close to the initial one.
Table 4
Luminosity change and total colour change of black pine wood samples heat-treated at 180ºC, after 1
to 4 months of exposure to natural light compared to initial colour (right after the heat-treatment)

HT time

After 1

After 2

After 3

After 4

month

months

months

months

∆L*= -6

∆L*= -9

∆L*= -12

∆L*= -12

∆E*=6,08

∆E*=10,3

∆E*=12,81

∆E*=13,34

∆L*= -3

∆L*= -7

∆L*= -9

∆L*= -9

∆E*=3,16

∆E*=7,87

∆E*=10,05

∆E*=10,49

∆L*= -12

∆L*= -13

∆L*= -16

∆L*= -16

∆E*=12,17

∆E*=13,15

∆E*=16,31

∆E*=16,31

1h

2h

3h
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b*
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Afte r 3
months
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months

Fig. 2. Evolution of L*a*b* colour coordinates of spruce wood,
heat-treated at 180ºC for 3h, then exposed to visible light.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of L*a*b* colour coordinates of black pine wood,
heat-treated at 180ºC for 3h, then exposed to visible light.
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Table 5
Luminosity change and total colour change of spruce wood samples, heat-treated at 200ºC, after 1 to
6 months of exposure to natural light compared to initial colour (right after the heat-treatment)

HT
time

Initial

After 1

After 2

After 4

After 5

After 6

month

months

months

months

months

∆L*=2

∆L*=2

∆L*=0

∆L*=-2

∆L*=-2

∆E*=2,45

∆E*=3,00

∆E*=4,24

∆E*=4,12

∆E*=3,74

∆L*=3

∆L*=3

∆L*=2

∆L*=1

∆L*=1

∆E*=3,74

∆E*=3,61

∆E*=4,12

∆E*=2,45

∆E*=2,45

∆L*=5

∆L*=5

∆L*=4

∆L*=3

∆L*=-1

∆E*=5,74

∆E*=5,48

∆E*=4,58

∆E*=3,74

∆E*=1,73

1h

2h

3h

Let us analyse now the evolution of the colour coordinates of the spruce sample heat-treated at 200ºC
for 3h (Fig. 4): initially, these were 28*13*14. After being exposed for one month to visible light, the
luminosity of the sample increased to L*=33 (slight colour lightening). It remained constant at this
value for two more months and then it started decreasing. After 6 months of exposure to visible light,
the colour coordinates of this sample were 27*12*15, very close to the initial colour coordinates (see
also colour sample in Table 5). This indicates a much better colour stability of the spruce samples
heat-treated at 200ºC than that of those heat-treated at 180ºC.
With the black pine sample heat-treated at 200ºC for 3h (Fig. 5), a similar evolution of the luminosity
was observed: during the first three months, the colour got lighter (L* increased by the same ∆L*= 5
as in the case of spruce), and then it began darkening again. After 6 months of exposure, the colour
coordinates of this sample were 35*12*15, compared to the initial 33*13*15. It is to be expected that
after two more months (after a total of 8 months of exposure), the colour would reach again the initial
shade. Thus, it can be concluded that the black pine wood has a slower colour modification than
spruce, but the tendency to revert in time to the initial colour (obtained right after the heat-treatment)
is also confirmed in this case.
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Table 6
Luminosity change and total colour change of black pine wood samples, heat-treated at 200ºC, after 1
to 6 months of exposure to natural light compared to initial colour (right after the heat-treatment).

Initial

HT
time

After 1

After 2

After 4

After 5

After 6

month

months

months

months

months

∆L*=1

∆L*=3

∆L*=1

∆L*=-1

∆L*=-2

∆E*=1,41

∆E*=3,61

∆E*=5,10

∆E*=3,74

∆E*=4,12

∆L*=1

∆L*=3

∆L*=1

∆L*=0

∆L*=3

∆E*=1,41

∆E*=3,74

∆E*=2,45

∆E*=2,00

∆E*=5,83

∆L*=2

∆L*=5

∆L*=3

∆L*=3

∆L*=2

∆E*=2,45

∆E*=5,48

∆E*=3,74

∆E*=3,32

∆E*=2,24

1h

2h

3h
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After 5
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After 6
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Fig. 4. Evolution of L*a*b* colour coordinates of spruce wood,
heat-treated at 200ºC for 3h, then exposed to visible light.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of L*a*b* colour coordinates of black pine wood,
heat-treated at 200ºC for 3h, then exposed to visible light.

CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained within this research show that heat-treated black pine wood generally undergoes a
more significant colour change when exposed to visible light, than spruce wood heat-treated under the
same conditions.
Colour measurements on both species revealed that the samples heat-treated at 180ºC have a less
stabile colour in time than the samples treated at 200ºC: the total colour change after 4 months for the
samples heat-treated at 180ºC/3h was ∆E*= 8,60 (for spruce) and ∆E*= 16,31 (for black pine), while
the total colour change after 4 months for the samples heat-treated at 200ºC/3h was ∆E*=4,58 (for
spruce) and ∆E*= 3,74 (for black pine). The same tendency is valid with regard to the influence of the
duration of the heat-treatment: the longer the treatment, the better the stability in time of the colour
was.
Thus, out of the heat-treatment conditions explored, the best colour stability in time was obtained with
the heat-treatment at 200ºC/3h, for both species.
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NANOMODIFICATORS BASED ON CAVITATIONALLY ACTIVATED
WOOD CARBON-BLACK
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is the research of hydrodynamic cavitation effect on structure and physical
properties of cavitationally activated carbonaceous materials (CACM). The hydrodynamic rotor
mixer has been used for rather short cavitation processing of the weak water suspension of wood
carbon-black. Using CACM as a nano modifier improves the physico-mechanical properties of
building materials and lubricants like fullereniferous carbon-black.
Key words: nano modificators, carbon-black, cavitation effects
The considerable material and energy costs for the synthesis of nanotubes, fullerenes, nanodiamonds
cause its high cost. Therefore, searching for new environmentally-friendly energetically favorable
production technologies carbon and other nanomaterials is a crucial task as well as achievement of
industrial effects when using these materials as a modifier in a quite narrow concentration range. This
paper presents the results of study capacity hydrodynamic processing of powder materials varying
dispersion and modification of the properties of building, lubricating compositions by carbon materials
based on wood carbon black produced by cavitation effects, with allows expanding the field of use.
It is known that the velocity of the phase boundary at a cavity microbubble collapse can reach 500 m/s
and depends on its radius. The collapse of the bubble goes on within submicroseconds. The
temperature in this local spot rises up to 103-104 K as a result of adiabatic compression.
At the cavity bubble collapse in the local volume inside and near to it there are generated fields of high
pressure (up to 2000 MPa). The phenomenon is accompanied by intensive turbulent micromixing and
mechanical thermolysis of water with the formation of H2, O2, H2O2 and free hydrogen bonds. The
pulsation effects of cavitation turn each bubble into a cavitation microreactor in wich there are created
preconditions for reactions to go. Thus, high local pressures and temperatures make it possible to
consider hollow cavitations as an peculiar energy generator which for rather a long time of the cavity
expansion from a nucleus, accumulates energy and during the collapse generates it into surrounding
fluid [1].
The results of dispersing 0.1% aqueous suspension of ultra-dispersed diamonds (UDD) produced by
detonation synthesis using hydrodynamic generator and surfactants diamonds are shown in paper [2].
As a result particle size reduction by more than 25% was observed after treatment (132 nm). Effective
scattering size of the UDD before dispersion - 170 nm (Fig 1).
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Fig. 1 Time course of ultrasonic processing (УЗ) and hydrodynamic dispersion (with the rotation
mode 1 – 2000 rpm, 2 – 4000 rpm, 3 – 7500 rpm) on the radii of UDD [2]
Dispersing was carrying out in hydrodynamic rotor mixer with wedged two-bladed stirrer in
supercavitation mode. Engine power - 1kW, volume of the working chamber - 3•10-4 m3, rotor speed
10000 r/min. Concentration of the aqueous suspension for the ash 3 and 25% for carbon black - less
than 1%wt. After processing, obtained suspension containing studied powders as a disperse phase was
dried in the air at t = 25 °C in Petri dishes (Fig. 2, 3).

Fig. 2. View of carbon black after dispersing in Petri dish
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а)

b)

Fig.3. Optical micrographs of the powder (microscope HIROX KH-7700) initial ash (a) and ash after
dispersing (b)
It was understood that ash dispersed in a 25% suspension, a decrease average particle size by 40% and
for 3% particle sizes reduce by 7 (Fig. 4a).

a)
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b)
Fig. 4. Particle distribution size of ash: a - initial ash, average particle size 175 um (1), ash after the
dispersing 3% wt. suspension (2), ash after dispersing 25 wt%. suspension (3), b - initial ash, average
particle size 25 microns (1) ash after dispersing 3% wt. suspension (2)
The average particle size after processing will be 3.5-4 um after dispersing of ash with average initial
particle size 25 um at the same conditions (Fig. 4b).
In work [3] it has been shown that the hydrodynamic dispersion of the low-concentration aqueous
suspension of the wood carbon black enable obtaining the carbon material containing small
concentrations of fullerenes C 60, C70 (cavitationally activated carbonaceous materials, CACM) due to
cavitation effects (Tab. 1).
Tab.1. Values of interplane distances dhkl for CACM and С60
Table data ASTM C60
1990

№ of line

1991

Experimental data
1994

CACM

dhkl

I

dhkl

I

dhkl

I

dhkl

I

1

8,1800

100

8,1464

100

8,1596

100

8,1715

82

2

4,2800

65

4,2543

63

4,2720

70

4,2932

90

3

4,1100

10

4,0732

14

4,0901

15

4,08874

90

4

3,1800

10

3,1550

10

3,1630

14

3,15981

90

5

2,9000

5

2,8801

8

2,8931

10

2,87603

100

6

2,7400

5

2,7154

8

2,7263

9

2,74983

80

7

-

2,5047

1

2,51722

70
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Change of size-consist with a decrease in the average particle size is a result from cavitation
processing at the same condition as for ash, the average particle size for wood carbon black 73.5 nm,
for CACM - 63.5 nm (Fig. 5).

a)

b)

c)
Fig.5. Electron micrographs of the powder (electronic microscope JEOL JEM-2100) wood carbon
black (a) and CACM (b); c - the density function of the wood carbon black (1) and CACM (2)
Top-down nanodispersed material behaves as an active nanomodifier in various industrial processes.
Effect of the extrudant CACM on the strength characteristics of cement and concrete was studied [4].
Test samples of cement and concrete were prepared with a constant water-cement ratio and the equal
concentration of modifier <1% wt. Samples of concrete containing a river sand with a particle size
from 0.14 to 5 mm. as aggregate. It has been found experimentally that on addition of CACM in an
amount <1 % wt microhardness for samples of cement increase by 1.7 compared to the cement sample
without CACM and provide the appearance of fibrillar structure of cement (Fig. 6). Adding CACM
with different time interval between the preparation and the use of (1 and 6 months) with
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concentrations <0.1% wt. to the concrete composition increases the compressive strength of the
resulting sample, compared with a control sample by 60%.

a)

b)

Fig.6. The morphology of unmodified cement (a) and cement with fibrillar structure modified by
CACM (NanoEducator Scanning Probe Microscope)
Sulfur concrete compositions were made with a ratio sand and sulfur 60:40 (%).CACM-modified
composition was prepared in such a way as to maintain the overall ratio of sand and sulfur. Sandsulfur blend modified CACM heated to 140 ° C, at constant stirring and held for 1 minute poured into
molds. Structural characteristics of sulfur concrete samples were investigated by Vickers
microhardness test. Microhardness of sulfur concrete samples containing CACM less than 1% wt.
increased over 35%, and 16% in the sample containing CACM more 1 % wt. compared to the sample
without CACM. Surface microscopy of sulfur concrete samples showed that the CACM as a modifier
increases a crack resistance of sulfur concrete (Fig. 7).

a)

b)

Fig.7. Surface of sulfur concrete without CACM (a) and surface of sulfur concrete modified by
CACM (b) (microscope HIROX KH-7700)
Preparation of lubricating composition was carried out by adding CACM powder, beforehand
dissolved in a drop of petrol into 50ml of industrial oil I-20A, followed by accompanied mechanical
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agitation for 1-2 minutes. As follows from the experiments on the friction machine CT-2 with a test
pair steel SH15 - steel 45 (pedestal bearing), load P = 25H, speed 800 r/min. adding CACM with low
weight concentrations into industrial oil I-20A leads to a significant (almost twice) wear reduction of
steel friction surfaces. It is worth noting that concentration of the added powder an order less than
concentration of friction modifier (fullerenes, fullerene-containing carbon black) described in the
literature [5].

Fig. 8. Diagram of the crack extension across a polymer matrix modified with С60 molecules. а initial stage, b - covalent bonds formation and partial retraction of a С60 molecule into the microcrack,
c - complete retraction of the С60 molecule into the microcrack
In work [6] they suggested a hypothetical mechanism of hardening effect of fullerene carbon-black at
friction. The electron shells of fulleroids are characterized by the presence of a great quantity of
delocalized %-conjugate electrons. A mechanical destruction of polymer chains is effected under
mechanical destruction of the polymers in the mouth of generated microcracks. Apparently an
analogous process takes place in the mouths of numerous microcracks resulting in wear particles
formation. Fig. 8 gives a diagram of the crack extension reaching the С60 molecule (or small
conglomerate). Free polymeric radicals concentrate on the microcrack surface (Fig. 8 а). Some of
them having reached the fullerene surface, forms with fullerene. On further increasing the forces that
open the crack, these bonds split and there occurs retracting a С60 molecule (or aggregate of
molecules) into the microcrack (Fig. 8 b), going with generation of a greater number of new
covalent bonds of polymeric radicals with fullerene that finally results in «healing» the microcrack
(Fig. 8 c).
Thus, our studies have shown that the used low-capacity rotor hydrodynamic generator allows
reducing the ash particles by 7. But the concentrations of the working suspension should not exceed
3% wt. The dispersion effect is much less at higher concentrations of suspension. The hydrodynamic
dispersion method method, rigid by cavitation effects and used in the materials processing can be
successfully applied for the preparation of cheap carbon black-based modifiers. The research results
revealed that CACM is effective as a nano modifier in various industrial processes.
Electron-microscopic research has been carried out in the laboratory of electronic microscopy
of the Collective Using Center of Siberian Federal University.
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Abstract
From a general point of view, models of reality that are defined using a formal
language
are
called
formal
ontologies.
These
general
purpose
models
can also be used in special domains of application. Since ontologies are very big by nature, they are
prone to errors and omissions if constructed by human labor. Also, manually constructed ontologies
are not apt to apply to particular application domains. In this paper, an application for automatically
constructing a formal ontology, which is immune to the problems just mentioned, is presented. The
application aims at semantic analysis of Turkish within a corpus-based framework of formal concept
analysis.
Key words: Formal Ontology, Formal Concept Analysis, Word Sense Disambiguation.
1. INTRODUCTION
With its broadest meaning, language is a set of signs which enables people communicate with each
other and express their feelings and thoughts directly or indirectly. It is generally claimed that a
language is composed of three components: Morphological / syntactic component which covers the
relationship among its arguments, semantic component which includes the relationship of the language
with the external world, and the pragmatic component which places the expressions in the speaker and
listener context.
The semantic analysis of the language in particular requires the use of a model of reality; in other
words, the use of an ontology. The computer-assisted linguistics or natural language processing
applications make this ontology formal. As the mentioned ontological models are too big, they carry
the risk of having far too many errors and omissions if they are formed as a result of human effort. In
addition, the adaptations which can emerge from the application requirements of this ontology formed
in this way will be difficult.
The aim of this study is to introduce the application of forming a computer-assisted formal ontology.
The application has been developed with the corpus-based annotation method within the framework of
formal concept analysis, and semantic analysis of Turkish has been aimed as a particular application
field.
In the following parts of the article, background information about the study will be presented.
Especially, explanations and examples about the thematic and semantic analysis of the clause
arguments will be dealt here. Afterwards, how the thematic role analysis can be modelled with concept
lattices will be discussed. Also, an application of forming a corpus-based formal ontology achieved on
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this hypothetical ground will be a matter of the following chapter. In the conclusion part, the summary
of the article and proposals for the future studies will be presented.
2. THEMATIC ROLES
In many linguistics hypotheses, the term thematic role is used to express the meaningful relationship a
noun phrase has with the verb of the sentence. Below is the list of the main thematic roles used in the
literature (Jackendoff 1972). The underlined noun phrases in the Turkish and English sentences below
carry the thematic role described.
THEME – the one in motion or in somewhere
(1)

a. Kedi odada.
b. Cat is in the room.

AGENT – the one initiates an action ot the doer of the action
(2)

a. Can camı kırdı.
b. John broke the glass.

PATIENT – the one who is affected from the action
(3)

a. Can camı kırdı.
b. John broke the glass.

SOURCE – the starting point of the action
(4)

a.Can İstanbul’dan Ankara’ya gitti.
b. John went to Ankara from İstanbul.

GOAL – the thing that the action is directed to
(4)

a. Can İstanbul’dan Ankara’ya gitti.
b. John went to Ankara from İstanbul.

LOCATION – the place where something is
(5)

a. Kedi odada.
b. Cat is in the room.

EXPERIENCER – the one who feels, perceives, or realizes something
(6)

a. Kedi topu gördü.
b. Cat saw the ball.

INSTRUMENT – the thing that is used for performing an action
(7)

a. Can ekmeği bıçakla kesti.
b. John cut the bread with a knife.
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Many linguistics describe these thematic roles and their morphological / syntactic features as an
important part of the grammar theory (Gruber 1965; Fillmore 1976; Dowty 1991; Jackendoff 1993). 1
Especially, the classification of the arguments date back to ancient times, even to the Panini’s Karaka
theory (Dahiya 1995; Kasper 2008). Also, in the applications of processing the natural languages, it
is of great importance to determine the thematic roles of the sentence arguments in analyzing the
sentence meaning (Gildea & Jurafsky 2002).
2.1.

Theories developed over the thematic roles

Panini is the first person to establish a relationship between the morphological features of the mother
tongue (Sanskrit) and the meaningful categories of thought. The rules available in his grammar are in
effort to explain the relationship between meaningful statements and their morphological and syntsctic
codes. According to him, each verb is a member of a verb class. These verb classses have the common
features for the purpose of determining the Karaka roles of the sentence arguments. Panini’s Karaka
roles are indicated in table 1 (Butt 2005).

Karaka role

Panini’s definition

Western thematic role

apadana

the fixed point from which something recedes

ablative

sampradana

the item in view through the karman

goal

Karana

the most effective means

instrument

adhikarana

locus, location

locative

Karman

the thing desired by the kardr

patient

Kardr

the independent one

agent

Table1. Panini’s Karaka roles for Sanskrit
Though it isn’t being discussed in a very detalied way, Karaka theory is handled as a pioneer theory
for the modern theories of thematic roles. In a piece of writing which was published by Frank R. Blake
in 1930 and is referred as one of the most important writings about thematic roles, Blake mentions a
morphological relationship between the verb of the sentence and the sentence arguments. According to
him, the morphological features for the meaningful relationships are named case form. In Blake’s
grammar, morphological features are refer to nouns, pronouns, adverbs and verbs, while thematic roles
according to morphological features refer to AGENT, PATIENT, INSTRUMENT, THEME,
STIMULUS, GOAL, RECEIVER and BENEFACTIVE (Blake 1930). The generalizations obtained
from Blake’s were made according to morphological features rather than syntactic features of the
sentence arguments.
In 1950s, Noam Chomsky described linguistics as a part of the cognitive psychology (Chomsky 1970).
The aims and the objectives of the studies carried out until now are in close relationship with his
studies. The most striking feature of the Chomsky’s theory is that it deals with the language’s syntactic
component and semantic component seperately.

1

The reader can find a more comprehensive discussion over the literature related to the thematic roles
at Kasper (2008).
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The association of the syntactic structure formed with morphological categories or word phrase types
together with the semantic indications of the sentences bring about the linking problem for us.
(8)

a. Can Meryem’e vurdu.
b. Can hit Meryem

As seen in the sample 8, the verb ‘hit / vurmak’ and the order of its arguments are the same as the
arguments of the verbs ‘kill / öldürmek’, ‘read / okumak’, ‘send / göndermek’. As can be understood
from this, the doers of the action, ‘killer / öldüren’, ‘reader / okuyan’, ‘sender / gönderen’, are always
in the position of subject in the structural position. In this context, each linguist should mention the
relationship between syntax and meaning to put these generalizations forward. As mentioned above, if
there is a doer of the action in a sentence, it is certainly placed in the position of subject. These gain
an independent status in the linking theory and become valid. They are named AGENT and of all the
arguments of the sentence they become the doer of the action. As a result, the use of the thematic roles
becomes inevitable due to the linking problem. Therefore, these roles show the path to the real
meanings by indicating the relationships between rule and meaning of the verb and its arguments. In
this context, the question What kind of information is needed for location of the thematic roles stated
in the special theories? arises. In other words, What kind of information can find the way from the
meaning to the rule? The first possibility for the answer to these questions is that the meaning can be
equalized to the universal information of the world. The second possibility, on the other hand, is the
knowledge that comes from the relationship of the syntax (grammatically related) and the meaning
which shares the same structure (the same grammar categories) Chomsky assumes. According to
Chomsky’s theory, these meaning pieces which are grammatically related makes a part of the rulemeaning interface. That is, what is predicted from the rules are the semantic indications. The first
possibility mentioned above has been studied by Jackendoff as a part of the conceptual meaning with
the name of conceptual structure since 1983 (Jackendoff 1987). According to him, grammatical
meaning is coordinated with the perceived world view. In other words, all knowledge emerging from
the human perception is linguistically related. As Chomsky said, besides the innate knowledge, there
is knowledge perceived through sense organs.
One of the approaches that must be taken into consideration is Dowty’s lexical decomposition
approach, which he used to determine the thematic roles. Dowty explicitly stated the necessity of these
thematic roles in 1980s and put forward the positions of thematic roles clearly. According to him,
there is a need only for two types of roles for describing the argument selection effectively. These are
Proto-AGENT and Proto-PATIENT (Dowty 1991). Here, the real meanings of the words should be
dealt with as cognitive reality by thematic roles. In this context, Croft’s roles can be given as the first
examples. These roles are based on the cognitive model and they are derived from the causative
organization of the events (Croft 1991). Croft and Jackendoff who made a similar role description in
1972 handled the thematic role concept as a part of the semantic indication. In the studies Jackendoff
carried out in the following years, the thematic roles were considered as conceptual system.
Since 1970s, the views on the thematic roles have changes owing to the changes in the sentence and its
arguments. The argument structures which develop with the syntactic categories which are used to
seperate the sentence arguments ( noun phrase, verb phrase, adjective phrase) also refer to a location
which involves the thematic roles in grammar. In short, argument structures are handled as the lexical
semantics and syntax interface by most of the linguists. If required to summarize in figure 1;
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Figure 1. The role of argument structure in theories of grammar
It is seen that the roles have not been the same during the history of the thematic roles, thus these roles
are named multi-dimension roles. For instance, Croft described two types of roles. These are direct
and indirect roles (Croft 1991). These roles play an highly important role in cognitive importance and
causative categorization of the events. Direct roles are normally composed of subject, object, and
indirect object. Jackendoff’s conceptual structure thought is composed of the thematic tier including
the roles about the action and the location and the action tier including the roles about the relationship
of AGENT-PATIENT (Jackendoff 1987). The words find their real meanings with the addition of the
cognitive tier and the causation tier to these tiers. The thematic roles which are defined in these tiers
brings a solution to the formation of the roles at the same position. For example, while the role of
AGENT thematic role becomes the role of SOURCE, the role of EXPERIENCER can be analyzed as
the role of GOAL.
2.2.

The subjects studied over the thematic role

With the given sample sentences taken from Turkish and English languages, it has been aimed to
indicate the phenomenon of language. These sample sentences should be taken into consideration as
an effort for the linking theories according to the argument selection, distribution and thematic roles.
(9)

a. Can ölür.
b.*Can isteyerek ölür.

(10)

a. Can dans ediyor.
b. Can isteyerek dans ediyor.

(11)

a. John dies.
b. *John dies intentionally.

(12)

a. John is dancing.
b. John dances intentionally.

In the sample sentences (9), (11) and (10), (12), it has been seen that there are systematical
differences in the intransitive sample sentences. Whereas all the sentences are categorized as
intransitive in sample sentences, the sample sentences (10) and (12) are considered agentive due to the
word ‘isteyerek / intentionally’. It was Fillmore who gave the first systematical approach about
intransitivity (Fillmore 1968). Fillmore analyzed the intransitive verbs in the sample sentences (10)
and (12) as unergative verbs which have active subjects which can trigger an action. On the contrary,
the verbs (unaccusative verbs) in the sample sentences (9) and (11) have an element which is affected
by an inactive subject. This type of verbs are called unaccusative verbs the subject of which is in the
verb phrase.
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Undoubtly, as can be predicted from the previous studies, as the AGENT role is seen as a central
factor, it is the most commonly discussed thematic role. Even Gruber, who is the first person to find
the thematic role AGENT in 1965, could not make only one definition for this role. The followins are
definitions made by Gruber for the thematic role AGENT (Gruber 1965):
-

The one who allows the realization of an action intentionally

-

The causer who alllows the change of a situation intenionally

Jackendoff, a follower of Gruber, defined the role of AGENT as the one who causes an effect
(Jackendoff 1972). In the following years, Jackendoff added the features of will-power, mobility, and
initiator for the role of AGENT.
According to van Valin, AGENT was defined for the intended actions. van Valin mentions three
factors administering applicability: the semantic features of the noun phrase depending on he action,
the structural content of the noun phrase, and the grammatical structure formed by the verb and the
noun phrase (van Valin 1996). According to him, the AGENT should have the following feaures:
speaker, discourse participant, human, rational, volitional, animate, and concrete entity (van Valin
1996).
If looked back on the intransitive samples, it can be seen that the applicability is a factor which
determines whether the verb is an unergative verb or an unaccusative verb.
The most significant function of the thematic role theory is to show how the role appointments of two
sentences of different syntax can be performed more accurately. If the sentences in Turkish and
English below are considered in terms of double subject constructions;
(13)

a. Can Meryem-e papağan-ı gönderdi.
Can Meryem-DATIVE parrot-ACCUSATIVE send-PAST
b. Can sent Meryem the parrot.

(14)

a. Can papağan-ı Meryem-e gönderdi.
Can parrot-ACCUSATIVE Meryem-DATIVE send-PAST
b. Can sent the parrot to Meryem.

It is seen that these samples express the same interactions but they are different in perspectives. That
is, somebody sends the parrot to somebody else. This difference results from the order of the
arguments. Similarly, there are differences in the appointment of the thematic roles, for there are
differences in the perpectives of these sentences. These differences result from the use of prepositions
(‘from’ and ‘to’). No such difference is witnessed in Turkish language. That is, In the sentence (13),
‘Can’ is SOURCE and AGENT, ‘the parrot’ has the role of THEME, and ‘Meryem’ is in the role of
PATIENT and GOAL. However, in the sentence (14b), ‘Mary’ has only the role of GOAL because of
the preposition ‘to’. Therefore, a great number of semantic differences ocur in these sentence versions.
In addition, it is clear that the arguments of the verb have more than one thematic role and word sense
disambiguations take place.
If the arguments of the verbs are required to be annotated with a single role, the modelling of such
situations can be indicated through Galois Lattices. Hence, the words can be free of ambiguity thanks
to the structural lattice in which the thematic roles are available. In this context, the thematic roles are
grouped under two tiers. These are:
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·
Core or action tier: This is the tier in which there are the roles which indicate the
distinctive features among the words and should be signed for each noun phrase. (It indicates
the relationship between AGENT and PATIENT).
·
Non-core or thematic tier: It is the tier which is only ontologically necessary but in
which there are roles which are not special like central roles. (It involves the roles about action
and location).
Depending on this, because of the insufficiency to find the word meanings of the world model, the
conceptual, in other words, real meanings of the arguments of a verb and structural ontologies where
the thematic roles are shown are reached, and the structural ontologies are expressed with the concept
lattices in which formal concept analysis is applied.
3. LATTICE-BASED ONTOLOGY OF THE WORDS
Semantic roles make avoiding the known difficulties of the abstract thematic roles which express a
universal or a smaller role cluster possible. As mentioned above, the semantic roles of the sentence
arguments can be easily reached especially with the thematic roles of AGENT and PATIENT. The
ambiguities occuring in the arguments of the verb can be easily solved through the indication of the
thematic roles in the concept lattices.
3.1.

The modelling of the thematic roles with concept lattices

Using concept lattices (Galois Lattices) obtained through the formal concept analysis, a mathematical
role hierarchy can be formed (Kılıçaslan & Güner 2011). Formal Concept Analysis was first
developed by Ganter and Wille (1996). The data given in the formal context is composed of two
clusters and the expression which shows the relationship of these two clusters (Kılıçaslan & Güner
2011). While one of the clusters involves the features, the other cluster involves the objects having
these features. The concept lattices obtained in this way both allow the modelling of thematic roles in
a hierarchical organization and allow a noun phrase to carry more than one thematic role. If it is
required to explain in a sample Turkish sentence:
(15)

Öğretmen öğrenciye bir kitap verdi.

In the sentence above, ‘öğretmen / the teacher’ has the role of AGENT and SOURCE, ‘bir kitap / a
book’ has the role of THEME, and the word ‘ öğrenciye / to the student’ has the role of GOAL and
PATIENT. That is, in the given sentence, the words ‘öğretmen / the teacher’ and ‘öğrenciye / to the
student’ have two thematic roles. As shown in figure 2, the thematic role cluster of the each argument
is represented with a knot.
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Figure 2. The indication of the thematic roles in lattices
If it is necessary to express the letters forming the object cluster explicitly, ö stands for öğretmen, ög
stands for öğrenci, and k stands for kitap. As can be seen from figure 2, the thematic roles which have
been expressed in a linear way up to now have been mathematized by being made three dimensional
thanks to the lattices.

4. APPLICATION
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the application of forming a computer-assisted formal ontology.
The application has been developed with the method of corpus-based annotation within he framework
of the formal concept analysis. The corpus used is composed of 1033 sentences. The semantic analysis
of Turkish language has been aimed as the private application field.
Annotation is the examplification of the semantic, morphological, and syntactic features of each
argument and part by dividing a sentence into its parts and arguments. This kind of annotation has
been achieved through the use of an annotation interface prepared in the computer environment, PHP
language, and a database formed in MYSQL. This interface is in the location of a page working in the
web environment. 2
With the help of the interface shown in figure 3, Turkish sentences belonging to our corpus were
divided into parts, their thematic roles were annotated, and their syntactic and morphological analyses
were performed. The database formed through the data obtained from these annotations involves the
definitions of the sentence arguments and provides much more information than traditional
dictionaries (Fillmore, Johnson & Petruck 2003). In other words, this database contains the
characteristics that define the morphological, syntactic, and semantic indications of each argument
beneath the words’ meanings.

2

The interface can be accessed via http://www.yelda1367.com/member/login address.
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Figure 3. Syntactic / Morphological-Thematic role annotation interface
In figure 4, an automatically formed rule tree of a sentence taken from the corpus is given. In figure 5,
an automatically formed lattice diagram is shown to reach the thematic roles of the sentence
arguments.

Figure 4. Automatically formed rule tree of a sentence
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Figure 5. Automatically formed lattice diagram of the annotated sentence

5. CONCLUSIONS
If this study is handled as a pre-study for mapping the ontologies, it gains importance in terms of its
contribution to interlingual translation and integration. It gives the researchers studying on Turkish
further access to the database. Since Turkish language is agglutinative and has a word order of subjectobject-verb, machine learning eliminates difficulties in its translation, and makes the ambigious words
meaningful.
This study is a annotation for each sentence element. In this technique, the arguments of the Turkish
sentences are defined with the developed ontology-based concept lattices. In the future studies, by
taking the syntactic and morphological features of the sentence arguments into consideration and
reaching the words’ semantic roles from their themaic roles, Turkish word groups will be formed from
the possible distribution of the words, which is calculated through formulas, with the help of these
lattices formed.
In this sense, a bilingual ontology mapping will be provided with the stages of this and future studies.
An extensive Turkish dictionary will be prepared in an electronic environment and by finding the
correct Turkish equivelants of the English words, machine translation will be achieved.
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Abstract
As an important part of the seismic design, the ductile behavior of the timber structures is becoming
more and more of interest. With respect of the capability of the connections to form plastic hinges
within timber structures, an axial loaded joint of dowel fasteners in composite timber beam is
examined in test conducted during COST Action FP1004 in 2012. This article analyzes the test results
and provides additional study of a classical yield theory model of the reinforced dowel connection to
describe the expected ductile behavior.
Key words: timber structures, dowel connection, ductility, selftapping screws, reinforcement
1.INTRODUCTION
The properties of timber and variuos wood based products lead to brittle behaviour and anisotropic
nature of wood in certain loading models. On the other hand, dowel type joints in timber structures,
which are frequently used in timber strucutres show high ductility when properly designed.
On a local level, timber has generally low deformation capacity and often displays brittle type
behaviour. The response depends strongly on direction and type of loading. When loaded in tension,
shear or bending the response is brittle with very little deformation capacity. Fracture energy
dissipation in tension and shear is normally negligible in relation to the ductility required for
robustness. The weakness in tension perpendicular to grain makes it necessary to use some type of
reinforcement if ductility is desired.
Some types of engineered wood products have slightly more advantageous properties from ductility
point of view, but in general loading models involving tension show limited ductility.
Because timber as a natural material is not able to form plastic hinges, the ductutile element in the
structural system is introduced by joints performed with mechanical fasters.
Dowelled joints transfer forces through shear in mechanical fasteners mounted at an angle to the force
direction. The most common fastener typre for timber elements worldwide. Dowel-type connections
involve: nails, screws, dowels, nail plates and punched metal plate fasteners, bolts.
2.

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWEL JOINT CONNECTIONS

2.1. JOINTS WITH DOWEL-TYPE FASTENERS
Joints with dowel-type fasteners are the most common joints in timber structures. The benefits of this
type of conncedtion can be summurized to: easy and less time – consuming to realise even at building
site, non contolled environment in production is required, show ductile bevavior.Dowel-type
connections can be designed to be ductile, which ensuares a safe structure. The load-carrying capacity,
which can be calculated according to Johansen´s yield theory, is limited by the embedding strength of
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the timber, by the yield moment of the dowel-type fasteners and finally by the geometry of the
connection.

Figure 1: Schematic stress condition in a transverse section in dowel proximity,
with attention to tension stresses.
2.2 JOINTS WITH SLOTTED – IN STEEL PLATES
Using steel plate as one of the members in timber joint is very common. Theoretically, this has the
consequence that the forming of the plastic hinge is always located at timber-steel interface. This
increases the capacity of the joint compared to timber-to-timber connections. There is a condition on
the thickness of the steel plate to enable forming of a plastic hinge:
−
→

≤ .

−

≥

→

Steel plates in structures subjected to fire must be protected e.g. by fire proof pair or coverege with
wood. The last is done by making slots into timber members and inserting in the steel plates. Holes for
dowels are pre-drilled both in wood and steel and the dowels are inserted in the holes to complete the
connection.
2.2.1 Double shear connections
In joints with slotted – in steel plates location of plastic hinges is always at the steel-timber interface.
Furthermore, the condition for the thickness of the steel plate need not to be fulfilled. A plastic hinge
will form regardless of the thickness of the steel plate due to symmetry in the loading situation.
However, the steel plate must be thick enough to withstand the embedding pressure from the dowel.
Most engineering methods for the design of bolted or nailed joints in timber are based on the
Johansen's yielding theory (1949) (EC5, 1993) (Aune et al., 1986) which assumes plasticity in both the
wood and the fastener. Some recommendations exist in design codes in order to avoid brittle failure in
connections, but they are essentially based on empirical rules.The design recommendations for
multiple fasteners joints are generally based on the response of the single bolt joint.The resistance for
joint with slotted –in central steel plate and the kinematically possible failure modes are shown in
Table 1:
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Table 1: The three possible plastic failure modes for a double shear dowel connector used
with a central steel plate.

,

,

=

=

+
−

Mode 1: the dowel is
dragged through the
wood that yields
plastically

Mode 2: failure is realized when the
embedment stresses act on the dowel
over a sufficient length to form a
plastic hinge in the dowel. The hinge is
formed at the location of the steel plate
and the dowel rotates as a stiff member
in the wood.

,

=√

Mode 3: failure is realized
when the stress on the dowel
acts over sufficient length x to
form an additional plastic hinge
in the dowel.

2.2.2 Multiple shear connections
Multiple shear connections using slotted in steel plates are widely used in modern timber
constructions. In the Eurocode 5 the load bearing formulas are not explicitly given for more than two
shear planes. For higher number of shear planes it is recommended to calculate the capacity as the
lowest load carrying capacities for each shear plane, taking each shear plane as part of a series of
double shear connections:
Table 2: Load bearing capacity of double shear steel-to-timber joints according Eurocode 5

Double shear steel-to-timber joints where
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Double shear steel-to-timber joints where

This procedure is of course conservative for all failure modes that benefits from the rotational
restriction of the dowel in the section between the fictitious double shear connections. Load bearing
formulas can be derived from the kinematically possible failure modes as shown in Table 3 for a
connection with slotted in steel plates and four shear planes:

Table 3: Kinematically possible failure mode in a connection with slotted
in steel plates and four shear planes.
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The extra load bearing capacity gained when using calculations in Table 3 compared to the procedure
suggested in the Eurocode 5 can only be evaluated given the material parameters. Then it is possible to
optimize the geometry benefitting from the rotational restriction in the central section.
2.3 WOOD REINFORCEMENT
An approach to preventing brittle failure in connections is to enhance the brittle capacity by means of
reinforcement.
There are series of tests on wood reinforced with glass fibres glued to the side of the wood members
with a polyester glue. The finding is for dowels that the ductility is increased and a marginal strength
increase is observed and the spacing requirements can be reduced when using reinforced members
compared to unreinforced. This observation corresponds to an increase in the brittle strength of the
wood members obtained by the reinforcement. For nails the strength is increased more than 50 %
probably because the reinforcement prevents the nails from leaving the wood in the embedment zone.
Similar findings are reported when using wood densification to enhance the connector performance.
Generally, the increase in strength properties follows the degree of densification.
The easier methods for reinforcement are to drive screws parallel to loading direction. In this method,
the screws work as piles to transmit compression stress to inner part of the wood.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONDUCTED EXPERIMENT WITH DOWEL JOINT
CONNECTIONS
Three sets of dowel-type timber connections with slotted-in steel plates are tested. Two steel plates
having a thickness of 8 mm are inserted between 45 mm thick timber boards. The cross section of the
timber boards is 45x140 mm2. The steel plates and the timber are connected with 12 mm dowels
inserted into 12.5 mm pre-drilled holes. There are three variations of the connections each of which is
tested 3 times for a total of 9 tests; these are shown in Figure 3 a, b, c. The grade of the timber is C24
and the steel quality of the plates is S235. The connections are designed asymmetrically such that one
side of the connection is weaker than the other. The stronger side of the connection is the same for all
cases and consists of 6 M12-8.8 dowels with a length of 200 mm. Failure is this expected at the weak
side of the connections which vary according to the next sections.The experiments are conducted in a
tensile MTS machine in which force and overall displacement is measured (the tests are displacement
controlled).
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Figure2. Experimental setup of dowel connections: (a) single dowel, (b) 3 dowels & (c) 3 dowels w/
strengthening screws
3.1. Setup 1U – Single dowel connection
The first setup consists of a connection with a single M12-4.8 dowel. The specifications for the
experiments are given in Table 4:

Table 4: Specifications for testing of un-strengthened single dowel steel-timber connections
Test No.

Test Speed

Time to failure

(mm/s)

(min)

1U1

0,10

6.5

1U2

0,10

5

1U3

0,125

3.5

3.2. Setup 3U – 3- dowel connection
The second setup consists of a connection with 3 M12-4.8 dowels. The specifications for the
experiments are given in Table 5:
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Table 5: Specifications for testing of un-strengthened 3-dowel steel-timber connections
Test No.

Test Speed

Time to failure

(mm/s)

(min)

3U1

0,10

4

3U2

0,10

4

3U3

0,125

2.5

3.3 Setup 3R – 3-Dowel connection (reinforced)
The third and final variation of the dowel connection test consists of 3 M12-4.8 dowels in which the
boards are locally strengthened using reinforcing screws in the timber to help prevent splitting. The
strengthening screws are of type SFS, WT-T 6,5x 130. The specifications for the experiments are
given in Table 6:
Table 6: Specifications for testing of reinforced 3-dowel steel-timber connections
Test No.

Test Speed

Time to failure

(mm/s)

(min)

3R1

0,10

8

3R2

0,10

6

3R3

0,15

4

4. DISCUSION ON THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The results from the conducted experiments are summarized on the following graphics.
For each experimental setup is done theoretical estimation of the resistance of the joint with slotted –
in steel plates for kinematically possible failure modes in accordance with the procedures in Eurocode
5 and the Johansen’s yield theory shown in Table 2. This theoretically estimated resistance is also
snown on the following graphics.
Here, the load-carrying capacity, which can be calculated according to Johansen´s yield theory, is
limited by the embedding strength of the timber, by the yield moment of the dowel-type fasteners and
finally by the geometry of the connection.
The spacing of dowel-type fasteners affects the splitting tendency of timber in the connection area.
The splitting tendency increases with decreasing fastener spacing parallel to the grain and hence
decreases the effective number of fasteners nef.
A number of researches on the embedding strength of timber reported high correlations between the
maximum embedding load and the timber density and the results of these works are reflected in the
European standard for determining embedding strength, BS EN 383:1993 and in the Eurocode 5
timber design code.
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In addition to fastener sizes and wood species, there are quite a few other factors that affect embedding
strength, such as slenderness and surface condition of fastener, orientation of fastener with respect to
timber grain, degree of initial contact between fastener and wood, etc.
The tested species are timber grade C24 and for dowels up to 30 mm diameter the following
characteristic embedding strength values is used, at an angle α = 0° to the grain:

, ,

, ,

=

= 25,256 /

For dowel -

= 12

sin

, ,

+

0,082. (1 − 0,01 )
1

=

=

0,082. (1 − 0,01.12). 350
1

, S235, the characteristic value for the yield moment is:
,

= 0,8.

,

.

6

=

0,8.360.12
= 82944
6

Setup 1U: 1 dowel – connection: tension parallel to the grain
The tested connection is a multiple – shear connection and according to the procedure suggested by Eurocode 5,

theoretical characteristic resistance of the joint can be estimated as a sum of the load bearing capacity
for joint with slotted –in central steel plate x 2 ( estimated according to Table 1) and the load bearing
capacity of double shear steel-to-timber joint (estimated according to Table 2).

Figure 3. Test Setup 1U – 1-Dowel connection
For the two different double-shear timber – steel connections :
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If the theoretical estimation of the resistance of the joint is done according to the procedure of
Eurocode 5:
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Another procedure is suggested in Table 3. Following the predicted with Johansen’s yield theory behavior of the
dowel (as shown on Figure 3b) the estimated failure mode is IIb (Table 3) and the theoretical estimation of

the resistance of the joint is:

,

= 6. 4

= 6.10,027 = 60,165

Because the specimens were tested with an end distance
in splitting or shear plug is expected.

= 120

> 7.

= 84

no premature failure

The tested specimens showed expected failure mode for setup 1 with applied tension load parallel to
the grain:
At first slip of the connection increases due to the difference in the hole and dowel diameters, than the
dowel is dragged through the wood that yields plastically and the embedment load increases almost
linearly with increasing slip. Later first plastic hinge is formed in the dowel and the embedment load
increases almost linearly with increasing slip until sudden longitudinal splitting commences. The load
drops somewhat, but increases further almost linearly with displacement, at close to zero slope, as
more plastic hinges in the dowel are formed, the longitudinal cracks grow and more wood gets
crushed underneath the fastener until final longitudinal splitting commences.
The test results showed good comparability between the theoretically estimated resistance of the joint
and the test results for it.

Figure 4. Test Setup 1U – 1-Dowel connection, results
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Setup 3U: 3 dowel – connection, unreinforced : tension parallel to the grain

When analyzing the load carrying capacity of a connection with multiple dowels parallel to the grain
predicting the performance by the number of dowels does not present the true behavior in many cases.
Hence the effective number of fasteners
must be considered.
According to Eurocode 5:
=

.

.

13

=

3
2.40

Hence for one row of 3 fasteners parallel to the grain direction the expected characteristic load
carrying capacity should be taken as:

,

,

=

.

,

=

2,40.60,165 = 144,4
− procedure of failure mode IIIa (Table 3)
2,40.52,46 = 125,9
− procedure of Eurocode 5

Figure 5. Test Setup 3U – 3-Dowel connection, unreinforced - results
Setup 3P: 3 dowel – connection, reinforced : tension parallel to the grain
The spacing of dowel-type fasteners affects the splitting tendency of timber in the connection area.
The splitting tendency increases with decreasing fastener spacing parallel to the grain and hence
decreases the effective number of fasteners nef. Splitting may be prevented by reinforcing the
connection area and, consequently, the effective number nef of fasteners increases. Self-tapping screws
with continuous threads represent a simple and economic reinforcement method. In connections with
sufficient reinforcement between the dowels, the timber does not split and the effective number nef
equals the actual number n of dowels.
For this test the screws are placed between the dowel-type fasteners, both perpendicular to the dowel
axis and to the grain direction.
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Figure 6. Reinforced connection using self-tapping screws placed in contact with the dowels
Both effects – preventing splitting and increasing the load-carrying capacity by placing the screws in
contact with the dowels – may cause an increase of up to 120% of the load carrying capacity compared
to non-reinforced connections (Figure 5).A calculation model as an extension of Johansen´s yield
theory and based on theoretical and experimental studies is presented.The load-carrying capacity for
reinforced connections is derived on the basis of the same assumptions as Johansen´s yield theory. The
screws, placed in contact with the dowel-type fasteners, perpendicular to the dowel axis and to the
grain direction are loaded just as the dowels themselves perpendicular to their axis. One of the basic
assumptions in Johansen´s yield theory is an ideal rigid-plastic material behavior of the timber in
embedding and of the fastener in bending. Under this assumption, screws as reinforcements loaded
perpendicular to their axis also show an ideal rigid-plastic load carrying behavior (Figure
7).Consequently, the screw only moves in force direction, when the dowel load component FVE
reaches the load-carrying capacity RVE of the screw. In this case, the screw represents a “soft” support.
Alternatively, for FVE < RVE, the screw does not move and represents a rigid support for the dowel.
This consideration leads to four sub-failure modes for each failure mode in timber-to-timber
connections and two sub-failure modes for each failure mode in steel-to-timber connections in
Johansen´s yield theory. Subsequently, the sub-failure modes for reinforced steel-to-timber and
timber-to-timber connections are presented.

Figure 7. Assumed load-carrying behaviour of a screw as reinforcement
loaded perpendicular to the axis
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Figure 8. Reinforced connection with sub-failure mode “rigid”, reinforced
connection with sub-failure mode “soft” and non-reinforced connection
The load-carrying capacity R of reinforced connections is calculated depending on the load carrying
capacity Ri,VE of the reinforcing screws. Ri,VE is derived and calculated according to Johansen´s yield
theory as for steel-to-timber connections with inner steel plates. For the case of one dowel-type
fastener being reinforced by one screw (Figure 11), the load-carrying capacity RVE follows as:

Figure 9. One dowel-type fastener reinforced by one screw
For used in the experiment strengthening screws of type:
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If the distance from screw to dowel is larger than the distance between shear plane and the plastic
hinge – > , ( =
) no reinforcement occurs (as shown on Figure 8).

Therewith, the load-carrying capacity for reinforced steel-to-timber connections with an inner steel
plate can be calculated as follows:
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Hence load carrying capacity of reinforced connection steel to - timber connections with an inner steel
plate is derived:
,

,

{

=

,

}=

,

= 9,284

Similarly the load carrying capacity of reinforced connection steel to - timber connections with an
outer steel plate is derived:
,
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The total expected characteristic load carrying capacity for the 3-dowel reinforced connection should
be taken as:
,

= . 2.

,

,

+ 2.

,

,

+ 2.

,

,

= 175,582

As shown on the Figure 8 below the test results correspond to the expected characteristic load carrying
capacity and ductile behavior of the connection.

Figure 10. Test Setup 3P – 3-Dowel connection, reinforced - results
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Figure 11. Test results from the three setups –
the deformed shapes of the tested dowels
On Figure 11 are shown the deformed dowels from the conducted tests, named corresponding to the
test setup. Following the predicted ductile behavior was fulfilled since the dowels from the three
setups 1U, 3U and 3R developed plastic hinges and later growing longitudinal cracks and crushed
wood underneath the fasteners were growing until final longitudinal splitting commenced.
As general the deformed shapes of the dowels follow the failure mode IIb (Table 3) described by the
Johansen’s yield theory.
However, the fasteners in the unreinforced Setup 3U: 3 –dowel connection did not developed the
expected plastic hinges due to premature drop of the embedding strength caused by splitting in timber.
The test results showed that in calculation of the load carrying capacity must be used
instead of .
Therefore reinforcement of the connection must be applied to prevent splitting of timber and to allow
fully ductile behavior of the dowel fasteners.
4. CONCLUSION
Self-tapping screws with continuous thread represent a simple and economic method to reinforce
connections where the timber is prone to splitting. In connections with sufficient reinforcement
between the dowels, the timber does not split and the effective number neffe equals the actual number
n of dowels. Furthermore, by placing the screws in contact with the dowel-type fasteners, the loadcarrying capacity and the stiffness of a connection increases.
This reinforcing method causes an increase of the load-carrying capacity with up to 40% compared to
non-reinforced connection with a ductile load-carrying behavior. Values were verified by tests.
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Abstract
The physical, mechanical and thermal properties of polyurethane produced by the reaction of
urethane prepolymers with coordination compounds of copper were studied. The peculiarity of the
used metal complexes is catalytic activity in the low-temperature dissociation of urethane groups and
the ability to interact with the isocyanate groups with the subsequent formation of azoaromatic
derivatives. It was found that when urethane prepolymers interacted with the bulky coordination
compounds of copper the rigid blocks of coordination-related azo groups were formed which had a
significant influence on the supramolecular organization of polyurethanes, and the complex of their
physical and mechanical properties. It was shown that the metal complex structuring did not lead to a
deterioration of the thermal stability of polyurethanes.
Key words: Polyurethanes, modification, copper coordination compounds, physical-and-mechanical
properties, thermal resistance

1.

INTRODUCTION

Polyurethanes are the polymers for creating a material with a wide range of operational parameters high hardness, high elastic modulus, high elasticity, resistance to abrasion, solvents, oils and high
strength. Changing the chemical nature of the initial components it is possible to vary these parameters
within a wide range to get both high-impact plastics, and elastomers (Hepburn 1991). One of the ways
to influence the chemical composition and morphology of polyurethane (PU) is to use coordination
compounds of transition metals (CCTM) for their synthesis (Arun Prasath 1999; Jayakumar 2003;
Kosyanchuk 2003; Kozak; 2012; Shen 1998; Wang 2010). It was found that CCTM can interact with
sterically unhindered isocyanate groups and lead to the formation of coordination-related stack azo
aromatic structures. Due to the formation of such structures it is possible to implement the electrons
transfer through the stacks (Davletbaeva 1996, 2001, 2006). In industry, molded polyurethanes are
mainly based on urethane prepolymers (UP). As the use of 2,4-toluene diisocyanate (TDI) is most
preferable for UP synthesis, the terminal groups in UP are the hindered isocyanate groups at orthoposition. The reduction of isocyanate groups at para-position and their subsequent transformation into
the azo groups is only possible in case of the catalytic dissociation of urethane groups. Worked out
bulky coordination compounds of copper (BCCC) exhibit catalytic activity during the low-temperature
dissociating of urethane groups and the ability to interact with the isocyanate groups with the
subsequent formation of aromatic azo derivatives. In the process of catalytic dissociation of urethane
groups it was possible to reduce the isocyanate groups at para-position and their subsequent
conversion into azo groups (Davletbaev 2012). It was found that the dissociation of urethane groups
was accompanied by preferential formation of coordination-related azo-derivatives; part of the
isocyanate groups went to carbodiimides formation.
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The aim of this work was to investigate the effect of chemical reactions taking place during the
interaction of the urethane prepolymer with BCCC on physical, mechanical and thermal properties of
polyurethanes.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL

Urethane prepolymers were synthesized on the basis of reaction systems 1 mol of
polyoxytetramethyleneglycol (Mn = 1379) - 2 moles of TDI (UP1), and 1 mol polyethylenebutylene
glycol adipate (Mn = 2000) - 2 moles of TDI (UP2). It was used 4,4'-methylene-bis-(o-chloroaniline)
(MOCA) to cure the UP1 and UP2. Considering that a large amount of isocyanate groups goes for the
interaction with the metal complex, the mole fraction of MOCA was lower than necessary
stoichiometrically.
For the preparation of coordination compounds of copper there were used: copper chloride (II), N,N'diethylhydroxylamine (DEHA), γ-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (AGM).
UP was evacuated for 0.5 hours at a residual pressure of 0.7 kPa until the bubbles were disappeared.
Then the calculated amount of metal complex compounds was injected into the reaction mixture and
was stirred for 1 hour till formation of homogenous mass. Further MOCA was added in molten form.
After the end of the synthesis reaction the mixture was poured into a pre-heated mold. The molds were
kept in an oven for 24 hours at T=100°C. Polyurethane samples were then held at normal temperature
for 2 weeks.
Physical and mechanical tests of polyurethanes were performed on a tensile testing machine
Testometric M500-50 CT at strain rate of samples 50 mm/min.
Thermograms of samples were taken at derivatograph of Paulik-Paulik-Erdey system considering the
nature of the relaxation at a heating rate 5°C/min up to 500°C. The weight of samples was 0.1 g. The
initial oxidation temperature, oxidation temperature and the temperature of 5 and 50% weight loss
were selected as the thermal stability criteria (Berg 1969).
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Mechanical properties
It turned out that the metal complex structuring has the most beneficial effect on the polyurethanes
which were cured at low molar content of MOCA ([NCO]:[NH2] = 1:0,7 and 1:0.5). In this case, the
critical tensile stress increases at two or more times (Fig. 1-3), elongation at break increases more than
twice as well. Tear resistance of CCTM samples increases significantly (50-70%) (Fig. 5). The
improvement of CCTM properties is in a certain concentration range of the structuring metal complex.
In CCTM based on UP-2, this interval is in the range of 0.05% - 0.25%, while the using of UP-1 shifts
it to higher concentrations of the metal complex - 0.25-0.5%. Within the above-noted concentration
range the elongation set does not change. It should be noted that the elongation set is determined by
plastic deformation in elastomers and its absence indicates perfect network of the polymer. The tensile
stress of all samples decreases at 100, 200 and 300% strain. It was also found that the metal complex
structuring has a negligible impact on such factors as the hardness and rebound resilience of the
samples.
Figure 4 shows the stress - strain curves for CCTM obtained on the basis of urethane prepolymer at
[NCO]:[NH2] = 1:0,9. It was found that at nearly stoichiometric molar ratio of isocyanate and amine
groups, the samples strength increases slightly.
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Fig. 1. Stress – strain curve of polyurethanes, based on the 1 mol of UP2, 0.7 mol of MOCA and metal
complex system (% mass.): 1 - 0; 2 - 0,05; 3 - 0,1; 4 - 0,125; 5 - 0,25; 6 - 0,3; 7 - 0,4; 8 - 0,5; 9 - 0,75
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Fig. 2. Stress – strain curve of polyurethanes, based on the 1 mol of UP1, 0.7 mol of MOCA and metal
complex system (% mass.): 1 - 0; 2 - 0,05; 3 - 0,175; 4 - 0,25; 5 - 0,3; 6 - 0,5; 7 – 1
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Fig. 3. Stress – strain curve of polyurethanes, based on the 1 mol of UP1, 0.5 mol of MOCA and metal
complex system (% mass.): 1 - 0; 2 - 0,01; 3 - 0,05; 4 - 0,1; 5 - 0,175; 6 - 0,25; 7 - 0,3; 8 - 0,5; 9 - 0,75;
10 - 1
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Fig. 4. Stress – strain curve of polyurethanes, based on the 1 mol of UP1, 0.9 mol of MOCA and metal
complex system (% mass.): 1 - 0; 2 - 0,05; 3 - 0,1; 4 - 0,25; 5 - 0,3; 6 - 0,5; 7 - 0,75; 8 - 1
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Fig. 5. Tear resistance – metal complex concentration curve of polyurethanes, based on UP1: 1 1:1,48:0,25 0,5 MOCA; 2 - 1:1,48:0,25 0,7 MOCA; 3 - 1:1,48:0,25 0,9 MOCA; 4 - 1:0:4 0,9 MOCA
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Fig. 6. Dependence of equilibrium swelling of polyurethanes based on 0.7 mol MOCA in acetone on
metal complex concentration (% mass.): 1 - UP2, 2 - UP1
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Fig. 7. Dependence of equilibrium swelling of polyurethanes based urethane prepolymer in toluene on
metal complex concentration (% mass.):
1 – UP1 and 0,7 MOCA, 2 - UP1 and 0,9 MOCA, 3 - UP2 and 0,7 MOCA
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Fig. 8. Concentration curves of the reduced viscosity of the reaction products of UP1 and metal
complex system: 1 – 0%, 2 – 0,5%, 3 – 0,75%, 4 – 1% (acetone, Т=20°С).
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Fig. 9. Concentration curves of the reduced viscosity of the reaction products of UP2 and metal
complex system: 1 – 0%, 2 – 0,1%, 3 – 0,25%, 4 – 0,3%, 5 – 0,5% (acetone, Т=20°С).
Formation of labile sites of polymer network due to the formation of intermacromolecular
coordination bonds naturally leads to a slight increase of CCTM swelling in acetone and toluene (Fig.
6 - 7).
The results of viscometric studies of reaction products of the metal complex system with UP1 and UP2
are shown in Figures 8-9.
According to Fig. 8 and 9, the angle of the concentration curves of the reduced viscosity depends on
both the dosage of the metal complex system and the nature of oligodiol. The most prominent are the
changes in the case of the prepolymer based on oligoesterdiol. Remarkable increase in the slope angle
and the reduced viscosity ηc values designate the appearance of intermolecular interactions, which are
the most likely to be caused due to the coordination binding of electron-donor groups by copper ions.
Azo groups have the highest ability for coordination binding in the studied polymer system. An
important fact for the results analysis is that the isocyanate groups and carbodiimides are not able to
coordination binding with the copper ions. The linear dependence of the intrinsic viscosity [η] of
reaction products of the urethane prepolymer and the metal complex system on its content is observed.
Considering that only the azo reaction is based on direct interaction of the isocyanate groups with the
metal complex system, it can be concluded that the formation of azoaromatic compounds makes main
contribution to the reaction process. The results of physical and mechanical tests are generally agree
with the results of viscometric studies. Thus, the most likely reason for the reduction of tensile stress
at 100, 200 and 300% strain may be the formation of coordination-related azo groups and the
occurrence of labile coordinating intermolecular interactions (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. The structure of metal coordinated polyurethanes
At the same time, intermolecular coordination interactions lead to double increase in elongation at
break, the tensile and tear strength of the samples. The formation of the azo groups was possible at a
significant lack of amines [NCO]:[NH 2] = 1:0,5-1:0,7. From a practical and economic point of view, is
it important that the strength of samples is not affected by a decrease in the content of MOCA. That is
CCTM obtained at [NCO]: [NH2] = 1:0,5-1:0,7 are inferior to the strength of the samples obtained at
[NCO]: [NH2] = 1:0,9. Meanwhile the elongation at break of the samples increases, and they turn low
modulus. Highly toxic and expensive MOCA consumption is reduced as well, and the pot-life of the
urethane forming system significantly increases. An additional benefit is a reduction in volume
resistivity of samples in the range of 10,000 to 100,000 times at the optimal content of the metal
complex.
The use of the MOCA in a molar ratio [UP]:[MOCA] = 1: (0.9-0.95) gives highly crosslinked
polyurethane. Because of sufficient high cross-link density of the polymer at such molar ratio the
formation of domains due to the hard segments segregation is not possible. However, the use of metal
complex structuring at high degree of crosslinking is not able to influence significantly the
supramolecular organization of polyurethanes. At low molar content of MOCA the rigid blocks
formed by the interaction of urethane prepolymer' terminal isocyanate groups with MOCA, are
combined into domains. This fact is favored by the virtual absence of chemical cross-linking sites.
When the urethane prepolymer containing terminal isocyanate groups interacts with the bulky copper
coordination compounds, the rigid blocks are formed which are inherently different from the hard
urethane-urea blocks.
3.2. The study of the thermal stability of metal coordinated polyurethanes
It is known that transition metals due to their ability to interact with the double bonds lead to the
formation of free radicals in polymers. This fact was the reason that the unsaturated polymers
containing transition metals, have low thermal stability. Despite the fact that polyurethanes do not
contain unsaturated (double) bonds the study of heat resistance of polyurethanes, structured by
coordination compounds of copper, was an important problem of this work.
Figures 11-12 show the curves of thermogravimetric analysis for polyurethanes derived from urethane
prepolymer cured with different molar content of MOCA and structured by different amounts of metal
complex. It turned out that the metal complex structuring does not change both the initial weight loss
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temperature and the thermal oxidative decomposition rate of polyurethanes. These results are in
agreement with published data (Davletbaeva 2002; Kozak 2002), confirming the fact that the transition
metal ions, coordinately related to the polymer matrix, have no effect on the heat resistance of
polyurethanes, and may even lead to its rise.

Fig. 17. Thermogravimetric curves of polyurethanes, based on 1 mol UP1 and 0.7 mol MOCA,
modified by metal complex system (% mass.):
1 – 0; 2 - 0,1; 3 - 0,25; 4 - 0,5; 5 - 0,75

Fig. 18. Thermogravimetric curves of polyurethanes, based on 1 mol UP1 and 0.9 mol MOCA,
modified by metal complex system (% mass.):
1
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4. CONCLUSIONS
It was found that when the urethane prepolymer interacting with coordination compounds of copper
the rigid blocks of coordinately related azo groups were formed which have a significant influence on
the supramolecular organization of polyurethanes, and the complex of their physical and mechanical
properties alike.
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Abstract
Windmills belong to the most advanced systems, the so-called alternative energy. For example,
offshore wind farms today are an important source of renewable energy in many countries, having
access to the Baltic and North seas.
However, in some regions, especially where the climate is characterized by severe winters, operating
manager faced with a very serious problem - the formation of ice on the propeller blades. "At some
point the ice with the blade breaks and flies away to a distance of two hundred or three hundred
meters, often it is a hefty piece of ice weighing pounds, or even two. Of course, such a bomb might kill.
"And these problems are not limited. In the winter for 5 months, employees of Swedish firms were
round the clock monitoring of one of the Swedish wind turbines near the city of Herne ѐ Sand,
measuring wind speed, the thickness of ice on the blades and the performance of wind turbines. It
turned out that even a slight crust of ice greatly reduces the efficiency of installation, since the sharp
deterioration in the aerodynamic characteristics of blades. As soon as the thickness exceeds one
millimeter ldi begin losses. As a result of this wind turbine developed by 15 per cent less electricity.
Even if these losses are "scatter" for the entire year, you still get more than 5 percent - a very a
significant number. "
The problem of an icing relevant for almost all wind turbines: their performance drops significantly in
the winter. Not only that, due to the freezing of supercooled rain or sleet worse aerodynamics of the
blades, so wind turbines and then have to turn off altogether if the thickness of the ice layer exceeds a
critical value. The same situation is observed in Finland and in northern Germany, and Switzerland
and Russia.
In this work we are considered natural air convection by influence carioles force in direct blade
internal hole of Darrieus wind turbine and thermo saving of carousel type wind turbine construction
version.
Key words: wind turbine, total amount of heat, warm air, Reynolds number, wind speed, blade.
INTRODUCTION
The way is offered by thermal protection of external surfaces working the wind-power unit from drifts
by snow during winter time at the expense of the organization of natural ventilation of air and of its
internal cavities, corresponding constructive decisions for realization.
The way concerns an infrastructure of windpower engineering – to maintenance of stable work wind
power installations rotary type in severe environmental conditions by use of natural ventilation of
warm air in the rotating elements of wind turbine (WT), arise owing to centrifugal forces.
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Prototype of a way offered by us is wind power plant Darrieus, used for transformation of wind power
to electricity [1].

The central, Northern and East areas of Kazakhstan have sharply continental climate with severe
winters and glaze effects. During the periods of the vital need in thermal and electric energy, WT can
be put out of action owing to drifts by a sleet with the subsequent sharp fall of temperature of air and
formation of a heavy ice cover on them.
There is a big danger that there will be the same with them, as with a transmission line shown on fig.
1. One of possible ways of protection of external surfaces working wind turbine Darrieus from
sticking of a sleet is the heating the warm air proceeding through internal channels of the device.
Natural ventilation.
There are data that WT cover with a waterproof paint that, probably, protects from a continuous
covering rain drops, but hardly can save from sedimentation (sticking) of damp snowflakes on a cold
surface of details WT at minus temperature of environment. Therefore thermal protection is more
radical means. And, at strong frosts it besides rescues bearings from freezing.
In application to WT any design the way offered by us has no analogues, if not as an analog
the household heating system.
The circuit diagrammed of realization the way of thermal protection for wind turbines carousel type on
example Н - a rotor is shown on fig. 2.
r
At turbine rotation there is a centrifugal force F = rw 2 l1 (where r - air condensation, w - angular
speed of rotation of the turbine, l1 - length of a move), there are apertures in atmosphere on which
ends directed along mach towards working blades.
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Movements and working blades represent the channels formed symmetric wind by NASA – 0021

r

profile. Under the influence of force F air inside the mach will move to working blades of the
turbine, to be thrown into the atmosphere , and simultaneously causing air suction on the vertical ring
channel, formed between the central rack WT and external shaft of rotation. Therefore, there is a
natural internal ventilation of the device at a circular motion of the moves, caused by action of
centrifugal forces

dP
= rw 2 l1
dl1

(1)

From here it is easy to calculate the pressure difference on the ends of mach

Рат

Rotation
axis
The
working

mach

ΔP1 = P1 - P2 = rw

2
2 l1

(2)

2

The current of a viscous liquid in the channel of
mach tests resistance of a friction

l

Bearing к

dP l1 ru12
=
dl1
2 d1

Р
l

l1l1 ru1 2
P1 - P2 =
2d1

or
(3)

Air
movemen

l
Рат

l
Bearing part
w

where u1, d1 ,l1 – accordingly to the middle
speed, to diameter equivalent and factor of
hydraulic resistance of the Mach channel.
Then every second work of centrifugal forces on
movement of air weight along the Mach, less
work on overcoming of forces of viscous
resistance registers can be written as:

æ rw 2 l1 2 l1l1 ru1 2
A1 = 2ç
ç 2
2d1
è
Р

Fig.2 Natural ventilation of
air, as the result of working
in centrifugal forces

ö
÷ * u1 ,
÷
ø

(4)

Where number 2 summarizes work of both
moves. Natural ventilation wind turbine is
possible, if А1 will be more or equal to the sum of works on overcoming resistance of a friction in the
ring channel in length l0 and in the working blade– l2
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l0 l0 ru0 3
A0 =
,
2d 0

(5)

which is λ0, d0, u0 – given parameters for ring channel (см. [2]), and also in blades

l2 l 2 ru 2 3
A2 =
d2

(6)

which is λ2, u2, d2 – accordingly parameters of the working blade (symbols in the formula (3))
The formula (6) was taking into account that d1=d2 and air will move on four channels in length l2
with speeds of u 1/2. Therefore the necessary condition of definition of angular speed of rotation of the
turbine w , which is providing natural ventilation of elements of the turbine, is A1 ³ A0 + A2 .
Substituting expressions (4), (5) and (6), after simple transformations we will receive:

w³

l0 l0 u03
2d 0 l12 u1

+

u12 ( l2 + 8 l1 )
8 d 1 l1

(7)

As an example we will consider Darrieus wind turbine with the direct blades capacity of 6-7 kw at
mid-annual speed of a wind in 6-7 km/s.
As it is known, the maximum value of operating ratio of wind power x=0,45 is between size of
rapidity of the turbine c =

wl1
= 4-5
U

Capacity of wind turbine is defined by this formula

U3
,
N в = x Sr
2

(8)

which is U – is the wind speed, S- surface. In U=7 m/s specific capacity of a wind on 1m2
N в = 221,2 Вт . From this wind turbine capacity can remove from each square meter of each sections
in the turbine no more 100 W and 7 kW turbine must have S =70 м2, i.e. there are more hardly 8
meters working blades and length of moves more than 4 m. Mach should be located at height (l0) not
less than 7 m. For simplicity we will accept S =64 m2 i.е. 8m*8m. Then the chord of blades and mach
will be b=1m. At profile NASA – 0021 relation of perimeter of wing Ф to a chord b is approximately
equal 2,1. In this case the area of their section f1=0.14 m2, d1=0,28 m. If to accept u1=2 m/s, that
Reynolds's number in a cavity l1 mach Re=37333.
In the formula (7) unknown could be a factor of hydraulic resistance of channels with NASA – 0021
form, applied as moves and working blades. In this connection special experiment with a purge of the
channel having the form wings of NASA – 0021 profile [3] has been put. The factor of its hydraulic
resistance is established
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l=4,62Re-0.488
where Reynolds's Re number is defined on middle speeds of air in the channel u1 and to its equivalent
diameter dэ=4f/Ф (f - the area of section of the channel, Ф-its perimeter).
In l2 cavities Re2=18567 and λ2=0,034. The expense of air in each mach Q/2=0.28 m3/s or Q=0.56
m3/s.
As we mentioned before l0=7 m. Diameter of the central rack we will put the equal 0,15 m in 15 m
length. Then it is possible to use bearings with inside diameter d=150 mm and outside D=270 mm.
Diameter equivalent of a ring cavity d0=0,12 m, and the area of its section 0,188 m2. The middle
account speed of movement of air in this channel u0=3 m/s, Reynolds’s number Re0=20000 and
λ0=0,054. Substituting values of the sizes entering into the formula (7) we will find that w ³ 1.3 1/s.
Thus, 12 rpm is enough for the natural turbine ventilation, while at speed of a wind 7 m/s for the
turbine chosen by us w = 7.875 1/s or 75 rpm. Let's notice, at drill machine speeds of a wind of 1215 km/s the wind turbine will have 129-161 rpm. Thus, the work of centrifugal forces suffices for the
organization of natural ventilation in the turbine, even if for strengthening of rigidity of mach and
there is an armature of working blades in their cavities.
CONCLUSIONS
On fig.3 shows a schematic construction diagram allows to organize the thermal protection of the
rotating turbine type H - the rotor.
Vertical position of wind turbine is provided with the central rack (1) which bottom end leans against
the strong base. For giving of strictly vertical position and stability of all system it is used the tripartite
extensions-cables attached by the top end of a rack (1) and three equidistant from each other to strong
hooks, located on level of a surface of the earth so that cables did not disturb to rotation of the turbine.
Apparently from fig. 3 design wind turbine is constructed so that the warmed-up ventilating air did not
wash away lubricant oils at bearings, leading to their dry friction.
Rack (1) and a shaft of rotation of the turbine (2) are divided by bearings (3). The shaft of rotation (2)
turbines represents the flowing ring channel (9) which constancy of section is provided with hairpins
(5). External the cylindrical form the surface (4) is blown by a wind. The warmed-up air rises on the
ring channel (9) and then (7) rotating turbines approach on cavities of moves (6) to working blades,
and through apertures on the ends of blades it is thrown out outside. There is a pulley (8) for
connection with the electrogenerator.
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Fig.3 Basic construction diagram of the turbine type H - Rotor
Let's notice also that through a wall (2) shaft of rotation the part of heat from the channel (9) will be
transferred in (10) and formed ascending weak convective of air (on fig. 3 it is shown by a wavy
arrow), providing thermal protection of the top part of the central rack (1).
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Abstract
The increase of the interest to bio-ethanol production from vegetal raw materials places the question
for utilization of the waste hydrolyzed lignin containing some quantity of cellulose. One possibility to
solve this problem is clarification of the potential to use such materials as adsorbents of metal ions,
other elements and organic compounds from water solutions with the purpose of purifying waste and
natural waters. The large internal surface of the lignocellulosic material and availability of different
functional groups that could play the role of adsorption centers suggests such possibility.
There is investigated the adsorption of Сu2+ -ions from samples of hydrolyzed lignin (HL) and alkaline
treated hydrolyzed lignin (ААHL), obtained from wheat straw and maize stalks. The adsorption
mechanism, adsorption centers, specific surface and the potential for practical application of these
materials are examined by BET analysis, IR-spectroscopy, EPR and TG-DSC analyses. It is found out
that the adsorption isotherm of Сu2+ -ions on the examined samples is of Langmuir type, the
parameters in Langmuir equation depending on the initial material and the respective treatment. The
EPR spectra show that Сu2+ -ions orient to the oxygen ions and form tetrahedral complex.
Key words: adsorption, Сu2+ , mechanism, waste hydrolyzed lignocellulosic materials, alkaline
treatment

INTRODUCTION
The sorption properties of hydrolyzed lignins are discussed in many publications. There is a high
interest to utilization of waste lignin in relation with water purification from heavy metals (Hristov et
al. 1999 and Harman et al. 2007). Waste lignin alone or in combination with other materials has been
used for purification of Pb,Cu, Zn and Cd water solutions (Hristov et al. 1999 and Nenkova et al.
2003) as well as of Ni(II) ions (Penaranda et al. 2010) . Materials that retain cellular structures and
that have high lignin contents were highly effective (Harman et al. 2007). Publication (Tazrouti et al.
2009) shows that Langmuir equation is valid in the Cr(VI) adsorption on lignin. Publication (AbdelGhani et al. 2007), about the Pb adsorption, on rice husks, maize cobs sawdust follows Temkin’s
equation. Technical hydrolysis lignin (THL) is used as adsorbent for purification of waste waters from
2- nitrophenol (Allen et al. 2005) as well as for purification from petroleum contaminants (Nenkova
2007) by lignin containing composite.
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The main question in the adsorption of metals such as Pb, Cu, Zn, Cr, Cd, etc., is which groups of
THL play the role of adsorption centers and how these groups change if treated with various
chemicals. Publication (Dalimova 2006) presents study of the changes of the different groups on the
THL surface during treatment by H2SO4 and NaOH and how the THL adsorption ability changes in
respect of water vapors. It is found that the alkaline treatment leads to adsorption ability increase.
In publication (Flogeac et al. 2003) through examination of the adsorption isotherms, EPR and
EXAFS the conclusion is made that Cr/ІІІ/ ions are in octahedral position. The same conclusion is
reached in respect of the adsorption of the same ion in (Wu et al. 2008) the mechanism being ion
exchange by formation of intra-spheral complexes. Langmuir equation is followed in the adsorption.
In publication (Guo et al. 2008) it is said in relation to the adsorption ability that lignin isolated from
black liquor has affinity with metal ions in the following order: Pb(II) > Cu(II) > Cd(II) > Zn(II) >
Ni(II). According to the authors the adsorption centers are phenol and carboxyl OH-groups, the phenol
ones having higher affinity towards metal ions.
With a view to clarify the role of the functional groups of the components of the lignocellulosic
materials as adsorption centers during the adsorption of metal ions from water solutions, the purpose
of the present paper is investigation of Сu2+ ions adsorption from water solutions on hydrolyzed lignin
(HL) from acid and subsequent enzyme hydrolysis of wheat straw and maize stalks and the alkaline
activated hydrolyzed lignin (ААHL) produced of them.
EXPERIMENTAL
1. Materials
The acid hydrolysis of the agriculture lignocellulosic raw materials (wheat straw and maize stalks) was
performed in 1L stainless steel laboratory autoclaves rotated at constant rate in a polyglycol bath under
the folowing conditions: sulphuric acid charge 1%; hydromodul ratio 1:10; initial temperature 100°C;
max. temperatures 140°C; heating time 60min. and time at maximum temperature from 60 min.;
Enzymatic treatment conditions are: temperature 50°C, reaction time 24 hours, lignocellulosic
consistency 10%, pH initial 5.5 - 6.0, pH final 4.2 - 4.6 and 5% charge of the cellulase enzyme
complex NS50013 in combination with 0.5% β-glucosidase NS 50010 (Tsekova et al. 2011). The
solid lignocellulosic mass (HL) which is in fact a waste product in this process is a suitable source of
monomer phenolic compounds by alkaline treatment (Radoykova et al. in press). Samples are marked
with HL(s), produced from wheat straw and HL(m), produced from maize stalks.
The alkaline treatment of waste hydrolyzed lignocellulosic materials was performed at temperature of
180oC for 4 hours. An aqueous solution 5% NaOH was used at lignin: NaOH ratio (hydromodul) 1:8.
The destructed lignin suspension obtained by alkaline treatments has been filtered and the quantity of
undissolved residue has been determined. The dissolved part has been precipitated by acidification
with HCl (2 mol/L) to pH ~ 1 – 2 and alkaline activated lignin was separated (Radoykova et al. in
press). Samples are marked with ААHL(s) for wheat straw and ААHL(m) for maize stalks.

2 SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATIONS
The samples were subjected to Thermal analysis (TG-DSC), EPR and FTIR spectroscopy.
2.1. IR spectroscopy
Infrared spectra were measured on a Varian 660 IR spectrometer. Spectra were collected in the midinfrared region (4000-400 cm-1). Samples were prepared by the standard KBr pellets method.
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2.2 Specific surface area
The determination of the specific surface area of the samples was carried out by nitrogen adsorption at
77.4 K. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms were used to calculate the specific surface area (ABET) using
the BET equation.
2.3 TG-DSC
Differential scanning calorimetric measurements were performed with STA PT1600 Simultaneous
Thermal analyzer, using DSC measuring system, Type S (Pt 10%/ Pt-Rh), temperature range 20 1000°C, 10°C/min heating rate in oxidizing atmosphere.
2.4 EPR
EPR measurements were performed at room temperature on JEOL JES-FA 100 spectrometer operated
in X-band. Standard cylindrical cavity ТЕ011 were used. The powder samples were placed in quartz
tubes and directly measured without previous sample preparation.
3 ADSORPTION STUDIES
Adsorption evaluation of Cu(II) cations by the samples was conducted through an adsorption test
under static conditions at different Cu(II) concentration, constant pH 5.0 and temperature 20 оС. The
Cu(II) concentration was changed from 10 to75 mg/L. The following methods was used: series of
samples of 0.3g of each material and 100 ml of CuSO4 solution were mixed in 250 ml flask and
placed for 24 hours in a thermostat at periodically stirring to establish equilibrium. Then samples were
filtered and values of the pH of the filtrate and Cu(II) concentration were measured. The
concentration of Cu(II) was determinate photometrically at λ = 560 nm using DR 2800
Spectrophotometer (Hach Lange).
The adsorbption capacity was calculated as:

A=

(C0 - C ) ´ V
,
m

(1)

Where: А – adsorption capacity (mg/g); C0 – original Cu(II) concentration in solution (mg/L); C Cu(II) concentration in solution after 24 h. (mg/L); V – Cu(II) solution volume (L); m – mass of the
samples (g).
The data obtained from the adsorption were checked to what extent they satisfy Langmuir and
Freundlich equation.
The constants in the isotherms were determined by linearized forms as follows:
Langmuir isotherm:

Ce
1
1
× Ce
=
+
Ae Am × b Am

(2)

Where: Ce – equilibrium concentration (mg/L), Ae – equilibrium adsorption capacity (mg/g), Am –
maximum adsorption capacity (mg/L), b – constant in Langmuir equating related to the adsorption
heat (L/mg).
The change of adsorption energy was calculated by the formula:

DG = - RTLn (1000 ´ b )
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Where : R – gas constant (8.314 J/mol), T – temperature (K), b – constant in Langmuir equation
(L/mmol).
Freundlich isotherm:

lg Ae = lg K f +

1
lg Ce
n

(4)

Where: кf and n –Freundlich constants
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The determination of Klasson lignin was carried out according to TAPPI standard test method T 222
om-1. The results are respectively 40.20 % for HL(s) and 45.93 % mass for HL(m) .
Fig.1 and Fig.2 present TG-DSC curves of analyzed samples.
As seen from the dependences in the figures, significant changes occur at temperatures above 200оС.
In the temperature range 310 - 402оС exothermal peaks related to destruction of the polysaccharide
part in the initial hydrolyzed lignocellulosic materials HL(s) and HL(m) are observed. The destruction
processes in these samples finish to 450оС. The separated after alkaline treatment ААHL(s) and
ААHL(e) are based on destruction stages after 450оС and above 700оС.

Figure 1. TG-DSC curves of HL(s) (1 a) and HL(m) (1 b)
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Figure 2.TG-DSC curves of AAHL(s) (2 a) and AAHL(m) (2 b)
Figure 3 shows Cu (ІІ) adsorption for the four samples as concentration function. It is seen that the
adsorbed quantity for 1g of sample is greater for the samples HL(s) and HL(m) compared to that
retained by ААHL(s) and ААHL(m). The Cu (ІІ) adsorption increases with the increase of the
concentration; for samples HL(s) and HL(m) it has clearly expressed trend to saturation while for
alkaline treated samples the adsorption capacity grows in the whole examined concentration range.
Under the conditions of the experiment, sample HL(m) displays the best adsorption ability that is
probably due to structural features of the lignocellulosic material. The alkaline activation does not lead
to increase of the adsorption capacity of 1 g of sample.
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Figure 3. Adsorption isotherms of the studied samples
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Figure 4. Theoretical adsorption isotherms according to Langmuir and Freundlich for sample HL(m)
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Figure 5. Theoretical adsorption isotherms according to Langmuir and Freundlich for sample
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Figure 6. Theoretical adsorption isotherms according to Langmuir and Freundlich for sample HL(s)
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Figure 7. Theoretical adsorption isotherms according to Langmuir and Freundlich for sample
AAHL(s)
The experimental adsorption data for every sample were assessed by Freundlich and Langmuir
isotherms presented in Figures 4-6. The calculated constants in the isotherms and the corresponding
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correlation coefficients are presented in Table 1. For assessment of the adsorption ability of every
sample, their specific surface and the adsorption energy variation are taken into account. These data
are also presented in Table 1.
However, the maximum adsorption coefficient for unit surface for the samples activated by alkaline
treatment is higher than that for samples without such treatment. Particularly clearly that is seen in a
comparison of the samples HL(m) and ААHL(m). The alkaline treatment leads to increase of the
maximum adsorption capacity for unit surface by approximately 56% for ААHL(m).
The adherence to Langmuir equation shows that the adsorption centers do not interact (directly) as the
adsorption does not depend on surface filling. In respect of the type of the adsorption centers it should
be assumed that as a result of acid and enzyme treatment they form (samples HL) different adsorption
centers from those after alkaline treatment (samples ААHL). This is confirmed by the values of the
constant b, which for the samples HL is of the order of 9.1.10-2 – 9.6.10-2 while for the samples ААHL
it is of the order 0.6.10-2 – 4.4.10-2. This significant difference is determined mainly by the different
heat of Cu (II) adsorption on the surface of the adsorbents.
Table 1. Adsorption parameters
Adsorption isotherms

HL(m)

AAHL(m)

HL(s)

AAHL(s)

Langmuir:
Am

4.65

5.48

2.70

2.12

b

0.091

0.006

0.096

0.044

0.9980

0.9273

0.9949

0.9848

Кf

0.85

0.04

0.57

0.23

N

2.56

1.10

2.85

2.12

0.9474

0.9982

0.9421

0.9481

65.4

49.5

87.2

48.3

7.11

11.07

3.10

4.39

-21.10

-14.49

-21.23

19.36

2

R

Freundlich:

2

R

So (m2/g)
2

Am/So (mg/m ).10
ΔG (kJ/mol)

2

The oxidizing state of copper is Cu2+ and there is no change during the adsorption. That is confirmed
by the EPR spectra of the samples after adsorption of the copper ions, presented in Fig. 9. Fig. 8.
shows EPR Spectra of samples before Cu2+adsorption.
Spectra with the following parameters: gII = 2.287 ± 0.004 and g┴ = 2.065 ± 0.004; AII = 15.0 mT ±
0.3 mT, which are characteristic for copper (II) complexes, were detected by EPR spectroscopy. In
addition for all samples a singlet line with g = 2.004 ± 0.001 due to a stable free radicals were
detected. Copper ions are coordinated to oxygen atoms and form a tetrahedron complex.
Observing Langmuir equation, established by the adsorption studies, shows that Cu2+ -ions adsorption
for each sample runs on the same type of adsorption centers, of similar adsorption heat, which does
not depend on the quantity of the adsorbed ions. The adsorption centers for the samples HL(s) and
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HL(m) are close in adsorption heat but they differ from those obtained after autoclave treatment. It is
known that Cu(II)-ions have higher stabilization energy in tetrahedral coordination. The emergence of
4 lines in the EPR spectrum shows that the Cu2+ -ions are separated and cannot realize exchange
interaction between them. Therefore, they are located in comparatively afar places on the lignin
surface.

1 mT

Figure 8. EPR Spectra of samples before Cu2+adsorption
1-HL(s); AAHL(s); HL(m); AAHL(m)

1
2
3

4

AII
gII
g

10 mT

Figure 9. EPR Spectra of samples after Cu2+adsorption
(1-HL(s) ; 2- AAHL(s) ; 3 – HL(m) ; 4 – AAHL(m))
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Fig.10 and Fig.11 present IR spectra of analyzed samples.

(a )
( b)
(c)
(d)

(a)

H L (s)
H L (s ) a fte r C u a b so rb .
H L (m )
H L (m ) a f te r C u a bs o rb .

(b )

(c )

400 0

350 0

30 00

20 00

100 0

462.83

559.26

833.10

150 0

W a v en u m b e r cm

1058.73

1322.93

1170.58

1429.00

2134.81

1604.48

25 00

1513.851

3407.60

2904.27

2360.44

(d)

5 00

-1

Figure 10. IR spectra of HL(s) and HL(m) samples, before and after Cu2+adsorption
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(b)
(c)
(d)

(a)

AAHL(s)
AAHL(s) after Cu absorb.
AAHL(m)
AAHL(m) after Cu absorb.
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821.53
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1214.93
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1461.78
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3733.51
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Figure 11. IR spectra of ААHL(s) and ААHL(m) samples, before and after Cu2+adsorption
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The participation of OH-groups in complex formation is difficult to be registered by IR-spectra
because they take part in the formation of hydrogen bonds in the initial sample, too. This is seen in the
broad band in the zone 3500-3100 cm-1, which is due to stretching vibrations of the alcohol and phenol
hydroxyl groups included in hydrogen bonds. The free OH-groups show absorption at 3600 cm-1.
Eventual participation of the OH-groups may reflect on change of the band profile in this zone which
could be due to change in the strength of the hydrogen bonds as a result of their participation in
complex formation that occurs in samples (b) and (d) in Fig. 10.
The zone 1600-1760 cm-1 is characteristic for the carbonyl absorption. In this zone the reflection of the
participation of the OH-groups from COOH in the complex formation on the stretching vibrations of
the carbonyl groups is more visible (Nakamoto 1970). This is particularly observable in the IRspectrum of HL(s) before and after Cu2+ adsorption (Fig. 10). Visible change is seen in the bands at
1700 cm-1 and 1000-1200 cm-1, which shows that the carbonyl group is engaged (Fig. 10, а and b).
This difference in the spectra of samples c and d (Fig.10) is not so great. In the amorphous compounds
the small differences in the spectra due to the participation of part of the groups in complex formation
is not clearly expressed. In the spectra of samples а and b (Fig. 11) there is difference in the relation
between the bands at 1702 cm-1 and 1604 cm-1.
In all spectra there is a comparatively intensive band in the range 3000-2850 cm-1. These bands refer
to different types of stretching vibrations of the C-H bonds in methyl and methylene groups.
The next bands that appear in the spectra of almost all lignins are at 1600 and 1510 cm-1, the second
being usually stronger. These bands are connected with skeleton vibrations of the aromatic rings. It is
thought that the bands at 1460 cm-1, as well as at 1412 cm-1 are related to CH deformation vibrations
in the methoxyl groups.
The band at 832 cm-1 is ascribed to deformation vibrations of the С-Н bonds in siringyl groups in
position 2 and 6.

CONCLUSION
It is found out that the adsorption isotherm of Сu2+ -ions on the examined samples is of Langmuir type,
the parameters in Langmuir equation depending on the initial material and the respective treatment.
The EPR spectra show that Сu2+ -ions orient to the oxygen ions and form tetrahedral complex.
Under the conditions of the experiment, sample HL(m) displays the best adsorption ability for 1g of
sample. However, the maximum adsorption coefficient for unit surface for the samples activated by
alkaline treatment is higher than that for samples without such treatment.
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Abstract
These days, almost every domain involves work with data categorization and has to apply at least one
of the procedures to group diverse and heterogeneous information provided by extremely large
amounts of digital data.
Clustering is adequate if the low level of data homogeneity is considered along with the lack of
labeled samples.
Grouping a lot of data using cluster analysis constitutes an exploratory technique of obtaining
relevant information for the specialists that can use this knowledge to make appropriate and correct
decisions for short term or long term in order to increase their prediction performances.
Key words: clustering, data representation, data characterization, clustering algorithm, prediction
performance

1. INTRODUCTION
The complexity of economic and social phenomena involves working with a lot of data that need
categorization. A system of forms or objects recognition is formed by a set of activities, rules,
procedures, methods and techniques which have the main goal to identify the class a form or an object
belongs to. Classifying data implies the choice between two procedures: supervised classification and
unsupervised classification. The first procedure categorizes data with the help of a training sample
extracted from initial data based on which the rest of data will be classified then. Unsupervised
learning classifies raw data into clusters using hierarchical and partitioning methods. Each of these
solutions to group data has advantages as well as limitations.
Prediction performance can be improved if it is based on specialists decisions made with the cluster
analysis due to the low level of economic data homogeneity. Grouping a lot of data using cluster
analysis constitutes an exploratory technique of obtaining relevant information for the decision makers
that can use this knowledge to make appropriate and correct decisions for short term or long term in
order to increase their prediction performances.
2. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING
Cluster analysis represents an exploratory way of learning from data. It has to identify the grouping
trends of data, to decide on the sound clusters as well as to validate somehow the resulted structure.
“The identification of the grouping tendency existing in a data collection assumes the selection of a
framework stated in terms of a mathematical model allowing to express the similarity degree between
couples of particular objects, quasi-metrics expressing the similarity between an object and a cluster
and between clusters, respectively” (Cocianu, 2006).
A cluster represents a subset of mostly similar forms or objects. That brings the general criterion used
to cluster forms or objects: the objects that form a cluster have the property that the similarity degree
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of any two objects belonging to the same cluster is bigger than the similarity degree for any two
objects that belong to different clusters.
Cluster analysis is fundamentally different from the statistical methods being an important and
efficient instrument of exploratory analysis (Ruxanda, 2009).
3. IDENTIFYING CLASSES OF METHODS USED IN CLUSTER ANALYSIS
Cluster analysis is one of the main methods used for multidimensional data analysis. Input data are
supposed to have a specific form and that depends on the methods, instruments and applied
procedures. Data analysis which includes cluster analysis works with information consisting in
computed statistics like mean, variance, covariance and correlation from primary data.
A cluster analysis generalization cannot be done if the numerous number of clustering methods is
considered (Stefan, 2012).
3.1. Main Methods of Data Representation and Characterization
The basic fundamental concept used in classification is data. One of the factors that are influencing
the clustering algorithm performance is data representation. If the data representation is adequate the
clusters that are to be found will be well isolated and have compactness. Unfortunately, there is no
universal choice for data representation and the data feature space is dependent on domain knowledge
(Jain, 2010).
Data are obtained after the measurement and observation processes from investigated reality. In order
to use data in a cluster analysis these must be processed. Methods and techniques are represented by
rules, principles and data analysis, processing and interpretation procedures (Ruxanda, 2001). Most of
the significance and relevance of the results is directly proportional to the accuracy of applied
procedures on data. The choice of a method over another depends on data representation and
characterization.
Data may differ based on their source, type and nature. Regardless of their diversity and variety data
can be categorize as quantitative data, qualitative data and mixed data depending on the activities they
express.
Having a group of data we are interested to know and to exploit the common features of that group so
that a rule of data behavior results. Properties of data are called characteristics or attributes and a
single data can have only one or more attributes. When data have many characteristics a
multidimensional analysis is needed. Features nature divide data in data with qualitative and
quantitative characteristics. Symbols are used to map reality processes data in order to have a better
control over a large population of data and their characteristics.
In order to create a proper image of the changing nature of an economic process or phenomenon it is
commonly used the concept of variable. Variable is an abstraction of the possible set of values that a
data characteristic can register (Ruxanda, 2001).
Generally, data can be represented as matrices. The main matrices used to represent primary data are
observations matrix, contingency matrix or table and proximity matrix or table. An observations
matrix is a rectangular table having a number of rows that represent the forms or objects and a number
of columns that represent forms or objects characteristics. A contingency matrix or a contingency table
is basically a way to record and display the relationships between more than two categorical variables.
A square matrix having as elements data regarding certain measure of distance or similarity between
the objects corresponding to rows and columns is named proximity matrix.
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3.2. Algorithms Used for Data Clustering
Clustering can be defined as a multidimensional exploratory analysis that has the goal of organizing
the data into relevant information and knowledge. Main techniques used for cluster analysis are
divided in two large categories: hierarchical and non-hierarchical algorithms. Hierarchical algorithms
provide multi-level solutions, cluster hierarchies, and non-hierarchical algorithms provide single-level
solutions. Non-hierarchical algorithms are also named partitioning algorithms.
Hierarchical algorithms are also divided into two classes based on their nature and the offered
solution: hierarchical classification methods by aggregation and divisive methods.
We can number some of the most used hierarchical aggregation algorithms: simple aggregation
method, complete aggregation method, medium aggregation method, centroid method, Ward’s
method. The divisive methods contain a small number of algorithms due to the existence of a large
number of hierarchical aggregation methods. There are two well-known divisive methods, one is
DIANA algorithm and the other one is based on monothetic classification method but, unfortunately it
can be used only if the variables describing the objects are binary (Ruxanda, 2009).
Some of the partitioning algorithms that are frequently used to cluster data are: k-means algorithm and
k-medoids algorithm.
K-means algorithm is also a partitioning method to group observations. It uses the function kmeans to
partition given unlabeled data in k mutually exclusive clusters. The algorithm assigns each observation
to a cluster and the used function returns the clusters indices.
4. CLUSTERING ECONOMIC DATA USING K-MEANS
4.1. Why Use a Non-hierarchical Algorithm? – Advantages
A partitioning algorithm used to cluster a group of observations like k-means works on actual data
creating a single cluster level. This gives k-means clustering the advantage of being more suitable than
a hierarchical algorithm, for a large amount of data. A hierarchical algorithm operates on the larger set
of dissimilarity measures (mathworks.com).
Another advantage is given by the fact that the number of clusters can be set and changed along with
the data classification in order to obtain the best solution. This consists in the main characteristic of a
partitioning algorithm.
4.2. Using K-means Algorithm to Cluster Economic Data
The data consists in 26x72 observations regarding six macroeconomic indicators, five prosperity
indicators plus Gross Domestic Product (GDP), for a period of 12 years, 2000-2011. Data is
represented by percentage.
K-means Matlab procedure was applied in order to classify countries. The real data regarding these
economic indicators are grouped in two classes: prosper countries class and non-prosper countries
class.
Knowing the fact that these 26 countries form in reality two clusters K-means algorithm can be utilize
to see if the number of clusters is changed, how well-separated are the new clusters. Given the
complexity of economic data a cluster analysis can explore reveal some new aspects. One of these
aspects can be that the countries can be better separated into three clusters based on observations.
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Table 1. Macroeconomic indicators for prosperity and GDP data used for clustering (first part)
Country/
Prosperity
indicator

Exchange
Rate

Inflation
Rate

Long Term
Interest Rate

Government
Deficit or
Surplus

Government
Debt

Gross
Domestic
Product

EU (27
countries)

125.22

3.10

1.90

-6.30

85.50

2.14

Belgium

109.51

3.50

5.34

-2.40

96.50

2.07

Bulgaria

146.85

3.40

4.43

-1.90

18.00

2.66

Czech Republic

175.48

2.10

2.69

-3.80

40.80

1.8

Denmark

123.96

2.70

4.29

-2.50

45.60

1.42

Germany

88.56

2.50

4.39

-5.40

92.00

0.86

Ireland

141.15

1.20

5.24

-48.40

119.80

2.94

Greece

114.24

3.10

4.38

-5.40

160.50

4.44

Spain

122.41

3.10

4.45

-7.40

68.20

4.64

France

112.19

2.30

4.41

-6.70

85.60

2.29

Italy

121.33

2.90

5.71

-3.80

121.30

2.91

Cyprus

119.84

3.50

2.97

-4.50

64.50

2.24

Latvia

154.66

4.20

6.00

-6.90

52.70

3.1

Table 1. Macroeconomic indicators for prosperity and GDP data used for clustering (second part)
Country/
Prosperity
indicator

Exchange
Rate

Inflation
Rate

Long Term
Interest Rate

Government
Deficit or
Surplus

Government
Debt

Gross
Domestic
Product

Lithuania

137.00

4.10

5.23

-4.50

46.60

3.29

Hungary

152.04

3.90

7.64

-3.80

82.90

2.61

Malta

126.38

2.40

4.94

-3.50

70.20

1.38

Netherlands

115.68

2.50

5.49

-4.60

65.00

0.76

Austria

96.68

3.60

3.91

-4.70

74.10

0.83

Poland

101.26

3.90

5.99

-8.30

58.90

2.58

Portugal

115.56

3.60

5.69

-9.50

103.60

3.01

Romania

195.67

5.80

6.98

-4.80

38.40

2.37

Slovenia

110.87

2.10

4.88

-5.50

42.30

1.57

Slovakia

188.47

4.10

4.62

-7.40

46.50

3.32

Finland

109.65

3.30

2.47

-2.50

53.30

2.01

Sweden

94.53

1.40

2.42

1.10

36.70

2.29

UK

91.99

4.50

4.20

-9.10

90.20

2.11
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Being a partitioning method for clustering, k-means allows us to set the number of clusters from the
start and to run the procedure. The number k can be changed in order to establish the best separation of
data. Initially, k-means algorithm was applied for k=2.
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Fig. 1. K-means algorithm for k=2 (author’s Matlab output)
The 26 countries used for analysis formed two clusters: first cluster has 11 countries – 6 countries are
closest to the first centroid, and the second has 15 countries – 9 countries are closest to the second
centroid.
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Fig. 2. Silhouette plot (author’s Matlab output)
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The silhouette plot was used to see how well are the data grouped into two or three clusters. The
silhouette plot displays a closeness measure between each cluster point to the other points in the
neighboring clusters.
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Fig. 3. K-means algorithm for k=3 (author’s Matlab output)
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Fig. 4. Silhouette plot (author’s Matlab output)
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Data grouped in three well separated clusters having 6 countries in the first cluster, 17 countries in the
second cluster and 3 countries in the third cluster. The second cluster has a larger part with silhouette
values that are greater than 0.6, indicating a good cluster separation. The third cluster has all values
greater than 0.6 and that indicates a very good separation from its neighbors.
The results obtained prove that the data regarding prosperity indicators can categorize better the 26
countries into three groups rather than the real two groups. This can be interpreted in terms of
economic prosperity of a country that macroeconomic indicators data categorize not only two groups
of prosper or non-prosper country, and a third category is formed by emergent countries. K-means
algorithm revealed a new group of countries that was determined based on the prosperity economic
data. In the context of world global economy specialists must take into consideration that when it
comes to the level of prosperity of a country it is not always a case of “black” or “white”, it can be
also “grey” and their decisions can be affected decreasing prediction performance.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Decisions that are made in the present based on the past economic evolutions and data will affect all of
us in the future. The increasingly importance given to cluster analysis in the economic field helps the
people involved in the global economic process to make proper and correct decisions. The advantage
of automated studying a large amount of data with no intervention makes the specialists think twice
weather to use statistical methods or cluster analysis.
Obtaining relevant and efficient information by clustering economic data means saving a lot of time
because no prior information is necessary.
We propose further research and studies using macroeconomic indicators data that characterize and
affect the economy of a country in order to get important information so that the level of future
prediction performance can be increased.
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Abstract
Multi-scale modeling of complex material systems requires starting from fundamental building blocks
to capture the scale relevant features through associated computational models. In this paper,
molecular dynamics (MD) modeling is employed to predict mechanical properties of key hydrated
cement constituent calcium-silicate-hydrate (CSH) at the molecular, nanometer scale level. Due to
complexity, still unknown molecular configuration of CSH, a representative configuration widely
accepted in the field of mineral Jennite is employed. A detailed study on effect of increasing MD
simulation cell size shows good convergence. MD experiments were conducted to study predicted
mechanical properties of CSH Jennite at higher thermodynamic pressure state conditions. Static
higher thermodynamic pressure state was followed by MD analysis of increasing dynamic pressure
states over very short time periods to emulate shock wave propagation at the molecular scale. The
associated equation of state curve (EOS) for pressure – specific volume under isothermal conditions is
presented and discussed.
Key words: Molecular Dynamics, Calcium silicate hydrate, Mechanical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Cementitious materials. Concrete, one of the most used materials in the world is a mixture of
cement, water, fine and coarse aggregate, and is an excellent example of highly heterogeneous
material system. Cement paste consisting of starting configuration of dry cement powder and water
mixture by itself is a complex, multi-scale material system. Though commonly used over the years,
cementitious materials are one of the complex material systems in terms of material morphology and
structure than most materials, for example, crystalline materials. In addition, cementitious materials
undergo chemical and morphological changes gaining strength during the transient hydration process.
Hydration in cement is a very complex process creating complex microstructures and the associated
molecular structures that vary. A fundamental understanding can be gained through nano to continuum
multi-scale level modeling for the behavior and properties of both hydrated and un-hydrated cement
constituents at the atomistic length scale to further explore their role and the manifested effects at
larger length scales. Building upon this, this paper focuses on the modeling of key cement genome
molecular hydrated Calcium-Silicate-Hydrate (CSH) to obtain their predictive mechanical properties
and study the influence of static high pressures, and dynamic high pressure effects emulating shock
wave propagation on the CSH structure via molecular dynamics (MD) modeling. Present molecular
dynamics modeling analysis provide a fundamental understanding of the high pressure molecular
structural behavior of the hydrated CSH.
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Portland cement in the powder form consists of four different major constituents: Tricalcium silicate
(C3S), Di-Calcium silicate (C2S), Tri-Calcium aluminate (C3A), and Tetra calcium aluminoferrite
(C4AF) [1]. Different mixture percentage of these constituents produce different types of Portland
cement which is the most common used cement [2].Cement and water mixture (cement paste) is the
binder for the concrete, Hydration of cement is the chemical reaction between cement compounds and
water, which cause that hardens the cement. The hydration process is highly complex and produces
complicated products that control the strength. The most important hydrated cement product is
Calcium Silicate Hydrate (CSH). Due to the complexity of CSH, molecular structure of CSH has not
been resolved yet. Other naturally occurring minerals Jennite [3] and Tobermorite14 [4] molecular
structures are the closest representation of CSH crystal, accepted in the field. Following a Materials
By Design paradigm, mechanical properties such as Elastic modulus(E)[5], Bulk Modulus(K)[6],
Shear modulus (G)[7], and Poisson’s ratio[8] for material systems can be obtained through molecular
dynamics modeling of the molecular material structures. These mechanical property predictions based
on the CSH Jennite molecular structure via MD modeling and understanding the behavior of hydrated
CSH Jennite structure is the focus of the present paper.
1.2 Computational power and Atomic scale. Recently, computational modeling is playing an important
role in science and engineering of materials. Computational models by definition are mathematical
representation of a phenomenon for a system. Scientists and engineers are now using computational
models to investigate and predict future system properties under different thermo physical conditions.
Computational models along with both experimental investigations and analytical theory are the three
corners of the processing-structure-property triangle when it is too hard to conduct experiments. Due
to the rapid growth of Computational Materials Science (CMS) in the field of materials research [9],
and because of the need to understand the scale size of the associated material genome molecular
structures, researchers and engineers are challenged to dig deeper than macro and micro scale levels.
Computational simulations at the molecular/nano scale level enable to study the behavior of materials
at the molecular, material genome level. This is critical not only to predict but also improve the
mechanical properties through appropriate material additives and molecular structural changes.
Molecular Dynamics modeling is an effective methodology for such analysis at the molecular, nano
scale level and is the computational methodology employed.
This paper employs MD analysis to predict the mechanical properties (Young’s modulus, Shear
Modulus, Bulk modulus, and Poisson’s ratio) of CSH Jennite molecular structure. To confirm the
finite size of the computational cell in MD analysis does not introduce any computational artifacts, a
detailed study on the effect of increasing the molecular dynamic simulation cell size on the predicted
mechanical properties of CSH Jennite was completed and discussed. This is followed by MD
computational experiments to study predicted mechanical properties of CSH Jennite at higher
thermodynamic pressure state conditions. Details of the analysis and results are presented and
discussed. Static higher thermodynamic pressure state was followed by MD analysis of increasing
dynamic pressure states over very short time periods to emulate shock wave propagation at the
molecular scale. The associated equation of state curve (EOS) for pressure – specific volume under
isothermal conditions is presented and discussed.

2. METHODOLOGY
Accelrys Materials Studio is a suite of molecular dynamics modeling software, that is used in
advanced modeling of various materials (polymers, nanotubes, catalysts, metals, ceramics, etc.) [10].
Molecular Dynamics modeling is a computer simulation of atoms and molecules interacting with each
other. MD method was discovered in the late 1950s and early 1960s by Alder and Wainwright [11]. At
the present time, MD is applied in modeling materials science and biomolecules, because it can study
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and investigate the structure and behavior of the interacting atoms at any molecular system. The
methodology is based on transient dynamics analysis of atoms represented by system of particles
based on classical Newtonian mechanics. The transient dynamic atomistic configurations under
varying thermodynamic state conditions is coupled with statistical mechanics to obtain the predicted,
thermo-physical properties as well as molecular level behavior of material systems based on the
atomistic positions and velocities. The associated Newton’s equation of motion can be represented by:

dvi
d 2 ri
Fi = mi ai = mi
= mi 2
dt
dt
where ( , , ) are atom mass, velocities, position respectively, F is associated force, defined as the
gradient of the potential energy representing the bonded and non-bonded energy associated with the
material’s molecular configuration.
The total potential energy for the material system varies for different molecular types because of the
change of associated molecular parameters and atoms. The potential energy of the CSH Jennite
molecular structure is determined using a COMPASS force field in the present work. The functional
form of the COMPASS (condensed-phase optimized molecular potentials for atomistic simulation
studies) contains three major terms, which are Bond terms, Non-bond terms, and Cross terms[12].
Bond terms include bond stretch, angel bending, angel rotation, and out of plane angel terms,
associated with molecular configuration of the CSH Jennite structure. Figure 1 presents the bonded
atom interaction components in the COMPASS force field/potential energy definition for CSH
Jennite. These include bond stretching, angle bending, torsion, and out of plane rotation. Non-Bonded
energies include Vander Waals and electrostatic energy as shown in figure 2.

Figure 1 COMPASS Atom Bond Interaction Energy Components

Figure 2 COMPASS Non-bond Energy Components
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In addition, cross terms are important for predicting the vibration frequencies and structural variation,
and include the combination of internal coordinates like Bond-bond, Bond-angel, and Bond-torsion.
2.2 Molecular dynamics. Molecular dynamics (MD) is a combination of molecular modeling,
computer simulation, and statistics mechanics [13]. MD simulation consists of three steps, energy
minimization, dynamic simulation, and calculation of the mechanical properties [14-16].
2.2.1 Energy minimization is to find the stable structure configurations, which corresponds to lowest
energy for the molecular system. Some of the methods that can be used in the static minimization are:
steepest descents, conjugate gradient, Newton-Raphson, and simplex method. Steepest descents and
conjugate gradient methods are Gradient methods, which depends on the direction of the first
derivative, and indicates where the minimum lies. Molecular Dynamics applications use the so called
smart minimization method. Smart minimization is a combination of the Gradient and Hessian
methods. For systems less than 200 atoms, starting with the steepest descent method, followed by the
Conjugate Gradient method and ends with a Newton method. For systems larger than 200 atoms,
starting with the steepest descent, followed by the Conjugate Gradient method[10]. This is employed
in the present work.
2.2.2 Dynamic simulation. The dynamics of atom motion based on initial velocities that are based on
the temperature conditions are determined by solving Newton’s equation of motion. The time
dependent atom configuration at each time step forms the trajectory with molecular configuration at
each time step forming the possible phase state configuration of the molecular system following the
principles of statistical mechanics. Time integration algorithms are used to integrate the equation of
motion. Some of the time integration methods are Euler Method, 2nd order Runge-Kutta Method
(RK2) or sometimes it is called Modified Euler Method, 4th order Runge-Kutta Method (RK4), Verlet
algorithm, Velocity Verlet algorithm, and Predictor-Corrector Methods. However, the most commonly
used time integration algorithms in molecular dynamics are Verlet algorithm and Predictor Corrector
algorithms. The present work employed Velocity-Verlet algorithm. The time dynamic trajectory
consisting of several snapshots of atomic positions and velocities of CSH Jennite molecular structure
are used for the predictive mechanical property determination in conjunction with Ergodic Hypothesis
linking the time average from classical mechanics and phase averages in statistical mechanics.
2.2.3 Mechanical properties Determination. Elastic constants can be determined by the following
equation based on the associated potential energy of the molecular system.

1 ¶ 2U
C ij =
V ¶e i ¶e j
where , lattice strain components, U is potential energy, and V is the MD molecular cell volume.
The above equation can be used to obtain the Elastic stiffness matrix (C) and the Elastic compliance
matrix (S) (the inverse of C) can be determined. Elastic modulus (E) can be computed from Elastic
compliance matrix (S)

E x = S11-1 , E y = S 22-1 , E z = S33-1
Bulk modulus (K) can be computed using Reuss, Voight, and Hill definitions from the elastic stiffness
matrix.
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1
( KVoight + K reuss )
2
1
K Voight = (C11 + C22 + C33 + 2(C11 + C13 + C23 ))
9
1
K reuss = ( S11 + S 22 + S33 + 2( S11 + S13 + S 23 ))-1
9
K Hill =

Shear modulus (G) can be computed using Reuss, Voight, and Hill definitions from the elastic
stiffness matrix.

1
(GVoight + Greuss )
2
1
GVoight = (C11 + C 22 + C33 + 3(C 44 + C55 + C66 ) - C12 - C13 - C23 )
15
15
GRe uss =
4( S11 + S 22 + S 33 - S12 - S13 - S 23 ) + 3( S 44 + S 55 + S 66 )
GHill =

Poisson’s Ratio ( ) which is the ratio of lateral to longitudinal strain can be computed from the
following equation:

n=

3K - 2G
6 K + 2G

2.3 Periodic boundary condition (PBC). The use of the PBC in MD analysis mathematically helps in
predicting the properties of Bulk system employing smaller molecular configurations.
2.4 Ensemble. Ensemble is a collection of points over time satisfying the same macroscopic or
thermodynamics properties used in the MD analysis. Common ensembles in MD are: Micro-canonical
Ensemble (NVE), Canonical Ensemble (NVT), and ISOBARIC-ISOTHERMAL Ensemble (NPT).
NVE is a fixed number of atoms, fixed volume, and fixed energy. NVE is not recommended for
equilibration, but it is good for exploring constant energy configuration. In NVE there is no control on
pressure or temperature. NVT is a fixed number of atoms, fixed volume, and fixed temperature. NVT
is good when pressure is not a major factor, and when the MD simulation is conducted in a vacuum
without periodic boundary conditions. MD analysis employs temperature controlling methods such as
Velocity scaling, Berendsen, Anderson, Langevin dynamics, and Nose-Hover. NPT is a fixed number
of atoms, fixed pressure, and fixed temperature. NPT is good when correct pressure, volume, and
densities are important during the MD analysis. Pressure control is achieved via Parrinello[17],
Berendsen, and Anderson control methods commonly used in MD.
2.5 Time step. Time step is one of the important parameters in MD simulations, because the right
choice of the time step value will lead to stable and accurate results. Time step should be around one
tenth of the shortest period of motion of the atoms. A time step of 1 fs (femto second) is employed in
most of the MD analysis in the present work.
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3. ANALYSIS DETAILS
Based on the above discussions, a summary of the parameters employed in the present work for the
MD analysis is presented in Table 1.

MD Parameters

Value/Method

Super cell sizes

(1a) x (1b) x (1c)

Molecular tools

Discover

Minimization method

Smart minimization

Force field

Compass

Ensemble

NPT

Temperature

298k (25°C)

Temperature control

Anderson/Nose

Pressure

(0.0001) GPa

Pressure control

Parrinello/Berendsen

Time step

1 Femto second (fs)

Dynamic time

100 Pico second (ps)

Cut off distance

12.5 nm

PBC

on

Table 1 Simulation run parameters.
To confirm the finite size of the computational cell in MD analysis does not introduce any
computational artifacts, a detailed study on the effect of increasing the molecular dynamic simulation
cell size on the predicted mechanical properties of CSH Jennite was studied. This was achieved by
changing the cell dimensions one, two, and three unit cell were used (1a-3a) x (1b-3b) x (1c-3c), with
increasing number of atoms for the CSH-Jennite molecular configuration.
MD computational experiments to study predicted mechanical properties of CSH Jennite at higher
thermodynamic pressure state conditions were completed by changing the pressure to different static
pressure thermodynamic state pressure values in the range of 0.0001 GPa – 3 GPa (atmospheric
pressure – 3 GPa).
MD analysis of the increasing dynamic pressure states over very short time periods to emulate shock
wave propagation at the molecular cell was achieved by: For dynamically pressure increase, the super
cell used was (4x4x4) with a total of 4352 atoms. Ramping of pressure increment by 0.1GPa form
0.0001-5.0001 GPa (atmospheric pressure to 5.0001 GPa); Each pressure increment has two dynamic
run steps, first step is based on NPT ensemble for 500 fs to obtain a stable corresponding
thermodynamic pressure state of the CSH molecular system followed another NPT by 10000 fs to for
the dynamic analysis. The average equilibrium pressure and corresponding specific volume values
after each iteration were obtained. This is used to obtain the associated equation of state (EOS) of
pressure – specific volume under isothermal conditions. MD modeling methodology followed here
allows one to determine this EOS for a material system (demonstrated here for CSH Jennite)
computationally without a need for any experiments.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSIONS
Results from the prior discussed MD experiments are presented next. These are organized and divided
into four parts: 1. MD mechanical property predictions for CSH Jennite and comparisons with
literature data; 2. Effect of increasing MD cell sizes with increased number of atoms employed in the
MD analysis for CSH Jennite; MD computational experiment results for the predicted mechanical
properties at higher static thermodynamic pressure states; 4. Equation of State for pressure – specific
volume obtained computationally from MD analysis for increasing dynamic pressure states over very
short time periods to emulate shock wave propagation of CSH Jennite at the molecular scale level.

4.1 MD Mechanical Property Predictions for CSH Jennite. Table 2 presents a comparison of the
mechanical properties obtained from the present MD analysis and available results from literature at
atmospheric pressure for CSH Jennite molecular structure.

Mechanical Properties

Current

Ref.[14]
MD

Ref.[18]
Nanoindentation

Tensile (GPa)

69

82

66

Bulk (GPa)

70

78

43

Shear (GPa)

26

31

26

Poisson’s Ratio

0.34

0.33

0.24

Table 2 MD Mechanical Property Predictions for CSH Jennite and Comparisons
Molecular Dynamics predicted mechanical properties for CSH Jennite are in concurrence with prior
MD analysis results at atmospheric pressure, and corroborate well with nano-indentation based
averaged experimental values. It is to be noted that in nano scale material systems, material properties
are scale dependent with molecular configuration of CSH Jennite at a nano scale level while nanoindentation is generally based on a much large length scale at several orders of molecular scale
structure. The initial and final molecular configuration of CSH Jennite structure from the

molecular dynamics analysis is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Initial and Final CSH Jennite structure from MD Analysis
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4.2 Effect of Increasing MD Cell Size. As discussed earlier, a comparison of Jennite mechanical
properties, namely Tensile modulus, Shear modulus, Bulk modulus and Poisson’s ratio using different
MD computational cell sizes (1x1x1, 2x2x2, and 3x3x3) of the unit cell at atmospheric pressure. Table
3 presents the predicted mechanical properties obtained at different MD cell sizes.

size

1x1x1

2x2x2

3x3x3

Tensile (GPa)

68.51

67.36

67.68

Bulk (GPa)

70.47

73.10

72.00

Shear (GPa)

25.60

25.02

25.19

Poisson’s Ratio

0.3380

0.3464

0.3433

Table 3 MD Property Predictions for CSH Jennite Structure at Various Cell Sizes
From Table 3 it can be seen that the effect of increasing cell size on the Elastic modulus (E) is very
minimal with convergence reached with increased cell dimensions. A difference of about 2.8% in
tensile modulus, 4.3% in Bulk modulus (K); 4% in Shear modulus (G) is 4.0%, and 2.5% on the
Poisson’s ratio. A snapshot of molecular structure from the simulations is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4 CSH Jennite Molecular Structure at Different MD Cell Sizes

4.3 MD Predicted Property Values at Higher Thermodynamic Pressure. Table 4 presents the MD
predicted mechanical properties at various static, thermodynamic pressure tastes. Mechanical
properties Elastic, Bulk, and Shear modulus decreased with the increase of pressure values from
0.0001 to 3.0 (GPa). Clearly, these molecular dynamics modeling analysis provide a means to obtain
the associated predictive mechanical modulus properties and their associated pressure derivatives that
are difficult to obtain experimentally.
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Pressure (GPa)

Elastic

Bulk

Shear

Poisson

0.0001

68.51

70.47

25.6

0.338

0.001

60.22

69.75

22.2

0.3561

0.01

61.47

73.32

22.59

0.3603

0.05

63.98

69.83

23.75

0.3473

0.1

56.72

69.82

20.78

0.3646

0.2

60.28

65.55

22.38

0.3467

0.4

52.54

67.72

19.16

0.3707

0.6

62.53

66.49

23.27

0.3433

0.8

57.41

57.86

21.51

0.3346

1.0

56.16

60.95

20.86

0.3464

1.5

64.12

68.73

23.84

0.3445

2.0

70.86

65.32

26.86

0.3192

3.0

42.69

46.34

15.85

0.3465

Table 2 CSH Jennite structure MD mechanical predictions at various pressures
Figure 6 presents the variation in the MD mechanical property predictions at various thermodynamic
state pressure conditions for CSH Jennite. Results showed three different regimes based on the static
pressure range. In the initial pressure increase region of (0.0001-1.0) GPa, predictive mechanical
properties (E, K, and G) decrease with the increase of pressure. In the range of pressure values (1.02.0) GPa, mechanical properties increases with the increase of pressure, while in the (2.0-3.0) GPa
range, mechanical properties decreases with the increase of pressure.

CSH Jennite Modulus (Gpa)

80

Elastic
Bulk
shear

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

1

2
Pressure (GPa)

3

4

Figure 5 CSH Jennite MD Predicted Mechanical Properties – Pressure Variation
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Figure 6 presents the CSH Jennite structure after the dynamic analysis under different thermodynamic
state pressure conditions. Increasing pressure states has a significant effect on the structure
configuration, which can be seen in the locations of atoms and the dimensions of the lattice.

Figure 6 Jennite structure under different pressure values

Pressure Vs. S.Volume
6
5

Pressure (GPa)

4
3
2
1
0
-1

0.28

0.285

0.29

0.295

0.3

0.305

S. Volume (cm3/kg)

Figure 7 Pressure – specific volume EOS for CSH Jennite molecular structure
4.4 Isothermal EOS for pressure – specific volume in CSH. As discussed earlier, Equation of State for
pressure – specific volume obtained computationally from MD analysis for increasing dynamic
pressure states over very short time periods to emulate shock wave propagation of CSH Jennite is
presented in figure 7. Isothermal pressure - specific volume equation of state (EOS) was developed
using molecular dynamic simulation by dynamically changing the pressure as discussed earlier and
obtaining the corresponding specific volume[19]. Current equation of state relating the pressure –
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specific volume curve following the MD analysis discussed earlier is presented in figure 7. The results
presented are a first step in obtaining the Hugoniot state curve for CSH Jennite structure directly via
molecular dynamic analysis.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Clearly, molecular dynamics modeling analysis provide an effective means for fundamental
understanding of the high pressure molecular structural behavior of CSH Jennite structure; a means to
obtain the associated predictive mechanical modulus properties and their associated EOS states
required for the understanding of dynamical material behavior that exist in shock loading conditions.
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Abstract
The main aim is study of the inclusion and subcellular distribution of liposomes in a myocardium. The
optimal results of liposomes distribution with a ratio phosphatidylcholin/cholesterol – 2/1 were
observed. The maximal inclusion of a label in a myocardium was observed using the liposomes in
concentration of 10 mg/ml. This concentration of liposomes allows to avoid any negative influence on
myocardial functioning after ischemia and reperfusion.
Key words: liposomes, ischemia, reperfusion, myocardium, intracellular distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
The most common and promising application of liposomes in biology and medicine is to create a
liposomal forms of drugs. Widespread attention is paid to the question of application of liposomes for
correction of ischemic organ damage, particularly infarction. However, the issue targeted delivery,
including liposomes into the myocardium and their subcellular distribution remains open.
In this connection, this study investigated the inclusion and distribution of liposomal drugs in the
myocardium during ischemia and subsequent reperfusion.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
In our study we used multilamellar vesicles prepared with phosphatidylcholine and cholesterol at
different molar ratios (Table 1). Two types of liposomes were made, namely, "hard" liposomes with
phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio of 7:5, and ""soft" liposomes with phosphatidylcholinecholesterol ratio of 2:1.
Table 1. Specifications of liposomal formulations
Types of liposomes

Concentration of liposomes, mg/ml

"soft"

10 mg/ml

10 mg/ml

"hard"

25 mg/ml

25 mg/ml
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Liposomes were prepared by ultrasonic dispersion using the UZDN-1 disintegrator. The time scoring
was determined under the optical density of the solution at a wavelength of 400 nm. Sufficient value
of optical density was regarded at a certain critical point L, after which a further decrease in the value
of the optical density is not greater than one-hundredth (Fig. 1). The volume of the liposome
suspension was 6 ml.

Fig. 1. The dynamics of the optical density over time for different types of liposomes
The optimal time for the scoring of "hard" and "soft" liposomes was 10 and 8 minutes at the
concentration of 10 mg/ml, respectively. At the concentration of 25 mg/ml the optimal time for the
scoring was 9 minutes for both types of liposomes.
Phosphatidylcholine, labeled with tritium with a specific activity of 1 MCU/mL ("Biosan", Russia)
was used as a radioactive tag. Phosphatidylcholine was introduced to liposomes at the stage of the
lipid film.
The experiment was carried out on male rats of Wistar weighing 270 ± 20g. General anesthesia was
performed using the thiopental. Thereafter, the heart was dissected at the level of the aortic arch and
placed in a Krebs-Henseleit solution cooled to 40С (see for example Bell R.M. et al., 2011). After
stopping, the heart was fixed on the aortic perfusion cannula system. At the same time, the retrograde
perfusion was carried out using the oxygenized Krebs-Henseleit solution, according to Langendorff.
After 15 minutes, we switched to the antegrade perfusion through a cannula introduced into the left
atrium, according to Neely (see for example Qu Y. et al., 2013).
At the 10th minute of the antegrade perfusion, we recorded the value of cardiac output (CO). At the
15th minute of the antegrade perfusion, we simulated ischemia by clamping all perfusate-carrying
arteries. Thereafter, we put the heart into the chamber filled with Krebs-Henseleit solution at 40°C,
14°C or 37°C. The value of CO was used as a criterion of the adequacy of the myocardium. Only
those hearts that showed the CO value at least 45 ml/min were used for further manipulations
Thereafter, the aortic cannula was connected to a peristaltic pump for injection of liposomes at a rate
of 0.1 ml/min for 1 hour at 4°C and 14°C, or at a rate of 0.2 ml/min for 30 minutes at 37°C.
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In our study we used 109 hearts which were divided into groups depending on the temperature and the
composition and concentration of liposomes (Table 2).
After the end of ischemic exposure, we measured the volume of liquid in each chamber and took 3 ml
of Krebs-Henseleit solution to determine the radioactivity (sample V1). Thereafter, the miocardium
was reperfused for 15 minutes, according to Langendorff. The total volume of perfusate was measured
and 3 ml was taken to determine the radioactivity (sample V2).
Finally, the heart was removed from the perfusion system. We cut off about one-third of the tissue at
the base, and the remainder part was quickly weighed and frozen in liquid nitrogen.
T a b l e 2 . Conditions of ischemia, the lipid composition of liposomes and cardiac output in studied
groups
Conditions of ischemia
Quantity
Group

Liposomes

OC

Time
(minutes)

Temperature,
С0

Concentration

Composition

(mg/ml)

(ratio)

(ml/min)

1

13

30

37

25

7:5

52±2

2

13

30

37

25

2:1

50±2

3

13

30

37

10

7:5

52±2

4

13

30

37

10

2:1

49±3

5

10

60

14

25

7:5

60±3

6

10

60

14

25

2:1

56±3

7

10

60

14

10

7:5

56±2

8

10

60

14

10

2:1

55±2

9

10

60

4

10

7:5

59±2

10

10

60

4

10

2:1

53±3

2.1. Method for determination of radioactivity
0.1 ml of V1 and V2 were collected from the perfusate of each sample. Hearts were homogenized in a
glass homogenizer with a glass piston at 400C in a 0.9% solution of NaCl (4 ml per 1 g of tissue mass
of the heart). Thereafter, sequential centrifugation at 3000 g at 800C was performed. Homogenate (1
ml) was divided into subcellular fractions, namely, crude fraction of cell membrane, mitochondrial and
microsomal fractions.
Precipitation after each centrifugation was resuspended in 1 ml of 0.9% solution of NaCl.
Thereafter, 0.2 ml of 0.9% NaCl solution and 0.4 ml of chloroform were added to an aliquot of 0.2 ml
suspension of sediments and the supernatant of the last centrifugation. After the separation of
chloroform and aqueous phase by centrifugation at 10 4g for 1 min, 0.1 ml of chloroform was collected
to determine the radioactivity.
The activity of aliquots was measured using the liquid-scintillation counter RackBeta-II (LKB,
Sweden) in vials with 5 ml of standard toluene scintillator. To estimate the extinction scintillation
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solution in each vial, we added 10 ml of 3H-PC in chloroform with the known activity of tritium
(about 105cpm) and again measured the activity of the samples.
The activity of tritium was measured as follows:
I=I1I0 /(I2 –I1),
where I1 and I2 – count rate of the first and second measuring the activity of the sample, cpm,
respectively;
I0 – count rate of the added 3H-PC, cpm.
The results were recalculated according to the weight of the heart and the total volume of solution
from a chamber (V1) and reperfusion solution (V2). Results are presented in relative terms. In each
experiment, 100% radioactivity consisted of:
R0 = R1 + R2 + RC,
where R1 + R2 – total radioactivity in perfusion solutions V1 and V2 (106cpm);
RC – total radioactivity of subcellular fractions, isolated from the mass of the myocardium (106cpm).
The share of 3H-PC was calculated as follows:
RCотн = RC / 100 R0.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results suggest that the inclusion and distribution of liposomes in ischemic myocardium depends
on their concentration and lipid composition, as well as on the temperature of exposure.
A significant share of liposomes (17-20%) were included in the heart at a temperature of 4°C (Figure
2). However, approximately half of them were found in the cytoplasmic membranes; only one third
was detected in the mitochondrial membranes, and only 3-6% liposomes were observed in microsomal
membranes (Fig. 3).
Observed effect may be possibly due to the fact that hypothermia may dramatically change the
properties of the cell and the liposomal membrane, and this may lead to a violation of the interaction
between liposomes and the cell (see for example Zabelinskiy S.A. et al., 2011, Burattini S. et al.,
2010). It could be suggested that the inclusion of 3H-PC may be due to so-called flip-flop effect (see
for example Gummadi S.N. et al., 2005). Thus, the penetration of liposomes to the cell structure is
complicated, and liposomes are not effective agents for intracellular transport of drugs.
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F i g . 2 . Inclusion of tritium-labeled liposomes with different concentrations (25 or 10 mg/ml), and
different ratios of lipids (7:5 or 2:1) in subcellular fractions at different temperatures.
In addition, deep ischemia (4-60C) generally damages cell membranes in a large extent [50]; therefore,
further investigations in the field should either avoid the usage of low temperature in the protection of
ischemic myocardium, or to focus on the modification of the liposomal membrane. The latter approach
may be done by changing the composition of the lipid components and by introducing compounds
with cryoprotective properties.
A different picture was observed with normothermic ischemia. The inclusion of "soft" liposomes at a
higher concentration (25 mg/ml) was 2.5-3 times lower (p<0.001) in comparison to other 3 types of
liposomes. The maximal inclusion was observed for "soft" liposomes at a lower concentration (10
mg/ml). Regarding the 3H-PC label, 61±6%, 4±1%, and 27±3% were detected in the mitochondrial
fraction, microsomal fraction, and in crude membranes, respectively (Fig. 4)
Interestingly, 60% of the 3H-PC label was included in mitochondria, and total radioactivity was 5565% in all series of experiments (Fig. 4, 5)
It should be noted that higher concentration of lipids (25 mg/ml) causes inhibition of myocardial
contractility in the reperfusion period. The contractile activity of hearts restored only in 30% of cases
in both groups higher concentration of lipids.
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a

b

a – phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio – 2:1 («soft» liposomes)
b – phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio – 7:5 («hard» liposomes)
F i g . 3 – Distribution of 3H-PC label at 40С and 10 mg/ml.
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a

b

a – phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio – 2:1 («soft» liposomes)
b – phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio – 7:5 («hard» liposomes)
F i g . 4 – Distribution of 3H-PC label at 370С and 10 mg/ml.
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a

b

a – phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio – 2:1 («soft» liposomes)
b – phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio – 7:5 («hard» liposomes)
F i g . 5 . – Distribution of 3H-PC label at 370С and 25 mg/ml.
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a

b

a – phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio – 2:1 («soft» liposomes)
b – phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio – 7:5 («hard» liposomes)
F i g . 6 – Distribution of 3H-PC label at 140С and 10 mg/ml.
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a

b

a – phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio – 2:1 («soft» liposomes)
b – phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol molar ratio – 7:5 («hard» liposomes)
F i g . 7 – Distribution of 3H-PC label at 140С and 25 mg/ml.
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The observed effect can be associated with both vasoconstrictor effect of liposomes, and with the
mechanical occlusion of small coronary vessels by liposomal aggregates (see for example Heusch G.
2008, Maslov L.N. et al., 2012, Wiclund L. 1994). In addition, the diffusion of lipid vesicles in the
vascular wall is restricted even with an increase in the porosity of the endothelium under the influence
of ischemia [8]. According to our findings, it is necessary to search for the optimal concentration of
liposomes administered intracoronary. Optimal diameter of liposomes as well as their composition
should be found in further investigations on this topic (see for example Tang C.S. et al., 1993, Caride
V.J. et al., 1977, Verma D.D. et al., 2005).
Certain patterns of a change in the concentration and composition of lipids were identified in
conditions of "gentle" hypothermia (14°C) (Fig. 6, 7). Maximal inclusion of 3H-PC label was observed
in groups 5-8 using the lower concentration of lipids (10 mg/ml). The inclusion was significantly
higher for "hard" liposomes (23±3%, p<0.01). As for the subcellular distribution of labels, it was
roughly the same in these two groups and in the group of "soft" liposomes with the lipid
concentrations of 25 mg/ml.
It is important to note that all the liposomes at all temperatures effectively incorporated and distributed
within the cells. In conditions of normothermia, the maximum of inclusion was observed for "soft"
liposomes in a concentration of 10 mg/ml. In conditions of "gentle" hypothermia, the maximum of
inclusion was observed for "hard" liposomes in a concentration of 10 mg/ml; moreover, it was the best
value of inclusion in the whole experiment. In conditions of deep hypothermia, no significant
differences between "soft" and "hard" liposomes were observed. Therefore, it could be concluded that
"soft" liposomes should be used for the prior administration and administration in the conditions of
normothermia. "Hard" liposomes should be used for intracoronary administration and for the
administration of intraoperative hypothermia of various kinds.
We also found that the "soft" liposomes in a concentration of 10 mg/ml are embedded in the
mitochondrial membrane; moreover, the total inclusion of liposomes in subcellular structures reaches
up to 70-80%, which gives the prerequisites for the use of liposomes as a transport container for
energy substrates.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Thus, liposomal transport of bioactive substances into the cell is possible at all temperatures; however,
a subtle balance between lipid composition and concentration of lipids should be maintained for better
efficacy. On the one hand, the structural "rigidity" of the liposomal membrane plays a great role in the
interaction between cell and liposomes , the highest inclusion into the myocardium was demonstrated
for "hard" liposomes with a concentration of 10 mg/ml. On the other hand, a 2.5 fold increase in lipid
concentration leads to worse inclusion, and subcellular distribution of the lipids. We suggest that the
concentration of 25 mg/ml is too much; therefore and the use of liposomes at this concentration of
lipids may negatively affect the myocardial reperfusion period.
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Abstract
This study is aimed at examining luminescence and confocal microscopy potential in determining
intracellular localization of luminescent labeled substances incorporated into liposomes.
The study shows the data of different experiments on cell cultures and laboratory animals where
liposomal labels were used to examine liposome-cell interaction and intracellular distribution of the
substances incorporated into liposomes. It was demonstrated that if luminescent labels were chosen
adequately it was possible to simultaneously assess the localization of liposomal labels in several
subcellular structures. The results of the studies showed the efficacy of luminescence and confocal
microscopy for intracellular liposomal substances localization.
Key words: liposomes, luminescence labeling, intracellular delivery
1. INTRODUCTION
Structural features of liposomes turn them into almost ideal mean for delivery of various drugs to cells
and tissues (Goyalet. al., 2005; Torchilin, 2005). Existing technologies allow creating liposomal
formulations of various biologically active substances and obtaining preparations with increased
bioavailability, stability, biodegradability and low toxicity (Doijadet. al., 2009; Maureret. al., 2001).
Current research in the field of nanomedicine is aimed at creating new liposomal drugs which provide
selective delivery to specific intracellular organelles. Depending on the desired pharmacological effect
these liposome formulations may be targeted to mitochondria, nuclei, endoplasmatic reticulum, and
lysosomes (Thekkedath, 2012; Boddapatiet. al., 2008; Elbayoumi, Torchilin, 2010; Pollocket. al.,
2010). Importantly, delivery of biologically active substances to certain organelles may multiply the
therapeutic effect of the drug (Torchilin, 2006; Yuet. al., 2012).
A mandatory condition for this kind of study is the correct approach for determining the localization of
the liposomes and substances delivered with the liposomes. The problem is that the conventional
liposomes are invisible in the light microscope because of the size beyond the limits of the optical
resolution, and also due to lack of color. Moreover, biochemical composition of these liposomes does
not differ from other lipids within the cell. In addition, liposomal lipids may be extracted by
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dehydration of the samples during the standard preparation of the material for histological and electron
microscopy analyses.
A possible solution of this problem is the inclusion of specific markers into the liposome. These
markers should ensure visibility of liposomes and should not affect their properties. Also, such
markers should be firmly associated with the structure of liposomes, and must not show any toxic
effect.
The presence of markers in tissues, cells, and subcellular organelles may indicate the level of
absorption of liposomes by these structures. Currently, fluorescent labels are commonly used as
liposomal markers (Ishidaet. al., 2002, Kampet. al., 1997, Sherpofet. al., 2001). Modern methods
which based on fluorescence and confocal microscopy provide determination of intracellular
localization of even single molecules.
However, despite the variety of existing fluorescent labels for research, individual selection of dyes for
labeling liposomes and subcellular organelles is required.
In our study, we used fluorescent and confocal microscopy to determine the intracellular localization
of substances included into luminescent-labeled liposomes which were introduced to cell cultures and
laboratory animals.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Normally, animal cells have a very low self-luminescence. Therefore, we used different dyes for
staining of subcellular structures (Jonson, Spence, 2010). It is essential to choose the correct
fluorescent dye as a label. Optimally, this label should possess bright luminescence. Moreover, the
spectra of excitation and emission of the dyes should be different.
Modern manufacturers offer a wide selection of different dyes. In our study, we used the following
dyes:
1.
Hoechst 33342, the vital dye for selective staining of DNA with the spectrum very close to the
most common nuclear dye DAPI.
2.

Mito Traker Deep Red, the vital dye for selective staining of mitochondria.

3.
PKH 26 (Sigma), lipophilic vital dye which is used for selective staining of cell membranes.
In our study, we used PKH 26 to stain the membranes of the liposomes. Therefore, the glowing in the
red region of the spectrum, which is essential for PKH 26, indicates the presence of the substance in
the lipid part of the liposome.
4.
FITC-dextran, a water-soluble dextran (molecular weight of 4500) labeled with fluorescein
isothiocyanate. Since this dye does not penetrate biological membranes, it was used in our study for
labeling the internal water-soluble content of liposomes.
5.
DAPI, the most common dye for selective staining of nuclear material. DAPI staining is the
standard procedure for staining of the nuclear chromatin and it gives an overview of the structure of
the cell as a whole.
Brief description of the dyes and stained structures is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Fluorescence dyes used in the study for staining of liposomes and intracellular organelles.
Fluorescence dye

Stained structure

Maximum excitation,

Maximum emission,

nm

nm

Hoechst 33342 (SigmaAldrich)

DNA (nuclei)

346

460

DAPI (Dihydrochloride
(Millipore)

DNA (nuclei)

375

450

FITS-Dextran (SigmaAldrich)

Internal contents of the
liposomes

495

520

PKH 26(Sigma-Aldrich)

Lipid part of the liposomes

551

567

MitoTracker Deep Red
(Molecular Probes)

Mitochondria

644

655

These dyes have different spectra of absorption and emission which allow their separate determination
on the same preparation using the appropriate filters. Thus, we used Hoechst 33342 for staining of
DNA, Mito Tracker DeepRed for staining of mitochondria, FITS-Dextran for staining the internal
contents of the liposomes and PKH 26 for staining the lipid part of the liposomes.
2.1. Preparation of labeled liposomal compositions
In our study we used two types of liposomes, namely, (1) liposomes containing the label in the
membrane only and (2) liposomes containing the label both in the membrane and inside the liposomes.
2.1.1. Preparation of multilamellar labeled vesicles and liposomes containing the label in the lipid
membrane.

Fig. 1. Preparation of liposomes containing a label in the lipid membrane.
Staining was conducted using a lipophilic membrane dye PKH-26 (Sigma-Aldrich).
Multilamellar vesicles (MLV) were prepared using a rotary evaporator Heidolph (Germany). A
solution of egg lecithin (Lipoid, Germany) and cholesterol (SIGMA-Aldrich) at a molar ratio of 7:5
was prepared in chloroform. Thereafter, the PKH-26 dye was added to the solution in a molar ratio of
1:15000.
The solvent was then evaporated in a flask under the working vacuum at 40°C. The lipid film on the
walls of the flask was hydrated with 0.9% NaCl solution and then shaken to form multilamellar
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vesicles. The lipid suspension was then frozen and stored at 80°C. The quantity of lipids in the
resulting suspension was 100 mg/ml. Negative staining on the transmission electron microscope
(JEM-100C, «JEOL», Japan) showed that obtained MLV were polymorphic, and their size varied
between 600-3000 nm.
In order to obtain liposomes of small diameter, the MLV were passed through an extruder
(LipexBiomembranes Inc., Canada) ten times using polycarbonate filters («Costar», USA) with a pore
diameter of 100 nm .
2.1.2. Preparation of liposomes containing the label both in the lipid membrane and inside the
liposomes
The simultaneous presence of two different dyes in different parts of the liposome can identify the
substance introduced both in the lipid membrane of liposomes and inside the liposome.

Fig. 2. Preparation of liposomes containing label in the lipid membrane and also inside the liposomes.
For the preparation of this type of liposomes, we used the same lipid mixture as for the first type of
liposomes but at the stage of hydration, we used saline solution with the addition of FITC-dextran as a
fluorescent label. Further preparation of MLVs and liposomes was similar to that described above.
Extra liposomal FITC-dextran was removed by dialysis or gel filtration prior to the start of the
experiment. In case of gel filtration, concentration of liposomes in the medium was monitored by light
scattering method using the reference samples.
2.2. Interaction between liposomes and cells in cell cultures
In our study we used cultures of rat cardiomyocytes and epithelialcell line 804G (rat carcinoma)..
2.2.1. Staining of cell nuclei
We used two ways nuclear staining. Hoechst 33342 was used for vital staining. The dye in a
concentration of 1 mg/ml was added to the culture medium and stained for 30 min. Fixed preparations
were stained by DAPI. This dye, at concentration of 3 mg/ml, was added to the culture medium and
stained for 14 min.
2.2.2. Staining of mitochondria.
The Mito Tracker Deep Red (Molecular Probes) at concentration of 100 nM was added to the culture
medium and stained for 30 min.
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2.2.3. Absorption and distribution of liposomes in liver cells
Experiments were carried out on male Wistar rats (250-270 g), Liposomes labeled with PKH-26 were
injected to the tail vein at a dose of 25 mg lipid/kg of body weight. After euthanasia, criosection of
liver was performed in order to evaluate distribution of liposomes in different cells of the liver.
2.2.4. Fluorescent and confocal microscopy.
In our study, we used confocal microscope LSM 780 (Carl Zeiss, Germany) and fluorescent
microscope AxioObserver Z.1 (Carl Zeiss, Germany). Each series of experiments was conducted 6
times. Typical experiment is shown on Figures 3-6.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prepared labeled liposomes were used for evaluation of the inclusion and intracellular distribution of
liposomes in different cell types. Various combinations of labels in liposomes and cells were used.
3.1. Absorption and distribution of MLV in epithelial cell line 804G culture.
Hoechst 33342 and Mito Tracker Deep Red were used for staining of nuclei and mitochondria,
respectively. Then MLV, at lipid concentration of 0.5 mg/ml, were added to the culture medium for 1
hour. Preparations were observed using a confocal microscope.
Our results clearly demonstrated that the selected dyes allow staining the nucleus and mitochondria.
Importantly, the chromatin was clearly identified, and it allowed to assess the activity of the cells.
Mitochondria appeared as discrete intracellular structures. The analysis of images with appropriate
filters showed the presence of fluorescent dye both inside and outside cells. Spherical particles with a
diameter of 800-1000 nm were observed outside the cells. Apparently, these were MLV which did not
interact with the cells. Superposition of the images shown on the panels A, B, and C (Fig 3) resulted in
a change of the color of chromatin inside the nucleus to light blue (Fig. 3 D) confirming the interaction
between MLV and nucleic acids. We found that the cytoplasm in some parts of the cells had
fluorescence of liposomes. But this was not related to the nuclei (Fig. 5). Under our experimental
conditions, MLV were accumulated in the cytoplasmic and nuclear membrane inside the cell and
interacted with nuclear material. Localization of fluorescence from the liposomal dye PKH 26 fully
coincided with the fluoresces of the DNA-selective dye Hoechst 33342. This can be considered as a
confirmation of the interaction of substances with nucleic acids. Some cells demonstrated bright
fluorescence of MLV in the cytoplasm in the form of large discrete particles (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 3. Confocal imaging of epithelial cell line 804G cells after 60 min incubation with PKH-26labeled MLV. А. Nuclei stained with PKH 26. B. Mitochondria stained with Mito Tracker Deep Red.
C. Intracellular localization of PKH 26. D. Superposition of images А, B, and C showing colocalization of Hoechst 33342 and PKH 26.
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Fig. 4. Intra- and extracellular localization of MLV in cells. Confocal imaging. Superposition of
images reflecting Hoechst 33342, Mito Tracker Deep Red, and PKH 26 dyes.

Fig. 5. Localization of MLV in cytoplasm and nuclei. Confocal imaging. Superposition of images
reflecting Hoechst 33342, Mito Tracker Deep Red, and PKH 26.
3.2. Absorption of 100 nm liposomes by a culture of cardiomyocytes.
We evaluated inclusion and distribution of liposomes containing fluorescent label in the lipid part of
liposomes, and also in the inner aqueous phase.
PKH-26 was used for staining of the liposome membrane and FITC-dextran was used for staining of
the inner phase of liposomes. The diameter of the liposomes was 100 nm. Cells were incubated in the
medium containing liposomes in a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml, for 6 and 24 hours at 37°C.
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Fig. 6. Intracellular distribution of 100 nm liposomes containing PKH-26 and FITC-dextran in
cardiomiocytes. А. Distribution of PKH-26. B. Distribution of FITC-dextran. C. Staining with DAPI.
D. Superposition of images А, B, and C.
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After incubation with liposomes, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with
DAPI. Thereafter, the samples were observed in the fluorescence microscope AxioImager A.1 using
appropriate filter in the Apotome mode. Fluorescence from both dyes was observed which may
indicate the efficiency of intracellular delivery of lipophilic and hydrophilic substances in liposomes.
Fluorescence was uneven after 6 hours of incubation; some of the observed structures had bright
others weak fluorescence, indicating the accumulation of liposomes only in particular cell
compartments. Interestingly, the areas of intracellular fluorescence of PKH-26 and FITC-dextran were
coincided. This may imply that liposomes enter the cytoplasm without their destruction. In contrast to
the experiments with MLV, we did not observe the fluorescence of nucleic acids. After 24 hours of
incubation, the fluorescence was uniform in all parts of the cytoplasm. Apparently, this is due to
migration of dyes during cell metabolism.
3.3. A comparative study of the distribution of MLV and liposomes in different types of liver cells
after intravenous administration.
It has been shown that investigation of the absorption and distribution of liposomes in vivo is more
difficult, because all factors of the whole organism should be taken into account. In the bloodstream
liposomes can interact with proteins and lipoproteins which consequently may affect their structure
and stability (Zhang, 2008). This point should be considered when creating injectable liposomal
pharmaceuticals (Torchilin, 2005).
In this series of experiments we studied the absorption and distribution of MLV and PKH-26-labeled
liposomes in liver cells.
After 1 hour of intravenous administration of MLV we observed bright red fluorescence (Fig. 7). Two
types of fluorescence can be distinguished in liver cells. The fluorescence of membrane and
surrounding areas was observed in the prevailing share of cells. The majority of such cells were
hepatic parenchyma. Color of the adjacent cells of this type was relatively uniform. Notably,
introduction of liposomes into the cells of hepatic parenchyma resulted in fluorescence of the regions
close to the periphery of cells. This may be due to adhesion and fusion of particles with the outer cell
membrane.
After the introduction of MLV into parenchyma cells, we observed several cells with very bright
fluorescence in predominantly central regions. After analysis, these cells were identified as
reticuloendothelial cells. It could be suggested that MLV are recognized and devoured by
reticuloendothelial cells as foreign particles. Intense fluorescence inside these cells may indicate that
MLV migrate to lysosomes after endocytosis. High intensity and the large number of
reticuloendothelial cells suggest that these cells make a significant contribution to the absorption of
MLV.
Regarding the injection of liposomes, fluorescence was less intense and almost did not differ from the
fluorescence of parenchyma cells.
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А ( x100)

B (x400)

C (x100)
Fig. 7. Fluorescence imaging of liver criosection after introduction of MLV (A, B) and PKH-26labeled liposomes (C).
4. CONCLUSION
Our findings demonstrate the efficacy of application of fluorescent and confocal microscopy for the
assessment of intracellular localization of substances included in liposomes. Adequate selection of
fluorescence dyes may allow simultaneous investigation of multiple subcellular structures.
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Abstract
A model, in computer aided engineering applications, may be created by either using a twodimensional or a three-dimensional design depending on the purpose of design. What matters most in
this regard is the selection of a right method to meet system solution requirements in the most
economical way. Manufacturability of a design that is developed by utilising computer aided
engineering is important, but usability of the data obtained in the course of design works in the
production is also equally important. In the applications consisting of such production operations as
CNC or plasma cutting, two-dimensional designs can be directly used in production. These machines
are equipped with interfaces which converts two-dimensional drawings into codes. In this way, a
design can be directly transferred to production, and any arrangements during production process
can be synchronously evaluated. As a result of this, investment expenses will be lowered, and thus the
costs can be reduced to some extent.
In the presented study, we have studied two-dimensional design applications and requirements. We
created a two-dimensional design for a part for which a three-dimensional model have previously
been generated, and then, we transferred this design to plasma cutting machine, and thus, the
operation has been realized experimentally.
Key words: Plasma Cutting, 2D modelling, flexibility

1. INTRODUCTION
Construction process is the whole creative intellectual activities exerted to find a solution for a
technical problem, a requirement, generally as a technical production, within engineering knowledge
and experiences. While until mid-twentieth century construction was rather regarded as an innate
talent, the opinion that construction could be a teachable and learnable discipline has been prevailing
particularly during the last twenty five years. Technological developments beginning from computeraided engineering programs and extending to databanks, incorporating also artificial intelligence have
strengthened this trend as well. At every step of construction process, fitness of the result derived to
the purpose is checked so that probable faults and deficiencies are noticed timely and necessary
corrections are made (Çavdar and Babalık, 2003).
From emergence of the technical product as an idea in human brain to offering of the first usable
product to the market, the following steps are pursued for solution of any problem regardless of
whatever the problem is:
- Understanding, revealing the task with all details
- Finding and recording as many as possible possibilities of solution
- Selecting the most appropriate one among the solution offers presented
- Detailing step where drawings of the solution selected are made and prepared for production
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- Prototype production, tests and mass production permit
Although construction and development steps constitute 10% of the expenditures made for creation of
the product in product development activity, they affect a substantial part, i.e. 70% of the product cost.
What the result will be in a construction is determined by the decisions given in the beginning
(Babalık, 2006).
Certain periods are required for realization of these steps. When reviewed historical development,
periods that could formerly be regarded very long are observed to have extremely shortened for the
products developed in the last quarter of the twentieth century.
While advanced developments in the computer technology have increased effectiveness of the
engineering applications, computer-aided solutions, they have ensured shortening of the design
process. In computer-aided engineering, design is attained as two dimensional or three dimensional
model. The better a two or three dimensional model created in computer medium represents the real
prototype, the more successful analysis results of the design are. Analysis studies conducted on the
model allow bringing the workpiece to its final dimensions with repeated analyses. While two
dimensional design programs can be used in mesh systems and plate designs, three dimensional
models are preferred for systems not exhibiting a linear structure, but in cases where 3D model cannot
be realized, two dimensional solutions are realized by making assumptions. Moreover, 3D software is
not required to be available in all enterprises. For example, md solids and ansys applications are also
available for the systems capable of analysis on two dimensions.
Design process is followed by production process. Realization of the design in computer medium in
the production process has many advantages. If CNC or Plasma cutting robot applications will be
performed in the production process of a three dimensional solid model or a two dimensional design,
then a code for production should be written. Plasma and oxygen cutting is often preferred especially
for 2D sheet workpieces with fixed thickness. Today, commercial software converting 2D designs into
processing codes are available for this purpose. Therefore, drawings converted into two dimensions
are very effective in production.
This study explains 2D design applications with 3 different examples. In first example, the flange
section on a model of a container designed as 3D was attained as 2D on CATIA. But as the interface
software was suitable for AUTOCAD drawings, the 2D CATIA model was converted into 2D
AUTOCAD model. The second example illustrates a complex workpiece, data of which may take a
long time to obtain with classic coding system. Last example is given for production of a workpiece
created only in AUTOCAD environment.
2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this study, all practical operations have been performed with plasma cutting operation. For the
shaping of materials a wide range of thermal cutting techniques are available nowadays. One of them
is Plasma Arc Cutting (PAC). It is a non-conventional manufacturing process capable of processing a
variety of electrically conducting materials. Stainless steel, manganese steel, titanium alloys, copper,
magnesium, aluminium and its alloys and cast iron can be processed. Although the origin of the
plasma-arc process goes back to 1941, the plasma process for cutting was developed approximately
thirty years ago, for metals difficult to be machined through conventional processes. It uses a highenergy stream of dissociated, ionized gas, known as plasma, as the heat source (Salonitis 2007).
Salonitis(2007) performed an experimental study on oxygen plasma cutting process for assessing the
quality of the cut and determination of the most important parameters that influence the cutting
quality. Application of the moving-boundary methodology in the modelling of thermal plasma cutting
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of materials was carried out by Narimanyan (2009). The aim of the model was to determine the
temperature distribution in the workpiece and the geometry of the cutting front during the cut. Schulz
et al (1997) described the cutting process of the workpiece. The discussions have been done for a 3D
free boundary problem for the motion of one step boundary. Xi and Kar (1997) investigated a onedimensional heat conduction problem and melting rate during laser materials processing. The quality
of cuts performed on titanium sheets using high tolerance plasma arc cutting (HTPAC)
process has been investigated under different process conditions by Gariboldi (2005). Monno
(1999) aimed at the identification of the process parameter range when titanium sheets are cut with
different shielding and cutting gases.

a)
b)

c)

d)

Figure 1. Solid model of container flange
a) 3D CAD model b)Flange CAD model c) CATIA Drafting d) AutoCAD 2D model
2.1. First Example
First example is container flange and relevant images are shown in Figure 1.a. The workpiece which is
an outer ring container of a ball bearing will be modeled as 3D with CATIA. In production plan of this
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design, it was considered suitable to join the flange to the container by welding. Thus, the flange will
be produced separately from the container. The flange will be first cut by plasma from 15 mm thick
sheet plate, and will be brought to its finishing dimensions on the lathe. Therefore, 3D model was
designed circular for connection of the flange to the lathe without problem (Figure 1.b.). 2D model
pertaining to this 3D model was first created on CATIA drafting module (Figure 1.c.). However,
plasma cutting lathe automation interface recognizes 2D models in AutoCAD format. Therefore, 2D
design was converted into AutoCAD format in the last step of the design (Figure 1.d.).

Figure 2. Process steps of container flange
a)Plasma cutting interface b) Cutting operation c) Lathe operation d) Final part
2D design created in AutoCAD format (*.dwg) was transferred to the plasma cutting lathe automation
system interface online or with memory stick (Figure 2.a.). Starting point of the plasma cutting
operation and the areas that will be waste following cutting operation are defined on this interface.
Interface software converts the geometries on 2D AutoCAD data created depending on the determined
starting point of the operation and the defined operation order. Based on thickness and material of the
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sheet to be cut, plasma cutting flame and cutting proceeding speed settings are selected by the
operator. Following these procedures, cutting operation was performed and was measured as 90 sec.
for such operation (Figure 2.b.). Thereafter, welding opening was made for the flange on the lathe
(Figure 2.c.) and after milling the flange edges, it was mounted on the container by welding (Figure
2.d.). Thus, production process was accelerated by converting 3D CAD data into 2D model, and the
3D model created was used in production process. Along with the methods used in production process
and the production forecast studies of the design, use of CAD data with automation systems in
production systems ensure the production be closest to design and standard.

Figure 3. Process steps of side plate
a) Plasma cutting interface b) Cutting operation c) Marking and drilling d) Welded part
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Figure 4. Process steps of connection plate
a) AutoCAD 2D model b) Cutting operation c) Mounted part

2.2. Second Example
Although plasma cutting of circular or defined standard geometries given in first example take a long
operation time on automation interface, they can be defined by operator. But this operation is
impossible for complex and special geometries even if there is no time limitation. A 2D design is
absolutely required for this. This example addresses cutting steps of such a geometry that is complex
and impossible to be defined manually. Again, 2D model of a 3D design was created here and
transferred to the plasma cutting device in similarly way with first example (Figure 3.a.). Especially in
the case of geometries incorporating curves, making maximum number of pieces from a standard
shaped sheet is important for efficiency. From this aspect, 2D modeling gains further importance in
multiple and standard cutting operations (Figure 3.b.). Moreover, faults are avoided in production by
marking the joining elements and reference points on the geometries with 2D modeling (Figure 3.c.).
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It is a method that is economical and applied to attain axis sets and templates for production in the
case of constructions mass of production of which is not performed (Figure 3.d.).
2.3. Third Example
In first and second examples, plasma cutting operations were performed practically by converting 3D
design data into 2D design data. For pieces not requiring 3D design, plasma cutting operations are
performed on the model drawn with AutoCAD program. Thus, models of the sheet plates required in
the production process can be created in a short time. This example explains production process of
support connection plate of a shaft connection system by plasma cutting. The piece AUTOCAD model
of which is given in Figure 4.a was cut as shown in Figure 4.b. The sheet plate as mounted in place is
shown in Figure 4.c.

3. CONCLUSION
This study presented practical examples regarding transfer of pieces modeled as 2D and 3D to plasma
cutting and their production. It was also shown with examples that 3D modeling is not always required
especially for pieces with suitable geometry. Based on the presented results, it is concluded that:
·

What matters in production process is use of the modeling program that is capable to solve our
problem in the shortest time. Investments to be made in comprehensive 3D modeling
programs will not always bring an economical solution.

·

Some geometrical pieces are converted from 3D design into 2D design. Whereas, pieces with
suitable geometry are directly modeled as 2D. In both cases, the data attained can be
transferred to operation on the plasma cutting machine.

·

In such an automation system, it is possible to make any possible setting during operation
concerning the piece to be produced.

·

Margin of the plasma cutting operation line should be kept in mind during plasma cutting
operations.

·

During cutting of pieces, attention should be paid to cut the small geometries first.

·

Increase of hardness in the zones cut by plasma should be kept in mind. This should be
considered when planning the machining following the cutting operation.
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Abstract
The aim of this research is the comparison of the load estimation methods by means of Upper Bound
Analysis and a commercial FEM based programme called DEFORM-3D. For this purpose forward
extrusion was chosen as forming method to manufacture a spur gear form. Two different die
geometries were chosen for the forward extrusion; including straight tapered and cosine profiled dies.
In the experimental study, Al 1070 was used as working material. Experiments using two sets of dies
with spur gear form were performed, and the measured forming load results were compared with the
predictions of the theoretical analyses by using DEFORM-3D and by using upper bound analysis.
Experiments were carried out on the 150 metric ton hydraulic press with constant ram speed of 5
mm/sec. An acceptable agreement was obtained between the theoretical results and the experiments.
Key words: Gear like elements, extrusion, upper bound, DEFORM-3D
1. INTRODUCTION
Gears are the most important machine element used in wide range areas such as general gear boxes,
automotive industry and so on. A gear is a machine element designed to transmit power and motion
from one mechanical unit to another. Spur gears are the simplest type of gears. They are manufactured
by using conventional manufacturing methods. Metal forming is a favorable manufacturing method of
gears and gear-like components due to their longer lifetime, higher fatigue strength and cost
effectiveness when compared to machined gears when it is made of the same material. At last two
decades, plastic deformation is getting more famous method because of its advantages. Extrusion is a
plastic deformation process in which a billet is placed in a container and pressed by the punch, causing
the metal in the container to flow through a die with an opening (Çan et al 2004). Extrusion process
can be used in a wide range from light alloys to hard metals. Extrusion process generally eliminates
the secondary machining. There are so many parameters which affects process like material properties,
extrusion type, frictional conditions and extrusion ratio. Cold extrusion is done at room temperature or
slightly elevated temperatures. Cold extrusion parts have good mechanical properties such as fatigue
strength because of the severe cold forming and good surface finish with the using proper lubricants
(Alves 2001). Design of forward extrusion die profiles are important owing to their effect on metal
forming. Researchers commonly try to adopt curved dies for the applications from simple
axisymmetric products to complicated sections such as gears and splines (Altınbalık 2008).
Deformation process is complex because of its nature and sometimes analytical methods can’t exactly
define it. But numerical methods like finite element method and upper bound method give an
acceptable solution to the problem. Estimating the deformation load for the extrusion with a different
types of die profiles such as curved or conical are the main topics of the number of analytical studies.
In these studies researchers used slab method, finite element method and upper bound approach with
number of different sections (Chang 1971, Nagpal 1974). The upper bound theorem was firstly
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formulated by Prager and Hodge and later modified by Drucker et al to include velocity discontinuities
(Bramley 2001). Many attempts have been made to calculate the load using the upper bound method
which is a very useful and economical method to obtain knowledge and information on the die
designing of metal forming processes. According to Bramley (2001) upper bound analysis can be
provide rapid but approximate simulation and preform design when compared with currently available
finite element based methods. Gunasekera and Hoshino (1985) obtained solutions by using upperbound methods for the extrusion of polygonal sections from round billet through converging dies. In
the mentioned study the surface of dead metal zone has been assumed as a die profile and given by
radius function. A kinematically admissible velocity field of a generalized three-dimensional extrusion
for an arbitrarily shaped section was derived in which all the velocity components were expressed in
general function forms by Han et al (1986). Lee et al (1991) used a general surface model to optimize
the die surface by using the upper bound analysis. Gordon et al (2007) presented a series of studies to
develop the flexible velocity fields that could be used in an upper bound model for flow of a perfectly
plastic material during extrusion through dies of any shape. Upper bound analysis has been used to
evaluate the total energy of the process. A theoretical analysis was performed by Maity et al (1996) for
the extrusion of square sections from using curved dies by means of the upper bound analysis. Kim et
al (1997) proposed a simple kinematically admissible velocity field for the square-die extrusion of
non-axisymmetric bars from round billets to determine the final stage extrusion load and average
length of the extruded products. Kim also applied the applied velocity field to the square die extrusion
of regular polygonal shaped bars, trochoidal gear shaped bars and rectangular shaped bars. Alfozan
and Gunasekera (2003) used upper bound element technique and indicated that simulation of forging
by using Upper bound method gave favourable results in a much shorter period of time comparing to
FEM. Choi et al (1999) analyzed the two types of forgings of helical gears by using the upper-bound
method. Choi et al (2000) performed an upper bound solution of spur gear with internal serration and
used a combined velocity field. A series of experiment was carried out by Çan and Mısırlı (2008) by
choosing a gear-like section for comparison of evaluation of the methods of lateral extrusion and
closed-die forging. New kinematically admissible velocity fields for three dimensional extrusion of
clover sections were suggested for both to obtain the optimum die length of shaped inlet dies and
determination of the extrusion load by Altınbalık and Ayer (2009, 2012). They studied for extrusion of
clover sections which are used for trochoidal gears of external gear pumps. Huang et al (2009)
investigated cosine, conic, elliptic and hyperbolic profiles both theoretically and experimentally by
using upper bound method.
On the other hand strains and stresses in complex bodies such as gears can also be obtained by FEM.
Nowadays many studies is being chosen to determine the deformation load for the extrusion of metal
through a variety of die shapes by using FEM. Among the many traditional FEM based programmes
DEFORM-3D is a powerful process simulation system that enables designers to analyze metal
forming, heat treatment, machining and mechanical joining processes on the computer. Fang et al
(2009) used FEM for simulating the extrusion process to manufacture profiles of industrial
significance through multi-hole pocket dies by DEFORM-3D. In order to examine the influences of
the various parameters on the extrusion behaviour of an aluminum billet during its axisymmetric
extrusion through a conical die Chen et al (2007) carried out a study by using DEFORM-3D. FE
simulation of porthole die extrusion process has been investigated by Jo et al (2006) by using
DEFORM-3D in the non-steady extrusion process. Fang et al (2009) performed to combine the
considerations on die design and process optimization for the alloy to manufacture a complex solid
profile with large differences in wall thickness, with DEFORM-3D. He et al (2010) carried out a
theoretical investigation to understand the non-steady state extrusion process by means of the
behaviour of metal flow, the extrusion load and the velocity field based on the FEM simulation called
DEFORM-3D.
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In the presented study, a series of experiments for gear-like extrusion were carried out to obtain the
optimum die surface design and compared the measured experimental loads values with those
calculated from UB and a commercial FEM programme called DEFORM-3D. The die geometries
were chosen in the present investigation as cosine curved and straight tapered.
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
2.1. Mathematical Modeling of Profiled Dies
Especially in the last two decades, researchers have performed many studies on curved dies such as
linearly converging die profile and cosine die profile. Curved dies cover an area of application from
simple axisymmetric products to complicated sections such as gears and splines (Song and Im 2004).
In this study gear form was selected for forward extrusion and the die inlet geometry has been design
by two different types as straight tapered transition and cosine curved transition. Gear form has been
defined mathematically as shown in Fig.1 and the inlet and exit geometry of the dies were obtained as;
( , )=

( , )=

+

+

(6 )

(1)

(6 )

(2)

where Routlet is the outlet profile function and Rinlet is inlet profile function.
Parameters A, B, C and D in the inlet and outlet sections and are varied the shape of the die. Different
billets and product sections can be multiplied related with these parameters. In the presented study
these parameters have been chosen as;
C=14, D=0, A=8.7, B=3.5.
Transition profile between inlet and outlet profile of the die is expressed by Eq. (3) and Eq.(4).
( , )=

)

(

+

)

(

(3)

and straight tapered transition profile is;
( , )=

+(

−

)

(

)

(4)

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the curved extrusion dies with the axes of reference and profile
functions
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Eq.(3) gives cosine profile between inlet and outlet sections where Eq.(4) defines the tapered profile.
If the cross section shape is not given in an analytical form shown as Eq.(3) and Eq.(4), the die surface
function cannot be determined. Every parameter defined for the profile is unique. These equations are
so important to predict the material flow of the extrusion process. Transition profile influences both
material flow and extrusion load. The lengths of the dies have been determined to be L=25 mm.
Schematic illustrations of the die assembly and profiles of dies for forward extrusion are shown in
Fig.2.a. and Fig.2.b.

Punch

Container
Workpiece
Product

a) Cosine Profiled

b) Straight Tapered

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the die assembly for extrusion process
2.2. Generalized Velocity Fields
Velocity components are related to inlet, outlet sections and die transition profile. Following
equations are available for cosine die profile.
Vz is expressed as Eq. (5) in general forms.
2

Vz =

R0 V0
R cos

(5)

2

Eq. (5) can be written as Eq. (6) with parameters;
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CV0

Vz =

(6)

é
æ pz öù
2 êC + A + B cos(4q ) + (C - A - B cos(4q )) cosç ÷ú
è L øû
ë

Radial velocity component Vr is;
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æ
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2
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(7)
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(8)
Angular velocity is;

Vq = rW(q , z )
(9)
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For the straight tapered profile equations can be written as;

Vz =

RinletV0
Rtap (q , z )

(11)

Vz =

CV0

( A + B cos(6q ) + (C - A - B cos(6q )))æç L - z ö÷
è L ø

(12)
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2.3. Upper Bound Solution
In this study, the upper bound method is used to predict the extrusion load. At the beginning, velocity
components are input for the numerical calculation and they are used for the strain rate components
and then the upper bound solution on power is determined by the numerical integration.

e rr =
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Internal deformation energy, shear and friction energy can be calculated numerically from equations
(18), (19) and (20). after the strain-rate components are obtained both cosine and tapered profiles.

W d = ò s e& dv
v

(18)
σ is the flow stress of the material.

Ws =

ò

Gs

s
D v ds
3

(19)
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The friction, which exists between the deformation zone in the workpiece and the die, is characterized
by a constant friction factor approach. The frictional shear stress is given by t = m

s0
where the
3

constant friction factor m, can have a value between 0 and 1.

Wf =

ò

Gf

m

s
D v ds
3

(20)
Total energy component for the extrusion process is obtained by summing the internal deformation
energy and the power dissipated on all frictional and velocity discontinuity surfaces in the Eq.21

Wtotal = Wd + Ws + W f
(21)
Extrusion load can be calculated using the Eq.22

Fext =

Wtotal
V0

(22)
V0 is the velocity of the ram.
2.4.DEFORM-3D Finite Element Method (FEM) Simulation Procedure
The study performed rigid-plastic finite element simulations using a commercial FEM code

DEFORM-3D v10.2 was used to simulate the extrusion process. DEFORM-3D developed by
Scientific Forming Technology Corporation (SFTC)® in the US. In the present simulations,
the complete models of each extrusion experiment were modeled to obtain more intensive
simulation results. The dimensions of aluminium billets used in the calculations are a diameter 28
mm. and a length of 50 mm. The die set is modeled as rigid body while the extrusion billet which is
aluminium is a plastic material and represented by a solid mesh approximately 6000 nodes and 26000
tetrahedral elements. The friction factors (m) between the extrusion billet and the contact surfaces are
constant and assumed as 0.4. The velocity of ram is 5 mm/s as the same as press and the stroke is 30
mm as in the simulations and in the experiments also. As a result of the large and localized
deformations, frequent remeshing is done during the course of the simulations. Load-stroke curve is
taken from the simulations and compared with experimental results. Deform 3D model is shown in
Fig.3 with meshed workpiece. This illustrates the end of the extrusion. As seen in Fig.3, workpiece is
extruded and exited from the die as a six toothed gear product from a circular billet.
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Figure 3. FEM model of the process

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
3.1. Sample Preparation
Al1070 used as experimental material for investigation. The stress-strain relationship of the material
determined from compression test is;
σ = 144ε0.162 MPa

(23)

Billets have been cut from the bar and machined to 28 mm diameter and 45 mm in length. An
extrusion container with internal diameter of 28.2 mm having 60 mm outer diameter and a punch
having 28.2 mm diameter were machined. The die transition geometries chosen in the present
investigation were cosine curved and straight tapered as mentioned before. The dies were made by WEDM because of their geometrical complexity and the other die parts were machined at CNC. Dies,
containers and the punches were made from 1.2344 DIN hot worked tool steel and hardened to 54
HRc. Photographical view of the dies with each part is shown in Fig.4.a. and with the experimental setup as Fig.4.b . Extrusion dies are also shown in Fig.4.c. Experiments were done on the 150 metric ton
hydraulic press with constant ram speed of 5 mm/sec. Billets were cleaned with acetone before
experiments in order to obtain the similar friction conditions. Photographical view of the extruded part
is given in Fig.4.d. The hydraulic press was equipped with a pressure-current transducer in order to
measure and record the experimental load. Required stroke of the press was adjusted by a vernier ruler
which has an inductive switch at the end. Thus, the upper plate of the press reached the adjusted
position of 30 mm punch stroke, the experiment was stopped by means of the software. Graphics of
the load-stoke were drawn by software.
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b)
a)

c)
d)
Figure 4. Photographic view of the dies with each part
a) forward extrusion die set b) experimental set-up c) dies d) extruded part

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison of forming loads versus the punch stroke between experimentally measured and
theoretically calculated load values which obtained from DEFORM-3D and UB solution for straight
tapered die are shown in Fig. 5. As seen from the diagram the forming load increases with increasing
the punch stroke due to the increase in frictional surfaces, as expected. On the other hand, the
theoretical predictions are always higher for UB solution and mostly lower for DEFORM-3D than
experimentally measured load values. As it is known that the prediction of the maximum extrusion
load is important for determining the press capacity and tool material selection. Because of the
assumed kinematically admissible velocity fields don’t validate the last stage of the process, UB
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solution is found to be lower at the end of the process. The value of the maximum load calculated by
the UB deviates from the value obtained experimentally only with 10% and this discrepancy is
acceptable one. As it can be seen from the diagram calculated FEM results is about 18% deviate than
the experimental results for the maximum extrusion load. What leads to this difference is the
assumptions made in the program don’t entirely match the actual material properties.

Figure 5. Comparison of theoretical and experimental extrusion load against punch stroke for straight
taper die

Figure 6. Comparison of theoretical and experimental extrusion load against punch stroke for cosine
curved die
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In order to investigate to die transition profile on the deformation characteristics of the gear-like form
experiments were repeated for the cosine transition profiled die. Similar diagram was obtained and
given in Fig.6. As seen in Fig.6 UB solution gives about 5.1% higher and DEFORM-3D solution gives
22% lower extrusion load than the experimental results of cosine transition profiled die. As the
diagrams are examined together it can be said that the particularly UB solutions are quite compatible
with experimental results for two the different die transition profile. But, DEFORM-3D solutions
gives higher values compared to measured values only during the first half of the process. DEFORM3D is a well equipped simulation software for metal forming and to obtain the results with simulation
is quietly short compared to other commercial FEM based metal forming softwares and it is useful for
industrial applications. Conversely UB method is mathematical based method and can define the
process mathematically and it needs special mathematical definitions.
In order to detail investigation, each component of upper bound analysis for the straight tapered die is
given in Fig.7. In Fig.7 it can be seen that 78% of total extrusion force is spent for friction, only 15%
of it is spent for deformation and 7% of it is spent for shear at the beginning of the process. For the
maximum extrusion load 66% of total load is spent for deformation, 21% of it is spent for shear and
only 13% of it is spent for friction. Similar diagram is shown in Fig.8 for the cosine profiled die. In the
diagram, it is seen that 82% of total extrusion force is spent for friction, only 13% of it is spent for
deformation and 5% of it is spent for shear at the beginning of the process. For the maximum
extrusion load, same as the straight tapered die, 66% of total load is spent for deformation, 21% of it is
spent for shear and only 13% of it is spent for friction.

Figure 7. Relationship between stroke and components of extrusion load obtained from UB for straight
taper die
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Figure 8. Relationship between stroke and components of extrusion load obtained from UB for cosine
curved die

Figure 9. Comparison of experimental extrusion load against punch stroke for two different profiled
dies
In order to compare the effect of die transition profile in terms of deformation load experimentally
obtained results versus punch stroke is given in Fig.9. According to Fig.9 straight tapered die needs
about 6.5% less deformation load at maximum load point. Because mentioned die has less interface
area as compared with the cosine profiled die. Besides, higher load values for cosine profile are for
only during the second half of the process.
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FUNCTIONALIZATION AND MODIFICATION OF CARBON NANOMATERIALS
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Abstract
Some regularities of covalent functionalization multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) by oxygencontaining groups were studied. The resulting materials were characterized by electron microscopy,
thermogravimetric analysis, FTIR and Raman spectroscopy. The dependence of the degree of
functionalization of MWCNTs from the process conditions was stated. The advantages of the gas
phase to the liquid phase oxidation were shown. The effect of pristine and functionalized MWCNTs on
the properties of composites with polysulfone was studied. Pristine and functionalized MWCNTs were
modified with polyaniline. The effect of the method and degree of pre-functionalization of carbon
nanotubes on the regularities of the oxidative polymerization of aniline and the properties of the
obtained materials was shown.
Key words: multiwalled carbon nanotubes, functionalization, modification, oxidation, composites,
polyaniline.
1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) due to their unique properties have an increasing application in various
branches of engineering and technology. They are suggested to be used as components of polymer
composites [1], electrode materials [2], adsorbents [3], modifying additives for building materials [4],
etc. However, the surface of carbon nanotubes is originally solvophobic and inert and this leads to
their agglomeration in various matrices and prevents the formation of uniform dispersion. As a result,
the practical effect of the application of CNTs, especially in the composites is lower than expected.
Possible solution of this problem is modifying the surface of carbon nanotubes by non-covalent and
covalent functionalization. Numerous ways of functionalization of CNT are known and the better
effect of functionalized carbon nanomaterials in composites is proved [5].
Thus, the presence of [6] and carboxyl [7] functional groups on the surface of carbon nanotubes amine
assists embedding CNTs into polysulfone matrix [8]. To achieve the best effect pre-oxidized carbon
nanotubes are often subjected to a second functionalization. For example, in [9], the oxidized CNT
were reacted with 5-isocyanato-isophthaliolchloride for joining different groups (-OOC-,-CONH-,
etc.), thus yielding a composite microporous polysulfone-based material suitable for the production of
ultrafiltration membranes. In [8] it was shown that treatment of carboxylated CNTs with
octadecylamine improves thermal stability, strength and adsorption properties of composite
membranes of polysulfone. According to some literature data pre-oxidation of CNTs promotes the
reaction of oxidative polymerization of aniline on their surface. In some cases, this is explained by the
fact that carboxyl groups are centers of chemisorption of aniline monomers on the surface of CNTs.
The authors of [10-11] suggest that the interaction of aniline with oxidized nanotubes is not only due
to the interaction of π-system of CNTs with aniline molecules, but also because of the emergence of
the hydrogen bonds between the NH2- and COOH-groups. The influence of the method and degree of
functionalization of CNTs in the above mentioned studies was not analyzed.
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Also, most methods of functionalization of CNT described in the literature because of the specific
conditions and reagents used may advantageously be implemented only in the laboratory. The growing
need in technology of effective nanomodifiers requires the development of methods of obtaining
functionalized carbon nanomaterials in large scale. In connection with it, it is necessary to study the
effect of reaction conditions on the properties of the resulting materials and study the regularities of
CNTs functionalization processes for its further scaling.
2. MATHERIALS AND METHODS
We used carbon nanotubes "Taunit", "Taunit-M" and "Taunit-MD" (Fig. 1) produced by
"NanoTechCenter" Ltd. (Tambov, Russia). Their geometric parameters and some physical properties
are shown in Table. 1.

Fig.1. SEM-images of carbon nanotubes: a - "Taunit" b - "Taunit-M", c - "Taunit-MD"
Table 1. General characteristics of CNTs used in this work
Parameters

«Taunit»

«Taunit -МД»

«Taunit -М»

External diameter, nm

20÷70

30÷80

8÷15

Inner diameter, nm

5÷10

10÷20

4÷8

2 and more

20 and more

2 and more

till 5

till 5

till 5

(till 1)

(till 1)

(till 1)

0,4÷0,6

0,03÷0,05

0,03÷0,05

120÷130

180÷200

300÷320

Length, µm
Total impurities (%) (after treatment)
Bulk density, g/cm3
2

The specific surface area, m /g

and more

Functionalization of the surface with oxygen-containing groups was carried out in several ways:
1) boiling in concentrated nitric acid;
2) oxidation with potassium permanganate in acidic media;
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3) oxidation with nitric acid vapor.
Surface functional groups were identified by IR spectroscopy. Number of COOH groups (mmol) per
unit weight of CNTs was measured titrimetrically [12].
Raman spectrum of CNTs samples were investigated on Raman amorphous polycrystalline Al2O3
substrate (wavelength 473 nm laser excitation). Electronic images of carbon nanotubes and their
composites with polyaniline were made using scanning electron microscopic complex Neon 40, Carl
Zeiss.
Modification of CNTs with polyaniline was performed by oxidative polymerization of aniline under
the action of ammonium persulfate (NH4)2S2O8 in presence of carbon nanotubes. The weight content
of polyaniline in the samples of nanocomposites obtained was calculated as the difference between the
mass of dried composite and pristine carbon nanotubes, referred to the weight of a nanocomposite in
%.
TG-curves of the samples were recorded with thermal analysis device STA 449 F3 Jupiter (Netzsch).
During measurement, the sample chamber was purged with air at a rate of 30 ml/min, and the chamber
of thermobalance was purged with inert gas (argon) at a rate of 10 ml/min. The temperature program
included holding at a temperature of 30º C for 10 minutes, heating from 30 to 900ºC at a rate of
10ºC/min and cooling samples to room temperature at a rate of 15ºC/min.
To determine the specific electrical resistivity the samples of obtained materials were placed in a glass
tube and compressed using two metal pistons under pressure of 10 MPa. The electrical resistance of
the material was measured and recalculated to specific resistivity ρ (Ohm×cm). The relative
measurement error did not exceed 10%.
Determination of capacitance of obtained materials was made using a three-electrode cell in which a
sample of PANI/CNTs composites (0.05 g) was deposited on glassy carbon disk served as the working
electrode. The auxiliary electrode was a plate of graphite foil. The reference electrode was silver/silver
chloride electrode. Measurements were performed in a galvanostatic mode at a current of 2-10 mA,
the potential sweeps from -0.5 to 0.5, and from -0.3 to 0.3 V. The electrolyte was 0.5M Na2SO4 in
water.
Polysulfone Ultrason 6020 ("Basf") was used as another modifiable matrix as the films with thickness
of 20 and 150 microns. The specific volume resistivity of the dielectric was >1,0×1016 Ohm×cm.
Composite films were obtained from dispersion of carbon nanotubes in a 20% solution of polysulfone
in dimethylacetamide treated in an ultrasonic device (2 kW, 22 KHz, 20 min.). The film thickness was
determined with a device for measuring of geometrical parameters "K5", and the electrical resistance by teraommeter "E6-13A." The concentration of carbon nanotubes in the polymer was 2 wt.%.
Images of composite films were made by using metallographic microscope Axiovert 40 inverted MAT
(Carl Zeiss) in reflected light using the contrast method by bright field.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
3.1. The study of oxidation of CNTs
Treatment of carbon nanotubes with potassium permanganate, according to the literature, results in
appearing of oxygen-containing functional groups (hydroxyl, carboxyl) on the surface [13-16]. This
oxidation process is fast.
A typical IR spectrum of carbon nanotubes "Taunit-M" oxidized by potassium permanganate is
characterized by the presence of a number of absorption bands. Peaks at 2928 and 2852 cm-1 are
caused by asymmetric and symmetric vibrations C-H (2928 and 2852 cm-1) in alkyl group [17], which
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is a residue of hydrocarbon molecules used in CVD-process of producing of CNT. The presence of the
absorption band at 3423 cm-1 may be attributed to vibrations in the O-H bonds in the hydroxyl and
carboxyl groups formed in the oxidation of nanotubes. According to [18], the absorption peaks at 1562
and 1637 cm-1 are due to the presence of the > C = O group. Therefore, IR spectra prove the presence
oxygen-containing functional groups on the surface of CNTs «Taunit-M» treated with potassium
permanganate in acidic medium.
IR-spectra of the pristine and oxidized with nitric acid in the liquid and gas phase CNTs (Fig. 2) are
characterized by the presence of absorption bands of C-H (2920, 2850 and 1460 cm-1),> C = C < (1630
cm-1) and O-H (3450 cm-1) groups. The absorption band corresponding to the vibration of C = O bonds
in the carboxyl (1740 cm-1) on the IR spectrum of CNTs oxidized by boiling in nitric acid, had very
law intensity. For material oxidized in nitric acid vapor, this peak becomes pronounced. Thus, the data
of IR-spectroscopy indirectly indicate that treatment of carbon nanotubes with nitric acid vapor
enhances their deeper oxidation and appearance more carboxyl groups than at of boiling in
concentrated HNO3.

Fig. 2. IR spectra of pristine CNTs “Taunit-MD” (1), CNTs oxidized in boiling concentrated nitric
acid (2) and its vapor (3).
According to the thermogravimetry data "Taunit M" is resistant to thermal decomposition in air to a
temperature of about 440ºC. At 495ºC the 10% losses of the sample mass were observed, and the most
intensive thermal and oxidative degradation of the material occurred at temperatures above 515ºC
(curve 1 in Fig. 3). The nature of TG and DSC curves for the samples oxidized with potassium
permanganate (KMnO4 =0.2 and 1.0 g per 1 g of CNTs) is similar to analogous curves for nonfunctionalized material. However, with increasing of the KMnO 4/CNTs, ratio thermal stability of the
material decreased and the thermal effect of oxidation was seen with increasing of the degree of
functionalization (curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 3). Reduction of the sample weight began at 150ºC.
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According to [19], in similar conditions the removal of functionalized groups occurs at temperatures
up to 400ºC, and at higher temperatures the oxidation of CNTs themselves takes place. Thus, the
temperature of the beginning of mass loss of samples of carbon nanotubes treated with potassium
permanganate, showed the presence on their surface functional groups and proves the increase of
degree of functionalization with changing the KMnO4/CNTs ratio.
TGA and DSC curves of the material obtained at amount of KMnO4 equal to 3 and 4 g per 1 g of
CNTs are of different character (curves 4 and 5 in Fig. 3). On the TG plot it is observed for at least 3
stages of marked reduction in weight of the samples. The first stage in the temperature range to 150ºC
is associated with removal of adsorbed water. Obviously, these materials have high hydrophilicity, and
a longer drying of them is required. The second stage, from 150 to 320ºC, according to [20],
corresponds to decarboxylation of functionalized CNTs. The weight loss of materials in the
temperature range from 320 to 400ºC can be explained by the removal of hydroxyl groups [21]. On
DSC curve of these materials, there are two distinct maxima corresponding to the removal of carboxyl
functional groups and the thermal degradation of carbon.

Fig. 3. TG and DSC curves (in air) of pristine (1) and oxidized with potassium permanganate CNTs
"Taunit-M" at the mass ratio of KMnO 4/CNTs equal to 0.2 (2) 1.0 (3), 3.0 (4), and 4.0 (5).
Carbon nanotubes oxidized with nitric acid in the liquid and gas phase have different thermal stability
(Fig. 4). Pristine CNTs were the most resistant to high temperatures in oxidizing atmosphere and
CNTs functionalized in nitric acid vapor were least stable to thermal oxidation in air. The mode of TG
curves of functionalized materials is significantly different from the TG curve of the non-oxidized
sample. The peaks in the DSC curves of the pristine and oxidized in concentrated nitric acid "TaunitMD" are observed at 615-620ºC. On a similar curve for the CNTs "Taunit-MD" treated in HNO 3
vapor, there is a slightly-manifested peak at 350ºC and more pronounced - at 520ºC. Each of these
corresponds to a characteristic areas on the TG curve.
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Fig. 4. TG and DSC plots of the pristine CNTs "Taunit-MD" (1), and CNTs oxidized by boiling in
concentrated nitric acid (2) and in HNO3 vapor (3).
According to titrimetry data for carbon nanotubes oxidized with potassium permanganate (Fig. 5),
with increase of the oxidant amount there is a smooth increase in the degree of functionalization of
"Taunit-M" by carboxylic groups (Sf). According to this dependence it is possible to obtain
carboxylated carbon nanotubes with a given degree of functionalization by varying the amount of
oxidant in the studied range. The advantage of this method of functionalization of CNTs in
comparison with the more frequently used treatment with acids is its speed. The reaction of oxidation
CNTs by potassium permanganate proceeds in 20-30 minutes while heating the reaction mass to 5060ºC, whereas during boiling in concentrated nitric acid to achieve, for example, the degree of
functionalization by the carboxylic groups of 0.6 mmol/g about 10 h is required. With a small
expenditure of potassium permanganate per unit mass of carbon nanotubes (up to 1-2 g/g) about 2030% of oxidant is spent in useful oxidation of the surface of carbon nanotubes. At high expenditure of
permanganate (more than 2 g per 1 g of CNTs) more than 95% of KMnO4 is spent for side processes
(oxidation CNT to CO2, decomposition of KMnO4). Therefore the use of KMnO4 to oxidize the
nanotube is justified only in the preparation of materials with a low degree of functionalization by the
COOH-groups.
The quantity of COOH-groups on the surfaces of materials "Taunit", " Taunit -M" and " Taunit -MD",
oxidized in the gas phase is higher than in the liquid phase oxidation of nitric acid at the same duration
processes (Figure 6). With the increase of time the difference of the degrees of functionalization of
CNTs by carboxyl groups between gas phase and liquid phase oxidation processes becomes more
pronounced.
When boiling CNTs "Taunit" and "Taunit MD" in nitric acid degree of functionalization by the
carboxyl groups tends to a limited value with increasing the time. The average diameter of the CNTs
"Taunit-MD" and "Taunit" is nearly the same, but these nanomaterials have got different forms of
graphene layers. CNTs "Taunit MD" consists of cylindrical carbon nanotubes whose surfaces are lessdefective. At the same time, the surface defects, consisting of carbon atoms in the sp3-hybridization
are more reactive sites for functionalization. Therefore, the "Taunit-MD" CNTs has the lowest values
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of the degrees of carboxylation. The concentration of COOH groups on the surface of CNTs "Taunit"
is slightly higher because its graphene layers have conical shape. The carbon atoms in sp3-hybridized
state, which are at the ends of graphene layers of conical nanotubes are more highly susceptible to
oxidation than sp2-hybridized carbon atoms on the surface of the cylindrical nanotubes.

Fig. 5. The influence of expenditure KMnO4 (per 1 g of CNTs) on the degree of functionalization of
CNT "Taunit-M" with carboxyl groups (Sf).
The degree of functionalization of "Taunit-M", for the same duration of treatment is slightly higher
than of "Taunit" and "Taunit-MD." "Taunit-M" are the cylindrical tubes, but the diameter is several
times less than that of individual CNTs "Taunit-MD" and specific surface area is higher. At the same
ratio of number of carboxyl groups to the total number of carbon atoms in the external layer, the
degree of functionalization of CNTs "Taunit M", expressed in mmol per 1 g of the material is higher
than that for "Taunit-MD", because the latter has a greater number of carbon layers. Predominantly
external surface layer undergoes oxidation and inner layers remain intact. A higher degree of
carboxylation of "Taunit M" in comparison with "Taunit" is explained both by smaller number of
layers of carbon atoms and a higher specific surface area.
For "Taunit-M" different character of changes in the degree of functionalization with increasing time
in boiling nitric acid was observed. During the first five hours dramatic increase of the concentration
of carboxyl groups occurs. In the next 5 hours degree of carboxilation increases very slightly, but,
having reached a certain value, begins to increase for the next 10 hours, showing no tendency to enter
the limit value. Perhaps this is due to the fact that because of the specific material, the destruction of
its surface layers is easier than with CNT "Taunit-MD." After saturation of the external layers of
nanotubes with carboxyl groups their destruction begins, and after it the oxidation and degradation of
the following subsurface occurs.
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Fig. 6. Changes in the degree of functionalization (S f) of CNT “Taunit”, “Taunit-M” and “Taunit-MD”
with carboxylic groups during oxidation in liquid (1) and gas phase (2) with nitric acid.
The gas-phase oxidation under equal treatment time «Taunit-M» has the greatest degree of
functionalization. The concentration of surface groups was constantly growing with time, not showing
any limits. Apparently, there is a rapid oxidation of the surface layer, which then begins to decay and
the underlying layers are subjected to oxidation. The destruction of CNTs "Taunit-M" during the
oxidation with nitric acid vapor is proved by decrease of the mass of material during the process.
Therefore, for "Taunit-M" the only short-term processing with nitric acid vapor is acceptable, which
allows a high degree of functionalization.
The degree of carboxilation of "Taunit-MD" treated with HNO 3 vapors is growing slower. Three areas
can be distinguished in the plot: a rapid increase in the concentration of surface groups (up to 10 hours
of treatment), the deceleration of the process (10-15 hours of treatment) and re-growth (after 15
hours). There are similar plots of the curve of changing of the degree of carboxilation in the gas-phase
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oxidation of nitric acid vapor for "Taunit": the rapid growth observed up to 5 hours, 5 to 10 hours - the
process stagnated, after 10 hours - again a sharp rise. This type of curves for the CNTs "Taunit" and
"Taunit-MD", is apparently due to the greater stability of the surface layers to destruction. Retarding
of increase of the degree of functionalization is observed at saturation of the surface layer, and the
subsequent increase is due to its destruction. From the data obtained, the surface of the material,
"Taunit-MD" is the most resistant to degradation by oxidizing gas.
We can suggest several reasons for a more efficient process of gas-phase oxidation of carbon
nanotubes. On the one hand, the liquid phase process the addition of carboxylic groups occurs only at
the point of initial defects of carbon nanotubes. Furthermore, in contact with liquid "Taunit-M" and
"Taunit-MD" agglomerate, and because only the surface of the agglomerates contacts with the oxidant,
their inner parts thereof are not exposed to functionalization. Under the gas-phase process the
nanotubes are not agglomerated, and their entire surface is available for functionalization, and
therefore its degree is higher. The temperature also influences the process, since the liquid phase
process proceeds at about 90-110°C, and gas phase – up to 140°C. A higher degree of conversion can
be achieved due to higher temperature. Finally, from CNTs obtained by CVD-technique, it is
impossible to remove completely the residues of catalysts, particularly transition metals. Under the
distribution of tubes in the liquid acid, transition metals pass into soluble nitrates and they are diluted
in solution to low concentrations. In the gas phase process transition metal particles remain on the
surface or in the interior of the nanotubes. In nitric acid vapor the nitrates can also be formed. But they
immediately decompose and form non-volatile oxides under high temperature. It is even possible to
establish equilibrium "nitrate of transition metal Û oxide of a transition metal." Thus, transition metal
particles may even migrate on the surface of nanotubes. At the same time it is known that they
catalyze the oxidation. Consequently, due to their presence and their migration on the surface the
addition of carboxylic groups is possible not only on the points of initial defects.
For the structural characteristics of the original and functionalized CNTs Raman spectra can be used
[22], in which there are two characteristic modes: G (1500-1600 cm-1), corresponding to in-plane
vibrations of the carbon atoms in graphene layer, and D (1250-1450 cm-1), which arise due to the
disturbance of symmetry of the ideal graphite layer. Therefore the ratio of the intensities of D/G can be
used for characterization of the degree of ordering of the surface structure of multiwalled CNTs.
Under the oxidative treatment of CNTs two opposing factors influence the D/G ratio. On the one hand,
there is a removal of residual amorphous phase, which should help to reduce the degree of
imperfection of the surface defined by Raman spectra [23]. On the other hand, oxidation of carbon
nanotubes generates new surface defects that act as functional groups, and the ratio D/G increases [24]
According to the data of Fig. 4, oxidation by potassium permanganate initially reduces and then
increases the D/G ratio. This demonstrates the predominant influence of the first factor at low
expenditure of oxidant per unit mass (up to 1 g/g) of CNTs. Number of defects which arise due to the
appearance of oxygen-containing groups on the surface is compensated by removing residual
amorphous phase. Under high expenditure of potassium permanganate and high degrees of
functionalization by the COOH-groups the second of these factors begins to dominate.
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Fig. 7. Raman spectra of the pristine (a) and oxidized with potassium permanganate CNTs "Taunit M"
at mass ratio KMnO4/CNTs equal to 0.2 (b) 1.0 (c) 3.0 (d) 4.0 (e).
The comparison of the degree of defectiveness of pristine and functionalized with nitric acid in the
liquid and gas phase CNTs according Raman spectra (Table 2) shows that in the case of "Taunit-M"
boiling in nitric acid substantially destroys the structure of the surface layers. When carrying out the
process by various oxidizing agents in the gas phase the D/G ratio is even reduced that may indicate
the removal in this case the residual amorphous phase. The functionalization of "Taunit-MD" by the
carboxylic groups promotes the emergence of additional defects on the surface of the nanotubes,
however, the gas-phase process in some cases is more gentle.
Table 2. Assessment of the defect degree of carbon nanotubes according to the Raman spectra.
Sample

Pristine
«Taunit-M»

«Taunit-M»
after boiling in
nitric acid

«Taunit-M»
after gas-phase
functionalization

Pristine
«Taunit-MD»

«Taunit-MD»
after boiling in
nitric acid

«Taunit-MD»
after gas-phase
functionalization

D/G ratio

0.791

0.899

0.732-0.771

0.451

0.670

0.595-0.750

Furthermore, under the processing of "Taunit-MD" by oxidizing reagents vapor the initial positions of
individual tubes are stored with respect to each other in clusters in the bulk material.
Thus, for the materials "Taunit-M" and "Taunit-MD" the oxidation in nitric acid vapor is more
effective. At the optimum duration of the process the structure of the surface of the graphene layers of
nanotubes is also much better preserved when processing in vapor of HNO 3. The consumption of
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oxidizing agent per unit weight of the product is 10 times reduced, which solves the environmental
problems. Based on these studies it can be concluded that the gas-phase oxidation of carbon nanotubes
is promising for scaling to pilot production.
The oxygen-containing functional groups are responsible for the electrostatic and chemical
interactions of CNTs with polar polymer matrices, so they favor the uniform distribution CNTs in
matrices. However, too high degree of functionalization causes a large amount of surface defects in
graphene layers. In this regard, it is necessary to choose the oxidized carbon nanotubes with an
optimal degree of functionalization for efficient introduction into polymers.
3.2. Modification of CNTs with polyaniline
Analysis of the temperature profiles of oxidative polymerization of aniline in the presence and in the
absence of CNTs indicates the exothermic nature of the process (Fig. 8). Some decrease in
temperature in the initial sections of temperature curves is connected with the endothermic dissolution
of ammonium persulfate in water. Then an induction period is observed during which the temperature
remains almost unchanged. This period in the presence of carbon nanotubes is reduced from 8 to 1-2
minutes. Then a sharp rise of temperature begins. In the presence of non-functionalized CNTs
temperature value at the maximum point on the temperature curve is almost the same as that of
conventional synthesis of PANI. However, this maximum is reached in a shorter time. Rates of the
oxidative polymerization of aniline on the surface of functionalized and pristine CNTs are about the
same. However, the presence on the surface of -COOH surface groups contributes to the additional of
processes accompanied by a slight evolution of heat, as evidenced by the higher values of temperature
extremes points on the curves in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Temperature profiles of oxidative polymerization of aniline without CNTs (1) and in the
presence of non-functionalized (2) and pre-oxidized CNT "Taunit-M" with a degree of
functionalization by carboxylic groups equal to 0.18 (3) 0.65 (4) and 1 25 mmol / g (5).
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Fig. 9. The pH change during the oxidative polymerization of aniline without CNTs (1) and in
presence of non-functionalized (2) and pre-oxidized CNT "Taunit-M" with a degree of
functionalization by carboxylic groups equal to 0.18 (3) 0.65 (4) and 1 25 mmol / g (5).
The acidity of the medium during the oxidative polymerization increases (Fig. 9), which corresponds
to the reaction scheme:
The presence of carbon nanotubes in the reaction mass favors to achievement of minimum values of
pH (Fig. 9) in a shorter time. By increasing the degree of pre-functionalization with COOH-groups
rate of reaching minimal pH slightly decreases, while the actual values of pH in the presence of
functionalized CNTs are somewhat higher than in the presence of the pristine carbon nanotubes.
Pre-functionalization of CNTs with carboxylic groups increased the yield of polyaniline when the
process was carried out at 0-2º C with gradual supply of oxidant. However, when implementing the
oxidative polymerization at the initial temperature of 20-25º C and adding the required amount of
oxidant at once, the degree of carboxylation CNT does not affect the yield of the reaction product.
Pre-functionalization of carbon nanotubes by carboxyl groups affects the electrical properties of the
composites in different ways. The minimum electrical resistance (ρ) was observed in samples with low
degree of functionalization of CNTs by COOH-groups. Pre-functionalization of CNTs with COOHgroups contributes to improving the capacity properties of composites (Table 3). Materials based on
modified polyaniline with low CNTs functionalization by COOH-groups (0.33 mmol/g) show the best
capacitive properties. However, the other PANI/CNTs composites were characterized by sufficiently
high values of electric capacity.
Table 3. Electrical properties of of PANI/CNTs composites (80 wt.% PANI).
Material

PANI / «Taunit-M»

Sf, mmol/g

PANI / «Taunit-MD»

0

0.3

0.5

1.3

0

0.4

0.5

1.1

Specific electrical resistivity, Ohm×cm

5.8

2.5

4.1

2.9

2.4

1.3

2.5

2.3

Specific capacitance, F/g

162

190

171

164

-

140

188

168
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The analysis of SEM-images (Fig. 10) shows that the modification of the original non-functionalized
nanotubes with polyaniline results in a material with a non-uniform distribution of PANI on the
surface of CNTs. Polyaniline coating on some nanotubes was absent. On the surface of CNTs oxidized
by boiling in concentrated nitric acid a massive layer of polyaniline was formed. The polyaniline
coating of best quality and uniformity was obtained on the surface of the carbon nanotubes oxidized in
nitric acid vapor.

Fig. 10. SEM-images of pristine CNTs (a) and CNTs oxidized by boiling in concentrated nitric acid
(b) and HNO3 vapor (c) carbon nanotubes "Taunit-MD," modified with polyaniline at a molar ratio
nPSA:nAn under oxidative polymerization equal to 1.25:1.

Fig. 11. Micrographs of polysulfone films (Ultrason 6020 "Basf"): non-modified (a) and modified with
pristine (b) and oxidized (c and d) carbon nanotubes "Taunit-M". (Sf = 0,33 (c) and 0.90 (d) mmol/g).
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3.3. Investigation of the properties of CNT composites with polysulfone
According to optical microscopy data unmodified polysulfone contains few pores of various sizes
(Fig. 11a). With the introduction of non-functionalized CNT "Taunit-M" porosity of the polymer is
significantly increased (Fig. 11b). Moreover, the pore size was substantially varying across the
coating. Visually, there are large agglomerates of CNTs. When modifying polysulfone with previously
oxidized CNT with low degree of functionalization by COOH-groups (S f = 0,33 mmol/g, Fig. 11c) the
pore volume in the composite film was much smaller and uniform in size. Agglomerates are also seen
as black spots of different forms but their sizes are much smaller than in case of the polymer modified
with non-functionalized carbon nanotubes.
Carbon nanotubes "Taunit M” with a high degree of functionalization with carboxylic groups (S f = 0,9
mmol/g) are distributed in the matrix more uniformly than less-functionalized CNTs. The color of
films becomes darker, pores practically were not visible (Fig. 11d). CNTs agglomerates become more
uniform in size and they are uniformly distributed in the bulk of polymer. This is explained by the
increase of lyophilic properties of nanotubes with the growth of concentration of COOH-groups on its
surface. When forming films from the resulting solution the structure passes to the film volume.
Figure 12 shows the data on the surface conductivity of polysulfone films modified with pristine and
oxidized CNT obtained in the present study. As it follows from Fig. 12, the resistance of both thin
films and thick films filled with oxidized carbon nanotubes is higher than the resistance of films
containing pristine carbon nanotubes. With increasing the degree of functionalization of carbon
nanotubes, electric resistance of composite films increases (curves 1 and 2). However, in both cases,
the change in R in Sf range from 0.3 to 0.9 mmol/g is negligible. Increasing the concentration of
carboxylic groups above 0.9 mmol/g leads to a sharp rise in resistance in spite of a higher degree of
dispersion and a more uniform distribution of nanotubes.

Fig. 12. Dependence of surface resistance of the polysulfone (Ultrason 6020 "Basf") films on the
degree of functionalization of CNTs "Taunit M" by carboxylic groups (Sf) (film thickness 1 - 20 mm 2
- 150 microns). Mass fraction of CNTs in the composite - 2%.
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Indeed, the observed in Fig.11 restructuring of matrix towards a greater homogeneity and a higher
degree of dispersion of tubes would have to reduce the percolation threshold, consequently to reduce
resistance. Since it does not, it can be concluded that the electrical conductivity of the films
themselves depends on the nature of CNTs. However, some studies [25, 26] point to the growth of the
electrical conductivity of carbon nanotubes at their oxidation treatment. Although in [27] it is shown
that an increase in the degree of imperfection of the surface layers, as determined by Raman spectra by
the ratio D/G, the conductive properties of CNTs are reduced. In the latter case, however, it is spoken
about surface defect not related to the presence of oxygen functional groups. Therefore, the decrease
in the electrical conductivity of composite polysulfone films with the degree of functionalization of the
CNT-COOH groups occurs despite the supposed increase in the conductive properties of carbon
nanotubes.
Therefore, it can be affirmed that at increasing the degree of functionalization of CNTs there is
strengthening of their interaction with polysulfone. This reduces the interaction of CNTs with each
other, so the parts of percolation circuit are isolated from each other by layers of non-conductive
polymer. Consequently, to impart the composite materials the conductive properties it is necessary to
choose pristine or oxidized CNT predetermined with low degree of functionalization by carboxylic
groups.
4. CONCLUSIONS
1. The laws of the liquid-phase and gas phase oxidation of carbon nanotubes are studied. The
possibility of obtaining materials with a given degree of functionalization with oxygen-containing
groups is shown. The influence of the degree of functionalization on the surface defects of the CNTs
was studied. The gas-phase oxidation methods are more efficient and can be offered to scaling for
pilot production.
2. The laws of oxidative polymerization of aniline on the surface of pristine and pre-functionalized
CNTs is investigated. It is shown that the presence functional groups on the surface of the CNT
changes the rate and thermal effects of the processes.
3. The effect of the method and degree of pre-functionalization of carbon nanotubes on the properties
of composite materials is shown. The necessity of choosing the optimal method and degree of prefunctionalization of carbon nanotubes for composite materials with superior properties is proved.
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IMPROVEMENT OF A STAGE OF CRYSTALLIZATION IN PRODUCTION
OF OPTICAL BLEACHING SUBSTANCES.
Nataliya V. Orlovа, Andrej Yu. Orlov, Tatyana P. Dyachkova
Tambov State Technical University, Russia
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Abstract
The effect of oxidizing agent and process parameters on the kinetics of crystallization, grain size and
the output optical brightener. Issued recommendations.
Key words: crystallization, optical bleaching, oxidizing.
Currently, chemical and other industries for bleaching textile fibers, paper, plastics and others, to
optical bleaching agents (OBA). The effectiveness of these bleaches estimated fluorescence quantum
yield, defined as the ratio of emitted photons of light to the number of absorbed photons. This attitude
of the bleachers (in solution) become to 90%. Among OBA important place in the present study
investigated derivatives stilbens (trade name - Belophor).
In the production of optical bleaching agents, which include optical brightener OB-liquid (trade name
Belophor-OB), the stage of selection largely determines the quality of the finished product. In
literature and patent sources of technological methods of selection of the main substance in the
manufacture of OBA are characterized primarily in terms of their inherent chemistry. The
consideration of instrumentation of these stages is usually reduced to a simple enumeration of
possibilities. The purpose and objective of optimizing the steps of synthesis and isolation of the target
substance is usually to maximize the output of these operations. The effectiveness of the organization
of the final stages in relation to the stages of synthesis and release virtually no attention, and are
determined by a sufficient concentration of the reagents, the final temperature and time of the
suspension process, which could provide the required completeness of isolation with an acceptable
level of impurities. However, fine sediments with extremely heterogeneous composition of particulate
solids are not filtered, afterflush which is difficult and high purity requirements leads to intractable
problems.
Another drawback of the current approach to the organization of the final stages of a lack of
information and advice on the selection of salted (oxidizing) agents with the condition that the ionic
composition of impurities favored their easy washing.
From the point of view of the theory and practice of separation of heterogeneous systems getting on
the stage of allocation of coarse uniform sediments with high solubility of impurities compared with
the very substance of the target is essential for high performance is the subsequent stages of the
separation and purification of the target substance OBA.
When you select organic products from aqueous solutions at the same time a chemical reaction in the
device is in the process of crystallization of organic substances. It was formed during crystallization of
the desired product size distribution and quality indicators, such as the share of the basic substance and
impurities. Existing production belofor OB has several disadvantages, which include fine-dispersed
crystals obtained in the allocation, and as a consequence, large losses of the target product in the
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filtration. Science-based approaches to the calculation of the optimal process parameters selection will
provide qualitative characteristics (concentration of the desired product, the particulate composition of
the solid phase, the concentration of impurities) at the required level. Therefore, the study of the
kinetics and modeling of the combined processes is an important task that will formulate and solve the
problem of determining the optimum process conditions of the process of obtaining fine chemicals.
Among the OBA occupy an important place in the present study investigated the derivatives 4,4´-bis[4˝-dietanolamino-6˝-(n-sulfanilino)-simmetric triazin-2˝-ilamino]-stilben-2,2´-disulfonik acid (trade
name Belophor- OB-liquid).
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Fig. 1 - Experimental setup to determine the composition oxidizing agent
1 – capacity; 2 – stirrer; 3 – thermometer; 4 – batcher; 5 – thermostat; 6 – filter funnel; 7 – bulb.
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As oxidizing agent for the study were selected following the most promising compounds (a total of 12
variants): 1) sulfuric acid, 2) hydrochloric acid, 3) acetic acid, 4) - 6) a mixture of sulfuric and acetic
acids in the ratio 1:1, 1 : 2, 1:3 concentration, 7) - 9) a mixture of hydrochloric and acetic acids in the
same proportions, 10) - 12) a mixture of sulfuric and hydrochloric acids in the same proportions.
The studies were conducted in a laboratory setting, which is a model of the reactor highlighter (Fig. 1).
The studies were conducted as follows. To the reaction mixture, which is a solution of the sodium salt
belofor in water, add oxidizing agent. The process was carried out at a continuous supply oxidizing
agent, a temperature of 80 ° C and Re = 1400 to achieve the pH of the reaction mass, equal to 3 ... 3.5,
which corresponds to the transfer of the acid form of each sulfo belofor OB. During the process of the
solution of the reaction mixture stood solid phase target product and a suspension of a light yellow
color. Further samples were taken for analysis of the concentration of optically bleach and particle size
distribution. Fractional composition was determined by microscopic analysis of samples.
As a result of experimental studies of kinetic data were obtained by changing the concentration of
Belophor over time (Fig. 2) at a certain composition oxidizing agent, and also evaluated the influence
of these parameters on the size of the crystals formed (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2 - Change of concentration Belophor OB ( oxidizing agent is a mixture of hydrochloric and
acetic acid ratio of 1:3)
The analysis of experimental data obtained the conclusion that the maximum concentration of the
target substance (44.5 g/dm3) and the largest size crystals (20... 35 mkm) are formed when a mixture
of hydrochloric oxidizing and acetic acid in a ratio of 1:3 concentrations (Figs. 2 and 3) that the
ensured by the presence of acetic acid. With further exposure can still grow big crystals up to 40 ... 45
mkm.
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Fig. 3 Distribution of crystals Belophor ОB in size depending on the composition of oxidizing agent :
1 – sulfuric acid; 2 – hydrochloric acid; 3 – acetic acid; 4-6 – a mixture of sulfuric and acetic acids in
the ratio 1:1, 1 : 2, 1:3 concentration; 7-9 – a mixture of hydrochloric and acetic acids in the same
proportions; 10-12 – a mixture of sulfuric and hydrochloric acids in the same proportions.
Studies of the effect of temperature on the concentration and size distribution were performed on
Belophor lab setup in Fig. Two. The temperature was varied in the range 30 ... 90 ° C in steps of 10 °
C.
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As a result of experimental studies were obtained depending on the concentration of the acid form
Belophor from time to time at a certain temperature, and evaluated the influence of these parameters
on the size of the crystals formed and the concentration of chloride in the target product.
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Figure 4 - Change in the concentration of the acid form at Belophor ОB: 1 - 30 ° C, 2 - 40 ° C, 3 - 50 °
C, 4 - 60 ° C, 5 - 70 ° C, 6 - 80 ° C, 7 - 90 ° C.
Analysis of experimental data showed that the maximum concentration of the acid form Belophor (45
g/dm3 (Fig. 4) and the maximum size of the crystals obtained by a process temperature of 60 ° C (Fig.
5, Table. 1).
Analysis of experimental data showed that the maximum concentration of the acid form Belophor (45
g/dm3 (Fig. 4) and the maximum size of the crystals obtained by a process temperature of 60 ° C (Fig.
5, Table. 1).
The data in Table. 1 shows that at temperatures of 60 ° C and above the minimum value is reached
concentrations of inorganic impurities (chlorides), 0.8 ... 0.9% with a minimum filtration time (5 ... 8
min) with minimal loss of the target substance (0,5 ... 1 1%).
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Table 1. The results of experimental studies of the effect of temperature on the quality characteristics
Belophor
Оxidizing agent

Рrocess
temperature, ° C

A mixture of hydrochloric
and acetic acids
(1:3)

30
40
50
60
70
80
90

time
filtering
min
35
25
12
5
7
7
8

Contents
chloride in the
paste,%
2,9
2,5
1,5
0,8
0,9
0,9
0,9

Concentration
the target substance in the
filtrate,%
12
6
3
0,5
1,2
1,2
1,1

From the analysis of the data presented in Table. 1 and Fig. 5 ... 6, it follows that for the crystallization
process should be used Belophor temperature of 60 ° C.
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Figure 6 - Distribution of crystals Belophor Regarding the size obtained:
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To assess the effect of hydrodynamic conditions on the size of the crystals obtained experimental
studies were conducted at Reynolds numbers in the range 800 ... 2400, as oxidizing agent used a
mixture of hydrochloric and acetic acids in the ratio of concentrations of 1 to 3, the process
temperature of 60 ° C.
Analysis of experimental data showed that increasing Reynolds number up to 1600 improves the
uniformity of particle size distribution, and further increase up to 2400 leads to a decrease in crystal
size and increase the range of fractions (Fig. 6). Thus, the crystal size of the largest and most
homogeneous composition are formed when the number of Re = 1600.
To investigate the effect of exposure time (after the filing oxidizing agent) on the size of the crystals
obtained Belophor was also carried out a series of experiments. Reynolds number at the same time
varied in the range 800 ... 2400.
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Figure 7 - Changing the diameter of the crystals over time exposure to the mixing rate:
1 - 40 rev / min, 2 - 60 rev / min, 3 - 80 rev / min, 4 - 100 rev / min.
The data obtained (Fig. 7), we can conclude that the process of crystal growth is observed for 25 ... 35
minutes and a maximum diameter of the crystals Belophor (43 ... 45 mm) was obtained by stirring
speed 40 rev / min (Re = 800). For the acid form crystals with dimensions Belophor 30 ... 45 mkm,
you can also talk about reducing the losses of the desired product at the stage of filtration.
As a result, the following recommendations for commercial production Belophor Regarding the size of
the crystals up to 40 ... 45 mkm, accepted for implementation at JSC "Pigment":
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- oxidizing agent use a mixture of hydrochloric and acetic acids in the ratio 1: 3;
- treatment process: temperature selection Belophor - 60 °C, stirring speed 80 rev/min, holding at a
constant temperature for 30 minutes, stirring speed 40 rev/min.
Assessment of the quality of the product showed that the chloride content in the proposed regime is
reduced to 1 ... 0.8%, and losses of the desired product are reduced to 0.5%.
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THE INCREASE IN BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF ACTIVE SUBSTANCES
IN COMPLEXES WITH A FILLER OF LICHEN THALLUS
Vera V. Anshakova
North-Eastern Federal University named after MK Ammosov,
Russia, Yakutsk, Kulakovskogo, 46. E-mail: biotexnologii@bk.ru

Abstract
The mechanochemical technology for producing of high-performance solid-state biocomplexes based
on "universal active filler" which is a polymer lichen β-oligosaccharide matrix with different kind of
pharmakons (known pharmaceuticals, physiologically active substances of herbs, vitamin and
microelement complexes, etc.) is developed.
The application of «free solvent» processes based on natural poly-and oligosaccharides prolongates
of the operation of active substance (pharmakon) and increases of its biological (incl. therapeutic)
effect in a few times, while reducing the dose and toxicity.
Key words: mechanochemistry, bio-complexes, lichens, pharmacon, physiologically active
substances.

INTRODUCTION
Searching the ways of increasing the intensity of existing pharmaceuticals and biologics is a actual
task because of long-term and high cost (investment) of new drugs and biologics creating
(development, making, generation) process.
It is acknowledged that much attention is being paid to developing novel methods to improve drug
effectiveness by increasing their solubility and dissolution rates. Creating solid dispersion systems composites («medicinal substance carrier») is one solution to this problem. The so-called «clathration»
allows significantly increasing the bioavailability of many drugs, reducing their toxicity, and even
activating new properties of the original drug (pharmacon). Sometimes, an effective dose of a
pharmacon can be reduced by tens / hundreds of times. The clathration can be achieved by applying
mechanochemical technologies. Mechanochemical changes are distinguishable into two groups
[Dubinskaya, 1998]. The processes of the first group are associated with the rupture and the formation
of intramolecular covalent bonds, while the second group includes the processes with the rupture and
formation of the weaker intermolecular bonds.
The first group of mechanochemical reactions includes the decay of molecules, oxidation and
hydrolysis. Such mechanical degradation of the molecules results in the formation of free radicals,
which get involved in a variety of specific chemical reactions. Mechanochemical processes of the
second type lead to disordering, amorphization and polymorphic transitions of the crystal lattices of
the compounds, particularly conformational transitions in the components of the molecular lattice. All
of these processes alter the reactivity and biological activity of the drugs and can be used to create new
and more effective technologies, to obtain new active substances and a change in the properties of
drug substances and dosage forms [Dubinskaya, 1998; Shakhtshneider, Boldyrev, 1999].
As very small particles are usually characterized by high activity, traditionally solid dispersions are
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used for pharmaceutical purposes. These solid dispersions are composed of active substance particles
dispersed in a neutral soluble matrix. Agents of different origins can serve either as the matrices or as
carriers. For example, the poorly soluble non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug ibuprofen can be
dissolved by reacting either with organic or inorganic carriers [Yagodin, Boldyrev, Sysoev, 1991].
Mechanochemical treatment of sulfathiazole with polyvinylpyrrolidone translates the crystalline
substance into the amorphous state. The process is accompanied by the formation of hydrogen bonds
between the sulfathiazole molecules and polymer matrix. The solubility of the drug changes with the
weight percent of the polymer. The weight ratio of the polymer to the drug substance equal to 1:3,
gives the highest solubility [Yagodin, Boldyrev, 1989; Dushkin, Meteleva, Tolstikova, Khvostov,
Dolgikh, Tolstikov, 2010].
To expand the range of biopolymers of plant origin as active solid fillers, the effect of the joint
mechanical activation of dry lichen thallus with different pharmacons, in order to improve the
biological activity of the latter, has been investigated in the present study.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
The object of the study was the lichen thallus of the genus Cladonia (reindeer lichen) mechanically
activated and coarsely ground, as well as the solid-phase bio-complexes based on the lichen-βoligosaccharides used as a universal matrix, up to 90-95% by weight, with different pharmacons:
physiologically active compounds (PAC) of medicinal plants, vitamin-microelement complexes
(VMEC).
Mechanochemical activation was carried out in air in the mill-activator flow type CEM 7-80.
Scanning electron microscopy at 5000 × magnification (TM-1000 Hitachi High Technologies, Japan)
was used to study the lichen samples of different milling. This enabled the study of the plant objects in
their natural state, to obtain crisp and undistorted images with no damage and pre-treatment with
chemical reagents.
The content of the easily hydrolyzable carbohydrates and sorption activity against the methylene blue
marker (modulating the medium and low molecular weight toxins) was measured by direct
spectrophotometry according to standard methods in a spectrometer using the software LAMBDA 20.
The results of adsorption were obtained using the software package Microsoft Excel 2010. The data
thus obtained were processed by standard parametric statistical methods with the calculation of the
mean, standard deviation, Student’s t test, and 95% confidence interval (p=0.05).
The physiological activity of the biocomplexes «lichen-pharmacon» under different activations
(coarsely ground and mechanochemical treatment) was measured in vivo after oral administration to
mice CD-1 (Animal Breeding Center of the Filial of the Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry (FIBCH) of
the Russian Academy of Sciences). The experiments were conducted based on the principles of
humane treatment of animals as provided by the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
(ILAR publication, 1996, National Academy Press).
Assessment of animal behavior activity was performed using test «Swimming» and «AutoTrack»
based on the standard operating procedures for 30- and 45-day administration of the drug. Animals of
the control group (#1) received the solvent (water), while the other animals in the study groups
received the biological product (50 mg/kg) in the stomach using oral gavage.
Statistical analysis
All of the data was processed according to the variation statistics method using the software Statistica
Ver. 7.0. On analysis, the mean and standard error of the mean were deduced. The difference was
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considered reliable when p<0.05. The Mann-Whitney (U Test) was used to compare the differences
between two independent groups (for nonparametric data). For data with normal distribution, intergroup comparisons were performed using Student’s t-test for multiple comparisons. Then, statistical
analysis was performed for each sex separately. P value less than 0.05 was considered significant.
Behavioral tests are characterized by high volatility of the experimental object, and therefore, we
carefully performed a background research of behavioral activity, which was made one day prior to
the investigation, and on the basis of those results grouping was done to reduce any error.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mechanochemical treatment destroys the cell walls, where the bulk of PAC is contained. The
mechanochemical treatment leads to the formation of nanoscale particles in the solid phase (Fig. 1)
and thus contributes to the maximizing effective output of the PAM from the cells. Along with the cell
wall destruction chemical reactions occur during the mechanical activation.
The fact that partial destruction of β-glycosidic linkages occurred in the lichen β-polysaccharides with
the formation of β-oligosaccharide molecules during mechanical activation was confirmed on
analyzing the soluble carbohydrates using the «reducing ends» method in the extracts of the lichen
thallus of the genus Cladonia after coarsely grinding or mechanical activation. The content of readily
available carbohydrates in the lichen samples of genus Cladonia increased by 8 times after its
mechanical activation and achieved 33.48 mg/g dry mechanically activated raw materials and a 4.61
mg/g dry sample of the coarse grinding.

Figure 1
Scanning electron photographs of the lichen structures of different grinding: coarsely ground (A),
mechanically activated (B).
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During the mechanical co-activation of the lichen mixtures with a variety pharmacons (PAM of
medical plants, VMEC) a significant increase of the easily hydrolyzable carbohydrates did not occur.
The lichen β-oligosaccharides formed during the process of mechanical activation was found to be
able to form complexes (following the same process of mechanical activation) with the active
substance due to its active carbonyl, hydroxyl, and amino groups. Herewith the carbonyl groups of the
water-soluble β-oligosaccharides were found associated in the complexes with the active substance
and were not subjected to titration by the «reducing ends» method. This fact confirms the assumption
that the mechanical activation of mixtures of the lichen thallus and the active substance leads to the
simultaneous degradation of β-polysaccharide to form β-oligosaccharides (active filler) and their
complexation with pharmacon.
Proton spectra (Fig. 2) of the ammonium buffer extracts of the coarsely ground samples and
mechanically activated samples indicate that all the spectra in the frequency range 0-6 (m.F.) are
identical in the aliphatic region of the spectrum.
The proton signals of the saccharide skeleton of the lichenin appeared in the region of 3.0-3.4 (m.F.).
This saccharide skeleton consisted of sequences of 1.3 and 1.4-related glucose residues; in addition,
signals of the anomeric protons of polysaccharides were found at 5.20 and 5.12 m.F. The changes in
the signal intensities, 3.29 and 3.33 m.F. (reciprocal change) were marked. During mechanical
activation the intensity of the 3.29 signal decreased with the increasing of the 3.33 signal, which
perhaps was indicative of the change in the chemical structure in the polysaccharide cycles. In contrast
to the alkaline extracts of the study samples such changes did not occur in an acid environment and the
lichen spectra of the different impacts were identical.
Figure 2
The proton spectra of the coarsely ground lichen (A) and lichen after mechanical activation (B) in the
ammonium buffer in the range of 3-3.5 m.F.
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The effect of increasing the bioactivity pharmacon during its complexation with the lichen βoligosaccharides was checked by creating the mechanochemical biological product, which was an
intermolecular complex «active filler» - lichen β-oligosaccharides and VMEC in a ratio of 20:1. On
analysis of the study of the physiological activity of the bio-complex, the mechanical activation of
lichen β-oligosaccharides with VMEK was found to raise the resistance (endurance, motor and
exploratory activity, etc.) of the CD-1 mice to the effects of the physical activity and the extreme
factors of various origins by 1.7-2.0 times (Fig. 3).
The mouse weight in the control and study groups showed no significant change, i.e. the study drugs
did not contribute to any muscle mass increase; this indicates they did not possess anabolic properties.
The mechanically activated lichen thallus of genera Cladonia used in this study as a complexing agent
was also considered as a source for expanding the range of the sorption materials of plant origin for
cleaning the internal environment of the organism from exogenous and endogenous toxins of different
origins. It was noted that in vitro, the daily sorption capacity of the mechanically activated sample was
48.0 mg/g or 150.0 mmol/kg of organic matter (for example, methylene blue - the endotoxin marker
with small and medium molecularweight). This was significant because this is a very high index
compared with the known adsorbents such as white clay and Polyphepan whose adsorption capacity
for methylene blue is 10.0 and 11.4 mg/g, respectively [Anshakova et al., 2012]. The adsorption
capacity for the heavy metal salts was determined by the example of Co2+ ions from the standard
solutions of cobalt chloride (II) in the concentration range 0.2-1 M. The adsorption capacity of the
biomaterial of mechanoactivated reindeer lichen was 185 mmol/kg, that was about 2.5 times higher
than the adsorption properties of the coarsely ground lichen powder. The increase in the sorption
properties of the mechanically activated reindeer lichen is associated with a better developed surface,
and with an increase in the number of functional groups [Anshakova, 2011].

Figure 3
The physiological activity of the animals: A - on the 30th, and B - on the 45th day of administration of
the bio-complex reindeer lichen – VMEC.
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The high sorption capacity of the material thus obtained was demonstrated in vivo by the example of
binding of the «fatigue toxins» - lactic acid (Table 1).

Table 1
The absolute values of lactate in the blood of animals

Administered drugs

Lactate, mmol/l
30th day

45th day

Control

11.2±0.4

13.9±0.7

Rhodiola rosea

11.5±1.0

13.9±0.4

Coarsely ground mixture of Rhodiola
rosea with the lichen (1:10)

9.2±0.5

12.6±0.7

Mechanically activated mixture of
Rhodiola rosea with the lichen (1:10)

8.4±0.4

12.0±1.3

Thus, the solid-phase composition, obtained by the mechanochemical activation of the lichen
thallus of genus Cladonia and VMEC in a weight ratio of 20:1 (reducing the dose of VMEC in 10
times), was shown to possess a physiological activity of about 2.5-3 times higher than the original
pharmacon. This was due to the greater bioavailability and detoxification functions of the «active
filler». Similar effects, but even more pronounced in quantitative measurement, were obtained by the
joint mechanical activation of the lichen thallus with the tissues of certain medicinal plants: the roots
and rhizomes of Rhodiola rosea, the upper leaves and shoots of Rhododendron in the ratio of 10:1
(Table 2).
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Table 2
The physiological activity of animals on the 30th and 45th day of the administration bio-complex
"Lichen - Rhodiola rosea" (n=15 in each group)

Day

Control

Rhodiola rosea

Coarsely
ground
mixture of Rhodiola
rosea
with
the
lichen thallus (1:10)

Mechanically
activated mixture
of Rhodiola rosea
with the lichen
thallus (1:10)

The absolute values of the time swimming of animals (sec)
0

59.7±5.1

96.2±5.6

100.3±7.1

106.5±6.5

30th

86.7±11.5

96.3±16.4

306.0±24.8

449.4±57.2

45th

103.0±6.9

127.8±11.3

331.4±22.1

329.4±91.9

The absolute values of the motor activity of animals
0

655.7±275.7

650.0±313.5

711.5±308.9

794.2±185.7

30th

867.8±250.1

762.0±311.7

605.4±63.8

673.7±171.5

45th

544.7±131.2

557.5±266.2

1463.0±422.2

1891.8±61.8

The absolute values of the behavioral activity (number of stance) animals
0

24.5±11.1

17.3±9.5

24.8±12.0

29.8±1.5

30th

25.5±11.8

21.7±10.8

13.6±8.7

26.8±11.5

45th

18.7±10.3

12.5±9.0

22.2±9.5

36.2±12

Apparently, there could be several mechanisms of this type of efficient biological action of the
complexes obtained by employing the mechanical activation of the «active filler» (the lichen βoligosaccharides) with the pharmacon (VMEC, PAM of Rhodiola rosea):
• Lichen β-oligosaccharides bind one or the other pharmacon, transport it into the bloodstream and
then pass through the cell membrane, by so doing they provide a higher digestibility (90-95%) of the
pharmacon and, consequently, its bioactivity;
• The high sorption activity of the lichen β-oligosaccharides relative not only to the exo-, but also to
the endotoxin, products of metabolism, reduces their levels within the cells by 1.5-2.5 times (Table 1).
This too contributes to the adaptive capacity and endurance of the body.

CONCLUSIONS
The special biochemical properties of the lichen β-oligosaccharides (proximity to the structure of the
oligosaccharide components of the glycocalyx of the human cell membranes) as well as capacity to
form intermolecular complexes with the pharmacon promote a 5-10 fold increase in the bioavailability
and bioactivity of the pharmacon. This allows a significant reduction of a clinically effective dose of
an administered drug, reduces the risks of complications and side effects, which is especially
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important in oncology, phthisiology, and particularly in the treatment of autoimmune and allergic
diseases, etc.
Currently, the production of new biologics is being launched in the North-Eastern Federal University.
The universality of the «active filler» allows a quick restructuring of the production of one product to
another, changing only the pharmacon which is introduced into the mechanochemical process.
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RATIONAL USING OF LICHENS - RENEWABLE RAW MATERIALS OF YAKUTIA
Vera V. Anshakova
North-Eastern Federal University named after MK Ammosov,
Russia, Yakutsk, Kulakovskogo, 46. E-mail: biotexnologii@bk.ru

Abstract
Republic Sacha (Yakutia) is well settled in the north-east of the country, creating amazing plants with
unique properties that allow surviving in the harsh northern nature. Among them clearly stand lichens
their individual characteristics.
The aim is to study the ecological characteristics of lichen genus Cladonia growing in Yakutia, and
the development of clean, waste-free, resource-collection technologies and biotechnological
processing lichen raw material for high-performance wide range of biological activities.
Key words: lichens, physiologically active substances, mechanochemistry, biocomplexes.
INTRODUCTION
In our researches we are returning to the origins of medicine and nutrition the people of North in our
researches. Useful properties of reindeer moss (reindeer lichen) were known from the ancient times.
So-called "reindeer" people used reindeer lichen in food and therefore they did not suffer from many
serious diseases such as trachoma, tuberculosis, diabetes, etc.
Lichens are amazing organisms that remain a mystery largely from ancient times to the present. There
is very few reliable facts in science about the time of their origin due to almost totally absence of data
on fossil lichens. Lichens are a peculiar group of complex organisms, which body consists
permanently of two components, fungus and algae. Although lichens were the great mystery for the
scientists for a little more than a hundred years ago and its essence discovery by Simon Shvendenerom
in 1867 was assessed as one of the most astonishing discoveries at that time.
1.
They are an interesting subject to study due to the following number of features of their
organization and functioning: Symbiotic co-existence of two different organisms — the heterotrophic
fungus (mycobiont) and autotrophic algae (phycobiont), which is the specific feature of lichens.
2.
Lichens form a special morphological types, life forms that are not found separately in fungi
and algae forming the lichen thallus.
3.
Lichens as a whole and each of its components individually is characterized by a special type
of metabolism. Physiology of fungi and algae in the lichen thallus is quite different from the
physiology of free-living fungi and algae.
4.
The biochemistry of lichens is very specific. Lichen substances, that are secondary
metabolites of lichens are not found in other groups of organisms.
5.
Lichens substantially differ from other groups of organisms, including from free-living fungi
and algae, particularly in biology: methods of reproduction, slow growth, interrelation with
environmental conditions, etc.
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THEORETICAL BACGROUND
Study of such bloodline as Cladoniaceae among the huge variety lichen species known in the science
is the particular interest. A large and well-known genus Cladonia belongs to that bloodline.
Chemically Cladonii is one of the most complex and colorful genus among the lichens. Substances
which are contained in the lichen are divided into primary and secondary ones. Primary substances
include substances involved in cellular metabolism and body structure and the secondary ones include
cellular metabolic products also called as lichen acids. Primary matter are mainly represented by
carbohydrates, which metabolism runs in the same way as and at other plants.
The chitin and polysaccharide lichenine, also called as lichen starch, the amount of which reaches 4550% of dry matter, were found In lichen hyphaes.
Hydrolysis of liсhenine gives 98-99% D-glucose, 73% of its residues are linked in liсhenine by βglycosidic bonds between the 1-st and 4-th carbon atoms and rest 27% residues are linked by βglycosidic bonds between the 1st and 3rd carbon atoms. The synthesis of liсhenine in vitro has not
been implemented yet. The human body does not assimilate the lichenine, but it is adopted by reindeer
owing to hydrolysis by bacteria in the gut.
Disaccharides (sucrose, trehalose) and polyalcohols (mannitol, erythritol) are contained in a relatively
large quantity (up to 5% air-dry weight). Lichens contain many enzymes - amylase, invertase, urease,
catalase, lichenase and others, including extracellular action enzymes.
Activity of enzymes involved in metabolism is not the same as ones are in mycobiont of lichens. It
depends on their specific features. Urease activity in lichen is very high. For example, 75% of urease
activity of Cladonia verticillata is concentrated in phycobiont.
Also lichens are rich in vitamins, including ascorbic and nicotinic acid, biotin, cyanocobalamin, etc.
Secondary lichen substances, which account for up to 5% of dry matter, are nitrogen-free compounds
with phenolic nature, they similar in nature to the tannins of plants, but with more simple structure. Its
total number reaches 270, about 80 of which are found only in lichens. Secondary lichen substances
are characterized by a significant association with certain types of lichens. Lichen acids are almost
insoluble in water but soluble in ethanol and petroleum ethers, benzene, acetone and alkali. Some of
them are colorless, while others are painted in yellow, red, brown, or black color and almost all have a
bitter taste.
In general, lichen symbiosis (anatomy, morphology, and chemical composition) can be considered
successful, because they dwell on the earth almost anywhere - from the tropics to polar regions, and in
such places, where fungi and algae alone could not exist. Of course, it deserves attention the ability of
lichens to be a long time in dry, dehydrated state, withstanding a high (up to 100°C) and very low
temperatures, without dying, but merely suspending their vital functions, i.e. in a state close to
suspended animation.
The northern regions with its specific harsh conditions of habitat conduce to dwelling there lichens to
develop the physiologically active substances (PhAS), which do them enable to maximize adapt to
such conditions. Being well adapted, they play a significant role in the flora of the northern regions,
they are in the lead often, and even sometimes dominate in the vegetation of these areas, under certain
conditions (Fig. 1) [URL: http://www.sci.aha.ru/biodiv/npd/npd1_48.gif].
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Fig. 1. Map of the integrated assessment of the restricted area of lichen's growth in Russia.

The higher the index, the greater the predominance of locally distributed taxa. In addition, the thallus
of lichens Cladonia is a peculiar kind of a transitional form between foliose and fruticose lichens.
Three following main types of Cladonia: C. stellaris (stellate, before it was known as the Alpine), C.
rangiferina and C. sylvatica give the greater biomass and are most valuable food for the reindeer. The
some other types of Cladonia, and Cetraria islandica or Iceland cetraria may be include in their
number. Proportion of lichens in the annual diet of reindeer can reach 70%. Reindeer die from
intestinal disorders in the absence of lichens.
The use of lichens as a food was known for a long time, it used to cook jelly, jellies from Iceland moss
(Cetraria islandica) and to add it to the flour.
Some participants in the difficult expeditions survived only thanks to lichens, for example, John
Franklin in search of the Northwest Passage. Lichen is used to make curry dishes "ratapu" in the
Indian region Bellary.
The lichens as a delicacy are put in a soup or salad In Japan, and also, many species are used for food
in North America. Lichens Cladonia spp., Cetraria islandica are currently used for ethanol
production. Reindeer lichen in Russia has long been used for baking bread in famine years, in order to
preserve the freshness of products, ie as supplementary material to enhance the nutritional value, to
provide the specific organoleptic and physical and chemical indicators of quality bakery products.
Lichens are widely used in medicine. There were many species of lichen in the lists of medicinal
plants, published in the nineteenth century. Cetraria islandica, which is more than half a century used
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in the treatment of tuberculosis, has a great application in medical practice. In the ХХ century more
attention is paid to the study of antibiotic properties of lichens, which are rightly associated with the
lichen acids.
Usnic acid, which is found as now known in about the 70 species of lichens, is of particular interest
among the lichen substances. Usnic acid is a broad spectrum antibiotic. Antibiotic activity of Usnic
acid strongly depends on the nature of the optical rotation, and D(+) isomer is generally more active.
All three forms of Usnic acids have been previously studied for antimicrobial activity, their
predominant activity against following gram-positive and acid-resistant microorganisms:
Streptococcus, pneumococcus, staphylococcus, tuberculosis bacillus was set.
The mechanism of antibiotic action of Usnic acid is associated with rupture of the process of oxidative
phosphorylation in mitochondria of cells of microorganisms [Kramarenko, 2003]. Usnic acid derived
from lichen in the form of sodium usninat was proposed in 1955 under the name "Binan" for medical
use and has been used as a treatment for external wounds, burns, etc. In the 90 years of the twentieth
century in our country, the release of this drug was ceased because of formation of drug resistance in
pathogenic bacteria to monocomponent pharmaceutical during the time.
There are few reports in the available literature about the application of lichens despite the positive
experience of using its in many fields of clinical medicine. This is due to the fact that the known
methods for the selection of PhAM from thalli of lichens do not produce the desired result.
Traditional production of PhAM from herbal includes a compulsory stage the extraction by solvents of
different polarity. There are following disadvantages of conventional extraction selection technology
of PhAM: the use of toxic and flammable organic solvents, nactivation the portion of PhAM in the
process of extraction, a low degree of extraction in one stage of processing, as a consequence, the
repetition of the extraction, increasing production costs, pollution and loss of PhAM.
One of the promising areas of working of plant raw materials is the use the «free solvent» processes,
which is mechanochemical solid-state processing without solvent in one technological stage. Using
this solid-state technology of treatment of substances based on physical and chemical effects that are
common for Applied Mechanochemistry - from activation of solids due to disordering and defect
formation till solid-phase chemical reactions directly in the processing [Lyakhov, 2010]. Most of the
PhAM in the plant material is bind to water-insoluble complexes with only a small portion can be in a
bioavailable form. Impact-abrasive effect with additives of solid-state chemical reagents (eg. salts),
followed by changes in the chemical composition of the components of plant material along with the
destruction of cell walls. It is a result of breaking a number of chemical bonds (even such strong as βglycoside), and of chemical reactions, including to the formation of some very important PhAM just in
the process of mechanochemical processing of raw materials.
The rate of bond rupture is determined by the rigidity of the structure. The result of successful
implementation of the mechanochemical treatment of biomaterials is to increasing of concentration of
over the full range of water soluble components in the product.
This leads to the increasing of concentration of bioavailable forms of PhAM due to the formation of
intermolecular complexes with natural oligosaccharides derived from process of mechanoactivation of
the contained in the feedstock polysaccharides, and to the their better assimilation by the organism. It's
important because there is a general trend, associated with problems in their absorption in the
intestine, of low digestibility of the vast majority of vitamin and microelement complexes, active
substances of pharmaceuticals, food and feed complexes.
Previously preliminary data were obtained, they indicated that intense mechanical plant material
activation, heightening the degree of dispersion, is accompanied by increase output and diversity of
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the PhAM [Korolev, 2003], as well as their activation [Ivanov, 2006; Anshakova, 2011; Dushkin,
2008]. A significant improvement of the pharmacological characteristics of poorly soluble drugs,
various polysaccharides and cyclodextrin by means of their joint mechanical activation is shown
[Dushkin, 2010].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have proposed a mechanochemical activation of lichen material with micro solid-state inorganic
alkaline reagent to increase the effectiveness of application both independent reindeer lichen drug and
in combination with certain bio-and pharmaceuticals. Mechanochemical activation was carried out in
air environment (atmosphere) in a planetary mill-activator type AGO-2, which is a drum ball mills
type machine, where the influence of gravitational field on the working body (grinding balls) is
replaced by centrifugal force. In the design of the mill with periodic loading the two drum with
volume of 100 ml are used, in these experiments their 1/3 part is filled by the steel balls with diameter
of 8 mm (affecting the body), another 1/3 part is test substance in an amount of 20 g and rest 1/3 part
is the free airspace. Such loading of the drum-reactor corresponded to a shock-abrasive mode of
operation, ensuring maximum impact of grinding media on the object of study, at a speed of drum
rotation 1500 rotations per minute. Preliminary experiments showed the optimum treatment time is 1-2
minutes, the addition of solid sodium bicarbonate is 0.5% by weight.
The results showed that the containing of metals belonging to the milling bodies in control and
mechanoactivated samples varies within experimental error. Consequently, there is no interaction
between organic substances of plants and material of the mechanoactivator.
The use of mechanochemical treatment of lichen material in one technological step leads to the
formation of β-oligosaccharides (active filler), due to the splitting of portion the β-glycosidic linkages
in lichen β-polysaccharides, as well as to the flow of mechanochemical, solid-phase reactions of
transition phenolic groups of lichen acids in phenolate -groups, and followed by the formation of a
complex between the active filler and pharmakon (lichen acids contained in the lichen thalli or known
pharmaceutical with antibiotic action). (Fig. 2). In other words, a supramolecular complex formation
between primary and secondary lichen substances takes place. In this case β-oligosaccharides behave
as synergetic component in combination with natural antibiotic action substances, which are lichen
acids or active substances of known antibiotic action pharmaceuticals or known PhAM medicinal
plants.
Fig. 2. Scheme of intermolecular interactions Usnic acid with β-oligosaccharides
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Such weak intermolecular interactions lead to the formation of the complex of biphilic nature, thus
creating the optimal conditions for the diffusion process, increasing the bioavailability of pharmakon
in 5-10 times, which helps to increase its bioavailability and bioactivity.
In the literature approach to the development of highly effective drugs, which is based on the method
of clathration (chelation) of pharmakons (active substances of pharmaceuticals) with plant glycosides
is known. Medicinal compositions generated in this way have a significantly lower therapeutic dose of
active working substance, therefore, they are less toxic.
The attractiveness of this approach consists also in the fact that the compositions of well-known, in
detail clinically validated drugs with non-toxic substances are used. The latter, usually not having the
basic activity, when associating with pharmacon into complex, serve to provide it with protection
against metabolic transformation (inactivation), improved transport and increased affinity for the
receptors.
Effect of clathration of pharmakon, which is getting compositions with reduced doses and toxicity, but
with retaining high basic activity, proved for the complexes of Glycyrrhizinic acid with known drugs
of psychotropic (fluoxetine, Phenibut), cardiotropic (nifedipine, VFS), anti-inflammatory
(acetylsalicylic acid, phenylbutazone, indomethacin, ortofena, analgin) and luteolytic (prostaglandin,
cloprostenol) actions [Tolstikova, 2007].
The fact that the use of known substances can dramatically reduce the cost of preclinical research and
clinical testing of pharmaceutical compositions is important also.
In this paper we carried out the comparative investigation of solid-state sample Yagel
mechanochemical (YAGEL), which we have received by mechanochemical activation, and coarse
grinding reindeer lichen, in both cases with the addition of solid-state reagent sodium bicarbonate
0.5% by weight.
Methods of IR-spectroscopy, Raman scattering and atomic force microscopy were used for physicochemical studies of obtained intermolecular complexes of active filler (lichen β-oligosaccharides) with
pharmakon (lichen acids). The results of Raman spectroscopy scattering also confirms the availability
of Usnic acid in the test mechanochemical sample. The proximity of the frequency bands of
characteristic absorption lines of the Raman spectra scattering for Usnic acid and mechanoactivated
reindeer lichen, also as the predominant fluorescence in the range of 570 nm and 720 nm, in contrast
to the spectra of coarse grinding reindeer lichen, where you can see a lower intensity of Raman peaks
emission, indicates a higher content of Usnic acid in the sample of mechanoactivated reindeer lichen
in contrast to coarse grinding reindeer lichen.
The formation of new structures was also recorded by atomic force microscopy (Fig. 3b), whereas
unstructured surface of coarse grinding reindeer lichen powder differed due to absense the such ones
and the presence of a smooth topography (Fig. 3a).
The antibacterial properties of the samples in vitro on cultures of bacterial strains of four opportunistic
and pathogenic microorganisms were determined by means of the standard and modified techniques to
evaluation the efficiency of complexation between primary and secondary metabolites of lichens.
Comparative studies of antibacterial action of the sample YAGEL and thalli of coarse grinding lichens
without mechanochemical treatment (powder number 1 - control) were carried out in the following
cultures by the standards of the turbidity of cultures at 5 and 10 units:
1.

Staphylococcus aureus – 6538-p

2.

Escherichia coli –H-257
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3.

Pseudomonas aeruginosa – 33105

4.

Klebsiella pneumoniae

The following standard culture media: Endo agar, milk-yolk salt agar, Ploskirev medium, meatpeptone agar (MPA) were used, which were prepared according to standard recipe with the addition in
the culture medium of the control and the test samples in amount 5,0 mg/ml.
Fig. 3. The structure of the surface of reindeer lichen powder: a - coarse grinding, b mechanochemical.

Sowing crops of microorganisms was performed by means of lawn method and rate of growth was
estimated after cultivation and incubated at 37,0°C. Evaluation results are shown in Table. 1.
Powder number 1 showed either a subtle attempt to lysis or microorganisms lysed in part.
Thus, very high efficacy of sample YAGEL against opportunistic and pathogenic bacterial strains,
including Staphylococus aureus, Klebsiella pneumonia, etc is demonstrated.
Comparative studies of antibacterial action of a complex sample consisting of the lichen thalli and
cefazolin in a weight ratio of 100:1, which was subjected to mechanochemical treatment jointly
(sample number 2, Table 2) and a complex sample consisting of the lichen thalli and cefazolin in a
weight ratio of 100:1 without mechanical activation, the resulting coarse grinding at household mill
(sample number 3, Table 2) were performed. Determination of antibacterial action activity of the test
complex samples of lichen and antibiotic was performed by means of serial dilutions on solid nutrient
media. The traditional nutrient agar medium for growth E.coli was used As a nutrient medium. The
effectiveness of antibacterial action of complex samples was determined by the timing of the lysis
beginning of the bacterial cell culture.
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Table. 1. Antibacterial effect of the sample ЯГЕЛЬ-Т and powder number 1 — to control concerning
culture of opportunistic and pathogenic bacterial strains
The name of the bacterial strains

Antibacterial effect of the sample
YAGEL

Antibacterial effect of powder
№1 (control)

Staphylococcus aureus – 6538-p

++++

+*)

Escherichia coli –H-257

+++

+

Pseudomonas aeruginosa – 33105

++++

+

Klebsiella pneumoniae

++++

+

+ - weak lysis; ++ - partially lysing; +++ - almost complete lysis;

++++ - complete lysis

Table. 2. Antibacterial action of the complex sample ЯГЕЛЬ with cefazolin on E.coli strain M17
№

The concentration of
cefazolin mkg/ml

Antibacterial effect
The integrated product
number 2

The integrated product number 3
(control)

1

0,25

++ *)

-

2

0,5

++

-

3

1,0

++

+

4

2,0

+++

+

5

4,0

++++

++

6

(control)

-

-

*) + - weak lysis; ++ - partially lysing; +++ - almost complete lysis;
absence of lysis

++++ - complete lysis; - complete

The moderate bacteriostatic effect at concentrations of cefazolin 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 mg/ml and
bactericidal action at concentrations of cefazolin with over 2.0 mg/ml were noted as the result of
action of the complex sample number 2 on the E.coli strain M17 (Table 2).
Cefazolin as part of complex sample number 3 (control) did not show the bactericidal and
bacteriostatic action at the indicated concentrations. Consequently, the joint mechanical activation of
cefazolin and reindeer lichen with a concentration of cefazolin over 2.0 mg/ml has a strong
bacteriostatic effect on the E.coli strain, in contrast to the composite of cefazolin and reindeer lichen
without mechanical activation.
It is known that lichens concentrate radionuclides from the air. Therefore, the collection of lichen
material should be done in an ecologically clean area. At the annual measurement of the specific
activity of artificial radionuclides cesium-137 and strontium-90 in a universal spectrometer complex
USC "Gamma plus" investigational biological raw materials found to comply with the standards
SanPiN 2.3.2.1078-01, indicating ecological zones collecting lichen material.
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Cladonia’s thallus harvested in the summer, the amount of raw phytomass evaluated in accordance
with the instructions for collecting and drying (GOST 13727-68). According to the study, in the taiga
zone from one hectare of mixed shrubs collection was 41.0 g/m2 lichen material with moisture content
7.1%.
Alternative technology acquisition lichen genus Cladonia thalli takes into account the reduction of
reindeer moss and areas of growth, involves the collection in taiga areas of growth, where the lowest
percentage of grazing deer, and cutting in the workpiece does not exceed 1/3 thalli, resulting in the
recovery period will not exceed the initial biomass 8 years.
CONCLUSIONS
Thus, secondary lichen substances, acting as pharmakon, and the products of mechanochemical
redistribution of primary lichen substances – β –oligosacharides, which are «active filler», can form a
pharmacologically active mechanochemical complexes.
Known pharmaceuticals, vitamin and microelement complexes, or PhAM of medicinal plants may also
be pharmakon in such complexes.
In all cases the formation of a complex between lichen "active filler" and pharmacon of any nature
prolongates of the operation of active substance and increases of its biological (incl. therapeutic) effect
while reducing the dose.
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Abstract
The fact that plastic products are used more and more in every field of industry increases the
importance of clean, seamless and easy manufacturing. This is why choosing the correct parameters
for plastic injection moulding and calculating them precisely is extremely important. In this study,
software was developed to model plastic injection moulds. The developed software was prepared using
the Delphi 7.0 programming language. When preparing the software, factors such as injection
machines, moulding materials, plastic materials, additives, and the geometric shapes of the products
were taken into consideration. The necessary calculations required to be carried out on the moulding
material such as the number of mould cavities, injection time of the moulded product, cooling time, the
amount of volumetric shrinkage, the clamp pressure, the mould cost, and the cost of the moulded
product are done depending on these factors. Artificial Neutral Networks (ANN) and optimisation
techniques were used in calculation operations. In conclusion, as the developed software produces
numerical estimated values for all of the data listed, data regarding plastic injection moulding is
obtained quicker and the data obtained is a lot more reliable.
Key words: Plastic Injection Moulds; Intelligent Systems; Cost; Optimizing; Software.

1. INTRODUCTION
Plastic injection manufacturing is a manufacturing method where the melted plastic material is
injected into the mould cavity, shaping the product with the required geometrical shape, and the
product is removed after cooling down. Using this method simplifies the production of seamless
plastic materials at desired shapes and dimensions. Injection moulding parameters and the cost of
moulds and plastic products play an important role when obtaining these products.
There are not many software programmes in relation to plastic injection moulding methods that are
used widely today. The programmes that are available do not address in detail the issues experienced
in plastic injection moulding methods; hence, the reason why a software programme has been
developed to analyse the issues experienced in plastic injection moulding methods in detail. Certain
criteria are required to calculate the real mould cost; moulding materials, design, labour costs,
workbench process costs, special process expenses, general administrative-operating expenses,
depreciation, and profit are some of the categories used for the criteria (Breyce, 1996). The most
important factors that affect the cost of the moulds are factors like the geometric properties of the
sample to be manufactured, the number of mould cavities to be processed, the usage area of the mould,
the workbench process time, design, and labour costs (Kazmer, 2007). Out of these factors operational
costs, material costs, and other expenses affect the overall cost by 25%, 20%, and 55%, respectively
(Koyun, 2005). The geometric property of the sample and the mould cavity number is accepted as the
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most important parameter during moulding (Menges et al., 2001). The mould cavity measurements can
be found by considering the shrinkage and warpage rates of the moulded plastic products (Ferreira and
Mateus, 2003). The plastic’s flow length must be taken into account when calculating the mould
cavity. The temperature of the melted plastic, the temperature of the mould, the injection time, the
cooling time, the ironing time, and the injection pressure are all important factors that affect the flow
length (Chen et al., 2000). In the event that all the parameter values are calculated ideally, the melted
plastic mould cavity will be filled in the best possible way (Lau et al., 1999). The cooling process
starts once the mould cavity is filled with the melted plastic (Uluer, 2008). To make sure that the
moulded plastic product is cooled homogeneously, the cooling channels must be circulated to the
maximum over the mould surface (Ergüney et al., 2005). As heat conductivity increases when the
cooling channels are close to the moulded area, the cooling time of the moulded product will be
shorter and the optimum measurement integrity will be obtained (Shelesh-Nezland and Siores, 1997).
Together with developing technology, new methods have been developed for cost calculation, as
opposed to using the classic methods (Gao and Wang, 2009). These developed methods are used to
design software programmes that carry out estimated cost calculations in a computerised environment
for the cost of plastic injection moulding (Karaağaç and Özdemir, 2005). Artificial Neutral Network
models are among the methods developed to reach the most ideal result based on more than one
parameter (Özek and Çelik, 2012). While parameters such as different plastic materials, the mould
temperature, and the temperature of the melted plastic material are inputted into the artificial neutral
network model, values based on these parameters such as the injection time and the injection pressure
are trainable (Chen, 2010); by this way some evaluations are made regarding moulding parameters
(Sadeghi, 2000). Some evaluations are that the injection pressure gives rise to 58% warpage, the
injection time gives rise to 15% warpage, the ironing time gives rise to 23% warpage, and the cooling
time gives rise to 4% warpage; the injection pressure gives rise to 84% shrinkage, the injection time
gives rise to 5% shrinkage, the ironing time gives rise to 8% shrinkage, and the cooling time gives rise
to 3% shrinkage (Oktem et al., 2005). In order to obtain an optimum measurement integrity taking into
account the shrinkage and warpage amounts, the injection and cooling times need to be optimum
(Özek and Çelik, 2012). Just like the injection and cooling times, injection parameters, mould costs,
labour, general administrative-operational expenses (Çelik and Özek, 2009), and profit also affect the
cost of the moulded plastic product (Çelik et al., 2010).
In this study, a software programme was developed for the modelling of plastic injection moulds. The
developed software programme calculates the number of mould cavities that are effective in the mould
shape, the injection time of the moulded product, the cooling time, the volumetric shrinkage amount,
the clamp pressure, the cost of the mould and moulded product using optimisation techniques and
Artificial Neutral Networks (ANN).
2. THE AIM OF THE STUDY
The fact that using computers has become more common as technology has continued to develop has
directed humans to discover quicker, more reliable, and practical solutions to their issues. This is why
when resolving issues programmes created in computerised environment come to the forefront
compared to conventional methods. While there are software programmes available to resolve some
issues, some are still resolved using conventional methods; this directly affects the reliability of the
result as well as not being time efficient.
There are not many software programmes in relation to plastic injection moulding methods that are
used widely today. The programmes that are available do not address in detail the issues experienced
in injection moulding methods; hence, the reason why a software programme has been developed to
analyse the issues related to injection moulding methods in detail.
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3. MODELLING OF SOFTWARE
At first a flow chart was created for modelling plastic injection moulds. Fig. 1 illustrates the created
flow chart.
The software programme developed, using the programming language Delphi, for modelling plastic
injection moulds, has three parts in general; data information input, optimum design, and help. Fig. 2a
illustrates the splash screen of the programme. Information needs to be defined manually in order for
the developed programme for modelling plastic injection moulds to create optimum designs, ANN
calculations, and cost calculations; hence, the reason why data information input screens have been
added to the programme. These screens are defined as adding information, delete, listing, and
updating. Fig. 2b illustrates the plastic material data information input screen requires to carry out
these definitions.

Fig.1. Flow chart of programme
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Inputting data information enables the properties of mould materials, plastic materials, plastic
injection machine types, standard mould elements, and additives to be defined in the programme.
The programme has the fundamental programme buttons such as “ADD,” “DELETE,” “LIST,” and
“UPDATE.” The “ADD” button allows information input to the programme according to the injection
parameter properties, while the “DELETE” button allows you to delete information previously
recorded in the programme.
The “LIST” button allows you to see which information is recorded on the previously chosen
database, or allows you to view the technical properties of the information chosen, while the
“UPDATE” button is used to amend information input incorrectly, or to update the chosen
information. The programme uses the ANN model to calculate the number of mould cavities, the
injection and cooling times, the amount of volumetric shrinkage, and clamp pressure by evaluating the
inputted data; it also calculates the estimated cost of the mould and product to be manufactured by
using optimisation techniques.
Fig. 3 illustrates the optimum design screen, which shows the information transferred from the
database is chosen, the geometric properties of the plastic material to be produced using the plastic
injection moulding method is defined, and the calculation process takes place in line with such
information.

(a))

Fig.2. a) Opening screen of program, b) Data screen for the plastic material
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Fig.3. Optimum design screen
Fundamentally the optimum design screen has four sections. The first section has the properties of the
mould material that is recorded on the database beforehand, the machine brand, the plastic material,
and additives. Unless this information is chosen the programme will not allow options in the second
section to be activated, which is the section that defines the geometric properties of the sample to be
produced. In the event that additives are used in the moulding of plastic materials, it should be stated;
if no additives are going to be used, this part should be left blank. Finally, when choosing the plastic
material, the usage area of the plastic material will appear. The second section defines the geometrical
properties of the product to be produced such as length, width, height, diameter, and wall thickness.
Taking into account that the product to be produced has a possibility to have a complex structure, the
maximum amount of measurements should be inputted. However, the maximum measurements of the
sample cannot exceed the moulding dimension of the machine; otherwise, the programme will alert
you accordingly. In the event that an alert occurs, it is necessary to either choose a new workbench
that has a larger moulding dimension or decrease the sample dimensions. The third section is the
section where the shape of the mould or sample, designed and recorded using design programmes such
as SolidWorks or AutoCad, is shown. The pictures are recorded as JPEG files. Buttons such as
“NEXT,” used to see the shape of the flow chart, to clear the screen, and to continue to the next page
are found in this section. The volumetric value of the product is seen by looking at the mass properties
of the shape. After inputting this volume value, it is possible to calculate the weight of the sample by
pressing the “calculate weight” button. In the programme, the weight of the sample, where no
additives have been used is calculated using the equation below.

Ws = [( l p × Vs + l p × Vs × S p /100)/1000]

(1)

In the event that additives will be used, the ratio of the additive is calculated to be no more that 10% of
the plastic material ratio; in which case the weight of the sample with additives is calculated using the
equation below.
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Ws = [(V s × ((0,9 × l p ) + (0,1 × l a )) + Vs × ((0,9 × l p ) + (0,1 × l a )) × S p /100)/1000 ]

(2)

The fourth and last section has the order request form in order to gain technical information regarding
the contents of the study carried out.
3.1. Values gained from the optimum design
Once all the parameters regarding injection moulding techniques are defined in the optimum design,
the “NEXT” button is pressed. The software programme will calculate the number of mould cavities
and the moulding dimensions in line with the information inputted. Determining the number of mould
cavities ( N s ) depends on the moulding length and width of the chosen injection moulding machine
and the length and width of the sample. At this point, the programme calculates how many samples
will be pressed by the injection machine ( Ns1 ); after which it calculates the weight of the sample, the
rate of the amount of plastic the injection machine will inject in one go, and the number of samples the
injection machine will inject in one go ( Ns2 ). Finally, it will calculate the number of samples in
relation to the flow length ( Ns 3 ). Initially the programme records the amount of samples to be printed
in its memory, using the equations determined by studies carried out by Koyun (2005) and Menges et
al. (2001), taking into account the geometrical properties of the plastic injection machine and the
sample piece. At this point, the programme determines the number of mould cavities for the smallest
amount of samples. In the event that the number of samples exceeds 8, the number of cavities will
automatically become 8. When the number of mould cavities exceeds 8, the hot runner systems need
to be used. The programme does not take into consideration the hot runner systems as they are a
special subject. In conclusion, the programme calculates the maximum number of mould cavities as 8.
Once the number of samples is calculated, the real dimensions of the mould cavities are calculated,
taking into account the shrinkage amounts of the chosen plastic material. The sample must be a bit
larger than the real measurement when it is processed onto the mould; this is required due to the
shrinkage amount of the plastic material. In every type of moulding the material that goes in hot will
solidify and lose heat, and shrink when solidifying. Once the melted plastic starts to cool, it will shrink
according to its shrinkage rate, and the sample will reach its real measurements (Koçak and Abalı,
2006). This is why moulds should be larger than the dimensions stated in the workpiece technical
drawing (Malloy, 1994). When these dimensions are calculated in accordance with the shrinkage
amount of the plastic material, the plastic piece produced will have measurement integrity. Fig. 4
illustrates the drawings and dimensions of a sample used to calculate the real dimensions of the mould
cavity.
The real length of the piece to be processed into the mould cavity is calculated using the equation
below.

L r = [L 1 + L 1 × S p /100]

(3)

The real width of the piece to be processed into the mould cavity is calculated using the equation
below.

Wr = [W1 + W1 × S p /100]

(4)

The real depth of the piece to be processed into the mould cavity is calculated using the equation
below.
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Fig.4. The sample product and size

H r = [H 1 + H 1 × S p /100]

(5)

After determining the real moulding dimensions, the moulding dimensions of the injection mould is
calculated. The mould dimensions are important when determining the mould material cost. Fig. 5
illustrates an example design drawing for determining the expressions used to calculate the mould
dimensions.

Fig.5. The pattern of die design and size (Özek and Çelik, 2009)
The mould length is calculated using the equation below.

L m = [N sh × L r + (N sh - 1) × L c + 2 × L p ]
The mould width is calculated using the equation below.
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Wm = [N sv × Wr + (N sv - 1) × Wc + 2 × Wp ]

(7)

The mould depth is calculated using the equation below.

D m = [H g /2 + D c ]

(8)

The depth left under the mould cavity is calculated using the equation below.

D c = 2 × C sc

(9)

Additionally the equalities stated below must be checked (Koçak and Abalı, 2006).

2D cw < C sc < 3D cw

(10)

C c < 3D cw

(11)

In conclusion of the calculations carried out, the programme will provide general information such as
the properties of the information chosen from the database, the number of mould cavities to be
processed into the mould, the information regarding the calculated injection mould using the runner
type and the optimum design, the cost analysis of the moulding parameters to be calculated, the
mould, and the sample to be produced on a new page (Fig. 6).

Fig.6. The data screen of optimum design
Detailed information on the chosen subject is accessible by pressing the visual commands on the data
screen that shows the results of the optimum design. It is also possible to make additions in order to
see the cooling system over the mould cavities and the layout of the air escape channels (Li et al.,
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2005). All information regarding the injection and cooling times, the mould cost calculation, the cost
of one plastic product to be produced, and the programme is accessible using the ANN.
3.2. The structure of the ANN model
An Artificial Neutral Network (ANN) has been developed for the programme in order to simplify the
analysis of the parameters that affect the injection time such as the injection machine, the mould
material, the plastic material, and the geometrical properties of the produced shape, and to teach the
model by re-training different input and output parameters. The ANN model is comprised from an
input layer, interlayer, and an output layer. There are 10 input parameters; the injection pressure, the
mould temperature, the melting temperature of the plastic, the specific gravity of the plastic, the
weight of the sample, the diameter of the sample, the width of the sample, the length of the sample, the
thickness of the sample, and the shape of the sample. The output parameters are the injection time and
the cooling time. The programme takes seven of the ten parameters from the optimum design screen,
and the remaining three from the ANN screen. The programme uses the non-linear ANN model
(Levenberg Marquardt). Fig. 7 illustrates the ANN screen of the programme.
1300 parameters for every element found in the entry and exit layers has been pre-defined onto the
programme by taking advantage of MoldFow analyses, scientific studies carried out, and plastic
elements moulded by mould companies. Outputs from the ANN were compared to real outputs, error
values were determined for every input and output, and then a total error was calculated using the
individual error values. 1050 weights were calculated until every single one satisfied the training
condition required for every input and output. Once the weights were totally optimised, a 250-test
process was started for every input and output. During the test process, the programme reaches a result
by applying the weights it finds to the input parameters.

Fig.7. The screen of ANN
The ANN equations were transferred to the programme taking into account studies carried out by
Şengür et al. (2005) and Suratgar et al. (2005). The network is able to be re-trained for different
parameters that arise from changing the injection pressure, the melting temperature of the plastic, and
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the mould temperatures on the ANN screen, and the programme has capability to re-calculate the
injection time and the cooling time for these changed parameters.
3.3. Calculating of Cost
The mould cost depends on factors such as the mould material, the design, the cost of labour and
workbench processing, the cost of special processing, administrative-operational and depreciation
expenses, and profit.
The programme calculates the weights of the mould elements at the cost stage, in accordance with the
moulding dimensions of the sample. The equations from studies conducted by Menges et al. (2001)
and Kazmer (2007) are used for these calculations. In the event that a suitable mould material is
chosen from the mould materials added to the database, the unit price of the chosen mould material is
multiplied with the weight of the mould material to calculate the cost of the mould material (Sapane,
2007). When the number of standard mould elements (repellents, bolts, bearings, etc.), the mould
design duration, the machines to be used and their process periods, the number of workers, and other
expenses are input into the programme, it is possible to carry out an estimate cost calculation for the
mould.
The total mould cost in the programme is calculated by using the equation below (Çelik and Özek,
2009).

C tm = (C d + C mm + C mp + C L + C se + C a -o + C D + C p )

(12)

Fig. 8 illustrates the screen that shows the distribution of the graphics used for the mould cost
calculation, while Fig. 9 illustrates the screen that shows the matrix cost. Pressing the “ADD” button
automatically transfers these costs to the total cost calculation. Once the addition takes place, the
“ADD” button becomes the “CHANGE” button. Fig. 10 illustrates a cost analysis screen in the
program for the cost calculation of one product. Initially this screen is in passive status; initiating the
mould cost and the ANN is enough to activate the status. The programme takes advantage of the
mould cost and the results generated by the ANN to calculate the cost of the sample.

Fig.8. Screen for the cost of mold
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Fig.9. The cost screen of mold materials

Fig.10. The cost screen of a plastic product
The total cost calculation for a sample is calculated using the equation below (Çelik et al., 2010).

C tsm = [C A + C om + C L + C se + C a -o + C mD + C p ]

(13)

4. RESULTS OF SOFTWARE
The programme provides the real measurements for its pre-calculated moulding dimensions, the
distance between the mould cavities, the number of mould cavities, the cooling water time, the
injection time, the mould cost, the cost to produce one product, the clamp pressure, and the amount of
shrinkage in the moulded product in detail (Fig. 11).
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Fig.11. The screen of general information
5. EXPERIMENTAL AND SOFTWARE STUDIES
Different applications to measure the accuracy of the software were examined, and some samples are
illustrated in Fig.12.

a)

b)

Fig.12. Some samples that made application studies (Özek and Çelik, 2012)
The ¾ inch thread elbow application, illustrated in Fig.12.a, is commonly used for installations and the
natural gas process. Clack, given in Fig.12.b, is commonly used in vehicles as the air blowing element.
As in the application of cable clamp, the sample applications, illustrated in Fig. 12, were used in
experimental studies; the results obtained were investigated. Some of the data obtained from the
experimental studies and the Software are illustrated in Table 1 and Table 2 Table 3.
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Table 1. tin and tco date obtained from experimental results (ER) and Software (S) data for more case
studies (Özek and Çelik, 2012)
¾ inch thread elbow application
Plim=540 bar

ER

S

TW (°C)

TM (°C)

Vin (mm/sec)

tin (sec)

tco (sec)

tin (sec)

tco (sec)

20

210

70

5.9

13

6.17

12.98

40

210

50

6.6

14.5

6.98

14.74

60

210

30

7.2

17

7.34

16.56

Clack application
Plim=540 bar

ER

S

TW (°C)

TM (°C)

Vin (mm/sec)

tin (sec)

tco (sec)

tin (sec)

tco (sec)

20

210

70

3.5

8.5

3.26

7.89

40

210

50

3.8

10

3.85

9.61

60

210

30

4.1

12

4.24

12.76

Table 2. VS date obtained from experimental results (ER) and Software (S) data for more case studies
(Özek and Çelik, 2012)
¾ inch thread elbow application
Plim=540 bar, tco=10 sec

ER

S

TW (°C)

TM (°C)

VS (%)

VS (%)

20

210

2.6

2.55

40

210

2.3

2.43

60

210

2.1

2.17

Clack application
Plim=540 bar, tco=10 sec
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ER

S

TW (°C)

TM (°C)

VS (%)

VS (%)

20

210

1.5

1.92

40

210

1.35

1.43

60

210

0.95

1.17
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Table 3. Cost of Mold (Ctm) and Production (Ctsm) (Özek and Çelik, 2009)
¾ inch thread elbow application
ER

S

Ctm

Ctsm

Ctm

Ctsm

5003 $

1,2 $

5152,65 $

1,4 $

Clack application
ER

S

Ctm

Ctsm

Ctm

Ctsm

1200 $

0,8 $

1120 $

0,7 $

Cost of mold of ¾ inch thread elbow application are illustrated in Fig.13. Cost of total mold as
illistrated Fig.13 was calculated as 5152,65 $ from software. At the experimental study;
Manufacturing the mold of ¾ inch plastic thread elbow component, whose actual application has been
performed, has performed with the total cost of 5003 $ including the design cost of the mold
components as 410 $, the material cost of the mold components as 420 $, mold processing cost as
1680 $, labor expenses as 670 $, special expenses as 200 $, administrative and management expenses
as 405 $, amortization expenses as 378 $, and the profit as 840 $ (Özek and Çelik, 2009).

Fig.13. Cost of mold of ¾ inch thread elbow application (Özek and Çelik, 2009)
As shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3, there is a parallel relationship between the Software and
experimental studies. This is a very important factor for the validity of the Software.
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6. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
For all of these processes the programme,
1. Analyses in detail the geometric properties of the sample to be moulded (making sure the mould
cavity measurements are larger for the minimum amount of shrinkage, taking into account the
shrinkage amount), the injection machine (in which the mould will be used), the plastic product’s
moulding number (by choosing the correct mould material and calculating the suitable cost).
2. Calculates whether or not the injection parameters are suitable by using the valid equations.
3. Offers the cooling and ventilation systems for information.
4. Calculates the cost of the mould and the moulded product.
5. Reports general results.
6. Provides results faster and more reliably as all calculated values arise numerically in a computerised
environment. This ultimately means minimal time loss.
The thought is that this programme, which approaches issues regarding plastic injection moulding
techniques in detail, will carry grave importance for the industry in terms of technology and economy.
Symbols
Ws

: The weight of the sample (gr),

Vs

: The volume of the drawn sample shape (mm3),

lp

: The density of the plastic material (gr/cm3),

la

: The density of the additive (gr/cm3),

Sp

: The shrinkage % of the plastic material,

Ns

: Mould cavity,

Lr

: The real length of the piece to be processed (mm),

Wr

: The real width of the piece to be processed (mm),

Hr

: The real depth of the piece to be processed (mm),

Lm

: The length of the mould (mm),

Lc

: The distance between the horizontal mould cavities (mm),

Lp

: The horizontal mould edge pin cavity (mm),

Nsh

: The number of horizontal samples to be processed onto the mould

Wm

: The width of the mould (mm),

Nsv

: The number of vertical samples to be processed onto the mould,

Wc

: The distance between the vertical mould cavities (mm),

Wp

: The vertical mould edge pin cavity (mm),

Dm

: The depth of the mould (mm),
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Dc

: The depth under the mould cavity (mm),

Dcw

: The diameter of the cooling water channel (mm),

Hg

: The height of the plastic piece (mm),

Csc

: The cavity between the sample and the cooling water (mm),

Cc

: The space between the cooling channels (mm),

Cd

: Design cost ($),

Cmm

: Mould material cost ($),

Cmp

: Mould processing cost ($),

CL

: Labour cost ($),

Cse

: Special manufacturing process expenses ($),

Ca-o

: General administrative-operational expenses ($),

CD

: Depreciation

Cp

: Profit ($),

Ctm

: Total mould cost ($),

Ctsm

: Total cost of one sample ($),

CA

: Additive cost ($),

Com

: The cost of operating the machine ($),

Cse

: Used socket expenses ($),

CmD

: Mould depreciation

IM

: Injection machine

MM

: Mould material

PM

: Plastic material

Plim

: Limit injection pressure (bar)

A

: Additive

Smm

: Standard mould material

Sgp

: Geometric properties of the sample

SS

: Shape of the sample

tin

: Injection time (sec)

tco

: Cooling time (sec)

TW

: Mold temperature (˚C)

TM

: Melting temperature of plastic (˚C)

Vin

: Injection velocity (mm/sec)

VS

: Volumetric shrinkage (%)
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Abstract
Glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) composite materials are used in various fields because of their
superior properties. The drilling process is the method mostly used in processing GFRP composites in
chipping form. Since they are hard and abrasive, there appear problems in drilling these materials.
The damages in entrance and exit of the holes are the most important of these problems. Therefore, in
this study, drilling of GFRP composite material produced via lay-up method was executed at the
cutting speeds of 60, 90 and 120 m/min; and at feed rate values of 100, 200 and 300 mm/min; and by
means of drill at 4, 7, 10 mm possessing point angles 90o, 118o and 140o without using cutting fluid.
Depending on the damage in entrance and exit of the holes, deformation factor was calculated. It was
observed that the damage occurring in the exit of the holes was greater than that of the entrance of the
holes. It was found out that the minimum deformation occurred at low cutting speed and feed rates.
Key words: GFRP; Composites; Drilling; Surface Roughness; Deformation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Glass fiber reinforced composite materials (GFR) produced by means of various methods are found in
the field of applications much more than any other engineering materials in industry (Tsao and
Hocheng, 2003). Because, they have properties such as light in weight, low thermal conductivity,
resistant to corrosion, low cost and have high specific strength etc. (Kılıçkap, 2010a; Mohan et al.,
2007). Nevertheless, due to its non-homogeneous and anisotropic specialties, these composites are
difficult to be able to machine (Palanikumar et al., 2008).
GFR composite materials are especially used for drilling operation of secondary applications due to
the need for assembly structures (Hocheng and Tsao, 2005). Some problems occur on materials
during drilling. These problems are delamination, tool wear, surface roughness, hole quality, chip
characteristic (Abdul Budan et al., 2011). One of the major problems is delamination, which is
because of the heterogeneity of fiber and matrix (Faraz et al., 2011; Tsao, 2008). Delamination leads
to diminishing the structural integrity of the joints and it causes poor assembly tolerance (Palanikumar
et al., 2012; Grimmer and Dharan, 2010; Seif and Khashaba, 2007). Delamination and others damage
effect drilling parameters, tool properties and structure of composite materials (Mihai-Bozgon and
Paul, 2011).
Numerous studies have been conducted on the delamination and surface roughness in drilling
composite materials. Rao et al. (2008) performed analyses about the influence of drilling parameters
(feed rate, spindle speed) of the damage. Palanikumar (2010) developed a mathematical model to
predict the delamination factor and surface roughness in drilling composite materials. He indicated
that not only the increase in spindle speed reduced the surface roughness and delamination but also the
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most influential parameters influencing the surface roughness and delamination were feed rate.
Influence over delamination of spindle speed and feed rate have been examined by Kılıckap (2010b,
2010c). He found similar result as Rao (2008) and Palanikumar (2010). In addition, delamination and
surface roughness are effected by drilling geometry and materials of tool. Increase in point angle
increases delamination. Decrease in point angle increases surface roughness. Drill diameters have less
influence than feed rate (Kumar et al., 2012; Işık and Ekici, 2010; Kılıçkap, 2010d; Rankumar et al.
2002). However, most effective parameters for delamination is feed rate because the increase of feed
rate increases the thrust force. Therefore, delamination occurs in the entrance and the exit of hole
(Faraz et al. 2011; Tsao, 2008; Tsao and Hocheng, 2003). To determinate the damage in drilling, not
only experimental study but also modeling and optimization processes has been conducted over
composite materials. Lathe et al. (2011) conducted the modeling and optimization of process
parameters for delamination in drilling GFR composite materials. They have obtained the formulation
of delamination factors. They took spindle speed, feed rate and drill diameter for formulate of
delamination factors into account. Lathe and Senthilkumar (2010) performed the modeling and
analysis of surface roughness parameters in drilling composites using fuzzy logic. As input parameters
of fuzzy logic were selected by spindle speed, feed rate and drill diameter, output parameters were
selected by the surface roughness. They determined that the increase of spindle speed reduced the
surface roughness and the increase feed rate and drill diameters increased the surface roughness. In
another study, Lathe and Senthilkumar (2009) used fuzzy logic for analyses of thrust force in drilling
GFR composites. They found that increasing of spindle speed reduced thrust force and increasing feed
rate and drill diameter increased thrust force. Karnik et al. (2008) used artificial neural network for
delamination in drilling carbon fiber reinforced plastic. Mishra et al (2010) conducted the neural
network approach for estimation the residual tensile strength after drilling unidirectional GFR plastic
laminates.
When performed experimental study was examined, all parameters seemed to be accounted as
individual. Therefore, an experimental study was conducted for delamination in drilling of GFRP
composite materials. At the experimental study, all parameters (feed rate, spindle speed, drill diameter,
point angle) were taken into account for delamination.
2. MATERIAL AND METHOD
2.1. Material
To carry out the experimental study, GFR composite materials produced by hand layup methods were
used. This material consisted of a density of 1.9 gr/cm3, an angular of among fibers 90˚, mat shapes
and 18 layers. Mechanical properties of GFRP composite materials are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of GFRP composite
Parameters
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Values

The tensile strength (N/mm2)

300

The pressure strength (N/mm2)

500

The bend strength (N/mm2)

400

The module of elasticity (N/mm2)

20
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2.2. Drilling process and cutting tools
Drilling experiments were carried out by means of HUMMER VMC-1000 CNC milling machine
because it was strong, new, without vibration and useful. In addition, at the experimental study, 4 mm,
7 mm and 10 mm diameters HSS drills which had different point angles (90˚, 118˚, and 140˚) were
used.
2.3. Delamination
Delamination factors vary depending on cutting parameters. It is observed that the entrance and the
exit of hole. To determine of delamination around holes, it is necessary to know the maximum
diameter in delamination zone. Delamination factory (F d) is determined by following equations (Abrao
et al., 2008; Davim et al., 2004).
Fd=(dmax/d)

(1)

In which, “dmax” is maximum diameter of the delamination zone and “d” is diameter of drill.
Deformations around the hole are given in Fig. 1.

Fig.1. Determination of the deformation factor
2.4. Experiments
The specimens 500x500x10 mm in size were fixed to Hummer VMC-100 CNC machine. For each
test, three cutting tools were employed. After three tests, the drill was changed to avoid tool wear due
to absence of cutting fluids. Experiments were performed at different drilling parameters. The drilling
parameters are given in Table 2. To determine the delamination factors of the entrance and the exit of
hole, a Nikon Epiphot 200 optic microscope was used for cutting parameters. Delamination factors
were calculated with regard to the deformation occurring at the entrance and the exit.
Table 2. Drilling parameters and values
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Cutting speed
(m/min)

Feed rate
(mm/min)

Drills diameter
(mm)

Point angles
(º)

60

100

4

90

90

200

7

118

120

300

10

140
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To determine the minimum deformation of the GFRP composite material, a number of experiments
were conducted. Totally 148 holes were drilled in the experiments. It was observed that the
deformation increased during machining of these materials since cutting parameters, cutting forces and
stresses were affected by Karpat et al. (2012). In connection with this case, it can easily be seen that
the deformation in the exit of the hole is greater than the deformation in the entrance. The images of
entrance and exit of holes obtained as the result of drilling are given in Fig. 2a and b.

a) Entrance of holes

b) Exit of holes
Fig.2. Drilled samples image
The deformation change is given in Fig. 3, depending on the drill with 7 mm diameter and drill point
angle for 90 m/min cutting speed and feed rates in the entrance of the hole.
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Fig.3. Determining of the deformation factor for different feed rates and point angles
It was observed that the deformation factor also increased as the feed rate was increased. Furthermore,
increased drill point angle raised the deformation factor. Minimum deformation was found as 1.03
with 90˚ point angle drill and at 100 mm/min. Feed rate. Maximum deformation was figured out as
1.11 with 140˚ point angle drill and 300 mm/min. Feed rate.
The deformation changes in the entrance of the hole are given in Fig. 4 with respect to 7 mm diameter
drill and drill point angle for 200 mm/min feed rate and cutting speed. Feed rate and drill point angle
as well as increase in cutting speed caused the increase of deformation factor.

90˚

Deformation Factor

1.12

118˚

140˚

1.08

1.04

1.00
60

90
Cutting Speed (m/min)

120

Fig.4. Determining of the deformation factor for different cutting speeds and point angles
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Minimum deformation was calculated as 1.02 with 90˚ point angle drill for 60 m/min. Cutting speed.
On the other hand, maximum deformation was found as 1.11 with 140˚ point angle drill for 120
m/min. Cutting speed.
The effect of drill diameter on deformation in the entrance of the hole is given in Fig. 5 depending on
the feed rate and in Fig. 6 depending on cutting speed. The increase of feed rate, cutting speed and
drill point angle in addition to the increase in drill diameter all caused the increase in deformation
factor. Minimum deformation was approximately worked out as 1.02 at the case when drill point angle
was 90˚, cutting speed was 60 m/min., feed rate was 100 mm/min. and the drill diameter was 4 mm.
Maximum deformation was found approximately as 1.16 when drill point angle was 140˚, cutting
speed was 120 m/min. feed rate was 300 mm/min. and the drill diameter was 10 mm.

Fig.5. Determining of the deformation factor for different feed rates and drill diameter at 90 m/min
cutting speed and 118˚ point angles

Fig.6. Determining of the deformation factor for different cutting speeds and drill diameter at 200
mm/min feed rate and 118˚ point angles
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As in the entrance of the hole, the factors increasing the deformations increased deformation in the
exit of the hole as well. However, in connection with drilling forces and stresses, it was observed that
the deformations occurring in the exit of the holes were greater than those in the entrances. The
deformation changes occurring in the hole exits are given in Fig. 7-10 depending on the drilling
parameters.

Fig.7. Determining of the deformation factor for different feed rates and point angles at 90 m/min
cutting speed and Ø7 mm drill diameter

Fig.8. Determining of the deformation factor for different cutting speeds and point angles at 200
mm/min feed rate and Ø7 mm drill diameter
Increase in feed rate, cutting speed, drill point angle and drill diameter at the hole exit caused the
increase in deformation factor. Minimum deformation was approximately worked out as 1.02 at the
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case when drill point angle was 90˚, cutting speed was 60 m/min., feed rate was 100 mm/min. and the
drill diameter was 4 mm. However, Maximum deformation was found approximately as 1.74 when
drill point angle was 140˚, cutting speed was 120 m/min. feed rate was 300 mm/min. and the drill
diameter was 10 mm.
It is thought that when the feed rate is high, this causes to apply more strength to the material being
drilled, therefore, this causes the fibres of the composite material, which are in layers, fly off
(Krishnamorty et al., 2009). It is thought that the cutting speed, drill point angle and drill diameter
increase raises the friction between the drill and surface, which will cause both the tool and material to
heat, and this will cause deformation during drilling.

Fig.9. Determining of the deformation factor for different feed rates and drill diameters at 90 m/min
cutting speed and 118˚ point angles

Fig.10. Determining of the deformation factor for different cutting speeds and drill diameters at 200
mm/min feed rate and 118˚ point angles
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4. CONCLUSION
In this study, the effects of cutting speed, feed rate, drill diameter and drill point angles on deformation
occurring hole entrances and exits during drilling of GFRP composite material was investigated. The
following results were found depending on the data obtained:
·

It was seen that feed rate, cutting speed, drill point angle and drill diameter affected
deformation factor.

·

It was observed that the most important factor having an effect on deformation was feed rate,
while the least influential effect was drill diameter.

·

The minimum deformation at both hole entrance and exit was obtained when the drill point
angle was 90˚, cutting speed was 60 m/min., feed rate was 100 mm/min. and drill diameter
was 4 mm.

·

The maximum deformation at both hole entrance and exit was obtained when the drill point
angle was 140˚, cutting speed was 120 m/min., feed rate was 300 mm/min. and drill diameter
was 10 mm.
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Abstract
Using of ferritic-martensitic steel as a construction material in power industry enables an increasing
of power efficiency and a decrease of pollution. The aim of this article is to describe problems of
machining ferritic-martensitic steel, depending on experimental study, for special applications –
machining of dividing plane of steam turbine casing.
Key words: milling, ferritic-martensitic steel, turbine, tool geometry

1. INTRODUCTION
For parts of energy device used in the "creep" area are key useful properties creep resistance and
resistance to hightemperature corrosion (oxidation) in the environment of water vapor. In
industrialized countries (notably the U.S., Japan, EU countries as well as India and China) is devoted
great attention to technological development and adoption of new brands martensitic steels based on
(9-12)% Cr, modified by other elements (Mo, W, Co N, B, V). This group also includes steel
X12CrMoVNb9-1 [Jandova 2006]. This steel is today best known under the tradename P91 (9% Cr 1% Mo). It is a modified ferritic-martensitic steels microalloyed by vanadium, niobium and with
controlled nitrogen content [Arivazhagan 2009].
This steel is designed for the production of forgings, castings, sheet and pipe, where their application
is expected at temperatures of 550-650°C, in particular for the energy and petrochemical industries.
Cast form of this steel is intended for casing of steam turbines working in steam to 600°C. Steel was
developed primarily for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of thermal power plants, which are
still the main source of electrical energy. Mainly for economic reasons and also requirements for
reduction of harmful emissions. This can be achieved by increasing the steam parameters, ie
temperature and pressure steam to enter the steam turbine from the current 540°C/18Mpa up to
supercritical 610°C/30MPa. Is expected that the equipment operating under conditions when the steam
temperature of 600°C and a pressure of over 26 MPa increases efficiency by up to 8% and the
emission of carbon dioxide will decrease by about 20%. For the production of equipment operating in
these conditions are continuously evolving progressive creep-resistant steel and corrosion like this
[Saha 2003].
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Low-press.part

Med.-press.part

High- press. part

Fig. 1 Parts of the steam turbine
Knowledge of machining steel P91 almost is not available. That is a relatively new material compared
to other stainless steels. It was developed as a material of pipe elements (tubes, elbows, flanges) for
the energy and chemical industries. Therefore, first appeared under the name T91 (tube). Over the last
few years due to its properties began to use as a structural material for steam turbine casing. However,
only in a limited number compared to conventional construction materials. Therefore, there is not a lot
of information about its machining. If manufacturers are forced to use it, it is very dificult to achieve
the desired results, especially in terms of machined surface condition.

Fig. 2 Model of inner casing steam turbine
The most problematic area is the dividing plane. These turbines operate at high temperatures and
pressures. Therefore, the dividing plane must be steamproof. This means that the surface must be
machined to a low value of roughness and flatness. Also, tracks of the of the cutting tool are observed.
Roughness can be affected by the choice of tool and cutting conditions. Significant influence on the
surface roughness has geometry of the cutting tool. For example is better to choose a larger rake angle
γo, which guarantees greater stability of cut and thus better finished surface. Another angle which
affecting the roughness of the machined surface is the angle of setting of the main and minor cutting
edge κr and κr '. It holds that the smaller the angle, the better the achieved value of surface roughness.
Nowadays, more and more are beginning to use different finishing inserts with wiper geometry. In this
case it is not necessary to deal with this angle. In terms of cutting conditions the best surfaces are
achieved at higher cutting speeds, lower feed rates and lower depths of cut. Roughness of the
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machined surface is usually not a direct reflection of these conditions, but is rather a reflection of tool
wear. Therefore cutting conditions are chosen to cause as little tool wear as possible.

Fig. 3 Milling of dividing plane of steam turbine casing and detail of milling head (ø315 mm)
2. FINISHING MACHINING
Finishing is usually the last stage in the production chain from the perspective of machining
technology. In this phase is removed the remaining less than 10% of the material allowance. After
finishing operation does not follow any more. This is why it to this stage of production are too many
requests. In particular, to the surface finish because the machined surface finish is final. This is
particularly true in cases where the machined surface is a surface functional. Basic tasks of this phase
are: 1) to remove the remaining allowance; 2) to remove traces of semi-finishing; 3) to achieve the
requisite quality surface finish.
Compared to semi-finishing there is not enough, as the decisive criterion for the selection of
appropriate technological conditions (tool, cutting tool, cutting conditions), only the tool life of the
cutting tool, but also the quality of the machined surface. The task of this project was more productive
machining dividing plane of casings of steam turbines, since milling of these planes is one of the most
important and most challenging phases.
The task of the experiment was therefore: 1) selection of appropriate inserts, 2) determining the
combination of cutting conditions, meeting the requirements for this stage of processing, in particular
with regard to the quality of the surface finish and production efficiencies, 3) describe the problem of
finishing steel P91.
The experiment was divided into two parts. The first of these was the so-called pre-experiment. His
task was to select from a group of 8 selected and recommended inserts (5x coated sintered carbide, 1x
uncoated sintered carbide, 2x coated cermet.) 2-3 most appropriate types of inserts that were in the
next experiment deeply tested.
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3. EXPERIMENT SET UP

Fig. 4 Shape and size of the cutting insert
All inserts have the same shape, Fig.4. The best cutting materials for further testing were selected
sintered carbides: SC-A and SC-B and SC-C. As a cutting tool was used a milling cutter with diameter
of 80 mm.

SC-A
High performance multigrade carbide with
PVD coating with high wear resistance and
high toughness. For milling of alloyed
steel and cast iron at medium to high
speeds. For finishing and light roughing
especially in stable conditions.

βo=73°
rN = 13,7μm

Composition
Substrate

Coating

element

[%]

element

[%]

W

85,6

Al

35,7

Co

5,8

Ti

21,65

C

8,6

N

40,25

SC-B

βo=73°
rN = 11,8μm

Coated carbide with TiAlN coating with
good wear resistance when machining
cast iron and for medium to high cutting
speeds. This grade is particularly suitable
when it is used in a positive cutting
geometry under unfavorable cutting
conditions.
Composition
Substrate
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Coating

element

[%]

element

[%]

W

83

Ti

38,85

Co

5,9

Al

24,75

C

11,1

N

36,3
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SC-C

βo=73°
rN = 11,1μm
Composition
Substrate

Coating

element

[%]

element

[%]

W

77,5

Ti

66

Co

8

N

33

C

14,5

SC were tested under the conditions specified in tab.1, valid for the entire experiment. Under constant
were chosen following cutting conditions: fZ = 4.5 mm and aP = 0.02 mm, because they are used in
real machining process. If the experiment is based on the requirement to make a real machining
process more productive, it is necessary to start from real cutting conditions which are used. These
cutting conditions suit all tested cutting materials. Due to necessary evacuation of chip from the cut,
the outside flood cooling system was used. The cutting tool was equipped with only one insert, due to
the elimination of the influence of inaccuracies of size inserts or cutting tool to machined surface.
Experimental conditions
EXPERIMENT
Cutting mat.
SC-A, SC-B, SC-C
Type of insert
YDA323L101
vc [m.min-1]
150 - 300
fz [mm]
3; 4,5; 6
ap [mm]
0,02
Cooling
external flooding
number of inserts
1
Down-cut milling

Tab. 1 Experimental cutting conditions
A combination of cutting conditions used for each of the cutting materials are shown in tab.2. These
cutting conditions were chosen according to the values recommended by the manufacturer and the
results of the pre-experiment. Because of the time and material intensity of experimental work could
not be done fully factorial experiment. At first, the cutting materials were tested in dependence to
changes in cutting speed vC. Then the most appropriate cutting speed was determined. Then, under this
cutting speed, every cutting material was also observed in dependence to changes in the value of the
feed per tooth fZ. These values were chosen as follows fZ: 3, 4.5 and 6 mm.
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SC-A

SC-B

fZ [mm]

SC-C

fZ [mm]

vC [m/min]

3

4,5

6

vC [m/min]

fZ [mm]
3

4,5

6

vC [m/min]

3

4,5

6

X

X

X

150

X

150

X

150

226

X

180

X

180

X

200

X

226

X

270
300

X

X
X

X

200
226

X

X

X

X

Tab. 2 Cutting conditions for used cutting materials
In case of tool life the criterion value was determined VBB/KB = 0.2 mm. Another criterion was
machined surface roughness of Ra = 0.8 μm and volume of removed material B = 30 cm3. That is
because the requirements for practical application states that the insert has to removed 25 cm3. The
value of B = 30 cm3 was chosen because it ensures a 20% margin in terms of meeting the requirement.
If it has been achieved by some of these values, testing was completed. With one exception was
always achieved the desired volume of removed material B. Comparing it can only be done at a
constant value of f Z = 4.5 mm and cutting speed vC = 150 and 226 m/min.
3.1 Tool life
In case of tool life was the best results achieved with SC-A. SC-A was worn least, similary on flank
and face. The worst results was achieved with SC-C. It is probably caused especially by used coating.
SC-C is coated by TiN layer,while SC-A by AlTiN layer and SC-B by TiAlN layer. Primarily
developed and historically oldest layer TiN reach the hardness to HV = 23 GPa. The TiAlN layers
have hardness up to HV = 33GPa. They have also considerable resistance against abrasive wear.
Unfortunately, TiN layers does not have so high resistance [Cselle 2006]. AlTiN layer, used on SC-A,
has higher content of Al than Ti in comparison with TiAlN layer. By this achieving higher resistnece
against oxidation [Jílek 2003]. AlTiN layers have proportion between Al:Ti in interval from 60:40 to
75:25 [Cselle 2006]. But, if is this proportion 60:40, AlTiN layer achieving even higher value of
hardness than TiAlN [Hudeček 2009]. Therefore, on the part of tool life, SC-A was the best. Carbide
SC-A also includes higher percentage of cobalt in comparison with SC-A and SC-B. Influence of
cobalt content on sintered carbides characteristic is visible from next fig.5.

Fig. 5 Influence of Co content on properties of sintered carbide [Příručka obrábění 1997]
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Fig.6 Effect of Co content and grain size on the hardness of sintered carbide [Kříž 2006]
Graphs in the fig.5 and fig.6 represent, that higher percentage of cobalt decreases the wear resistance
of sintered carbides because of his smaller hardness and compressive strength. Comparison of
positives and negatives caused by increasing of percentage of cobalt in sintered carbides is made in
tab.3.

With increasing content of Co in the material
increases

decreases

§

bending strength

·

specific weight

§

tensile strength

·

hardness

§

impact strength

·

relative abrasion resistance

§

fatigue strength (slightly)

·

modulus of elasticity

§

coefficient of linear expansion

·

shear modulus

·

compressive strength

Tab. 3 Effect of increasing Co content on the properties of sintered carbide [Humár 2008]
All inserts were more worn on cutting face. They were also more worn with increasing of cutting
speed. In addition has been investigated that under monitored conditions the cutting speed
vC = 226 m/min is unsuitable for machining of this kind of steel. This value of cutting speed coincides
to the area of BUE creation. This area is typical for machining of stainless steels. Size and progression
of flank wear is displayed in the fig. 7. Analogous comparison, following tool wear on face of cutting
edge is in the fig. 8.
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T= f (B, Cutting mat.);

T= f (B, Cutting mat.);
VBn[μm]
200

vC = 150 m/min, fZ = 4,5 mm
SC-A
SC-B
SC-C

160

VBn[μm]
200

vC = 226 m/min, fZ = 4,5 mm

160

120

120

80

80

40

40

0
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0
6

18

3

B [cm ]
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6

18
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Fig. 7 Dependence of tool wear (VBn) on the volume of removed material B; vC = 150 m/min (left)
and vC = 226 m/min (right); fZ = 4,5 mm

KB [μm]
200

T= f (B, Cutting mat.);
vC = 150 m/min; fZ = 4,5 mm

200

SC-A
SC-B
SC-C

160

KB [μm]

T= f (B, Cutting mat.);
vC = 226 m/min, fZ = 4,5 mm
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0
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SC-B
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0

6

18
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6

18

3

B [cm ]
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Fig. 8 Dependence of tool wear (KB) on the volume of removed material B; vC = 150 m/min (left) and
vC = 226 m/min (right); fZ = 4,5 mm
3.2 Roughness of machined surface
In the case of finishing machining the roughness of machined surface is the second most important
criteria for the selection of the most suitable cutting material. The roughness of machined surface is
very important for the dividing plane of steam body turbine. The criteria value of roughness of
machined surface is Ra = 0.8μm and in the case of finishing machining the roughness of machined
surface is directly dependent on the tool wear. Strictly speaking on the flank wear VBN. Generally it is
well known that roughness of machined surface is getting better with increasing cutting speed [Shao,
Liu & Qu 2007; Davim 2009], it does not always have to be truth. Positive influence of increasing
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cutting speed on the roughness of machined surface is obtained especially in cases when there are used
inserts of common construction and the main influence on the resultant roughness of machined surface
has cutting conditions. In our case there were used inserts with special kind of construction, so-called
“inserts with wiper geometry”. The main task of these special inserts is to reach the best quality of
machined surface under all kinds of cutting conditions [Technická příručka obrábění 2005; Příručka
obrábění 2004]. The difference between the insert with wiper geometry and the insert of common
construction can be seen in the Fig.3.

Fig. 9 Comparison of the insert with wiper geometry and the insert of common construction [Příručka
obrábění 2004]
Roughness of machined surface is possible to evaluate by way of the whole series of parameters.
These characteristics, however, have different predicative valuables about condition of machined
surface eventually of its functional properties. Nowadays, still most often is used, like parameter for
prescribe of roughness, its arithmetical value Ra. It is very well known this value has lower predicate
capability. In following table there are compared relevancies some parameters roughness of machined
surface. As you can see in tab. 4, the most suitable for classification of machined surface in light of its
roughness are parameters Rt and Rz.

Functional properties

Ra, Rq

Rp

Contackt/ contact stifness

*

Fatigue strength

*

*

Thermal conductivity

*

**

Electrical conductivity

*

Reflexivity

Rt, Rz

Rsk

Rku

Rsm

Wa

**

*

*

**

*

**

*

*

*

*

*

**

*

**

Friction and wear

*

Lubrication

*

Mechanical sealing

*

Fatigue corrosion

*

Assembly tolerances

*

*

**

**

**

**

**

*

**

**

*

*
**

**
**
*
**

Tab. 4 Physical/functional significance of several surface texture parameters, source (note: the two
asterisks indicate a pronounced influence) [David & Paulo 2009]
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Best results were achieved identically in case of SC-A and SC-B. Surface roughness (parameter Ra)
was not achieved value 0,3 μm. In addition, the surface roughness did not change depending on
increasing the volume of removal material B. Type SC-C seems to be as a least convenient for cutting
steel P91 from group of tested materials. In case of SC-C happened to extensive exasperation of
surface roughness depending on increasing the volume of removal material B. That is unsuitable fr
practical application.

Ra = f (B, Cutting material);

Ra = f (B, Cutting material);

vC = 150 m/min; fZ = 4,5mm

Ra [μm]

Ra [μm]

vC = 226 m/min; fZ = 4,5 mm

0,8

0,8
SC-B

0,7

SC-C
0,6

0,7

SC-B

0,6

SC-C

SC-A

0,5

0,5

0,4

0,4

0,3

0,3

0,2

0,2

0,1

0,1

0,0

SC-A

0,0
6

3

18

B [cm ]

30

6

18

3

B [cm ]

30

Fig. 10 Dependence of surface roughness (Ra) on the volume of removed material B; vC = 150 m/min
(left) and vC = 226 m/min (right); fZ = 4,5 mm

Rz = f (B; Cutting material);

Rz = f (B; Cutting material);
Rz [μm]

vC = 150 m/min; fZ = 4,5 mm

Rz [μm]

vC = 226 m/min; fZ = 4,5 mm

4,5

4,5

3,5
3,0

SC-B
SC-C

4,0

SC-B
SC-C
SC-A

4,0

3,5

SC-A

3,0

2,5

2,5

2,0

2,0

1,5

1,5

1,0

1,0

0,5

0,5
0,0

0,0
6

18

3

B [cm ]
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6

18

3

B [cm ]
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Fig. 11 Dependence of surface roughness (Rz) on the volume of removed material B; vC = 150 m/min
(left) and vC = 226 m/min (right); fZ = 4,5 mm
3.3 Total force load and effective cutting power
The tool life, the reliability and the productivity are influenced with magnitude of cutting forces. That
can be also included total evaluation of service, for example the tool life of spindle. The lower load of
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cutting tool, the lower load of spindle and the lower machining input for the machine. The lower input
power means the lower energy intensity of production. All of it can be seen in the total costs for
service. It appears from this that it is important to use the cutting tools and the cutting conditions,
which have as small as load of spindle. These cutting tools also have lower cutting forces [Řehoř
2003]. The evaluation of the force load of the cutting tool is done by watching the total force load of
the cutting tool F. This value F is resultant of the values which were measured during the experimental
machining.

F = FX2 + FY2 + FZ2
Where:

F

[N ]

total force load [N]

FX, Y, Z components of the cutting force which were measured in axes x, y, z [N]
In term of cutting stability the increasing tool wear has negative influence on the force load of cutting
process [Řehoř 2003]. That is why the cutting forces increase depending on increasing the volume of
removal material. The volume of removal material is directly depending on the tool life, or the tool
wear.
The lowest differences among tested types of indexable inserts are in force load point of view. But
cutting force load was evaluated in initial phase of cutting process only (to the value of B = 6cm 3).
That is why is not possible to conclude an absolute enclosure. The highest value of cutting force was
achieved by SC-A and the lowest value of cutting force was achieved by SC-C in case of cutting speed
vC=150m/min. That is possible to explain that way, that by using vC = 150m/min indexible inserts
were worn slowly and differences among them were appeared after some time of cutting. Probably,
influence of microgeometry predominated from beginning. Cutting edge radius was approximately
rN = 11 μm for SC-C and rN = 14 μm for SC-A. Sharper cutting edge work more easily and cutting
load of cutting process is also smaller. In case of SC-C by vC = 226m/min the cutting load was
influenced by higher wear of cutting edge.
By monitoring of effective cutting power is also possible to make an idea about total cutting load. The
higher the cutting force, the higher the effective cutting power on spindle of machine tool.
Nowadays it is important to look at the ecological aspects of manufacturing. Energy intensity is
possible to influence with correct choice of the technological conditions of the manufacturing process.
Needed power for realization of the cutting process is directly proportional to absorbed energy
[Koubek, Smolík & Vrhel 2010].
Effective cutting power is for machining with SC-A and SC-B almost identical. Depending on
increasing the volume of removal material B, the effective cutting power increased at the most
about 2% (from rated power of spindle). During initial phase of cutting process was with SC-C
reached similar values of effective cutting power. However, during machining the effective cutting
power increased about more than 25%. Dependences of effective cutting power on spindle for tested
cutting materials are compared in fig.14.
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Fig. 12 Dependence of force load (F) on the volume of removed material B; vC = 150 m/min (left) and
vC = 226 m/min (right); fZ = 4,5 mm

Fig. 13 Absorbed energy vs. manufacturing costs [Koubek, Smolík &Vrhel 2010]
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Fig. 14 Dependence of effective cutting power (Pef) on the volume of removed material B; vC = 150
m/min (left) and vC = 226 m/min (right); fZ = 4,5 mm
4. CONCLUSION
It was found that when vC = 226 m/min we come to the field of built-up edges. This is true for all
tested cutting materials. This area is for machining of stainless steels typical. If there is a built-up edge
effect, the cutting process becomes unstable and can not be guaranteed to meet the requirements
imposed on it. For other cutting conditions requirements are met, ie. always achieve the desired
amount of removed material B and prescribed machined surface roughness Ra is not exceeded. This
does not mean that all cutting materials are suitable for this type of test operations. An important
requirement for the machined surface is its steamproof. This is primarily dependent on the flatness of
the surface finish. But more than technology affects the structure the state of machine tool. Influence
to the steamproof has also a state of machined surface, especially its roughness. It is not suitable when
on the one machined surface, occurs in dependence on the volume of removed material to a significant
change in state of the machined surface.
SC-C as compared with SC-B and SC-A does not succeed. SC-C is for finishing of steel P91 least
suitable. It was to quickly worn depending on the volume of removed material. Thereby also
significantly worsened progressions of monitored characteristics of the cutting process. Favored SC-A
and SC-B are suitable for machining of dividing plane of steam turbine casing. Regardless of
productivity, as the best solution proved to apply rather at lower speeds. Lower cutting speed means
higher durability, because at lower cutting speeds the insert was less loaded and more slowly worn.
Size of tool wear affects the roughness of the machined surface. The smaller the tool wear, the better
the machined surface roughness. In terms of evaluation of machined surface roughness low values was
achieved, and this values do not change significantly. This is due to the very design of the insert. It is a
special design of insert with the so-called "Wiper" geometry. The task of such inserts is to achieve the
best possible surface for all cutting conditions. The most effective value of fZ = 4.5 mm. When fZ = 3
mm increases the machining time, and the cutting edge is loaded with a long time. Edges are more
worn out, and this will be reflected on the state of the machined surface. When fZ = 6 mm is used,
higher force load of cutting tool is achieved and it increases the power demands of the process. Value
fZ = 4.5 mm is therefore a compromise.
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A very important criterion for the selection of cutting conditions is productivity. In this case, it is best
to use a type of SC-A. The main reason is that the cutting material can work through their properties at
higher cutting conditions, without causing degradation of quality aspects. Ability to work under these
conditions is a guarantee of productivity. Insert is coated with AlTiN, which shows better performance
compared with TiAlN layer on SC-B type. But the SC-B is still competitive and meets the
requirements imposed on the operation.

5. DISCUSION OF RESULTS
As mentioned in the introductory part of this work, knowledge of machining steel P91 almost are not
available. Therefore it is not possible to make absolute confrontation of the results with the results of
other authors or other workplaces. Therefore, the results will be compared with the general findings
and conclusions obtained at relatively similar applications.
When machining plays an important role the productivity and in case of the final operation, as well as
state of the machined surface. The most important factor that affects the cutting process and its results
is the tool life. The tool life is affected by many factors. These factors include machined materials,
cutting materials, cutting tools, cutting conditions, and more. Some of these factors can not be
influenced. For example, the type of workpiece material is clearly defined from the outset. Cutting
conditions are also based on the nature of the operation. The choice of cutting material is dependent on
the workpiece material and the manufacturer's recommendations or experiences. There may be
situations where you need the suitability of the cutting material to test experimentally.
For machining steel P91, under the tested conditions are suitable coated sintered carbide inserts. With
regard to the character of operations, only the large diameter milling head fitted with inserts
considered. Sintered carbide substrate should contain a low percentage of cobalt. Cutting material
achieves better results when coated with a suitable coating. As the most appropriate system was
proved AlTiN. Effect of applied layers on tool life can be compared in the fig.15.

Fig. 15 Influence of coating on tool life when machining chrome-molybdenum steel [Hudeček 2009]
Another factor influencing the tool life is micro-geometry. For machining stainless steels are most
suitable sharp cutting tools. It has been confirmed that to achieve the longest possible tool life the
radius of curvature of the edge should be in the range rN = 10 to 20 μm. Higher values indicate more
cutting load on edge because of the larger contact between tool and workpiece material. Smaller
values mean higher load due to weakening of the cutting edge.
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Tool life is also affected by the cutting conditions. Mainly cutting speed and feed rate. When
machining ferritic-martensitic steels for most types of materials are available areas of low and high
cutting speeds. Between these areas is problematic transition area of built-up edge. Its exact location
and width of the interval of cutting speed depends on many variables. In this case, the area is located
around the test vC = 226 m/min. Fig.16 shows the influence of cutting speed on the final roughness of
the machined surface, just taking into account the area of built-up edges.

Fig. 16 Influence of the cutting speed on the roughness of machined surface [Arias 1993]
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SEARCH OF ANTITUMOUR MEDICAL DRUGS BY WAY OF CREATION OF NEW
ANTIMETABOLITES OF PYRIMIDINES CHANGE – BIS-DERIVATIVES OF 5(6)SUBSTITUTED URACILES AND THEIR ADDUCTS WITH BACTERIAL LECTINS
Elena V. Welchinskaya, Valeria V. Vilchinskaya
National Medical University of A.A. Bogomolets of Ministry of Health of Ukraine, 13 T. Shevchenko
Boul., Kyiv, 01601, Ukraine, www.nmu.edu.ua

Abstract
A new convenient method for the preparation of heterocyclic bis-adducts of 5(6)-substituted uraciles
with ftorotan (1,1,1-threefluoro-2-bromo-2-chloroethane) is described. The reactions are catalyzed by
the 18-crown-6-complex. The structure of synthesized compounds has been confirmed by data of
elemental analysis, IR- and ІН-spectra. The new molecular complexes were created on the base of
bacterial lectins and some of heterocyclic bis-adducts of 5(6)-substituted uraciles, which synthesized.
The critical toxicity and antitumour activity of new bis-adducts, saprophytic stammes Bacillus genus
(B. subtilis 668 IMV and B. polymyxa 102 KGU) extracellular lectins and their molecular complexes
were studies. It was discovered that these substances apply to little and moderate toxic preparations
and has an expression antitumour action on the tumours: Lymphosarcoma Plissa and Sarcoma 45. A
strongly antitumour effect of bis-adduct of 5-fluorouracile, bacterial lectins and their molecular
complexes (bis-adduct of 5-fluorouracile + B. subtilis 668 IMV or B. polymyxa 102 KGU) has been
discovered: growth relaxation of the Lymphosarcoma Plissa tumour mass was 50,0 -75,3%, of the
Sarcoma 45: 16,9-81,1%.
Key words: 5-fluorouracile, bacterial lectins, heterocyclic bis-adducts, antitumour effect.
One of the perspective ways of the search of new antitumour medical drugs are the creation of new
antimetabolites of pyrimidines and purines change which will influence on structure and functions of
nucleonic acids. The current of these investigations confirmed by a lot of scientific works
(Preobrazenskaya M.N. 1973; Noordhuis P., Holwerda U. 2004; Adjei A. 1999; Larionoff L.F. 1962).
Heterocyclic systems such as unsubstituted and 5(6)-substituted uraciles are main components of
antitumour drugs (Sanyal U., Mitra S., Pal P., Chakraborty S.K. 1986; Bloknin N.N., Perevodchikova
N.I. 1984). It is known tumors are using molecules of uraciles more active than normal cells.
Therefore 5-fluorouracile (5-FU) and its derivatives will substrates and/or inhibitors of ferments and
will swallow up by tumors cells. From other side molecules of 5(6)-fluoro(halogen)substituted uraciles
can to carry out the role of fluoro- or halogen containing sintones at the organic synthesis therefore
these compounds are very actually for creation of new original biological active molecules. The bisadducts I-V of 5(6)-substituted uraciles with ftorotan (1,1,1-threefluoro-2-bromo-2-chloroethane) are
obtained under phase-transfer conditions in alkaline medium (Sanyal U. et al. 1986). The reactions are
catalyzed by the 18-crown-6-complex. The method reported for the synthesis of bis-adducts I-V is
based on the reactions, which involve elimination of fluorine hydride, formation of the intermediate
1,1-difluoro-2-bromo-2-chloroethene, which reacts with nucleophilic molecules (Gerus I. et al. 1989;
Welchinskaya E., Kuzmenko I., Ilchenko A. 1997). This reaction helps to find a new strategy for
synthesis of selective polyfunctional molecules with chemical structure which permissible for
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introduction of new pharmacophores. The general synthetic procedures used for their preparation are
illustrated in Scheme 1.
Scheme1. The general synthetic procedures used for preparation of compounds I–V.
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Analytical and spectral data for bis-adducts I-V are shown in Table 1.
Table1. Analytical and spectral data for bis-adducts I-V.
Bis-adduct

Melting
point
(o C)

ІН spectra

Elemental analysis (%)

C

H

(DMCO-d6), δ, TMS,

N

Found (calculated)
I

II

III

IV

V

286-287

265-268

238-240

270-275

290-295

356

m.d. (J, Hz)

38,08

3,2

14,8

(37,1)

(2,58)

(14,38)

37,60

3,08

14,53

(37,1)

(2,58)

(14,38)

30,08

1,15

13,78

(30,21)

(1,13)

(14,09)

22,8

1,02

11,01

(23,13)

(0,77)

(10,78)

26,67

1,02

17,79

(26,59)

(0,89)

(18,60)

2,004 (6H, s., 2CH3); 5,313 (2H, s.,
2С(5)Н); 10,832 (2Н, d., 2N(3)Н, JН,Н4
9,6 Hz).
1,712 (6Н, d., J2Н,Н 5 Hz, 2СН3); 7,229
(2H, d., J2Н,Н 5 Hz, 2C(6)H); 10,7 (2Н,
s., 2N(3)H).
4,532 (2Н, s., 2N(3)Н); 7,447 (2Н, d.,
2С(6)Н).
4,048 (2Н, s., 2N(3)H in H2O); 7,66 (2H,
s., 2C(6)H).
8,861 (2H, s., 2C(6)H); 10,226 (2Н, s.,
2N(3)H).
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In this paper we report the synthesis, characterization, toxicity and antitumour activity of the
heterocyclic bis-adducts I-V, bacterial lectins (Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV and Bacillus polymyxa 102
KGU) and their molecular complexes with bacterial lectins (Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV and Bacillus
polymyxa 102 KGU). A strongly antitumour effect has been discovered for heterocyclic bis-adduct III,
for lectins (Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV and Bacillus polymyxa 102 KGU) and for their molecular
complexes with bis-adduct III for the first time. These were tested on the tumours: Lymphosarcoma
Plissa (LS Plissa); Sarcoma 45. Lectins are a group of proteins interacts with polysaccharides and
glycoproteines by binding to specific carbohydrate residues (Ahmed H. et al. 1986). The ability for
lectins secretion of saprophit stammes of sporeform bacteria of the genus Bacillus has been elegantly
shown by (Podgorsky V.S., Kovalenko E.A., Simonenko L.A. 1992). These lectins are non-toxic and
specific for sialic acid. They are inductors of g-interferones and antitumour agents (Podgorsky V.S.,
Kovalenko E.A., Simonenko L.A. 1992; Kovalenko E.A., Koltakova N.V., Getman E.I. 1991).

MATERIALS AND METHODS.
Objects of investigations: new heterocyclic bis-adducts of 5(6)-substituted uraciles with ftorotan
(1,1,1-threefluoro-2-bromo-2-chloroethane), bacterial lectins (Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV and Bacillus
polymyxa 102 KGU), molecular complexes of bis-adducts which synthesized with bacterial lectins.
The majority of the organic solvents (benzene, dimethylformamide (DMFA), hexane, ethyl ether,
acetonitrile) employed in the present studies were distilled before use. Acetonitrile was dried during
the distillation over P2O5. Organic solvents (benzene, DMFA, hexane, ethyl ether) were dried over
anhydrous magnesium sulfate or metallic sodium. The structure of synthesized compounds has been
confirmed by data of elemental analysis. The purity has been tested by method of thin-layer and gasliquid chromatography. IR spectra were recorded in a UR-20 spectrometer ("Charles Ceise Hena",
Germany). The ІН spectra were recorded in DMCO-d6 with TMS as internal standard on a 200-132
MHz Bruker WP-200 ("Bruker", Switzerland) or a Varian T-60 spectrometer ("Varian", USA). The
lectin preparations were obtained by treatment of Bacillus bacteria (Bacillus subtilis, Bacillus
polymyxa) culture fluid clarified by treatment with ammonium sulphate (70% concentration of a
saturated solution); the precipitate containing the lectin was dissolved in water, dialyzed against
distilled water and freeze dried as described elsewhere (Podgorsky V.S., Kovalenko E.A., Simonenko
L.A. 1992). The white imbredical mice (300 animals) and the experimental models of tumour growth
(LS Plissa, Sarcoma 45) were used following published procedures (Larionoff L.F. 1962; Bloknin
N.N., Perevodchikova N.I. 1984; Pliss G.V. 1961). The experimental tumours used for our
investigations were obtained from the Banc of stammes of Oncological Center of Academy of Medical
Sciences of Russian Federation. The experimental tumours were used for passage on experimental
animals, program freezing and, after that, these were preserved in Bank of stammes of Institute of
Pharmacology and Toxicology of Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine. Lymphosarcoma Plissa
was obtained on imbredical rat which received 3,3-dichlorobenzidine (Bloknin N.N., Perevodchikova
N.I. 1984). The efficiency parameter [% of growth relaxation of LS Plissa, (volume and mass)] is
>50%. Sarcoma 45 was induced on imbredical rat during the hypodermic introduction of
dimethylbenzoantracene (Sophiyena Z.P. et al. 1980). The efficiency parameter [% of growth
relaxation of Sarcoma 45, (mass)] is > 50-70%. The results were assessed by standard methods of
statistical analysis (Senetlyaev D. 1971).
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Experimental part.
1. Chemistry
General procedure for the preparation of N(1),N(1')-(2"-bromo-2"-chloroethenyl)-bis-(6methyluracile) (I). Preparing of Solution 1. A mixture of potassium hydroxide (0.25 g, 0.0044 mol)
and dibenzo-18-crown-6-ether (0.025 g, 0.0044 mol) in 20 ml of dry benzene was heated under reflux
at 60-80 0C for 15 minutes. The cooled solution was mixed with ftorotan (0.87 g, 0.0044 mol) in 20
ml of dry ethyl ether. Preparing of Solution 2. A mixture of 6-methyluracile (1.11 g, 0.0088 mol) in 40
ml of dry DMFA was heated at 60 0C for 15 minutes. After that cooled Solution 1 was mixed with hot
Solution 2 (6-methyluracile in dry DMFA) and then heated under reflux at 60-80 0C for 1 h, filtered
before cooling, cooled and the solvents removed under reduced pressure. The precipitate was washed
with 30 ml of mixture ethyl ether – hexane (1:1), dried under pressure. Adduct I is a crystalloid
yellow-colored solid. Yield 1,85 g (43%). C12H10BrClN4O4. nmax (KBr), cm-1: 515, 550, 690, 850
(С-Hal); 960-970 (trans-C=C-); 1710, 1750 (С= О); 2800-3000 (CH3). N(1),N(1')-(2"-bromo-2"chloroethenyl)-bis-(5-fluorouracile) (III). Adduct III was prepared according to the general procedure
on the base of ftorotan (0.87 g, 0.0044 mol) and 5-fluorouracile (1.15 g, 0.0088 mol). Adduct III is a
crystalloid cream-colored solid. Yield 1,75 g (50%). C10H4BrF2ClN4O4. nmax (KBr), cm-1: 510,
550, 690 (С-Hal); 1150, 1210 (C-F); 1735, 1750 (С=О). N(1),N(1')-(2"-bromo-2"-chloroethenyl)-bis(5-bromouracile) (IV). Adduct IV was prepared according to the general procedure on the base of
ftorotan (0.87 g, 0.0044 mol) and 5-bromouracile (1.67 g, 0.0088 mol). Adduct IV is a crystalloid
cream-colored solid. Yield 1,36 g (30%). C10H4Br3ClN4O4. nmax (KBr), cm-1: 550-695 (С-Hal),
1710, 1750 (C=O). N(1),N(1')-(2"-bromo-2"-chloroethenyl)-bis-(5-nitrouracile) (V). Adduct V was
prepared according to the general procedure on the base of ftorotan (0.87 g, 0.0044 mol) and 5nitrouracile (1.38 g, 0.0088 mol). Adduct V is a crystalloid cream-colored solid. Yield 2,24 g
(56,5%). C10H4BrClN6O8. nmax (KBr), cm-1: 550-690 (С-Hal), 1710, 1750 (C=O).
2. Biology
More active producents of bacterial lectins (Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV and Bacillus polymyxa 102
KGU) from Ukrainian Collection of Microorganisms of Institute of Microbiology and Virology (IMV)
of NAS of Ukraine were used for preparation of molecular complexes on the base of new bis-adducts
and bacterial lectins. Bacterial lectins of two cultures (Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV and Bacillus
polymyxa 102 KGU) were obtained from culture liquid of saprophit (harmless for man and animals)
culture of Bacillus bacteria (Podgorsky V.S., Kovalenko E.A., Simonenko L.A. 1992). Molecular
complexes of bis-adducts and bacterial lectins were obtained by mixing of two components at
physiological solution, 1:1. All isolated males of imbredical mice were provided with standard food
ration in all groups with the same control. The quantity of animals in each group was ten. Minimum
mass of mice body was 20+3-4 g. The age of the mice was 2-3 months. Percentage primary recovery
and destruction was “0”. Method of killing was decapitation, redosage of ethyl ether. The method of
removal of the experimental tumours was sufginal. The efficiency parameter [% of growth relaxation
of the tumour (volume and mass)] was counted by the formula (Sophiyena Z.P. et al. 1980):
(middle data of tumour growth in control) - (middle data of tumour growth in experimental group)
/(middle data of tumour growth in control) x 100%.
There were six introductions of the physiological solutions of bis-adducts, bacterial lectins and their
molecular complexes every day. The way of introduction was hypodermic. Preparation –standard was
5-fluorouracile. The dosage of the preparations corresponded to 1/4-1/6 of the LD50. The expressmethod of definition of LD50 for bis-adducts, bacterial lectins and their molecular complexes by
Prozorovskiy V.B. et al. was used (Prozorovskiy V.B., Prozorovskiy V.P., Demchenko V.M. 1978).
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The main control data were: LD50; middle mass of the tumour of the control animals (g); middle mass
of the tumour of the experimental animals (g); % of growth relaxation of the tumour.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
Bis-adducts, which synthesized on the base of 5-methyluracile (II), 5-fluorouracile (III), 5bromouracile (IV) and ftorotan as more relatives to 5-fluorouracile were choice for biological
investigations. Data of investigations of toxicity of bis-adducts II, III, IV confirmed their little toxicity:
LD50 of bis-adducts II and IV are 515 mg/kg and 415 mg/kg, corresponding. Bis-adduct III has little
toxicity too: LD50 = 125 mg/kg; it is 4,12 and 3,32 times as much than toxicity of bis-adducts II and
IV. LD50 of preparation-standard – 5-fluorouracile is 375 mg/kg. Bacterial lectins are more toxically
than bis-adducts II, IV: Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV has moderate toxicity (LD50 = 89 mg/kg), Bacillus
polymyxa 102 KGU has little toxicity (LD50 = 248 mg/kg). Molecular adducts of bis-adducts II, III,
IV with Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV or Bacillus polymyxa 102 KGU has little toxicity too: LD50 from
635 to 137 mg/kg (Table 2).
Table2. Data of toxicity for bis-adducts II, III, IV; bacterial lectins and their molecular complexes.
№

Bis-adduct

LD50,
mg/kg

Bacterial lectin

LD50,
mg/kg

Molecular complex

LD50,
mg/kg

1.

IІ

515

Lectin 102

248

IІ + Lectin 102

335

2.

ІІI

125

Lectin 668

89

IІІ + Lectin 668

137

3.

ІV

415

Lectin 102

248

ІV + Lectin 102

635

4.

5-FU, control

375

Bis-adduct III – derivative of 5-fluorouracile and ftorotan as structural analogous of antitumour drug
5-fluorouracile, bacterial lectins (Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV, Bacillus polymyxa 102 KGU) and their
molecular complexes were choice for investigations of antitumour activity on tumour growth (LS
Plissa, Sarcoma 45). A strongly antitumour effect of bis-adduct III was registered on LS Plissa
tumour: % of growth relaxation of the tumour was 75,3. A strongly antitumour effects of bacterial
lectins were registered too: for Bacillus polymyxa 102 KGU on LS Plissa tumour: % of growth
relaxation of the tumour was 50,0%; for Bacillus subtilis 668 IM on Sarcoma 45: 52,5%. Stability in
antitumour activity, high % of primary recovery of animals were registered for both molecular
complexes (Bis-adduct III + Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV; Bis-adduct III + Bacillus polymyxa 102 KGU)
on LS Plissa and Sarcoma 45: % of growth relaxation of the tumour was from 62,8% to 81,1%. It is
1,14 times for LS Plissa and 4,46 times for Sarcoma 45 as much than antitumour activity of 5fluorouracile (Table 3).
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Table 3.Data of antitumour activity for bis-adduct III, bacterial lectins and their adducts.

Middle mass of the tumour,g
Dose,
mg/kg

Preparation

Growth relaxation
of the tumour, %

control

experiment

Lymphosarcoma Plissa
Bis-adduct ІІI

50,0

27,66

6,83

Lectin 668

16,0

42,0±2,77

38,0±3,22

9,0

Lectin 102

20,0

42,0±2,77

21,0±0,18

50,0

24,0

13,9±1,93

1,8±0,09

62,8

Bis-adduct
Lectin 668

ІІI

+

75,3*

5-FU, control

55,0 *

Sarcoma 45
Bis-adduct ІІI

30,0

62,7

Lectin 668

20,0

2,5±0,17

1,12±0,24

52,5

Bis-adduct ІІI

30,0

13,9±1,93

2,5±1,30

81,1

52,12

16,9

+ Lectin 102
5-FU, control

18,4**

Note: *– death of one animal at experimantal group;
**– (Prozorovskiy V.B., Prozorovskiy V.P., Demchenko V.M. 1978)

CONCLUSIONS
A new convenient method with catalyzing by the 18-crown-6-complex for the preparation of
heterocyclic bis-adducts of 5(6)-substituted uraciles with ftorotan (1,1,1-threefluoro-2-bromo-2chloroethane) is described. The critical toxicity and antitumour activity of new bis-derivatives of
uraciles, bacterial lectins (Bacillus subtilis 668 IMV, Bacillus polymyxa 102 KGU) and their adducts
were studies. It was discovered that these substances apply to little and moderate toxic preparations
and have an expression antitumour action on the tumours: Lymphosarcoma Plissa and Sarcoma 45.
The new adducts of compounds and lectines were created on the base of bacterial lectins and
derivative of 5-FU. A strongly antitumour effect of new adducts (derivative of 5-FU + B. subtilis 668
IMV or B. polymyxa 102 KGU) has been discovered: growth relaxation of the Lymphosarcoma Plissa
tumour mass was 62,8%, of the Sarcoma 45: 81,1%. Derivative of 5-FU and its molecular adducts
with bacterial lectins (B. subtilis 668 IMV, B. polymyxa 102 KGU) are perspective substances for
further investigations as potential medical drugs with antitumour activity.
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EFFECTS OF MOLE RATIO TO CHLORINE ADDED MAGNESIUM BORATE SYNTHESIS
AT 1000OC USING THE RAW MATERIALS OF MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE, MAGNESIUM
OXIDE AND BORIC ACID
S. Piskin*, S.E. Gurel, F.T. Senberber, A.S. Kipcak, E. M. Derun, N. Tugrul
Yildiz Technical University, Department of Chemical Engineering, 34210, Esenler, Istanbul, Turkey

Abstract
In today’s world, there are many application areas of boron and the studies about boron still continue.
Boron is found in minerals with other elements in nature. Magnesium borates, which are a class of
boron minerals, are the most important technical ceramics for their properties of; high heat-resisting,
corrosion-resisting, super mechanical strength, superinsulation, light weight, high strength, and high
coefficient of elasticity. In this study the solid-state method is applied to different stoichiometric mole
ratios of MgCl2.6H2O, MgO and H3BO3. The characterization techniques of XRD, FT-IR and Raman
are applied to the produced magnesium borates. From the XRD results three types of magnesium
borates; boracite (Mg3B7O13Cl), magnesium borate (MgB4O7) and suanite (Mg2(B2O5)), were formed.
The highest crystalline minerals were obtained at the mole ratio of 1-6-14. Vibration analysis of FT-IR
and Raman spectrums showed that the produced magnesium borates characteristic peaks were in
good agreement with the literature.
Keywords: Boric Acid, Magnesium Borates, Magnesium Chloride, Magnesium Oxide, Solid-State
Synthesis
1. INTRODUCTION
Production of pure boron is a hard and expensive process. On the other hand magnesium borate
minerals are common additives of industry with the properties of strong thermal, mechanic and
chemical such as; high heat resistance, corrosion resistance and high coefficient of elasticity. Because
of the high boron content, magnesium borate minerals are meeting the needs of raw materials in world
market. Magnesium borates can be used as both magnesium and boron sources in industries such as in
ceramic industry, in the production of superconducting materials, in the composition of detergents, due
to the content of boron in the friction-reducing additives in oils and insulating coating compositions
(Derun 2012, TR Prime Ministry SPO 2006, Li 2010, Zeng 2008).
Boracite (Mg3B7O13Cl), which is called magnesium borate chloride mineral, can be used as the source
for obtaining synthetic boracite with ferro-electric and ferromagnetic properties. In addition, very high
percentage of boron oxide with a value of 62.2 increases the importance of boracite mineral. Boracite
which has reserves in Central Europa, Russia, Bolivia and China, consist of natural sea water and
gypsum precipitation. Formed boracite mineral hardness is about 7 to 7.5 mohs. It is usually found in
crystalline form (Gurel, 2012).
Three basic methods are available for artificial obtained in magnesium borate. These are
hydrothermal, thermal and microwave methods. Except boracite, there is hydrate magnesium chloride
mineral which is called shabinite (Mg5(BO3)Cl2(OH)5.4(H2O). However, it is not preferred because of
its crystal water in its structure. Magnesium borate synthesis can be classified as solid-state and liquidstate synthesis method. In solid-state synthesis method, which is used in this study, commonly can be
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described as the calcination of powder mixtures at high temperatures (Senberber 2012, Guler 2009,
Zhihong 2004).
There are some examples of synthesize procedure in literature. Elssfah et al. (2007), produced
Mg2B2O5 via simple route based on calcinations of mixed powders containing Mg(OH)2 and H3BO3 in
900 oC. Zeng et al., in 2008 synthesized Mg2B2O5 with heating the mixture of Mg(BO2)2 and graphite
directly in vacuum at 1200 oC for 1 hour. Obut in 2008, searched different sources of boron effects on
synthesis in solid – state thermal methods.
In literature, the main point of the studies generally is the effect of temperature changing on produced
magnesium borate structure. In this study, it is aimed to investigate the effect of raw materials mole
ratios to the structure of synthesized mineral obtained in solid-state conditions. Another novelty of this
study is the synthesis of chlorine added magnesium borate, which isn’t studied before.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Magnesium oxide (MgO) is selected as main magnesium source whereas magnesium chloride
hexahydrate (MgCl2.6H2O) is selected for the chloride addition to magnesium borate structure. Boron
source is selected as boric acid (H3BO3). Magnesium sources are used without any pretreatment.
H3BO3 was crushed, grinded in Retsch agate mortar and sieved in Fritsch sieve (Figure 1).

a.
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Figure 8. a. Retsch agate mortar, b. Fritsch sieve
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a.

b.

Figure 9. a. Pellet press of Manfredi OL 57, b. high temperature furnace of Protherm MOS 180/4
After preparation, raw materials were mixed at stoichiometric ratios which can be seen Table 1. The
mixtures were pelleted with 200 bars of pressure by Pellet press of Manfredi OL 57and the pellets
were reacted with a high temperature furnace at reaction temperature of 1000oC and reaction time of 4
hours.
Table 3. Mole ratios of pelleted raw material mixtures
MgCl2 (MC)

MgO (MO)

H3BO3 (H)

Mole ratio of MC:MO:H

Reaction Code

1

4

13

1-4-13

MC-MO-H-1-4-13

1

4

14

1-4-14

MC-MO-H-1-4-14

1

4

15

1-4-15

MC-MO-H-1-4-15

1

5

13

1-5-13

MC-MO-H-1-5-13

1

5

14

1-5-14

MC-MO-H-1-5-14

1

5

15

1-5-15

MC-MO-H-1-5-15

1

6

13

1-6-13

MC-MO-H-1-6-13

1

6

14

1-6-14

MC-MO-H-1-6-14

1

6

15

1-6-15

MC-MO-H-1-6-15

Raw materials and synthesized products were identified by Philips PANanalytical X-Ray Diffraction
(XRD), as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 10. Philips PANanalytical X-Ray Diffractometer
Raw materials and synthesized chlorine added magnesium borates were also characterized by Perkin
Elmer Brand Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) technique with Universal ATR
sampling accessory – Diamond / ZnSe Crystal. Measurement range was selected as 4000 – 650 cm-1
for the raw materials and 1800 – 650 cm-1 for the products, scan number was 4 and resolution was set
to 4 cm-1 (Figure 4).
Perkin Elmer Brand Raman Spectroscopy was used for further analysis. For Raman Spectroscopy, the
exposure time was set to 4 seconds and number of exposures was set to 4. Measurement range was
selected as 3280 – 250 cm-1 for the raw materials and 1800 – 250 cm-1 for the products and data
interval was selected as 2 cm-1. During the experiments full (100%) laser power was used and auto
baseline was selected (Figure 4).
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b.

a.

Figure 11. a. Perkin Elmer Spectrum One FT-IR Spectrometer, b. Perkin Elmer Raman Station 400F,
Raman Spectrometer
3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
3.1 Raw Materials Characterization Results
Raw materials XRD patterns and results were given in Fig. 5., Fig. 6. and Table 2, respectively.

Figure 12. Magnesium oxide XRD pattern
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Figure 13. Boric acid XRD pattern
According to the XRD results magnesium oxide was found as “Periclase (MgO)” and boric acid was
found as “Sassolite (H 3BO3)”.
Table 4. XRD results of the raw materials
Raw material

Reference code

Mineral name

Mineral formula

Score

MgO

01-077-2179

Periclase

MgO

88

H3BO3

01-073-2158

Sassolite

H3BO3

62

FT-IR spectrums and FT-IR ATR inorganic library results of the raw materials were given in Fig. 7.,
and Table 3, respectively.

Figure 14. FT-IR spectrums of the raw materials
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According to the FT-IR ATR Inorganic library results magnesium oxide was found as “MgO”, boric
acid was found as “H3BO3” and Magnesium chloride was found as “MgCl2.6H2O”.

Table 5. FT-IR ATR Inorganic library results of the raw materials
Score

Library code

Mineral name

Mineral formula

0.941

AI0086

Magnesium oxide

MgO

0.704

AI0031

Boric acid

H3BO3

0.864

AI0084

Magnesium chloride

MgCl2.6H2O

3.2 Products XRD Results
XRD results and patterns of the products were given in Table 4 and Fig. 8., respectively. According to
the XRD analysis, three types of magnesium borate minerals, which were boracite (Mg3B7O13Cl),
magnesium borate (MgB4O7) and suanite (Mg2(B2O5)), were formed. Among the formations the major
part was seen as suanite and the minor part was boracite. The highest suanite, magnesium borate and
boracite scores were obtained from the mole ratio of 1-6-14 with the scores of “71”, “60” and “24”,
respectively.
Table 6. XRD results of the products
XRD scores of the synthesized minerals
Mole

Boracite

Magnesium borate

Suanite

1-4-15

19

27

61

1-4-14

20

37

61

1-4-13

22

39

66

1-5-15

21

36

63

1-5-14

18

52

68

1-5-13

20

44

69

1-6-15

20

51

70

1-6-14

24

60

71

1-6-13

13

20

66

ratio

* Boracite = pdf #: 01-071-0750, formula: Mg3B7O13Cl
* Magnesium borate = pdf #: 00-031-0787, formula: MgB4O7
* Boracite = pdf #: 01-073-2107, formula: Mg2(B2O5)
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Figure 15. XRD patterns of the products
3.3 Products FT-IR Results
FT-IR spectrums of the synthesized products were given in Fig. 9.

Figure 16. FT-IR spectrums of the products
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According to the FT-IR spectrums, as(B(3)-O) were seen at the peak values around 1410 cm-1.
-1
p(OH) was seen at the peak values around 1190 cm , due to the moisture content of the products
obtained. as(B(4)-O) and s(B(3)-O) were seen at the peaks at about 1020 cm-1 and 885 cm-1,
respectively. Final peak values at about 700 cm-1 and 680 cm-1 were s(B(3)-O). The peak explanations
of the products were given in Table 5.
Table 7. FT-IR peak explanations of the products
Peaks

Explanation

Symbols

1600-1400 cm-1

Tri coordinate B-O asymmetrical stretching

as(B(3)-O)

1200-950 cm-1

Four coordinate B-O asymmetrical stretching

as(B(4)-O)

950-850 cm-1

Tri coordinate B-O symmetrical stretching

s(B(3)-O)

750-650 cm-1

Tri coordinate B-O stretching

(B(3)-O)

3.4 Products Raman Results
Raman spectrums and the peak explanations of the synthesized products were given in Fig. 10. and
Table 6, respectively.

Figure 17. Raman spectrums of the products
According to the Raman spectrums, as(B(3)-O) were seen at the peak values around 1380 cm-1.
-1
s(B(3)-O) was seen at the peak values around 881 cm .
s(B(4)-O) was seen at the peaks at about 845
-1
-1
cm . Final peak value at about 499 cm was [B5O6(OH)4] – and (B(3)-O).
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Table 8. Raman peak explanations of the products
Peaks

Explanation

Symbols

1600-1200 cm-1

Tri coordinate B-O asymmetrical stretching

as(B(3)-O)

964-872 cm-1

Tri coordinate B-O symmetrical stretching

s(B(3)-O)

872-755 cm-1

Four coordinate B-O symmetrical stretching

s(B(4)-O)

516-300 cm-1

[B5O6(OH)4] – ion and four coordinate B-O
stretching

[B5O6(OH)4] – and
O)

(B(3)-

4. CONCLUSION
In this study the effect of raw material mole ratio (MgCl2.6H2O:MgO:H3BO3) on the production of
dehydrated magnesium borate synthesis was studied at the conditions of 1000°C and 4 hours of
reaction time. Three types of dehydrated magnesium borates were obtained at the synthesis. Among
them the major component was determined as “suanite” with the analysis technique of XRD. Also the
FT-IR and Raman analyses were made in order to strengthen the formation of the magnesium borate
formation. From these two spectroscopic analyses (FT-IR and Raman) the characteristic peaks of
magnesium borates were obtained.
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NANOSTRUCTURED TIN OXIDE FOR GAS SENSOR APPLICATION
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V.I.Vernadskyi Institute of general & inorganic chemistry, Ukrainian national academy of science –
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Abstract
Tin dioxide (SnO2) is the most important material for use in gas sensing. The performance of SnO2
sensor is directly related to the tin oxide particle size and compositional characteristics. In the present
study, a method for the preparation of pure or chemically modified SnO2 nano-powders by chemical
interaction in molten salts is presented. The molten alkali metal nitrates NaNO3 and KNO3 were used
as liquid reaction medium. The oxides prepared in molten salts consist of small particles (~ 6-10 nm)
with narrow size distribution. The particles are united into soft associates with an average size of 200
– 300nm. It was found that SnO2 nano-powders have good stability against recrystallization process at
elevated temperatures up to 6500C. The sensors were fabricated using thick film technology and tested
for ethanol and acetone vapor detection. SnO2 film exhibits high sensitivity to vapors at a low
operating temperature of 200oC. Preliminary results indicate potential application of the material for
gas sensors.
Key words: gas sensors, tin dioxide nanopowder, molten salt synthesis, ethanol and dimethylketone
vapors.
INTRODUCTION
Tin dioxide semiconductor gas sensors were first proposed (Seiyama et al., 1962) in 1962. Since then
SnO2 gas sensors have undergone extensive research and development. Tin dioxide (SnO2) is the most
important material for use in gas sensing. It is the main choice for solid-state gas detectors in
domestic, commercial and industrial application due to the low operating temperatures, high
sensitivities, simplicity of sensor design and low manufacturing costs (Ihokura et al., 1994; Yamazoe
1992; Jimenez et al., 1996).
Ethanol and dimethylketone vapors are the most exhaustively studied gases in the field of gas sensing
due to the great demand in biomedical, chemical, and food industries, especially in wine-quality
monitoring and traffic safety (Tang et al., 2007). Although ethanol and acetone have similar sensor
response the discrimination between these two vapors is essential for the precise and reliable screening
of intoxicated drivers. The expiration from a diabetes patient can contain a small amount of acetone
vapor (Ryabsev et al., 1999), therefore, a sick diabetes patient might be mistaken for a drunk driver.
Biomedical and traffic safety applications require ethanol and/or dimethylketone vapor sensing at the
presence of other reducing vapors, thus requires high selectivity for certain compound.
New methods such as non-invasive diagnostics by human breath analysis bear the potential to
drastically reduce the costs of medical care (Cao et al., 2006). Standard medical diagnostics has
reached the limit of further economization as trained human resources are required. Some of the
endogenous compounds found in human breath, such as dimethylketone, ethanol, ammonia, ethane
and pentane, have been successfully identified as breath markers for several diseases (Manolis 1983).
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Dimethylketone is a specific breath marker for type-1 diabetes and its concentration increases from
300 to 900 ppb for healthy humans and to more than 1800 ppb (Deng et al., 2004) for diabetic patients.
Currently, breath acetone testing is carried out using gas chromatography followed by flame ionization
detection (Sanchez and Sacks 2003), ion mobility spectrometry (Lord et al., 2002) and MS detection
(Phillips et al., 1999). These methods need bulky instrumentation and skilled operator. So, these
methods are not very suitable for use in diabetes diagnostics and dimethylketone monitoring outside
the laboratory. To meet the requirements for clinic applications, the sensing devices also need, in
addition to sensitivity and selectivity, sufficient portability and reasonable production cost. That is
why, tin dioxide semiconductor gas sensors, which have a strong miniaturization while offering very
high sensitivities down to ppb range, may become a key technology for commercial implementation of
breath analysis.
Because of an increasing demand for fast, continuous, and trace detection, current research in gas
sensor techniques has been focused on the development of sensors which can provide low-cost,
portable, rapid sensory, and high sensing information. A general route to improve a sensor’s
characteristics is to make the chemical sensors at the nanoscale, taking advantage of large surface
areas of nanoscale structures (Kwon et al., 1999; Comini 2006; Xue et al., 2005) and to change
compositional characteristics (i.e. the presence of additives) (Gopel and Schierbaum 1995; Xu et al.,
1991). For instance, tin dioxide sensor performance (stability, sensitivity, selectivity, and response
time) has been improved considerably by reducing the size of the particles used in the sensors to
nanometer dimensions (Krius et al., 1998; Zang and Liu 2000) and/or by adding dopants (noble metals
or other metal oxides) to tin dioxide to create nanocomposite materials (Siciliano 2000; Cabot et al.,
2000).
This study aims at preparing gas-sensing nanocomposites on the basis of doped SnO 2 using chemical
interaction in molten salt synthesis method and testing their sensing properties for detection of ethanol
and dimethylketone vapors.
EXPERIMENTAL
The nanocrystalline powders of pure tin dioxide or doped SnO 2 were prepared by molten salts
interaction method (Andriiko et al., 2004). A tin(II) chloride dihydrate was used as the main precursor
for SnO2 synthesis. The metal salts (doping additives) of antimony chloride, iron (III) chloride, nickel
chloride, bismuth chloride or lead chloride were dissolved in molten SnCl2 at 40oC for a total doping
cation to tin cation ratio varying from 0,005 to 0,05. Prepared solid solutions of chlorides were finally
ground into powder. In order to synthesize nano-particles, powders of the solid solution of chlorides
were added by portions to molten alkali metal nitrates (pure KNO 3 or NaNO3 - KNO3 eutectic mixture)
under agitation. Reaction mixture was kept at 420oC for 1h. The interaction in the molten nitrates
resulted in the formation of oxides as follows:
SnCl2 + 2KNO3 → SnO2 + 2KCl + 2NO2↑
The melt was cooled down to room temperature and washed six to seven times with distilled water to
remove water soluble salts (nitrates and chlorides) and dried at 120oC.
The nanocomposite of noble metal (Pt, Pd) particles and tin dioxide-based nanopowder were prepared
by controlled reductive precipitation of metal particles onto agglomerates of doped SnO 2 crystallites in
a water solution. A diluted solution of hexachloroplatinic acid and/or palladium dichloride was added
to an aqueous suspension of tin dioxide-based nanopowder under agitation. Final dropwise addition of
water solutions of sodium formate and sodium ascorbate to the suspension resulted in the reduction of
noble metal cations to metal particles. Following precipitation, the powder was aged for 24h, and then
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separated by decantation, washed several times with distilled water to remove the sodium cations and
dried at 120oC for 2h.
The as-prepared powder was mixed with organic solvent terpineol for slurry preparation. After
ultrasonic treatment the paste was painted onto insulating alumina substrate. The applied film was
dried at 150oC for 2h and then annealed at 500oC for 2h in the atmosphere of inert gas argon. The
sensor response to ethanol and dimethylketone vapours was examined using a two-channel gas
calibration system with a computerized picoammeter unit. The operation temperature was varied
between 100 and 400oC.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) data was collected on a Dron-4 powder diffractometer using Cu Kα
radiation (λ = 1.5405 Ǻ) operating from 2θ = 10-80o. The phase analysis of prepared samples showed
that in the as-prepared state and after annealing, the SnO2 – based powders display, regardless of
chemical composition, only cassiterite phase lines, and there is no evidence of the presence of any
other oxide phase.

Fig.1. XRD pattern of pure SnO2 prepared via molten salt synthesis procedure at 420oC.
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Fig.2. XRD patterns of SnO2-PbO, 110 reflection.
PbO content: 1.5 mol% - green; 3.0 mol% - blue;
6.0 mol% - orange lines.

Fig.3. Correlation between crystallite size of
SnO2-MeO and dopant content. MeO : NiO –
green; PbO – red; BiO 1.5 – blue; SbO1.5 – orange
lines.

Figure1 shows that all lines of XRD pattern are greatly broadened, which indicates that the chemical
interaction in the molten alkali nitrates results in the formation of tin dioxide-based nanopowder. The
crystallite size, d, was calculated from the X-ray line width using the Scherrer formula, d =
0.9λ/β1/2cosθ, where λ is the X-ray wavelength, β1/2 is the width of the diffraction peak at half-height,
and θ is the diffraction angle. For crystallite size estimation, the broadening of three main diffraction
peaks of SnO2 at 2θ = 26.5o, 33.7o and 52.0o has been studied in order to rule out the possible influence
of other factors, besides crystallite size, on line width. As is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.3, the d value
depends largely on the dopant content and depends on the chemical nature of the dopants. It was found
that all tested dopants can be divided into three groups according to their influence on the crystallite
size of SnO2 nanopowder (Fig.3.). The d value decreases with dopant content in the case of the use of
lead oxide (PbO) or bismuth oxide (Bi2O3). The use of nickel (NiO) or copper (CuO) oxides for tin
dioxide additive indicated an opposite effect of crystallite size increase. To the third group of oxide
dopants we referred additives, which had no clear effect on the d value like antimony and niobium
oxides.
The morphologies of tin dioxide powders were studied using a TEM (JEM2100F, JEOL) equipped
with EDX (Oxford Instruments) for elemental analysis. Fig. 4 shows TEM images of SnO2 samples.
There is a good correlation between the average crystallite size calculated on the basis of an analysis
of X-ray maximum profile and actual dimensions of particles obtained by TEM. It is obvious that the
samples with dopants have less agglomeration and are distributed more uniformly than the pure
sample (Fig.5). This demonstrates that the metal oxide dopants inhibit the aggregation of particles
during high temperature interaction in molten salts reaction medium, during melt separation and final
thermal treatment of the powder. Elemental analysis of tin dioxide sample surface modified by noble
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metals (Pt and Pd) did not prove uniform distribution of metal clusters, but indicated that metal
particles are smaller than doped SnO 2 crystallites and thus cannot be clearly visually indentified from
TEM images (Fig.6, Table 1).

Fig.4. TEM images of undoped SnO2 with different magnification.

Fig.5. TEM images of Sb-doped SnO2. SbO1.5 content is 3 mol%.
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Fig.6. TEM images of SnO2-SbO1.5/Pd/Pt. with
selected points for EDX analysis. Additives
contents: Sb - 3 mol%; Pd - 3wt%; Pt -1wt%.

O

Sn

Pd

Pt

Spectrum 1

68.63

31.37

-

-

Spectrum 2

69.09

27.97

2.81

0.14

Spectrum 3

61.87

27.80

8.41

1.86

Spectrum 4

54.22

26.32

16.18

2.65

Table 1. Elemental analysis results for selected
points (Fig.6). All results in atomic %.

Operating temperature had an effect on the gas sensitivity and selectivity. The tin dioxide-based
nanocomposites were sensitive to ethanol and dimethylketone at temperatures between 100 oC and
400oC. The optimal operating temperature to ensure high selectivity to distinguish ethanol and acetone
and retain fairly high sensitivity is 200oC. Sensitivity and selectivity to ethanol and dimethylketone
vapors of SnO2-based materials were examined under different conditions to see the effects of oxide
composition and vapor concentration on the sensitivity. Fig.7 shows the results of response to ethanol
at 200oC on tin dioxide doped by antimony oxide (Sn to Sb ratio is 32), which was surface modified
by metallic particles of noble metals (Pt and Pd). The nanocomposite had the highest sensitivity
among tested compositions. The detectable concentration limit of ethanol vapor is below 500ppb,
which is acceptable for most breath analysis applications. The antimony-doped SnO2 without noble
metal catalysts at the same test conditions demonstrated much lower sensitivity of 1.2 even at high
ethanol vapor concentration of 300ppm. A similar sensor behavior was observed in the presence of
dimethylketone vapor (Fig.8). Sn0.97Sb0.03O2 material exhibits relatively poor sensitivity of 1.1 to
300ppm of acetone at 200oC. The sensitivity changed dramatically for the sample modified by
platinum (1 wt. %) and palladium (3 wt. %) and reached the value of 3.8 for 10ppm of
dimethylketone. The enhanced gas sensitivity could be attributed to small grain size of the oxide and
to the presence of catalyst (noble metal) nanoparticles.
One can see (Fig.9) that SnO2-based film has a typical relationship between sensitivity and vapor
concentration. Both for dimethylketone and for ethanol sensitivity increases with vapor content and
reaches the value of 8.5 for 100ppm demethylketone concentration and 22.0 for 100ppm of ethanol.
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Fig.7. Response and recovery of SnO2-SbO1.5/Pd/Pt sensor to different concentration of ethanol vapor
at 200oC.

Fig.8. Response and recovery of SnO 2-SbO1.5/Pd/Pt sensor to different concentration of
dimethylketone vapor at 200oC.
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Fig.9. Sensitivity of SnO2-SbO1.5/Pd/Pt sensor to
different concentration of dimethylketone and Fig.10. Response and recovery of SnO2SbO1.5/Pd/Pt sensor to 2ppm concentration of
ethanol vapors at 200oC.
ethanol and dimethylketone vapor at 200oC.
Generally, the response to ethanol is similar to that to acetone due to their similar chemical nature.
Indeed, many papers (Gong et al., 1999; Li et al., 2002) reported that oxide semiconductor-type gas
sensors show similar sensing behavior towards ethanol and acetone regardless of the sensing materials.
According to test data (Fig.10), SnO 2 – based nanocomposite thick film responses to ethanol and
dimethylketone vapor have main difference in the desorption zone. Desorption process for
dimethylketone is fast, and film signal relaxation is complete in 150 seconds after gas supply stop. The
same process for ethanol vapor is much slower and lasts up to 1800 seconds. This effect of different
desorption kinetics on low-temperature (200oC) thick film is a basis for discrimination between
ethanol and dimethylketone in gas mixtures. Fig.10 shows that sensor response 150 seconds after its
contact with vapor mixture may be attributed only to response to ethanol.
CONCLUSIONS
The nanopowders for SnO2 – based thick film sensors with various compositions were prepared by
molten salt synthesis method. The composites of tin dioxide with noble metals showed good response
to low concentrations (below 1ppm) of both ethanol and dimethylketone vapors at relatively low
temperatures of 200oC. Although the sensing behavior of ethanol and acetone is similar, successful
discrimination between them can be realized by the analysis of desorption process, which is much
slower for ethanol.
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Abstract
A work has been carried out on the electromagnetic shielding (EMS) properties of Al2O3-SiC
composites. The commercial alumina having 5 μm particle size was used as a matrix material and SiC
was used as second phase in three different size fractions (40-80, 80-125 and 125-250 μm) and
different content (30% and 40% by weight) to form ceramic particle reinforced ceramic matrix
composite. The powders were shaped in hexagonal form (diagonal length of 25 mm). They were
pressed uniaxially and sintered in N2 atmosphere before measuring their electromagnetic shielding
effectiveness (EMSE). EMSE was investigated using Agilent E5071C Network Analyzer in the
frequency range of 12.4–18 GHz (Ku band). The thickness of all samples tested was kept constant. It
was found that the shielding effectiveness of SiC-reinforced Al2O3 composite materials compared to
pure alumina have a reasonable level. Increasing particle size of SiC has increased the shielding
effectiveness of composite structure.
Key words: Composite materials, alumina, SiC, electromagnetic shielding (EMS), shielding
effectiveness (SE)
INTRODUCTION
Ceramics and Ceramic Matrix Ceramic Composites
Ceramic materials are widely used in many applications due to their various chemical and physical
properties as a monophase or as composites. Such as aluminum oxide (alumina, Al2O3), which is a
well-known technological ceramic and used in variety of applications from bearings to refractory
industries due to its high hardness and high melting point, respectively. Monolithic alumina or alumina
with a little amount of additive for sintering aid used mainly refractory industry or electrical insulation
applications for room and as well as for high temperature applications. However, using high amount of
additives, like silicon carbide (SiC) into alumina, making ceramic matrix ceramic reinforced
composites (CMC), is a common way to increase its mechanical properties, like wear resistance and
toughness. Many of those CMC structures, a very fine grain size of secondary phases like whiskers
(Sugiyama, 2007) and nanoparticles (Wu, 2009) were used and it was aimed to have a full density of
the composites using pressurized sintering (Vincenzo, 2009). Alumina ceramics are good for electrical
insulating, however it is not common to have them for electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding
applications.
Electromagnetic Shielding
Blocking or preventing electromagnetic field by using materials, which can be conductive or nonconductive is called electromagnetic shielding effectiveness (EMSE). Indeed, the metals and their
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composites (with polymers) are favored for electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding, but
considering their high weight and low corrosion reliability and also for low stability at high
temperatures, the new materials in this application areas needed to be investigated. Metals have been
found to be effective filler used in polymer matrix composites (PMC) in order to have EMI shielding.
Wu (2010) for example found that nickel powder of 0.3 to 0.5 µm size fraction (with 13 vol.%) in PES
improved the EMI shielding of composites incredibly. Although EMI shielding of PMC materials are
so effective, they are limited to be used in temperatures above their glass transition temperatures
which are so low compared ceramics. Some other materials like carbon (Chung, 2001) were also used
for effective EMI shielding. It is explicit that Al2O3-based composites have been widely studied
because of their outstanding properties such as good chemical stability, oxidation resistance, good
wear resistance and low electrical conductivity. Because of their low conductivity behavior and when
needed to be used at very high temperatures, ceramic materials can be used for EMI shielding and
electromagnetic shielding (EMS) applications. In the present study, the dielectric properties and EMS
properties of Al2O3 – SiC composites were investigated at Ku-band frequencies (in the range of 12.4–
18 GHz frequency).
Shi et al (2008) added Ti3SiC2 particles into alumina and sintered using hot-pressing, measured EMI
of the composite at the frequency range of 12.4 – 18 GHz (Ku band). They observed that the EMI
shielding increased with an increase in addition of the Ti3SiC2 particles. There is more research
needed to be carried out in this field using ceramics and ceramic matrix composites. In this respect
present study concentrates on the EMS of alumina reinforced with coarse grains of SiC at Ku-band
frequencies in the range of 12.4-18 GHz.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Raw powders used in the present work were commercially available Al2O3 and SiC with the grain size
of 5 µm (for alumina) and with a mean particle size of 40-80, 80-125, 125-250 µm for SiC,
respectively. SiC powders were mixed either 30 or 40 wt.% in a planetary mill for 1 h to obtain a
homogeneous mixing. Al2O3/SiC mixed powders were shaped in hexagonal form (in the size of
diagonal length of 25 mm) by pressing uniaxially at 400 MPa pressure (Figure 1). It is not obligate to
shape in this gauge, however, it is important that the samples must fully cover the gap of the flange
having rectangle gap of 7.80×15.80 mm2. The composite samples were sintered at 1650 ºC in N2
atmosphere. Surface of the samples touching the instrument were polished after they sintered. The
thickness of all samples tested was kept constant (2mm).
Electromagnetic shielding effectiveness of a material is determined by measuring transmitted power
(PT) and incident power (P I). The EMSE is defined logarithmic ratio of these two parameters and it
measured unit in decibels as given in (1).
æP ö
EMSE = 10log ç T ÷
è PI ø

(1)

Electromagnetic shielding (EMS) of test materials was measured on an Agilent E5071C ENA Series
Network Analyzer in the frequency range of 12.4–18 GHz (Ku band). The codes for the samples
which used in this study are given in Table 1 according to composition and grain size of SiC.
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Figure 1. Hexagonal form of the compacts of Al2O3 / SiC composites for EMS testing
Table 1. The codes of the samples in respect to the composition of Al2O3 and SiC
Composition (wt.%)
Grain Size of SiC (µm)

Code of Samples

0

-

Al2O3

70

30

40-80

30S_40-80

70

30

80-125

30S_80-125

70

30

125-250

30S_125-250

60

40

40-80

40S_40-80

60

40

80-125

40S_80-125

60

40

125-250

40S_125-250

Al2O3

SiC

100

The microstructural examinations were carried out using optical microscopy. Shimadzu XRD-6000 X–
ray diffraction analyzer attached with an IXRF 5000 EDX instrument was used to analyze the
crystalline phases. Densities of the sintered samples were calculated following the geometrical
calculation using precision balance (sensitive to measure 0.0001g) and micrometer 1/20.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After successfully mixing of A Al2O3 and SiC particles, they were compacted and sintered. After
sintering, bulk specimens were subjected to testing of electromagnetic shielding effectiveness
(EMSE). Before EMS testing, flanges without using samples were fixed and test run carried out in
order to have the background data, which were subtracted from the tests of the results obtained with
Al2O3 / SiC composite samples. The results of EMSE of the samples tested were given in Figure 2-4.
It was observed that the addition of SiC has increased the shielding effectiveness (SE) of the
composites regardless of the particle size of SiC used compared to pure alumina used (Figure 2-4 &
Figure 5-7).
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Figure 2. EMSE of Al2O3 / SiC composites with using 30wt.% 40-80µm SiC content
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Figure 3. EMSE of Al2O3 / SiC composites with using 30wt.% 80-125µm SiC content
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Figure 4. EMSE of Al2O3 / SiC composites with using 30wt.% 125-250µm SiC content
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Figure 5. EMSE of Al2O3 / SiC composites with using 40wt.% 40-80µm SiC content
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Figure 6. EMSE of Al2O3 / SiC composites with using 40wt.% 80-125µm SiC content
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Figure 7. EMSE of Al2O3 / SiC composites with using 40wt.% 125-250µm SiC content
However, it tends to be coarser grain (SiC powder) size fractions of the samples have slightly higher
shielding effectiveness than the fine grain (powder) size samples. The effect of increasing shielding
effectiveness with an increase in SiC grain size might be due to rough patterning of SiC phases (Figure
8-c & 8-f).
The effect of SiC content on the EMSE of the composite is given in Figure 5-7. The results of
shielding effectiveness (SE) for Al2O3 – SiC composites having 40wt.% SiC content show a noticeable
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increase in EMSE compared to samples given in Figure 2-4. The maximum shielding effectiveness
observed for a given compositions were in the range of 10 dB and 17 dB when SiC content increased
from 30 wt. % (Figure 2-4) to 40 wt. % (Figure 5-8). Highest value was obtained with sample of
40S_125-250.
Sample coded 40S_125-250 has coarsest grains of SiC as shown in Figure 8 (f). It is possible to claim
that, the higher particle size to have the higher the shielding effectiveness of the composites that used
in this work. As it can be seen in Figure 8, reinforcing SiC particles having cornered shapes are
dispersed uniformly in alumina matrix. Grey regions imply alumina matrix and dark grey and cornered
particles imply the reinforcement component of SiC. Pure alumina, however, shows a little shielding
effectiveness behavior especially at high frequencies above 14 GHz (Figure 2-4 & Figure 5-7).
There is a relationship between electrical conductivity of material and shielding effectiveness.
Therefore, the addition of SiC into alumina increased the material’s electrical conductivity. SiC
electrically conductive compared to alumina, which is a good electrical insulator. Consequently,
addition of SiC reducing the composites` electrical resistance and hence increasing EMSE effect of the
composite system.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 8. Optical micrograph of the sample coded a) 30S_40-80, b) 30S_80-125, c) 30S_125-250
and samples coded d) 40S_40-80, e) 40S_80-125, f) 40S_125-250
For samples of pure Al2O3, it is interesting to note that an increasing in frequency results in decreasing
shielding effectiveness. On the other hand, the addition of SiC, regardless of the amount of secondary
phases, results in an increase in shielding effectiveness especially in higher frequency range tested
(14.5 – 17.2 GHz). Although the values of EMSE obtained with Al2O3 / SiC composites were quite
low compared to the absorber and some metallic materials, nonetheless that is reasonably good and
could be of some use especially under very high temperatures and/or corrosive environments.
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CONCLUSION
It was found that the electromagnetic shielding effectiveness (EMSE) of SiC particulate reinforced
Al2O3 composite materials has been in admissible level and it varies between 9 – 17 dB at frequency
of 12.4 – 18 GHz compared this to monophase Al2O3 which shows only 2 – 7 dB shielding. It was
found that increasing in SiC content has an increase in the shielding effectiveness of composite
structure. It was also observed that increasing in particle size of SiC has increased the shielding
effectiveness of composite structure.
In conclusion, although Al2O3 – SiC ceramic composites have lower shielding effectiveness than
shielding materials and metals however, they have a potential of use when electromagnetic shielding is
necessary in special environments such as high temperature, corrosive conditions etc. where other
materials cannot be used.
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Abstract
Ni-AlNi metallic-intermetallic laminate (MIL) composites have been fabricated in open atmosphere
using commercial purity Ni and Al foils with 250 μm initial thickness. Sintering process has performed
at 700ºC under 2 MPa pressure for 5 hrs. Composite consisting of alternating layers of metallic Ni
and the intermetallic AlNi have been fabricated by reactive foil sintering in open atmosphere furnace.
The aluminum foil was almost consumed by forming a nickel aluminide intermetallic compound. Thus,
the final microstructure consists of alternating layers of intermetallic compound and unreacted Ni
metal. Microstructure and phase characterization were performed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and x-ray diffractometry (XRD). Hardness values of test
samples have also measured as 800 HV by vickers indentation method.
Key words: Intermetallic, nickel aluminide, laminate composite, sintering

INTRODUCTION
Intermetallics like titanium tri-aluminide (Al3Ti) possess a very stable crystalline structure, resulting in
increased internal resistance to displacement under applied stress. This inhibition of the slip processes
necessary for plastic deformation makes the bulk material very brittle, which limits its use as a
structural component. Because intermetallics have high strength without toughness, great effort has
been made to reinforce them with particles, fibers and layers of ductile metals. Two of the basic
principles behind ductile phase reinforcement are: the generation of zones of bridging ligaments by
crack-particle (or laminate) interactions that restrict crack propagation by means of closure tractions in
the crack wake, and increasing fracture resistance by employing the work of plastic deformation in the
ductile phase (Price 2011)
Metal-intermetallic laminate (MIL) composites are hybrid laminate structures designed to optimize the
desirable mechanical properties of intermetallics by incorporating layers of ductile reinforcement. The
Ti–Al3Ti MIL is composed of bonded layers of titanium, and the intermetallic phase Al3Ti. The
microstructures of these MILs can be designed to optimize the desirable characteristics of their
constituent components, with the end result being a material that possesses the high strength and
stiffness of the intermetallic phase and the high toughness and ductility of the residual metals. The
volume fraction of each component in the laminate is determined both by initial foil thickness and the
synthesis process, which allows for fine tailoring of the bulk mechanical properties of the material for
specific applications. There are several advantages of this approach to MIL fabrication that make it a
viable large-scale structural material: the use of commercially available foils lowers cost, and the use
of ductile foils allows for the fabrication of non-planar structures (Price 2011, Tiezheng 2004,
Tiezheng 2011, Rohatgi 2003).
Laminate composites are being intensively studied for a number of potential applications: electronic
devices, structural components, armor, etc. Ceramic–ceramic, metal–ceramic, metal–metal, metal–
ceramic–intermetallic and metal–intermetallic systems have shown desirable properties. In particular,
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the Ti–Al3Ti system has a great potential for structural applications because of its low density and
excellent specific mechanical properties. Rawers and co-workers demonstrated that these
intermetallics could be synthesized by high temperature synthesis reaction. This system has been
extensively investigated by Harach and Vecchio, who introduced a number of significant advances.
Whereas Rawers and co-workers used a vacuum or argon protective atmosphere, Harach and Vecchio
were able to synthesize the laminates in open air. This represents a great technological advantage,
since it enables industrial production at significant cost reduction (Tiezheng 2004, Tiezheng 2011,
Rohatgi 2003). In particular, titanium–titanium tri-aluminide (Ti–Al 3Ti) or nickel–tri-nickel aluminide
(Ni–Ni3Al) metal–intermetallic laminate (MIL) composite systems have a great potential for
aerospace, automotive and other structural applications because of their combination of high strength,
toughness and stiffness at a lower density than monolithic titanium or other laminate systems.
Furthermore, since Al is relatively inexpensive compared to Ti or Ni, the Ti–Al3Ti or Ni–Ni3Al
systems are economically more attractive than monolithic Ti or Ni (Peng 2005).
Intermetallic compounds based upon aluminides of several transition metals such as iron, nickel,
titanium, cobalt, niobium, and tantalum have been recognized as potential candidates for the hightemperature structural applications (Peng 2005, Rohatgi 2003, Konieczny 2012). Among various
aluminides of transition metals, the compounds in the Ni–Al system have been of great interest for
their excellent mechanical properties and high degree of structural complexity.
Intermetallics NiAl and Ni3Al pose high melting point, low density, high strength, good corrosion and
oxidation resistance at high temperature (Zhang 2011, Zhang 2008) Nickel aluminide intermetallics
have been envisaged as good candidates for a number of industrial sectors, including aerospace,
automotive, and power generation industries due to their low density, high temperature stability and
high strength to weight ratio Owe to their excellent corrosion and oxidation resistance especially at the
high temperature, nickel aluminides are also considered as materials that might replace current nickelbased superalloys in rugged environments (Zhang 2011).
Nickel-aluminum system is one of the most well known in terms of the formation of intermetallic
phase. This system is also in the priority among in laminate composite systems. The objective of the
present research is to synthesize nickel-nickel aluminide metallic-intermetallic composites and its
microstructural characterization.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Materials and Method
The MIL process consists of stacking commercial purity aluminum and nickel aluminide foils in
alternating layers. The foils were provided from Alfa Aesar Company and their properties are shown
in the table 1.
Table 1. Properties of foils used in experiments
Foil

Thickness, μm

Purity, %

Ni

250

99,5

Al

250

99,5

The foil dimensions were initially selected to completely consume the aluminum in forming the
intermetallic compound with alternating layers of partially unreacted Ni metal. Nickel and aluminium
foils were cut into 10mm×10mm rectangular pieces. No special surface preparation treatment was
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applied to the nickel and aluminium foils prior to processing. Any contamination on the surface of
foils was cleaned using water and then ethanol. After drying rapidly, they were laminated alternatively
into nickel/aluminium multilayer samples. In each stack was consisting of 4 nickel and 3 aluminum
foil as in shown Fig.1a. An initial pressure of 2.0 MPa is applied at room temperature to ensure good
contact between foils (Fig.1b). Sintering process is applied in an open air, electrical resistance furnace
at 700ºC for 5 hour.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Nickel-Aluminum stack, (b) Schematic diagram of the synthesis apparatus. Image
is not to scale and does not show the load frame (İpek 2008)
Samples were ground and polished using standard metallographic techniques. Microstructure analyses
of composites were performed with a JEOL JSM-5600 model scanning electron microscope (SEM).
The presence of phases formed within the sintered samples was determined by Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy (EDS). Microhardness of composites were determined using a Leica WMHT-Mod
model Vickers hardness instrument under an applied load of 300 g for intermetallic zone, and 100 g
for metallic zone. Composition of the phases was determined by comparing the results of the
microprobe analysis with the data in the binary Ni–Al phase diagram (Fig. 1). In addition, X-ray
diffraction using Cu Ka radiation with a wavelength of 1.5418 A over a 2θ range of 10-80ºC was
employed to identify the intermetallic phases.

Figure 2. The Ni–Al binary phase diagram (ASM Metals Handbook, 1992)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Microstructure
The typical microstructures of the MIL composites are shown in Fig.3. The presence of different
regions indicates that different phases in the composites. In relatively low magnification (Fig.3.a) it is
shown that foils are stacked properly. Furthermore, the laminated composites are well-bonded. There
is a symmetric change from a light colored phase to another. Following the light colored phase there is
a grey colored formation, subsequently, darker grey colored phase and in the center line a black
colored phase. The light colored layers consist of unreacted Ni, which are separated by the apparently
darker Al3Ni-layers, as was identified by quantitative EDS analysis (Fig. 4).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. SEM Micrograph of laminated composites produced at 700ºC-5h. (a)100X, (b)300X, (c)
2000X

Figure 4. SEM-EDS analysis of Ni-Al metallic-intermetallic composite sintered at 700ºC-5h.
In metallic-intermetallic composites, interaction initially occurs at the interface then progress along the
center of aluminum foil as well as along nickel foil. But progress reaction along nickel is slower than
that of in aluminum. As nickel and aluminum react with each other, the impurities in aluminum or
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interface of Ni-Al, shifts in the front of the reaction. If the reaction ended before aluminum consuming
these impurities deposited in aluminum, otherwise in centerline of the intermetallic. Because of this it
is understood that the centerline is a problematic zone. As evidence in laminate composites centerline
is one of the preferred zones for the formation of cracks (Rohatgi 2003).
As in shown in Fig 4, spot 1 is Ni2Al3, spot 2 is NiAl, spot 3 is NiAl2, and finally spot 4 consist from
some little oxygen content and NiAl phase. Some dark particles, identified as residual Al are also
observed in the Al3Ni layers. Furthermore, the laminated composites are well-bonded and remain
some residual porosity in the final microstructure due to the relatively low temperature and time. Also
in this EDS analyses show that, formation of intermetallic hasn’t completed yet.
Reaction synthesis at 700 °C between Ni and Al foils resulted in a laminated composite microstructure
with intermetallics layers sandwiched between nickel layers. It was found that the intermetallic layers
comprised predominantly the Ni2Al3 intermetallic phase, and additionally the NiAl3 intermetallic
compound and (Al) solid solution (Fig. 5).

Ni2Al3

NiAl2

Ni

(Al)
NiAl

Ni2Al3

Ni

Figure 5. Microstructure of Ni-Al Intermetallic layer.
The ceramic-like aluminide phases (Al3Ti or Ni3Al) give high hardness and stiffness to the composite,
while the unreacted Ti or Ni provides the necessary high strength, toughness and ductility for the
system to concurrently be flexible. The multi-layered structure of the composite allows for variations
in the layer thickness and phase volume fractions of the Al and Ti or Ni components simply through
the selection of initial thickness, which consequently allows for the optimization of mechanical and
thermal management properties for practical application (Peng, 2005, 309-318).
Hardness
When it comes to hardness values, hardness value of ductile metallic nickel phase is approximately
110 HV. Ductile phase overcomes stresses exposed to body by performing plastic deformation
whereas intermetallic phase is brittle and has approximately 900 HV hardness values.
XRD
Figure 6 shows XRD patterns of the metallic intermetallic Ni-Al composites sintered at 700ºC for 2 h.
As it can be seen from Fig. 6, Al2Ni3, metallic Ni and Al3Ni are dominant phases in the composite. In
addition some AlNi3, metallic Al and Al2O3 were also detected. These results are very compatible with
EDS data.
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Figure 6. XRD patterns of the metallic intermetallic Ni-Al composites sintered at 700ºC for 2 h.ɵ
CONCLUSION
The conclusions of this research can be summarized as follows:
By controlling the duration of the reactive foil sintering process, composites can be fabricated in
which a tailored amount of residual aluminum remains at the intermetallic centerline. The result is a
well-bonded composite with a high degree of microstructural control.
Ni–NiAl metal–intermetallic laminate (MIL) composites have been successfully synthesized by
reactive foil sintering technique in open air at 700 ºC for 5 hour under 2 MPa pressure. The laminated
structure is well-bonded, nearly fully dense.
Microstructural characterization by, SEM and EDS indicates that NiAl, NiAl3, Ni2Al3 are intermetallic
phases in the composite. Nickel aluminide phase occurs due to the thermodynamics of the reaction
between Ni and Al. The existence of liquid Al phase plays important roles in the nucleation and
growth of NiAl particles and the eventual formation of continuous alternative intermetallic layers.
The hardness of fabricated laminated composite was dramatically changed. Whereas the hardness of
metallic aluminum and nickel respectively is about 45 and 110 HV, hardness of intermetallic zone is
approximately 900 HV.
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Abstract
Epoxy resin has been modified with nano-SiO2 particles with diameters from 7 to 50 nm. The
experiments show that the Young modulus and strength of nanosilica/epoxy resin-based composite
increases up to 25 wt.% and then decreases after SiO2 content reaches 40 wt.%. A series of
experiments has been conducted to study the effect of the size of the filler particles on fracture of
composites materials.
Key words: Epoxy resin; Nanosilica; Mechanical properties; Modification.
1. INTRODUCTION
The dynamic development of industrial sectors is impossible without permanent improvement of
materials. The use of composite materials (CMs) instead of the traditional ones allows significant
reduction of the product weight without deteriorating the strength characteristics, which is particularly
important for the aviation and aerospace industry. In addition, CMs may often have unique properties
that are not inherent in traditional materials, which make them indispensable for applications in certain
areas of engineering.
This paper deals with the research of physical and mechanical characteristics of nano-modified epoxy
composite materials, which are widely used in the construction industry as protective impregnations
and coatings that increase the carrying capacity, chemical resistance, and durability of building
structures. The dependence of the modulus of epoxy resin on the filler size has been studied.
The goal of this work is to develop a method of epoxy resin binder modification by silicon dioxide
nanoparticles and a technology of obtaining the corresponding composite materials with improved
performance.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Polymer materials often do not possess sufficient rigidity and strength to satisfy requirements to
various structures made of these materials. Insertion of various reinforcing fillers is a conventional
method of improving these properties so that filled polymers could be used as structural materials.
The development of polymer technologies leads to permanent extension of the class of polymers filled
by particles, which, in turn, makes the necessity of predicting the mechanical properties of such
materials more important.
When viscous thermoplastics are filled by rigid fillers to an extent of more than 20%, a transition from
plastic flow to brittle fracture occurs. In this case, significant reduction of the shock viscosity and the
fracture work is observed. The elasticity modulus increases with increasing amount of the filler, but
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the size and number of cracks arising in the course of loading also increase as the matrix flakes
from disperse particles at the instant when the stress corresponding to the adhesion strength of
system is reached. Theoretical and experimental investigations show that the probability of
emergence of large defects can be appreciably reduced by decreasing the filler particle size and
scatter in the particle diameters.

off
the
the
the

The strength properties of articles made of polymer composite materials (PCMs) are determined by
various factors: mechanical properties of the phases, character of phase interaction, filler geometry,
degree of filling, fabrication technology, etc. The PCM strength properties are not constant because of
instability of parameters of technological processes of fabrication of PCM articles.
2.1. Materials
In our study, we used hydrophilic nano-sized powders of silicon dioxide called Tarkosil (series Т) with
specific surface areas of 54, 74, 96, and 150 m2/g, which corresponds to the mean particle sizes of 50,
37, 30, and 18 nm, and Aerosil А-200 (14 nm), А-300 (9 nm), and А-380 (7 nm). The ED-20 epoxy
resin was used as a matrix in all experiments. The polyethylene polyamine (PEPA) hardener (1 part of
the hardener to 6 parts of epoxy resin) was added for solidification. Samples with a rectangular cross
section satisfying the Russian Standard GOST 11262-80 were prepared for experiments (Fig. 1). The
body of the chosen resin allowed samples to be made by the casting technology. For this purpose, we
prepared moulds from the PentelastТМ silicon-based compound with cavities repeating the shape of the
samples for mechanical tests. An important factor is the low adhesion of these moulds to epoxy resin.
To obtain epoxy resin with lower viscosity, it was heated to 500С.

Fig. 1. Shape of the prepared samples
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As is known, owing to the high surface energy, the inserted nanoparticles are almost always in the
form of agglomerates whose size can reach several micrometers. If the agglomerates are too large,
they are dangerous agents serving as stress concentrators in a polymer system (Fig. 2); therefore, such
agglomerates should be dispersed or sifted away.

Fig. 2. Photograph of agglomerates of Tarkosil T-20 silicon dioxide particles.

Fig. 3. Photograph of the fracture surface of the solidified epoxy binder modified by nanoparticles.
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Moreover, air bubbles are inserted together with the nanopowder, which also serve as stress
concentrators (Fig. 3). Air bubbles can be removed from epoxy resin by means vacuum treatment of
the resin/powder mixture or ultrasonic dispersion.
Experiments on extension of ED-20 samples with the nanopowder obtained by mechanical mixing and
by ultrasonic dispersion (USD) were performed. As is seen from the data presented below (Fig. 4), the
samples obtained by means of ultrasonic dispersion have better strength characteristics than the
samples obtained by means of mechanical mixing.

1.4

Normalized modulus Е/Е0

1.2
1
0.8
ED-20+USD

0.6
0.4

ED-20

0.2
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

volume fraction of the filler,vol%

Fig. 4. Normalized modulus of elasticity of the epoxy composite versus the volume fraction of the T150 filler.
From this figure, we can conclude that ultrasonic dispersion of silicon dioxide nanoparticles in epoxy
resin ensures a greater number of adhesive chemical bonds, which increases the material strength. By
an example of epoxy resin, it was demonstrated that the quality of the resultant composite is
appreciably affected by the uniformity of the nanoparticle distribution.
The analysis of theoretical investigations led to a question about the influence of the level of mixing of
the mixture. The powder possesses a large active surface and can adsorb resin or hardener on this
surface, thus, changing the stoichiometric ratio in local regions. For our study, we prepared several
samples with different sequences of mixing of the species. The following possible variants of
dispersion were considered in this work.
1. Еpoxy resin
2. The powder was added to epoxy resin containing the hardener, and USD was applied.
3. First, the nanopowder was dispersed in the hardener, which was less viscous, and then epoxy resin
was added.
4. The powder was mixed with epoxy resin, and then the hardened was added.
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The measured Young modulus and tensile stress are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Young modulus and tensile stress versus the order of addition of the T-150 filler
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Fig. 6. Normalized Young modulus of ED-20 epoxy resin versus the mass fraction of the Aerosil
hydrophilic nanopowder for different particle sizes.
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It is seen that the best results are obtained by means of USD of the T-150 nanopowder in the hardened
with subsequent addition of epoxy resin.
3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Experiments on ED-20 tension with the Aerosil nanopowder
For the experiments, we prepared samples from the ED-20 epoxy resin with addition of hydrophilic
SiO2 nanopowders (Aerosil) up to different concentrations. The Young modulus for the samples made
of pure epoxy resin obtained under these conditions was Е0=1.2 GPa. In what follows, this value is
used for normalization of the Young modulus.
In our experiments, we used the А-200 (14 nm), А-300 (9 nm), and А-380 (7 nm) hydrophilic
nanopowders. The normalized Young modulus for these nanopowders is shown in Fig. 6. An increase
in the Young modulus is observed as the mass fraction increases from 0 to 0.4%, and the maximum
value corresponds to 7-15 % at the concentration of 0.3-0.5 wt..% for different fillers. With a further
increase in the filler mass fraction, the Young modulus smoothly decreases. This decrease is
presumably associated with the increase in the number of filler agglomerates and air bubbles, which
still remain in the mixture even after vacuum treatment and USD.

Normalized Young modulus Е/Е0

To estimate the particle size effect, we also tested silicon dioxide powders called Tarkosil T-05 (50
nm), Т-15 (30 nm), and Т-20 (18 nm), and А-200, А-300, and А-380 with a concentration of 0.4 wt.%.
The Young modulus was expected to increase with decreasing particle size. Thus, as the particle size
of the Tarkosil nanopowder decreases from 50 nm to 18 nm, the Young modulus increased by 30%
(Fig. 7)
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the normalized Young modulus for composites with different particle sizes of
the filler
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The results for Aerosil nanopowders (A-200) confirm this dependence, but the increase in the Young
modulus is not observed with decreasing particle size. In this case, the greatest effect for Aerosil
particles is observed for the nanopowder with the particle size of 14 nm (Fig. 7). Reduction of the
filler particle size to 9 nm and 7 nm exerts an adverse effect on material strength (3- 5%). Such a
dependence suggests that polymer molecules can have a certain characteristic size of the structure, at
which the filler particles are arranged between the polymer grid, filling the latter and, thus, reinforcing
the substance structure.
The analysis and comparison of the experimental data show that all types of examined nanoparticles
affect the crack fracture resistance of the epoxy resin matrix. The influence of particles on the fracture
process, however, depends on the particle size distribution. For coarse particles, the main mechanism
is the confinement of the crack front by structured polymer regions adjacent to agglomerates. For fine
particles, the prevailing mechanism is the resistance to cracking owing to reduction of the number of
defects and nonuniformity of the epoxy matrix.

4. CONCLUSIONS
1. A technological process was developed, which allows one to reach the maximum effect of
modification of the epoxy matrix by nanoparticles by means of intensification of dispersion of
agglomerates by means of ultrasonic dispersion.
2. It was found that the most beneficial way is to insert nanoparticles into the least viscous medium
(hardener) because such a medium ensures the minimum obstacles to dispersion of agglomerates and
uniform distribution of particles.
3. Optimal levels of filling of the epoxy matrix by nanoparticles were determined: from 0.20 to 0.30
wt.% for binders modified by the Tarkosil and Aerosil particles. If nanoparticles are inserted in
optimal proportions, the tensile strength of the epoxy binder increases by 32%
4. The Young modulus was plotted as a function of the nanopowder size. It was shown that the
maximum is reached in the interval of the filler particle size from 14 to 18 nm.
This research is supported under Grant No. 8020 of the Ministry of Education and Science of the
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Abstract
Two types of overflowing liquid distributors for soiled and thick liquids are investigated. Experiments
are performed in a device for packed column apparatuses with a diameter of 426 mm. The
relationship between the flow rates of distributors with beveled pipes and with triangular slits is
determined as well as the height of liquid column above the lower end of the slots. Also is investigated
the uniformity of the distributing jets depending on the flow rate, as is recommended this to be done
with standard deviation not exceeding 0.03. With this precision, the distributor with beveled pipes
operates in the range between 2.0 and 8.0 m3/h, as its maximum capacity is 8.5 m3/h. The distributor
with triangular slits has maximum output of 6.3 m3/h. Therefore it is not recommended.
Key words: Packed columns, distillation columns, liquid distributors, soiled and thick liquids,
uniformity of the liquid jets.
1. INTRODUCTION
Uniform distribution of liquid on the column cross section is necessary for their normal operation. It is
particularly important the initial flow distribution, which is provided by the liquid distributor. There is
a great diversity of distributors for uncontaminated liquids. Sometimes a problem is the distributors for
viscous and soiled liquids. Such for example are the distributors for fermented mixtures of ground
corn in water with alcoholic content up to 12 %. They are used in distillation columns of rectification
plants for ethanol production. Experience shows that for soiled and viscous liquids like those,
application can find overflow distributors with slots (Golovachevski, 1967, Sulzer Brochures 2003,
Kolev 2006). Unfortunately there are no accurate data on their characteristics in the literature.
Overflow distributors with slots are composed of a cylindrical vessel with evenly spaced pipes in it
with different in shape slots. They can be unilaterally beveled pipes with an angle of 450 (Fig. 1) or
with triangular slots – one or two pieces (Fig.2) or. Their situation in the cylindrical part is such that
the slots are radially directed to the outer part. Impurities in the liquid are able to settle in the zone
under the slots. Mainly are used pipes Æ53х1.5; 60.3х2 and 70х2. The number of pipes and their
location must provide the required number of dripping points and large enough free section in the area
of the distributor location. Usually for the widespread range of diameters from 273 to 800 mm, the
free section is within 52 and 60 % of the column cross-section. The free section is formed by the ring
between the cylindrical part of the distributor and the column wall and the section of the pipes. In the
mentioned range of diameters of column apparatuses, the number of pipes is 8 to 33 as for the smaller
the pipe diameter is Æ53х1.5 and for the larger - Æ70х2.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
Interesting are the possibilities of these distributors in terms of flow capacity and hence the irrigation
density. This study should be related to the determination of uniformity of individual liquid jets.

Fig. 1. Overflow pipe with beveled slots.

Fig. 2. Overflow pipe with triangular slots.
For this purpose were investigated distributors for a column with a diameter of 426 mm with a number
of 12 distributing pipes. The pipes are Æ53x1.5, and the feeding pipe - Æ70x2. Figure 3 shows a
scheme of distributor with beveled pipes with angle of 450. A picture of this distributor is shown on
figure 4. Also was examined distributor with triangular slits with an angle on the top – 900 (Fig. 2).
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Free section in the area of the distributor was 55 %. Experiments were held with water on
experimental plant shown on Fig. 5. Liquid flow was measured with two flow meters with a range
from 0 to 6 m3/h and an accuracy of 0.1 m3/h. Uniformity of liquid jets was determined by volumetric
method with an accuracy of ±10 ml.
For distributor with beveled pipes, the experiment has shown steady operation in the range from 1 to 8
m3/h (Darakchiev, 2011). These values depend on the height of the hydrostatic column h in the
cylindrical part of the distributor above the lower end of the slots (Fig. 1). The relationship between
two variables Q = f(h) (Q- flow rate of the distributor) for the most part is straightforward as the lower
and upper parts have parabolic deviations (Fig. 6).

Fig. 3. Scheme of a distributor with beveled pipes with an angle of 450.
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Fig. 4 Picture of the distributor with beveled pipes

Fig. 5. Scheme of the experimental installation: 1 - liquid distributor; 2 - packed layer; 3 - pump; 4 valve; 5 - flow meter; 6 - feeding pipe.
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Measurements showed some technical irregularities in the welding of the pipes in height to the bottom
of the cylindrical part of the distributor. They were within 0 and 1 mm. this showed quite large nonuniformities at low flow rates of about 2 m3/h.
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Fig. 6. Dependence of distributor flow rate and height of hydrostatic column above the lower end of
the slots in a distributor with beveled pipes.
The non-uniformities are best determined by the standard error:

StdErr =

(

)

2
i n
å xi - x
n - 1 i =1

(1)

where xi are the measured flow rates of the jets and x is their average value and n is the number of
measured jets.
Figure 7 (line 1) shows the dependence of standard error from the flow rate of the distributor. It is seen
that deviation from uniformity as a result of irregularities in the development are greater for small flow
rates. For flow rates greater than 2.0 m3/h standard error is less than 0.03. Maximum flow rate of this
distributor is е 8.5 m3/h.
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the standard error on jets flow rate of distributor with beveled pipes (line 1) and
triangular slots (line 2).
It is supposed that for small sections of jets flowing for this type of distributors may be expected less
standard deviation. Therefore, studies were made with distributor with triangular slots with an angle at
the bottom of 900 (Fig. 2). Measurements here showed again that the difference in height between the
bottom edge and the base of the distributor is in the range 0-1 mm.
Studies were performed on the same experimental installation using the same methodology. Figure 8
shows the relationship between the flow rate of a distributor with triangular slots and the height of
hydrostatic column above the lower end of the slots (top of the angle). It is seen that this dependence
generally has another character, based on the other section of the slots. Maximum flow rate of this
distributor is 6.3 m3/h.
Figure 7 (line 2) shows the standard error of liquid jets and for distributor with triangular slots. Despite
the expectations can be seen, that it is bigger and in high flow rates. Therefore we believe that such
slots are more inappropriate for overflowing type of distributors.
In this type of submitting of liquid in the distributor and disposal of the overflowing pipes is not
observed influence of the liquid gradient on the uniformity of the jets.
Studies on this uniformity showed that greater distance between the lower end of the distributing pipes
and the packing layer may lead to non-uniformity. This is due to change in the trajectory of the
flowing jets. Therefore the distance above the packed layer should not exceed 50 mm.
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Fig. 8. Dependence of distributor flow rate and height of hydrostatic column above the lower end of
the slots in a distributor with triangular slots.
Although studies have been made with one size of distributor, the results apply to other larger or
smaller distributors. This relates to columns with larger or smaller diameters. The basic requirement is
the characteristic size of the single pipe to be maintained (Fig.1). Hydrodynamic characteristic of one
pipe is obtained as the total flow of the pattern Q = f(h) is divided by the number of pipes (in this case
12). For distributors with other sizes it is obtained as it is multiplied by the number of overflowing
pipes in them.
3. CONCLUSION
The survey of two typical representatives of the overflow distributor for contaminated and viscous
liquids can be made several important conclusions. Experiments were carried out with water in
distributors for a column with a diameter of 426 mm. The relationship between the flow rate of the
distributors and the height of liquid column above the lower end of the slots is determined. The
uniformity of liquid jets is examined depending on the flow rate and is recommended this to be done
with standard error below 0.03. With this accuracy the distributor with beveled pipes operates in the
range from 2.0 to 8.0 m3/h, as its maximum flow rate is 8.5 m3/h. The distributor with triangular slots
has maximum flow rate of 6.3 m3/h, but operates with 2-3 times greater non-uniformity. Because of
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this it is not recommended. The distance between the lower end of the distributor and the packing
layer must not be greater than 50 mm.
The validity of this study from one size distributor to be transferred to other distributors with more or
fewer pipes is justified.
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Abstract
Objectives: To determine the features of Leflunomide (LF) use in combination with DMARDs and to
evaluate impact of LF on the level of MMP-3 and pyridinoline in adults with psoriatic arthritis (PsA).
Methods: 63 PsA pts received LF alone (31 pts) or in addition to Methotrexate or Sulfasalazine (32
pts – COMBI group) were evaluated according to PsARC, PASI50, DAS response criteria, matrix
metalloproteinase-3 (MMP-3) and pyridinoline levels before and after 3 months of the treatment.
Results: The efficacy in COMBI group was significantly higher on DAS (1.4 times), PASI (2.3 times)
and MMP-3 dynamics (1.9 times) vs LF alone. Decrease of MMP-3 and pyridinoline was more
striking in PsARC responders vs non-responders (by 28.6% and 10.9% vs 0% and 3.6%).
Conclusions: The efficacy of LF COMBI is higher vs LF alone in PsA. Reduction in MMP-3 and
pyridinoline shows the ability of LF to lower inflammation and bone destruction levels in pts with PsA.
Key words: leflunomide, psoriatic arthritis, matrix metalloproteinase-3, pyridinoline.
Psoriatic arthritis (PsA) is a common, usually seronegative, inflammatory disease of the joints
associated with psoriasis (Ps). About 7% of patients (pts) with arthritis are patients (pts) with PsA
(Gladman et al 2005) and around 20–30% (range of prevalence estimates 6 to 39%) of patients with Ps
develop PsA (Mease et al 2010). After 10 years of PsA 55% of pts have deformity more than 5 joints
(Gladman 1994). Only the prompt diagnosis and prescribing of adequate therapy can prevent
progression of disease and disability of pts. It is known that activation of T cells plays a key role in the
immunopathogenesis of PsA (Kaltwasser et al 2007). Leflunomide (LF) acts precisely on this link of
immunity. But until now remain under-explored the efficacy and toxicity of LF combination therapy
(COMBI) with non-biological disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) compared with LF
alone in PsA. Furthermore conventional laboratory markers of inflammation (C-reactive protein
(CRP), erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR)) in PsA worse correlate with the severity of lesions of the
musculoskeletal system than in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (Mease 2005), and that complicates the
assessment of response to therapy in PsA.
On the role of a new marker of inflammation can be proposed matrix metalloproteinase-3 (MMP-3),
which level is significantly higher in pts with RA and ankylosing spondylitis who have a lesion of
peripheral joints (Ishiguro et al 1996, Vandooren et al 2004). In another study studied the effectiveness
of TNF-α inhibitors in PsA pts was found correlation between dynamics of MMP-3 levels and Disease
Activity Score (DAS)28 dynamics (van Kuijk et al 2010). The results of this study allowed the authors
to suggest the possibility to use MMP-3 as a marker to identify potential new drugs for the treatment
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in small groups of PsA pts because (of) CRP and ESR in these patients are not always elevated, even
in the presence of active arthritis. It should be noted that the decrease in MMP-3 under the influence of
golimumab treatment was also correlated with response to treatment (ACR20, ACR50 and DAS28) in
patients with RA (Visvanathan et al 2010).
Determination of pyridinoline level in biological fluids is widely used to assess bone resorption in
various diseases (Hubert et al 2001), because its serum level correlates with the most objective
histomorphometrical indices of bone resorption (Ureńa 1995). Increased level of pyridinoline before
treatment is a predictor of intensive radiological progression in patients with RA receiving synthetic
(Hashimoto et al 2009) and biological DMARDs (Hashimoto et al 2011). Prognostic significance of
pyridinoline serum level is proved for patients with PsA - pyridinoline is more sensitive and specific to
predict ACR20 and DAS28 responses in comparison with CRP in pts receiving golimumab (Wagner et
al 2012).
The purpose of this study was: (1) to determine the features of LF use in combination therapy with
non-biological DMARDs (Methotrexate (MTX) and Sulfasalazine (SS)); and (2) to evaluate the
impact of LF on the level of MMP-3 and pyridinoline in adults with PsA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
63 PsA pts with peripheral arthritis received LF (20 mg/day) alone (32 pts – MONO group) or in
addition to MTX (mean dose 12.7±3.0 mg/week) (19pts) or SS (mean dose 2.0 g/day) (13pts) –
COMBI group. LF administered in addition to the DMARDs because of insufficient treatment effect
of SS or MT (saving or recurrence of clinically apparent synovitis, dactylitis, involvement of new
joints). Duration of SS receiving ranged from 9 months to 5 years (average – 28.8 ± 18.4 months),
MTX - from 6 months to 7 years (average – 34.8 ± 20.5 months.). Despite DMARDs use pts had
number of tender and swollen joints ≥ 3 at screening visit. 60 PsA pts who achieved the end of the
study (25 men and 35 women, mean age 49.7±10.7 years, mean arthritis duration 101.9±86.0 months)
were assessed before and 3 months after changes in treatment (biological agents were not used, doses
of corticosteroids (CS) and NSAIDs were not changed during study period). Three pts with PsA
dropped out of the study early (2 weeks) because of LF discontinuation caused by its side effects. Pts
of COMBI and MONO groups were comparable (Table 1).
Table 1
Demographic and clinical characteristic of PsA patients included in the study (М ±SD)
MONO

COMBI

Total

male (%)

12 (40)

13 (43.3)

25 (41.6)

female (%)

18 (60)

17 (56.7)

35 (58.4)

age, years

49.4±12.3

49.9±9.1

49.7±10.7

PsA duration, months

92.5±91.5

111.3±80.54

101.9±86.0

2 (6.6)

8 (26.7)*

10 (16.7)

NSAID use, pts (%)

16 (53.3)

16 (53.3)

32 (53.3)

HAQ

1.20±0.51

1.08±0.48

1.14±0.50

ESR, mm/h

20.5±9.20

22.9±14.0

21.7±11.8

CS use, pts (%)
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*

CRP, mg/l

9.63±4.39

10.0±4.32

9.84±4.32

ММP-3, ng/ml

14.6±6.28

19.8±9.22

17.2±8.28

pyridinoline, nМ/l

2.06±0.71

2.06±0.57

2.06±0.63

DAS

4.07±0.89

4.49±0.97

4.28±0.95

DAS(CRP)

3.94±0.85

4.36±0.90

4.15±0.91

PASI

11.1±9.95

17.2±15.8

14.1±13.4

р<0.05 vs MONO.

The only anamnestic index which differed was frequency of CS receiving: it was probably greater in
COMBI group - 26.7% of pts compared with 6.6% in MONO.
Assessments
Joint tenderness score (228 max.) (JTS), joint swelling score (222 max.) (JSS), 44 swollen joint count,
Ritchie index, duration of morning stiffness (minutes), Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ),
Disease Activity Score (DAS) and DASCRP, ESR, serum levels of CRP (mg/l), MMP-3 (ng/ml) and
pyridinoline (nМ/l) were evaluated. Response was evaluated according to PsARC, DAS and DASCRP
criteria, and PASI50 criteria for skin lesions, serum levels of CRP, ESR. Serum levels of CRP, MMP3 and pyridinoline were conducted by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using test
systems by "Biosource" (USA) and "Quidel" (USA).
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed on data collected through each patient's week 12 visit. Clinical
efficacy analysis was performed using the modified intent-to-treat population, which included patients
in the intent-to-treat population who had both a baseline assessment and at least one postbaseline
assessment. The safety population comprised all patients who received any study treatment and at least
one safety assessment.
The baseline demographics, disease activity and severity measures were compared between the two
groups by Wald-Wolfowitz runs test, ∆ of parameters absolute values significance were calculated by
T-test, linear relationship between variables – by Pearson's correlation. The proportions of patients
achieving PsARC, DAS, DASCRP and PASI50 responses at week 12 were analysed using a Fisher’s
exact test for comparing group differences. A p value <0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS
LF alone vs LF in addition to MTX or SS
Among 63 pts with PsA included in the study completion rate after the 3-month observation was
95.2% (60 pts): 30pts in the MONO group and 30 – in COMBI respectively. After treatment in both
groups took place positive changes in the basic clinical and laboratory parameters (Table 2): decreased
number of swollen and tender joints - by 72.6% and 63.1%, almost three times shorter duration of
morning stiffness, significantly improved functional ability of patients - HAQ fell by 37.8%, decreased
of the ESR and CRP (by 20.6% and 11%), DAS and DASCRP - by 38.2% and 10.7%. All changes in
both groups were statistically significant.
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Table 2
Changes of clinical and laboratory parameters after 12 weeks of treatment in COMBI and MONO
groups (М ±SD of absolute values ∆)
Characteristic

MONO

COMBI

All pts

joint tenderness score (228 max.)

-21.5±25.5**

-28.7±29.6**

-25.1±27.6**

joint swelling score (222 max.)

-6.33±7.67**

-12.3±11.1**§

-9.30±9.93**

morning stiffness, min

-46.7±79.2**

-133.6±175.3**§

-90.1±141.8**

HAQ

-0.38±0.45**

-0.26±0.34**

-0.32±0.40**

DAS

-1.08±0.70**

-1.52±1.08**§

-1.30±0.93**

DASCRP

-1.06±0.66**

-1.50±1.06**§

-1.28±0.90**

PASI

-3.96±6.31**

-8.97±10.0**§

-6.47±8.67**

ESR, mm/h

-2.70±7.35

-3.80±10.2*

-3.25±8.81**

CRP, mg/l

-1.36±3.52*

-1.35±4.17

-1.35±3.83**

ММP-3, ng/ml

-1.89±5.52

-4.83±7.69**§

-3.36±6.80**

-0.17±0.35**

-0.18±0.28**

-0.18±0.31**

pyridinoline, nМ/l

* р<0.05, ** р<0.01 vs baseline values; § р<0.05 vs MONO.
The efficacy in COMBI group was significantly higher on the score of swollen joints (1.9 times),
duration of morning stiffness (2.8 times), DAS and DASCRP (1.4 times for both) and PASI (2.3
times) compared with MONO group. Among the laboratory parameters only reduction of MMP-3 after
treatment was significantly greater in COMBI group - 24.4% versus 13.0% compared with pts
receiving LF alone.
Analysis of the results regarding to the skin lesions was conducted on the basis of data obtained in the
survey of 59 pts because one patient was not detected psoriatic skin lesions at the start of treatment
and during the study.
After 3 months of treatment PASI decreased in MONO and COMBI groups by 36.0% and 53.5%
respectively (p <0.01, p between groups <0.05). PASI50 after a 3-month of treatment achieved 44.0%
of pts: 51.7% in COMBI group comparing with 36.7% of responders among pts who receive LF alone
(p <0.05).
The number of PsARC responders constituted 60.0% in MONO group vs 70.0% in COMBI (p>0.05).
There was also no difference between 2 groups according to DAS response. But the number of pts
who have had good and moderate response according to DASCRP and achieving PASI50 was
significantly higher in COMBI group compared with MONO: 86.7% and 51.7% vs 63.3% and 36.7%
respectively (p <0.05).
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Markers of connective tissue destruction and clinical response
Highly probable changes in the basic clinical and laboratory parameters accompanied by decrease of
MMP-3 (19.6%) and pyridinoline (8.6%) levels. More striking changes were in the group of PsARC
responders (65% of pts). Levels of MMP-3 in this group decreased by 28.6%, pyridinoline - by 10.9%
in comparison with 0% and 3.6% in the group of non-responders respectively (Table 3).
Table 3
Clinical and laboratory parameters before and after 12 weeks of treatment in PsARC responders and
non-responders groups (М ±SD)
PsARC non-responders
Week 0

Week 12

PsARC responders
Week 0

Week 12
#

joint tenderness score (228 max.)

31.3±15.1

27.7±18.0

58.0±32.5

21.4±19.3**§§

joint swelling score (222 max.)

8.67±5.82

5.86±4.88*

17.6±12.5#

4.82±5.45**§

morning stiffness, min

92.7±153.5

51.7±62.7**

179.0±213. 6

62.4±80.0**§

HAQ

0.89±0.48

0.83±0.52

1.19±0.50

0.74±0.51**§§

DAS

3.74±0.70

3.25±0.82*

4.58±0.94#

2.83±0.85**§

DASCRP

3.61±0.61

3.09±0.80*

4.44±0.92#

2.75±0.84**§

ESR. mm/h

22.3±14.4

21.2±12.3

21.4±10.3

17.0±7.61*

CRP, mg/l

9.39±4.71

7.52±4.04**

10.1±4.14

9.00±4.05*

ММP-3, ng/ml

15.3±6.90

15.3±5.74

18.2±8.80

13.0±4.59**§§

pyridinoline, nM/l

1.96±0.56

1.89±0.46

2.11±0.67

1.88±0.65**§

* р<0.05, ** р<0.01 vs baseline values; § р<0.05, §§ р<0.01 vs PsARC non-responders.
At the same time a significantly difference in the dynamics of ESR and CRP between the groups of
PsARC non-responders and responders was not registered.
Positive dynamics of inflammation and connective tissue destruction markers accompanied by highly
probable changes in key clinical parameters in pts achieving PsARC response: decreased JSS and JTS
- by 72.6% and 63.1%, there was almost three times shorter duration of morning stiffness,
significantly improved functional ability of patients - HAQ index fell by 37.8%, also reduced the value
of DAS and DASCRP - by 38.2% and 10.7%. In pts who did not meet the PsARC response criteria
also observed decrease in the number of swollen joints (11.3%), duration of morning stiffness (by
44.3%), lower DAS and DASCRP (13.0% and 14.3% respectively).
Prior to treatment the levels of pyridinoline and MMP-3 in PsARC responders were 2.11 nM/l and
18.2 ng/ml and were significantly higher compared with a group of PsARC non-responders by 7.6%
and 18.9% respectively.
In the correlation analysis revealed that changes in MMP-3 positively correlated with the dynamics of
the number of swollen joints (r = 0.29, p <0.03) and duration of morning stiffness (r = 0.52, p <0.001).
It should be noted that these clinical indicators were traditionally considered the most sensitive marker
of severity (prevalence and activity) of inflammatory joint damage. The dynamics of any other
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laboratory parameters (ESR, CRP, pyridinoline) was not correlated with changes in MMP-3 level or
the dynamics of joint and skin damage.
Safety
During the study 3 pts prematurely (up to 4 weeks of treatment) discontinued the drug because of side
effects (one patient because of dermatitis, sensory neuropathy, and by increasing the level of ALT
more than 3 times above the ULN). In 14 pts (23.3%) were observed adverse events (dyspepsia,
alopecia, dermatitis, increased ALT/AST less than 2 times above the ULN, cardialgia, neuropathy)
that did not require discontinuation. Among all 17 cases of adverse events 58.8% occurred in COMBI
group and 41.2% in group of LF MONO (p >0.05). The treatment tolerability was good (adverse
events not observed or observed single mild adverse event that does not affect the physical activities or
quality of life) in 73% of cases.
DISCUSSION
We present the first study to investigate the efficacy of LF in adults with PsA with evaluation of LF
impact on the level of MMP-3 and pyridinoline. Decrease in levels of these parameters under the
influence of treatment may indicate the ability of therapy to slow down the rate of destruction of
connective tissue including bone tissue. Ability to use pyridinoline as a marker of bone resorption has
been demonstrated for patients with RA, its serum levels changes correlate with changes in intensity of
osteoporosis (based on computed X-ray densitometry of hands) and radiographic progression (Jensen
et al 2004). It also should be noted that according to the literature there are grounds for MMP-3 use
not only as a marker of connective tissue inflammation, but also as a marker of bone destruction. It is
particularly known about correlation between lower levels of MMP-3 and radiological progression in
RA pts (Young-Min et al 2007). The possibility of such connection has genetic basis. In RA study was
revealed the association of polymorphism of the gene encoding the synthesis of MMP-3 with
radiographic progression (Nemec et al 2007).
Mechanism of LF action on the intensity of bone destruction is pathogenetically substantiated - in RA
pts LF (unlike MTX) increases transendothelial migration of peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(Grisar et al 2004), which produce the vast majority of pro-inflammatory cytokines and are precursors
of osteoclasts. As a result of their actions occurs joint destruction (Firestein et al 1990). In addition,
there was described clinical case when in PsA pt under the influence of LF within 1 year slowed
radiographic progression and even partial bone erosions repair was observed (Cuchacovich & Soto
2002).
In our study clinical response was fairly high as for non-biological DMARDs, but 60.0% of PsARC
responders among LF alone pts are virtually identical to the results obtained in a randomized placebocontrolled multicenter study - 59% of pts achieved PsARC response after 6 months of LF treatment
(Kaltwasser et al 2004). Even greater was PsARC response according to the results of the recently
completed European prospective observational study that evaluated the effectiveness of LF in 514 PsA
pts. After 24 weeks of treatment the number of PsARC responders was 86.4% (Behrens et al 2012).
In the current study we found that combination therapy with adding of LF should be used in pts with
PsA who have inadequate response to treatment with MTX or SS. The use of the combination therapy
in our study was more efficiently compared with LF alone. There were no striking differences between
the toxicity of the combination therapy and LF monotherapy.
It is worth mentioning that among the PASI50-responders was significantly less the number of pts
receiving CS - 11.5% compared with 21.2% in the "non-responders" group (p <0.05).These
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differences may be associated with the development of CS-induced psoriatic skin lesions (Ritchlin et
al 2003).
Among the laboratory parameters serum level of MMP-3 in the best way reflects the dynamics of the
clinical parameters of joint inflammation in PsA pts. The dynamics of traditional laboratory
parameters (ESR, CRP) was not correlated with changes in MMP-3. Such correlation interaction is
typical for other spondylarthropathies. It is known that the level of MMP-3 correlated with the severity
of inflammatory infiltration and does not correlate with ESR and CRP in patients with ankylosing
spondylitis (Vandooren et al 2004).
In summary, significant reduction in levels of MMP-3 and pyridinoline under the influence of
treatment shows the ability of LF to lower levels of inflammation and bone destruction in patients with
PsA, and greater anti-destructive effect should be expected in pts who receive combination therapy
compared with LF alone. Larger studies with comparison of MMP-3 and pyridinoline dynamics with
changes in results of imaging techniques (e.g. CT scans with high resolution) under the influence of
DMARDs are indicated to determine whether MMP-3 and pyridinoline could be a useful addition to
the diagnostic armamentarium in this disease.
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Abstract.
In this clinical study, the effect of methotrexate (MTX), leflunomide (LF), sulfasalazine (SS) and the
combination of disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) on radiological progression in
patients with very early, early and advanced rheumatoid arthritis (RA) was determined. It was found
that the effectiveness of all variants of DMARD therapy in very early and early RA is equal, while in
advanced RA, LF and CBT are significantly superior to MTX and SS. The most important
determinants of radiological progression of very early RA are level of antibodies to cyclic citrullinated
peptide (anti-CCP) and total radiographic score, early RA - the presence of anti-CCP and total
radiographic score, advanced RA - erosion score, level of anti-CCP, elevated levels of CRP and ESR
value.
Key words: rheumatoid arthritis, disease duration, disease modifying antirheumatic drugs,
radiological progression.
1. INTRODUCTION
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory disease of the musculoskeletal system which
affects about 0.5-1% of the world population (Knevel et al. 2012). Often, there is rapid development of
joint damage characterized by bone erosions and cartilage injury, which frequently leads to significant
disability. Only aggressive treatment with disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) at the
time of the diagnosis improves the disease course. It was pathophysiologically and clinically proved
that the early DMARD treatment of RA results in better long term outcomes (Nell et al. 2004; Smolen
et al. 2010). Delay in initiating treatment after the diagnosis of RA has been established is associated
with progression of joint damage. It is recommended to initiate DMARD treatment in so-called
therapeutic “window of opportunity” which encompasses the first 12 weeks after the symptoms onset
(Raza 2010, 2012). However, in clinical practice early DMARD administration is limited by the time a
patient refers to a rheumatologist. Recent studies at 10 European centers showed that the average delay
of qualified rheumatologic assessment of patients was 6 months from the symptoms onset, with the
percentage of patients seen within 3 months ranging from 8% to 42% (Raza et al. 2011). Other
researchers consider (Kumar et al. 2007) that the average delay from the onset of symptoms to
establishment of the diagnosis ranges from 12 to 54 weeks (median 23 weeks). Therefore, there are
few clinical studies exploring DMARD effectiveness in very early RA (less than 3 months), and only
French Society of Rheumatology (Loët et al. 2006) and American College of Rheumatology (Kenneth
et al. 2008) developed recommendations for RA treatment with duration of up to 6 months.
Besides the time for DMARD therapy initiation, it is important to choose the optimal DMARD for a
certain patient with certain disease duration considering its clinical and anti-destructive effect.
According to the literature, the effect of DMARDs on slowing down of joint destruction in early and
advanced RA is quite different. Strand V. with co-authors (1999) in his publication showed the equal
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effectiveness of leflunomide (LF) in patients with different disease duration, whereas the effect of
methotrexate (MTX) on the RA progression was significantly lower in case of MTX delayed
prescription (after 2 or more years of onset). According to the Scottish national clinical guideline
(Madhok et al. 2011), MTX and sulfasalazine (SS) are the DMARDs of choice for the early RA due to
their more favorable efficacy and toxicity profiles. Authors of EULAR recommendations for the
management of early RA (Combe et al. 2007) consider that MTX has the most favorable
efficacy/toxicity trade-off among the DMARDs and should be used first in patients at risk of
developing persistent disease; LF is considered the best alternative and can be used in case of MTX
inefficiency or intolerance; SS, in contrast, is inferior to LF and MTX in the long term and can be
recommended for patients with low disease activity and the absence of factors of poor prognosis. At
the same time, recently performed systematic literature review (Gaujoux-Viala et al. 2010) showed
that MTX, SS and LF are equally effective at early and advanced RA.
Currently, attempts to choose a treatment strategy based on the estimation of prognostic factors of RA
progression are being made. Most often the factors of poor prognosis include pronounced functional
disability, extra-articular manifestations (including rheumatoid nodules, vasculitis, Felty's syndrome),
presence of rheumatoid factor (RF) and antibodies to cyclic citrullinated peptide (anti-CCP), presence
of bone erosions on radiographs (Kenneth et al.2008; Singh et al. 2012). According to the data of the
international study ASPIRE (Smolen et al. 2006), the prognostic factors of rapid radiographic
progression of RA include young age at onset of the disease, swelling of 3 or more joints, increased
ESR and CRP level at baseline, the presence of bone erosions on radiographs. It was shown that in
patients with high and very high risk of rapid disease progression the combination therapy with
infliximab and MTX is significant superior to MTX monotherapy. In CIMESTRA study (Hetland et
al. 2010), it was reported that the baseline MRI-bone marrow edema, total count by modified Sharpvan der Heijde score (SHS) and presence of anti-CCP are the main predictors of radiological
progression in early RA. According to EULAR 2010 recommendations (Smolen et al. 2010),
independent factors of unfavorable RA prognosis are presence of RF and/or anti-CCP, especially their
high titers, high RA activity, assessed by the combination indexes, number of swollen joints, CRP or
ESR levels, early appearance of erosions. In patients with prognostic features of aggressive RA
course, it is recommended to start therapy with combination of a biological drug (TNF-α inhibitor) and
MTX. Another analysis of data of patients who participated in BeSt study also identified a category of
patients with early RA who should immediately start combination therapy with TNF-α inhibitor and
MTX (Visser et al. 2010). As a distributive sign the authors chose a definition "rapid radiographic
progression," which was defined as an increase in SHS of ≥5 after 1 year (almost complete destruction
of joints). The most important predictors of rapid radiographic progression were presence of RF and
anti-CCP (presence of each separately - less risk; in combination – more risk), number of bone
erosions and CRP level. Using these determinants, 3 matrix models (SCORE-like) were proposed for
quantitative assessment of the risk of rapid radiographic progression in patients with early RA (up to 2
years) when using non-biological DMARD monotherapy, combination of DMARDs (MTX+SS+60mg
prednisolone) or initial combination with infliximab and MTX (MATRIX model). Comparison of the
potential risks of rapid radiographic progression when receiving these three variants of DMARD
therapy allows choosing the optimal therapeutic strategy.
So, data in comparative characteristics of the anti-destructive effectiveness of the most common nonbiological DMARDs in different duration of RA are rather contradictory, and attempts to develop
models predicting a radiological progression rate are insufficient and mainly concerned selection of
patients with early (up to 2-3 years) RA for immunobiological therapy administration.
Objective: to determine the degree of radiological progression of very early, early and advanced RA
with different variants of DMARDs therapy; to study the relationship between clinical efficacy and
radiological outcome in patients with different duration of RA; to determine independent factors of
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radiological progression of RA and ability to predict rate of radiological progression with different
duration of RA.
2. METHODS
The work is based on a survey of 174 RA patients (82.7% female) at mean age 52.0 ± 0.91 years, with
mean disease duration 51.3 ± 4.82 months, who received one of the variants of DMARDs therapy for
no less than 2 years. RA was diagnosed according to American Rheumatology Association criteria
(ARA, 1987). Early RA (up to 2 years) was observed in 88 individuals (50.6%), including very early
RA (up to 3 months) ─ in 26 (14.9%), late RA (over 2 years) – in 86 people (49.4%). 62.6% of
patients were seropositive for rheumatoid factor (RF), 75.9% - for antibodies to cyclic citrullinated
peptide (anti-CCP). 80 patients (46.0%) had extra-articular manifestations of RA. RF titer was
determined by latex agglutination (Humatex, Germany); the titer of anti-CCP - by enzyme
immunoassay (ELISA; IBL-Hamburg, Germany).
Four groups of patients were formed by matching method depending on the assigned DMARDs
therapy. Patients of the first group (n=93) received MTX in dose 7.5-20 mg/week (average 11.6 ± 0.29
mg /week). 80% of these patients were treated with folic acid in average dose of 9.45 ± 098 mg/week.
Taking into account significant difference the effectiveness of MTX in different doses according to
some researchers data (Visser & van der Heijde 2009), the analysis of the radiological outcome was
performed separately in the subgroups of patients treated with low (<15mg/week) and average dose of
MTX (≥ 15mg/week) (table 1). The second group included 25 patients who took LF in the loading
dose of 100 mg / day for 3 consecutive days, the maintenance dose - 10-20 mg/day (mean ─ 19.2 ±
0.28 mg/day). The third group - 27 patients received SS 2 g/day. The fourth group - 29 patients
received a combination of DMARDs (CBT): MTX+LF (n=2), MTX+SS (n=6), MTX+
chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine (Chl/HChl) (n=11), LF + SS (n=1), LF + Chl/HChl (n=4), SS +
Chl/HChl (n=5). Glucocorticoids (GC) were administered according to the conventional indications in
initial doses of 2.5 to 40 mg/day with subsequent dose tapering. At the time of final analysis (after 2
years of DMARD treatment) GC continued to receive 50.9% of patients in MTX group, 51.9% - in LF
group, 44.5% and 34.4% - in SS and CBT groups respectively (p>0.05).
General characteristics of the groups of patients, in whom the effectiveness of the 2-year treatment
with different DMARDs was analyzed, is shown in Table 1. As can be seen from the table, there was
no significant difference between the groups of patients in any of the parameters (all p> 0.05).
The effectiveness of treatment was evaluated after 2 years by DAS28 dynamics (ESR was included in
the formula), and by X-ray changes by the modified Sharp-van der Heijde score; the difference between
the initial and final values of parameters (Δ DAS28, Δ radiological count) was calculated. To determine
predictors of radiological progression of RA the demographic (gender, age of the patients), clinical and
laboratory factors (presence of extra-articular manifestations, duration, activity, the presence and titer of RF
and anti-CCP, elevated levels of CRP and ESR), the data of radiographs of hands and feet (radiological
counts by SHS) were included in analysis.
The statistically significant differences between mean values were analysed using Student t-test (t), the
relationship between pairs of independent features - using Pearson correlation (r), the comparison of the
frequency of values - with χ2-test, including Yates’ correction and Fisher's exact test, the preredictors of
RA progression - by results of multivariate linear regression analysis. SPSS 16.0 software was used for
calculations.
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Table 1. Clinical and demographic characteristics of patients with RA who received DMARDs for
two years
Data

Groups of patients depending on assigned DMARDs
МТX <15
mg/w

МТX ≥15
mg/w

(n=41)

(n=52)

Women, %

82.9

Men, %

LF

SS

CBT

(n=25)

(n=27)

(n=29)

82.7

88.0

85.2

82.7

17.1

17.3

12.0

14.8

17.3

Age in years (M ± m)

55.3±1.21

50.9±1.21

49.3±1.44

50.7±1.52

50.4±1.51

RA duration, months

47.8±7.75

49.5±7.64

53.4±6.32

52.7±8,02

50.4±6,82

Seropositive for RF,%

65.8

57.7

64.0

63.0

69.0

Seropositive for antiCCP,%

75.6

71.1

76.0

74.1

79.3

6.45±0.19

6.39±0.15

6.22±0.18

6.12±0.18

6.15±0.19

DMARDs was first
prescribed,%

58.5

63.5

52.0

51.8

51.7

GC orally, %

80.5

80.8

76.0

70.4

75.8

14.6±1.01

14.4±0.98

14.6±0.95

14.9±1.36

15.5±1.10

(M ± m)

DAS28 (M ± m)

The average initial dose
of GC mg / day (M ± m)

3. RESULTS
The results of radiological dynamics in patients with very early, early and advanced RA are shown in
Table 2. As stated by the table, after 2 years of DMARD treatment the erosive progression in all
groups of patients was observed (statistically significant in early RA), but increase of erosions number
in advanced RA was 3.6 and 1.5 times higher compared with very early (p<0.05) and early RA
(p>0.05) respectively. At the same time rapid disease progression (appearance of 4 or more erosions
per year) occurred in 45.3% patients with advanced RA that was significantly more often than in
patients with disease duration less than 3 months (in 2. 9 times) or 2 years (in 3.3 times). After 2 years
of treatment increase in degree of joint space narrowing (JSN) in early and advanced RA was
significant and there was a tendency toward higher progression of JSN score in advanced RA. Similar
results were obtained concerning the radiological progression by total radiological count. The
percentage of patients achieving radiological remission (no increase in number of erosions and the
degree of JSN simultaneously) was slightly lower in patients with RA duration more than 2 years,
although this trend was not statistically significant.
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Table 2. Dynamics of the radiological changes by SHS after 2 years of DMARD treatment depending
on disease duration (M ± m)
Radiological parameters

Very early RA, n=26
Baseline

End point

Early RA, n=88

Advanced RA, n=86

Baseline

End point

Baseline

End point

0.69±0.48 1.56±1.07 1.21±0.30

3.34±0.572

9.48±1.57

12.6±1.67

0.87±0.88

2.13±0.39

Erosion score
Mean
Change (∆)
% of patients without
progression of erosion
score

-

65.4

-

3.09±0.55*

61.4

-

53.5

18.6±2.54 24.5±3.23 20.9±1.13

26.9±1.442

41.8±2.53

50.7±2.901

5.90±1.72

6.03±0.76

34.6

35.2

-

30.2

19.3±2.55 26.1±3.69 22.1±1.19

30.2±1.722

51.4±3.39

63.3±3.861

6.80±2.28

8.17±0.97

JSN score
Mean
Change (∆)
% of patients without
progression of JSN score

-

8.81±1.26

Total score
mean

Change (∆)
% of patients without
progression of total score
Rapid disease progression
(≥4 erosions per year)

-

30.7
15.4

-

29.5
13.6

11.9±1.61
-

24.4
45.3*#

р<0.05, 2 р<0.01 in comparison with parameters before treatment; * р<0.05 vs very early RA; #
р<0.01 vs early RA.
1

Thus, the inhibitory effect of main non-biological DMARDs on radiological progression of RA with
disease duration ≥ 2 years was less compared to earlier stages, mainly due to lower slowing down
erosive progression. The least rate of the radiological progression (without statistically significant
difference in mean values by all SHS counts) after 2 years of DMARD treatment was found in patients
with RA duration up to 3 months.
Annual analysis of radiological dynamics depending on DMARD prescribed showed that progression
of structural changes in patients with very early and early RA using MTX in doses ≥ 15mg/week, LF,
SS or CBT was comparable (Table 3). The effectiveness of MTX in low doses in patients with early
RA was significantly lower compared to LF and CBT (in 2.3 and 2.4 times respectively). In advanced
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RA radiological progression was significantly lower when using LF and CBT compared to MTX in
average doses and SS. As for patients with RA duration of up to 2 years, the gratest rate of destructive
changes in the joints in patients treated with MTX in low doses was observed (2.0-3.7 times higher
compared to other groups). These data are, firstly, confirm a dose-dependent efficiency of MTX, and
secondly, patients treated with MTX in low doses can be considered as a kind of control group, whose
treatment results confirm that all other four variants of DMARD therapy really slowed down the rate
of radiological RA progression. When comparing the effectiveness of DMARDs in patients with
different disease duration a common pattern was found: for all variants of DMARD treatment the
minimal radiological progression was observed in very early RA and it was increasing with increasing
duration of disease. However, statistically significant differences only for MTX were received: when
using MTX in doses ≥ 15mg/week increase in total radiological count in patients with advanced RA
was 2.5 times higher than in patients with disease duration up to 3 months, in doses <15mg/week also 2.4 times higher (both p<0.05).
Table 3. Dynamics of the radiological changes after 2 years of DMARD treatment (Δ radiological
counts by SHS) depending on disease duration and DMARDs assigned
RA duration

Very early

DMARD treatment
МТX <15 mg/w

МТX ≥15 mg/w

LF

SS

CBT

(n=41)

(n=52)

(n=25)

(n=27)

(n=29)

9.33±2.61

4.67±2.20

4.0±2.32

6.0±3.14

3.86±2.88

1

Early

13.2±2.29

8.32±1.57

5.8±1.60

8.5±1.72

5.4±1.791

Advanced

22.8±4.27#

11.5±1.01#

6.23±1.262*

11.3±1.111

7.11±1.682*

р<0.05, 2р<0.01 compared to МТX in doses <15mg/week; *р<0.05 compared to МТX in doses
≥15mg/week and SS; # р<0.05 compared to very early RA.
1

Anti-destructive effect of MTX (in doses ≥ 15mg/week), LF, SS and CBT in very early and early RA
is equal, whereas in advanced RA, LF and CBT are significantly superior to MTX and SS. These
differences in the effectiveness of DMARDs in advanced RA are associated with limited antidestructive effect of MTX (to the lesser extent - SS) in patients with disease duration over 2 years. The
effect of MTX in doses <15mg/week on radiological RA progression is significantly inferior to other
non-biological DMARDs in any disease duration, especially in advanced RA. In other words,
effectiveness of LF and CBT is almost independent of RA duration, while time of MTX initiation (in
low and average doses) is important.
It is known that in patients with RA radiological dynamics during DMARD treatment does not always
correlate with clinical outcome (Boers et al. 2013; Cohen et al. 2007; Hetland et al. 2010). The
relationship between clinical and radiological outcome more often was studied within one clinical trial
in patients with certain determined study design, RA duration and the strength of this relationship was
not compared in patients with different disease duration. We analyzed the clinical efficacy of
DMARDs in patients with very early, early and advanced RA and its correlation with radiological
dynamics.
The clinical activity of RA assessed by DAS28, after 2 years of treatment decreased in all groups of
patients. The degree of clinical improvement (Δ DAS28) was highest in disease duration up to 2 years:
in very early RA – 2.99 ± 0.37 points, early RA – 2.71 ± 0.20, advanced RA – 2.10 ± 0.20 (p<0.05
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compared with early and very early RA). A common pattern by both mean values of clinical and
radiological dynamics was observed, and some parallelism in the quantitative differences between the
early and advanced stages of RA was revealed. However, correlation analysis in general cohort of
patients (with different disease duration and DMARDs assigned) showed only moderate negative
correlation between the clinical (Δ DAS28) and the radiological improvement (Δ total radiological
count): r = -0.35 (p <0.05). The correlation study depending on the disease duration revealed the
following results: r = -0.48 for very early RA (p <0.05), r = -0.49, for early RA (p <0.05) which was
slightly higher compared with advanced RA (r = -0.26, p <0.05, the difference r values between
groups was not statistically significant).
Consequently, in general cohort of RA patients a strong direct relationship between clinical
improvement and slowing of structural changes in the joints after 2 years of DMARD therapy wasn’t
found, although there was a tendency of tighter correlation between clinical and radiographic changes
in very early and early RA.
The next stage of our research consisted in carrying out multiple linear regression analysis to identify
factors that exert an independent effect on the radiological RA dynamics and quantitative evaluation
their significance (regression coefficient). According to our findings the most important determinants
of radiological progression of RA in the general cohort of patients were level of anti-CCP
(regression coefficient (B) = 3.15, p <0.001), erosion score at baseline (B = 2.1, p <0.001), increased
levels of CRP at baseline (B = 8.29, p<0.001). Effect of other factors (such as presence of extraarticular manifestations of RA, disease activity and titer of RF) on radiological RA progression was
less significant (regression coefficient B ≤ 0.2). The main predictors of radiological progression of
very early RA were level of anti-CCP (B = 4.94, p <0.001) and total radiological score at baseline (B
= 1.07, p <0.001). In early RA significant determinants were presence of anti-CCP (B = 9.82, p <0.05)
and total radiological score at baseline (B = 0.87, p <0.05). Unlike early, in advanced RA, in addition
to erosion score at baseline, anti-CCP level had considerable significance (B = 3.81, p <0.01), and not
just its presence, as well as elevated levels of CRP (B = 22.2, p <0.001) and ESR (B = 0.25, p <0.05)
at baseline.
Considering identified independent determinants of radiological RA progression and coefficient of
their significance the formulas for expected value of total radiological count after 2 years of patients’
observation were suggested:
for the general examined patients with RA regardless of disease duration:

TSS2y = 14.1 + 2.1(SHSer.incl.) + 3.15(ACCP centl.level) + 8.29(incr.levelCRP)
for very early RA:

TSS2y = 2.24 + 1.07(TSSincl.) + 4.94(ACCP centl.level)
for early RA:

TSS2y = 3.17 + 0.87(TSSincl.) + 9.82(ACCP presence)
for advanced RA:

TSS2y = -3.44 + 1.93(SHSer.incl.) + 3.81(ACCP centl.level) +
22.2(incr.levelCRP) + 0.25(ESRlevel)
TSS2y - total radiological count by SHS after 2 years of DMARD treatment,
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SHSer.incl. – erosion count by SHS at baseline,
ACCP centl.level – centile level of anti-CCP (parameters within centile zone to 25th centile accepted
by "1", from the 26th to the 50th centile - "2", from 51th to 75th centile - "3," from the 76th to 100th
centile - "4", below the upper limit of normal value - "0")
Incr.levelCRP - increased levels of CRP at baseline,
TSSincl. - total radiological count by SHS at baseline,
ACCP presence - presence (elevated titers) anti-CCP accepted by "1", absence - by "0"
ESRlevel - ESR level at baseline.
The proposed formulas for expected value of total radiological count can be used to select DMARD
with higher or lesser inhibitory activity on radiological RA progression. As follows from our results,
this is the most important for patients with RA duration over 2 years.
4. DISCUSSION
Our results have indicated that the lowest rate of radiological progression is observed in patients with
very early RA, and this progression rate is significantly less by the dynamics of erosions count and by
percentage of patients with rapid erosive radiological progression compared to the advanced RA.
There is also a tendency to achieve radiological remission more frequently in very early RA. Our
findings are consistent with the results of other researchers: inhibitory effect of the main nonbiological DMARDs on radiological RA progression is more pronounced in the early stages of the
disease (up to 2 years from the symptoms onset) compared with advanced RA (Aken et al. 2004; Raza
2010). Most authors claim that the most optimal outcome is in case of DMARDs therapy initiation
within "therapeutic window" – during the first 3-4 months of onset (Aken et al. 2004; Nell et al. 2004;
Raza 2010). According to Nell V.P. et al. (2004), rate of erosive progression was four-times greater in
very early RA (disease duration up to 3 months) compared to patients with the disease duration more
than 12 months (p<0.05). Other researcher (Lard et al. 2001) found that in case of early DMARDs
therapy initiation (within the first month), increase in total radiological count by SHS was 3.5 points
after 2 years of treatment, whereas in the group with delayed DMARDs therapy (after 2 or more years
from the symptoms onset) - 10 points (p <0.05).
Our findings suggest that effectiveness of the main non-biological DMARDs in very early and early
RA was similar, unlike the advanced RA, when anti-destructive effect of LF and CBT was
significantly pronounced compared to MTX and SS. Limited MTX effectiveness in patients with the
disease duration more than 2 years was demonstrated in the results of international studies US301,
MN301/303/305, according to which time of DMARDs initiation is important for MTX, while LF is
equally effective for any disease duration (Strand et al. 1999). According to other researchers
(Gaujoux-Viala et al. 2010), there is no significant difference between MTX, SS and LF’s ability in
slowing down radiological progression in patients with early and advanced RA. This systematic
literature review analyzed MTX effectiveness in comparatively low doses (7.5-14.2 mg / week) and
without comparison with very early RA, so these data fundamentally do not contradict the results
obtained in our study.
According to our analysis, radiological RA progression is much greater using MTX in low doses
(<15mg/week) then in average doses (≥15mg/week), especially in advanced RA. Significant
difference in the effectiveness of MTX depending on dose was also indicated in data literature review
carried out by Visser and van der Heijde (2009): destructive changes in joints occurred significantly
faster using MTX in dose 7.5-15 mg/week compared to 15-30 mg/week.
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As per findings of different researchers, positive clinical dynamic is not always accompanied by
slowing down of radiological joint destruction (Cohen et al. 2007; Karateev 2009; Landewe et al.
2002). So, results of the study COBRA suggest that despite an aggressive strategy in the treatment of
early RA with MTX, cyclosporine and intraarticular betamethasone, 25–50% patients worsened
radiographical changes within 1 year after the diagnosis (Hetland et al. 2009). Our analysis shows
moderate negative correlation between clinical and radiological changes (r = -0.35) for a general
cohort of patients with RA, regardless of the disease duration and DMARDs assigned. In very early
and early RA, tendency toward tighter correlation between clinical and radiological dynamics (r = 0.48 and r = -0.49 respectively) compared with advanced RA (r = -0.26) was shown. The similar
findings were observed in different controlled clinical trials which revealed dissociation between
clinical and radiological results of the treatment of both early (Boers et al. 2013) and advanced RA
(Strand & Sharp 2003).
Therapeutic strategy for each patient should be based on prediction of further disease course and
effectiveness of the treatment. So, searching for informative and convenient prognostic markers of RA
progression and a patient’s response to the therapy is important at the stage of DMARDs selection. In
general cohort of our patients, prognostic factors responsible for rapid radiological RA progression
were anti-CCP level, erosion score at baseline and elevated levels of CRP. Similar results were
obtained in the international study CIMESTRA (Hetland et al. 2010) although for RA prognosis
evaluation authors recommend taking into account not only the presence of anti-CCP and radiographic
changes in joints by modified SHS at baseline but also presence of bone marrow edema signs in MRI,
which can’t be used in common medical practice. Our results are partially consistent with
retrospective analysis of the study BeSt (Visser et al. 2010), where crucial predictors of RA
progression were levels of CRP, erosion score at baseline and presence of RF and anti-CCP.
Significant prognostic value of anti-CCP was also shown in the publications of the Norwegian
scientists (Syversen, Gaarder & Goll 2008), but except for this immunological marker, the authors
found other determinants affecting joints destruction such as RF-positivity, high ESR titer and female
gender. According to our study, prognostic value of gender was insignificant that consistent with
CIMESTRA study. In our patients, ESR level was only important for patients with advanced RA. By
excluding from calculations the most powerful prognostic factor such as anti-CCP, RF-status of
patients becomes one of the independent significant determinants of RA radiological progression.

5. CONCLUSION
Rate of radiological progression in patients receiving non-biological DMARDs is significantly lower
in very early RA (less than 3 months) compared with advanced RA (over 2 years) due to more active
inhibition of erosive process (lower number and rate of erosions formation, and smaller percentage of
patients with a rapid erosive progression).
Anti-destructive effect of MTX (in doses ≥ 15mg/week), LF, SS and CBT in very early and early RA
is equal, whereas in advanced RA, LF and CBT are significantly superior to MTX and SS.These
differences in the effectiveness of DMARDs in advanced RA associated with limited anti-destructive
effect of MTX (to the lesser extent - SS) in patients with disease duration over 2 years, while LF and
CBT efficacy is not significantly changing in patients with early and advanced RA. The effect of MTX
in doses <15mg/week on radiological RA progression is significantly inferior to other non-biological
DMARDs in any disease duration, especially in advanced RA.
There is an moderate correlation between the dynamics of the clinical activity (Δ DAS28) and
radiographic progression of RA after 2 years of DMARD therapy, although very early and early RA
trends towards tighter correlation between clinical and radiographic changes.
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The most important determinants of radiological progression of RA in the general cohort of patients
are level of anti-CCP, erosion score and increased levels of CRP at baseline. For very early RA, such
factors are level of anti-CCP and total radiological score, for early RA - presence of anti-CCP and total
radiological score at baseline, advanced RA – erosion score, level of anti-CCP, elevated levels of CRP
and ESR.
The formulas for expected value of total radiological count after 2 years of patients observation may
be useful to identify patients with poor prognosis and high risk of progressive joint destructions which
could help physicians in making their initial treatment choice: to administer DMARDs with their
greatest inhibitory activity on radiological progression to this category of patients.
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DURABILITY OF ORGANOSILICATE COATINGS FOR MOLD FUNGI
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Abstract
Index of organosilicate coatings durability for molds fungi depends on their chemical composition,
method of formation, phase state and can be modified by a variety of physical and chemical factors of
aging. Natural aging process magnifies the contamination of material by microorganisms and vice
versa.
Key words: organosilicate coating, polyorganosiloxanoles, layered hydrosilicates, pigments, fungal
resistance, curing method, aging process, smooth aligned surface, surface roughness.

1. INTRODUCTION
Organosilicate compositions are suspensions of finely dispersed fillers – layered hydrosilicates,
pigments in solutions of organosilicon oligomers containing various target modifiers (hardening
agents, plasticizers, etc.). Organosilicate materials based on organosilicate compositions have been
widely used in various fields of material production as high adhesives, vacuum-tight sealant, pastes.
Coatings based on organosilicate compositions have been successfully used as a weather resistant,
anti-corrosion, radiation-resistant, anti-icing, heat-resistant and insulating [1 – 3].
During operation of organosilicate coatings in some cases there may be conditions favorable for the
growth and development of fungi, bacteria and other microorganisms. It is known that the most
common types of microscopic fungi affecting polymer coatings are fungi of the genus Aspergillus and
Penicillium, and Alternaria alternata, Fusarium moniliforme, and Trichoderma viride [4]. For silicon
coatings – Aspergillus amstelodami, Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus niger, Penicillium chermisinum
and Penicillium sporium [5]. Products of microscopic fungi metabolism on polymeric materials are
different kinds of organic acids [4]. Propionic, succinic, apple, citric, oxalic, gallic and pyroracemic
acids are most often found on the surface of the silicon coatings. The total concentration of them,
depending on the polysiloxane may be (0.99 – 3.05) 10-3 g / L [5].
It is well known that the presence of non-fungi-resistant component in the coating formulation reduces
the stability of the overall material. In this regard, there is need for careful selection of components for
formulations of organosilicate fungus-resistant coatings.
On the processes of biodegradation of oraganosilicate coatings the following factors can affect: the
chemical composition of the coating, method for forming the coating, the phase state and the processes
of aging, when the course of which can vary chemical composition and phase state of the coating.
2. FACTORS AFFECTING BIOLOGICAL STABILITY OF ORGANOSILICATE COATINGS
In general, it is film-forming agents – synthetic unmodified and modified with organic resins
polyorganosiloxanes – largely determine the biological stability of organosilicate coatings. It is well
known that the fungus-resistance of synthetic film-forming materials and coatings decreases in the
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following order: Epoxy> Polyurethane> Melaminoalkid> Organosilicon> Pentaftal. Modified
polymeric thermosetting resins (Glyptal, Phenolic etc.) with drying oils or fatty acids, improving
processing properties obtained with fatty paints and stoving enamels, resulting in a decrease in fungal
resistance of protective coatings, due to the relatively low resistance to molds of modifying
components.
The decisive role in the effects of mold on the organosilicon film-former is assigned to lateral
hydrocarbon radicals [5]: organosilicon matters with ethyl radicals at the silicon atom have less fungal
resistance than the polyorganosiloxanes with methyl and phenyl radicals. Action of microscopic fungi
on polyorganosiloxanes with phenyl and ethylphenyl radicals is characterized mainly with destruction
of hydrocarbons frameworks, including the phenyl ring cleavage. Degradation of hydrocarbon radicals
leads to a marked decrease of hydrophobicity. For organosilicon polymers with methyl and phenyl
radicals at the silicon atom microbial action reduces the strength of the Si–O–Si bond. The use of
organosilicon coatings containing no fungicide groups is considered promising for increasing the
resistance of materials to the action of fungi. However, such coatings during prolonged operation
undergo significant decay associated with the cleavage of the Si–O–Si and Si–C bonds and their
oxidation. Necessary fungal resistance can be achieved through the introduction of appropriate fillers.
Among the most common inorganic compounds which may be used in the organosilicate
compositions, the most fungal resistance (after 28 days of test according to GOST 9.049-91 [6], media
– distillate) Cu2O, CuO, ZnO, MgO, BaO, and also В2O3, TiO2, SnO2, PbO, WO3 , Ni2O3 can be
attributed [5]. For 60 days fungal resistance of Al2O3 increases with the score of 2 to 0 points, which is
explained by the formation of hydroxides on the surface of the coating when exposed to microorganisms on the anhydrous Al2O3 with subsequent inhibition of their growth by acid-base binding
metabolites or direct processes of hydroxide formation on a partially-hydrated oxide. The chemical
mechanism of the interaction of the species of Al2O3 with fungi can be schematically represented as
follows (which may explain the long display of fungicidal properties) [5]:
Al2O3 + Н2О –mold fungià AlO(OH) + Al(OH)3;
AlO(OH) + Н2О – mold fungi à Al(OH)3;
3 Al(OH)3 – mold fungi à Al2O3 + AlO(OH) + 4 Н2О.
Minimum resistance to fungi observed in silica (4 points) and iron oxide III (5 points). Oxides of
cobalt III and chromium III are intermediate (fungus-resistance 2 – 3 points). With the increase in
atomic weight of elements within II, III and IV of the periodic system the fungal resistance of oxides
is significantly increased. Fungal growth on the dispersed oxides is accompanied by considerable
waste products presented in the main by organic acids: hydroxy acids, monobasic, saturated and
unsaturated dicarboxylic acids. Changing the properties of disperse oxides is mainly due to the growth
of fungi directly, as well as the influence of metabolic products.
Action of fungi to disperse silicates is characterized by a decrease of the concentration of hydroxyl
ions in the reaction medium. Depending on the type of material the pH is reduced to 0.05 – 0.56, the
maximum increase in the concentration of hydrogen ions is observed in the least fungus-resistant
silicates (perlite, fly ash thermal power plants, clay hydromicaceous).
The silicates destruction process starts with the leaching the least chemically stable elements Na and K
when exposed acidic metabolic products, and with enrichment an aqueous solution with ions of Н+,
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ОН- and Н3О+ and then ions of magnesium, calcium, iron, and finally the silicon (the latter occurs
when significant lesion of material by fungi).appear in the solution
Several silica fillers used in the organosilicate coating formulation containing 50 – 75 wt. % of SiO2
are more susceptible to infection by microscopic fungi than layered hydrosilicates (talc, mica,
muscovite, etc.) in which the decrease of SiO 2 (by increasing the content of Group I and Group II
elements) leads to an increase in fungal resistance [5].
Usually smooth aligned, shiny film surface is harder polluted due to the absence of irregularities or
roughness contributes to increased fungal resistance. In this regard, great importance is the ratio of
polymer: filler in the formulation and method of organosilicate coating forming: hot curing coatings
generally have a less rough surface. Figures 1a and 1b show the optical images of the surface of the
organosilicate coatings of «hot» and «cold» cure [7]. Heat-cured coatings have a smooth aligned,
shiny film surface is harder polluted due to the lack of (or minimizing) the irregularities and
roughness, thereby reducing dirt retention in coatings, increase their fungal resistance. The curing
method also determines the permeability and hardness of organosilicate coating. «Hot» curing, high
drying speed of film-forming agent, reducing moisture absorption during curing tend to allow to
achieve a higher resistance to degradation of coatings by microorganisms. However, the current
technology to protect the majority of objects requires the use of curing agents at relatively low
temperatures.

а

b

Fig. 1. The optical images of the organosilicate weather-resistant coating surfaces of «hot» (a) and
«cold» curing (b), aminopropyltriethoxysilane as a hardener. Label – 25 microns [7]
3. GENERAL APPROACH TO THE CREATION OF FUNGUS-RESISTANT COATINGS
Resistance to contamination is one of the most important factors determining the fungal resistance of
coatings, as well as various kinds of pollution can serve as nutritional substrates for the growth of biodestructors.
One of the modern approaches to building easy-to-clean coatings is based on the three-parameter
system [8]. It is believed that there are three are defining parameters: mechanical properties, surface
free energy and surface morphology of the coatings. Figure 2 shows the triangle of dirt retention /
clean-ability, the shaded portion of which corresponds to the optimal values of key parameters.
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Fig. 2. The parameters defining the dirt retention / clean-ability of polymer coatings [8]
The optimal structure of easy-to-clean polymer coating is the coating with enough hard polymeric
matrix, the minimum roughness and low surface energy. In many cases, chemical resistance [8] and, in
general, – resistance to external (physical – for example, radiation, temperature, electric fields – and
chemical) factors must be considered as the fourth parameter.
However such a parametric diagram is not exhaustive. It is known that some elastic silicone coating
demonstrate low dirt retention and are also easily cleaned, and specific surface topography of the
coating may give it even greater soil release properties than the smoothness of surface [9, 10].
4. FUNGAL RESISTANCE OF ORGANOSILICATE COATINGS
Study on fungal resistance for a number of electrical corrosion-protective organosilicate coatings
(national standard GOST 9.050-75 [11]) shows, that the coatings exhibit fungi-static properties and
retain all necessary characteristics after exposure to microscopic fungi (Table 1) [12].
The following characteristics combine all investigated coatings:
a) Large coating hardness that is achieved due to the high degree of filling the organosilicate
composite and operating in the presence of chromium III oxide in formulation as a pigment;
b) Low permeability coatings with respect to a series of chemical agents that in turn is achieved by
using film-former modified with polyester, and «hot» curing.
In the surface coating layers, carriers of hydrocarbon radicals are, giving low adsorption properties,
and in the lower layers – carriers of polar groups that provide adhesion to the substrate. Examples are
organosilicate coatings based on stratifying system of polyorganosiloxanes of different structure: a
branched polydimethylphenylsiloxanes with gross formula [(CH3)2SiO(C6H5SiO1.5)1.25]n and linear
polydimethylsiloxane-α, ω-diol.
Gradient coatings based on stratifying mixture of organosilicon polymers were stable in different
climatic zones, including in tropical climates. Fungal resistance of these coatings is evaluated by
points 0 and maintained for a long period of time [13]
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Table 1. Fungal resistance of electro-insulating organosilicate coatings
ОS-91-26

Properties
Volume resistivity, ρV, Оhm·cm,

15

ОS-92-25
15

ОS-82-05
16

ОS-52-01
2.6·1014

6.0·10

3.0·10

4.9·10

Electric strength, E, kW / mm, at 25°С

83.0

40.0

26.7

28.2

Permittivity, ε, at 106 Hz and 25°С

2.7

1.8

3.3

3.3

Dielectric loss tangent, tg δ, at 106 Hz and
25°С

0.02

0.02

0.06

0.06

Impact strength, kgf • cm

50

50

50

50

Coefficient of thermal conductivity, λ, W /
(m • deg)

0.58

0.58

0.3.

0.3

Moisture permeabilityg/(cm·h·mmHg)

7.1·10-8

7.4·10-8

1.0·10-6

1.7·10-7

Fungal resistance, points

1

1

1

1

pH of water extract

7.0

6.4

7.65

7.9

at 25°С

Fig. 3. Model of gradient organosilicate coating

6. CONCLUSION
In general, the application of organosilicate composites and coatings is promising for increasing the
materials resistance to the action of fungi.
However, organosilicate coatings do not possess the fungicidal properties. Giving these properties to
coating is possible by the introduction of appropriate fillers and additives into their formulations.
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PREPARATION OF SILVER NANOPARTICLES STABILIZED WITH THE
PRODUCTS OF MECHANOENZYMATIC HYDROLYSIS OF YEAST CELL WALLS
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Abstract
Data on the synthesis of silver nanoparticles and their stabilization by the products of
mechanoenzymatic hydrolysis of yeast biomass are presented. It is shown that the reduction of silver
salts by the products of mechanoenzymatic hydrolysis of yeast cell walls appears to be a promising
method of obtaining stabilized preparations of nanoscale particles. Formation of silver particles starts
on altered cell walls of the yeast. The particles growth occurs due to the reduction of silver salts on
seeds by dissolved carbohydrates which are products of cell walls hydrolysis.
Key words: silver nanoparticles, yeast cell wall, mechanoenzymatic hydrolysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Silver in the ion form and as nanoparticles exhibits a broad range of antimicrobial action. Increased
attention to the use of silver as biocide is due to its high toxicity against many microorganisms, and
the absence of the resistance towards this element in the majority of microorganisms.
The most efficient forms of silver are preparations containing nanoscale particles of this metal, which
possesses more pronounced biocide effect than ionic silver (Korenevsky et al. 1993; Revina et al.
2005; Baranova et al. 2005). A substantial part of ionic silver forms insoluble salts in gastrointestinal
tract and thus loses the biocide activity. Nanoscale silver in this case possesses higher stability, does
not form insoluble salts and can preserve activity for a long time.
The systems containing silver nanoparticles are efficient against various bacteria (colibacillus,
salmonella, staphylococcus, enterococcus) (Titova et al. 2011; Koptev et al. 2012). Gel with silver
nanoparticles stabilized with organic high-molecular substances is used to treat inflammation caused
by Propionibacterium acne, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus; and show higher
activity than ionic silver.
By present, many methods have been proposed to obtain the systems containing colloid silver
(Yamamoto et al. 2000; Egorova et al. 2000; Revina et al. 2003; Shin et al. 2008). The majority of
studies deal with the compositions in which surfactants are added to prevent agglutination of silver
nanoparticles. Stable colloid silver solutions can be obtained by reducing its salts with hydrazine and
borohydrides in solutions containing surfactants, for example sodium dodecyl sulphate,
polyoxyethylene sorbitane monooleate ("Tween-20"), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, polyvinyl
alcohol (Kotelnikova et al. 2005; Grishchenko et al. 2006).
Especially interesting methods are those in which the compounds of natural origin are used to reduce
silver and to stabilize the formed nanoparticles. The usage of polysaccharide matrices as the
stabilizing component looks promising.
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A simple method to obtain nanocomposites containing silver nanoparticles is based on the processes
that occur in aqueous alkaline solutions of the ammonia complexes of silver in the presence of natural
polysaccharide arabinogalactan (Mouxing et al. 2006; Haoran et al. 2005). The formation of metal
silver “nuclei” (or “seeds”) occurs due to the reduction of complex ions by the terminal aldehyde
groups of polysaccharide. The addition of alkali results in partial hydrolysis of the polysaccharide and
accumulation of reducing agent (oligosaccharides) in solution, which provides the optimal growth of
silver seeds.
Methods in which microorganisms are used to reduce silver in aqueous solutions have been developed.
It is accepted that ionized carboxylic groups of amino acids, as well as amide groups, are responsible
for the initial stage of nanoparticle formation (sorption of the ionic forms of silver). Reducing groups
incorporated into aldehydes and ketones are involved in the interaction with silver ions and ensure the
growth of seeds (Strizhko et al. 2003). It was demonstrated that the addition of a definite amount of
alkali into the solutions of ionic silver containing the dead culture of bacteria Aeromonas sp. SH10 can
accelerate the formation of metal nanoparticles on cell surface and near it (Wang and Chen 2006). The
characteristics of nanoparticles depend on the concentration of the ammonia complexes of silver and
on pH of solution. It should be noted that the growing seeds are fixed in the matrix of cell wall
polymers and cannot aggregate.
Many microorganisms are able to sorb the silver. The maximal sorption capacity is 15-25 mg of silver
per one gram of the dry biomass (Kierans et al. 1991). The ability of the cell walls of microorganisms
to sorb the ions of heavy metals with subsequent formation of metal granules is used in chemical
technology, in particular to recover metals from industrial effluents (Shpak and Ulberg 2005).
The goal of the present work was to obtain stabilized silver nanoparticles using the products of partial
hydrolysis of the yeast cell walls as the reducing and stabilizing agent.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The reagents and materials used in the work were chemically pure grade: ammonia, silver nitrate, D(+)-glucose (Acros organics), yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (State Standard GOST # 171-81,
Novosibirsk Yeast Plant), enzymatic complex "Cellolux 2000" 2000 units/g (Sibbiofarm plant,
Berdsk, Novosibirsk Region).
Mechanoenzymatic hydrolysis was carried out according to the procedure described previously
(Bychkov et al. 2010).
Reduction of the ammonia complexes of silver. To 200.0 mg of initial yeast or yeast after mechanical
and enzymatic treatment, we added 1.00 ml of the working solution containing water - 10.00 ml, 1.00
mM solution of AgNO3 - 1.00 ml, concentrated ammonia solution - 300 ml. The preparations were kept
at room temperature for 24 h, and then the samples for electron microscopy were prepared.
Electron microscopy of yeast cells in suspension. A drop (20 ml) of the sample was placed on the film
(Parafilm), and a copper mesh covered by formvar film was placed on the top. After 60 seconds, the
mesh was taken off, excess liquid was removed using the filter paper, and the sample was dried and
placed into a Petri dish. The dried samples were examined with "H-600" transmission electron
microscope (Hitachi, Japan).
Electron microscopy of yeast cells in ultrathin sections. Yeast samples were fixed using a 4 %
paraformaldehyde on Hank’s solution, then dehydration was carried out in the solutions of ethanol
with sequentially increasing concentration and acetone. After dehydration, the samples were placed for
12 h in a mixture of acetone and epon-araldite (1:1), and then polymerization was carried out for 48
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hours. Ultrathin sections were prepared with a Reichert-Young ultratome (Austria) and examined in
"H-600" transmission electron microscope (Hitachi, Japan).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A set of experiments with gradual complexification of the system "silver nanoparticles – stabilizer"
was carried out in order to correctly achieve the formulated goal. A classic reaction of the reduction of
ammonia complex of silver nitrate was chosen as a basis of the method to obtain nanoparticles. Then,
using increasingly more complicated reducing/stabilizing agents from monomeric glucose to partially
hydrolyzed cell walls, we detected the formation of silver nanoparticles with the help of UV
spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy, and studied their size, shape and stability.
3.1. Formation of nanoparticles stabilized with soluble biopolymers
As the simplest case, we studied the formation of silver nanoparticles through reduction with the help
of glucose without adding any stabilizers. Electron microscopy (Fig. 1-a) shows that the resulting
particles are spherical; their size distribution is narrow. However, the resulting colloid is unstable and
precipitates within 3-5 hours due to the aggregation of particles in the absence of any stabilizing agent.
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Fig. 1. Silver nanoparticles obtained through reduction with glucose in absence of stabilizing agent: а
– electron microphotograph of the particles (scale bar – 0.3 μm), b – UV spectrum of the initial colloid
solution, solution after 3 hours and after 5 hours.
It is known that a linear dependence between particle size and the position of absorption peak in the
UV spectrum is observed for silver nanoparticles within the size range from 20 to 100 nm. For
example, an increase in particle size from 25 nm (390 nm) to 50 nm causes a shift of the peak to the
wavelength of 420 nm (Mouxing et al. 2006; Khlebtsov et al. 2007; Chandran et al. 2006; Panacek et
al. 2006; Huang et al. 2007). Our experiments confirmed these data (Fig. 1-b). At first, the formation
of aggregates manifests itself in the UV spectra as broadening of the initial peak to the longer
wavelengths, and then the appearance of additional broad peaks in the region 500-600 nm is observed.
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Fig. 2. Mechanism of the formation of elementary silver in cell wall: a – the first stage, the
formation of silver salts; b – the second stage, silver reduction (Strizhko et al. 2003).
It is known that biopolymer molecules affect the growth of nanoparticles and promote the formation of
complicated dendritic structures possessing good stability. According to the mechanism of silver seeds
formation in similar systems (Fig. 2), it is necessary that biopolymers had not only reducing groups
but also the groups responsible for the primary formation of salts. The most suitable polymers for this
purpose are the polymers present in yeast hydrolyzates. Protein molecules present in these
hydrolyzates are involved in the formation of salts and in stabilization of the formed dendrites, while
low-molecular carbohydrates play the part of reducing reagent.
A microphotograph and UV spectrum of nano-structured dendritic structures synthesized in the
presence of soluble biopolymers isolated from yeast cell walls by means of classical enzymatic
hydrolysis are shown on Fig. 3. A peak in the region of 420 nm, attributed to the particles about 50 nm
in size, provides evidence that these macrostructures are nano-structured in spite of their complicated
shape and visible extension. The absence of broadening and additional peaks in the longer wavelength
region of the spectrum provides evidence of the absence of aggregates and therefore the stability of
resulting particles.
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Fig. 3. Nano-structured dendritic formations of silver obtained in the solutions of biopolymers: a –
electron microphotograph of the formations (scale bar – 2 μm), b – UV spectrum of the initial solution
of nanostructured formations, solution after 3 hours and after 5 hours.
So, the use of polymers incorporated into the yeast biomass allows one to obtain stabilized
nanostructured silver formations. This gives us reason to assume the promising character of the
application of partially hydrolyzed yeast cell walls as the stabilizing matrix.
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3.2. The formation of nanoparticles stabilized with cell wall polymers
To evaluate the efficiency of mechanoenzymatic treatment as the preparation of cell walls for the
reduction and stabilization of nanoparticles, we carried out experiments with native, mechanically
activated and mechanoenzymatic hydrolyzed yeast biomass.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Microphotographs of initial yeast treated with ammonia solution of silver nitrate: а – image of
the intact cell on the formvar film (scale bar – 1 μm), b – ultrathin section of cells (scale bar – 1 μm).
In the case of the treatment of initial S. cerevisiae cells with the ammonia solution of silver nitrate,
only insignificant silver reduction is observed (Fig. 4). Two parts of the initial cell differing from each
other in composition are clearly seen in the microphotograph (Fig .4-а): a weakly contrasted cell wall
and strongly contrasted intracellular part. In the perinuclear space, we also see nanoscale (15-25 nm)
silver particles that are likely to be formed through reduction with carbohydrates present in the initial
yeast preparation.
The observed poor ability of initial cell walls to reduce silver (Fig. 4-b) may be related with the small
number of available groups that are able to serve as nucleation centres. In the native wall,
polysaccharides form stable structures in which the concentration of free reducing end groups is not
high (Biryuzova 1993; Kalebina and Kulaev 2001). In this case, a part of dissolved silver is only able
to penetrate into the cell through the channels of the cell wall and get reduced by intracellular
components.
It was demonstrated previously (Bychkov et al. 2012) that non-destroyed cells after mechanical
treatment have distorted shape; the integrity of the majority of cells is destroyed, and the
supramolecular structure is disordered. The walls of destroyed cells look like ribbons weakly
contrasted during the treatment with the ammonia solution of silver nitrate (Fig. 5). Similarly to the
case of initial yeast, we may assume that the low reactivity is connected with insufficient content of
the necessary reducing functional groups.
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Fig. 5. Yeast cell walls after mechanical activation and treatment with the ammonia solution of silver
nitrate (ultrathin section; scale bar – 0.5 μm).
Comparative experiments showed that the reactivity of cell wall components in enzymatic hydrolysis
increases substantially during mechanical treatment. Some disturbance is likely to occur in the
interactions between the structural elements of cell wall (glucan, glycoproteins, chitin), but the
disturbance is insufficient for the formation and growth of silver nuclei. So, the observed changes in
cell morphology only weakly affect the supramolecular arrangement of the structural polymers of cell
walls but they create conditions for the interaction of structural elements with the solutions of
enzymes.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Yeast subjected to mechanoenzymatic hydrolysis and treated with the silver nitrate: a – cells on
formvar film (scale bar – 1 μm), b – silver nanoparticles, ultrathin section (scale bar – 0.4 μm).
Under similar conditions, we studied the samples after mechanical treatment and subsequent
enzymatic hydrolysis. Electron microscopic data (Fig. 6) show that the products of mechanoenzymatic
hydrolysis are more active in the process of preparation nanoscale silver particles than the initial yeast
cells and the cells after mechanical activation.
The fragments of cell walls in the preparations after mechanical and enzymatic treatment are coated
with silver particles, which is the evidence of increased reducing capacity of cell walls, maybe due to
an increase in the concentration of the end carbonyl groups of carbohydrates. The size of the formed
silver particles does not exceed 65-75 nm; varying treatment conditions we can obtain the particles
within the size range of 15-80 nm.
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During mechanical and enzymatic treatment, cell wall polysaccharides are hydrolyzed (total
polysaccharide content of the dry cell walls is about 70 %), the degree of their polymerization
decreases, and the cell wall gets additional carbonyl groups necessary for silver reduction.
Changes in silver reduction in the liquid phase were detected in the presence of the products of cell
hydrolysis. A part of carbohydrates become water-soluble as a result of hydrolysis, and these
carbohydrates are extracted into solution. As a consequence, reduction processes occur also within the
intercellular space. Separate nanoparticles (60-75 nm) obtained by reduction from the aqueous
solution by carbohydrates with lower polymerization degree are present. It was shown that mechanical
treatment and enzymatic hydrolysis results in the formation of 7.8 % (of cell mass) soluble
carbohydrates that are able to participate in the formation of the particles of this size.
In general, the samples of mechanically treated and enzymatic hydrolyzed product possess higher
reducing ability than the initial cells do. The number of spatially stabilized nanoparticles is larger than
that for the treatment of native S. cerevisiae cells.
The results presented here show that the reduction of silver salts by the products of mechanoenzymatic
hydrolysis of the yeast cell walls appears to be a promising method of obtaining stabilized
preparations of silver nanoparticles. The formation of the “nuclei” of silver particles starts on distorted
yeast cell walls, while their growth occurs due to the reduction of silver salts on nuclei through the
interaction with dissolved carbohydrate products of cell wall hydrolysis.
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Abstract
In this paper, attention is paid to selected ethical and legal problems, which have been brought about
by the artificially assisted reproduction. I am giving attention to human reproduction and the
consequences of an "involuntary childlesness". In order to evaluate concrete methods of the AR from,
it is necessary to explain various concepts and the substance of the relevant procedures.
Key wards: Law,ethics, reproduction, family, children, methods of assisted reproduction,
parentnood,dignit.

INTRODUCTION
The proclamation of the United Nations Population Commission that one of the fundamental family
right isto have as many children as they wish and to have them at the time considered the most
appropriate dates back to 1972. It is possible to deduce from this proclamation that the UN Population
Commission considers family as the most appropriate environment for birth and upbringing of
children –that is traditional family consisting of persons who are biologically designed to have
children and pass on to children the classic family model based primarily on emotional relationships
between a man and a woman in addition to satisfy their biological needs within the institution of
marriage or a similar union. Furthermore, it is possible to deduce that there are no restrictions on
family planning except the biological and health ones. Family and parenting should be planned; it is in
the interest of society to broadly contribute to family support and thus to promote the optimal
environment for upbringing and versatile development of children. ´A long-term problem is the
definition of the concept of family in social sciences. There are many different definitions of family. It
is primarily characterized in terms of its position in a social system and in terms of relationships,
social functions and basic social processes taking place in family´.3Family is really a typical product
of society; it forms a fundamental social group that is characterized by family and emotional
relationships.
In the current society, the concept of family is based on a long-term development of social relations
and old traditions, which created the family model accepted by law and morality. As the basis of
family is considered a bond of persons of different sexes which enter into a long-lasting union on the
ground of mutual affection in order to create the family environment to meet their emotional,
economic and biological needs. The marriage based on the expression of free will of both parties by
manner provided by law is considered the long-lasting bond. One of the natural and typical purposes
of a permanent bond between man and woman is both satisfying sexual needs and reproduction.
Reproduction is natural not only for humans but for the whole animal kingdom, including human

3
HRUŠÁKOVÁ, M., KRÁLÍČKOVÁ, Z. České rodinné právo. 3., přepracované a doplněné vydání. Brno: Doplněk, 2006. p.
9.
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beings. Unlike other animals which select individuals for the purpose of fertility intuitively, human
reproduction depends not only on intuition but also on common sense; it is a conscious process.
What role does family provide in contemporary society? What is the status of family and what
function does marriage (or similar family legal bonds) take? Whatever is the reason for the desire of
people to have their own children? There are many reasons although the emotional ones prevail at the
present so-called post-modern society, I think. It is possible to say that reproduction of people is only
an option, not a matter of course or even a necessity. ´Since we belong as one of many species to the
animal kingdom, biological rules apply to us. They predispose every individual to be an actor at least
two phenomena ... own birth and death´.4The way of human living from birth to death is completely
individual. Each person develops physically, intellectually and emotionally; he himselfcreates the
hierarchy of values, preferences and way of life, which is not constant throughout life. Moreover,
society and social relations are subject to continual evolutionary changes. The mode of social
intervention into individual behaviour has an incredible variety of forms - from the simple and
immediate ones that are not usually realized until a clear societal pressure by law, statutes and rules of
different levels and forms of coercion.5
As aforementioned, the decision whether human will give life to offspring or how many of them
he/she will have is very individual. It is determined by a number of limits that can be divided into two
groups - the biological, social, and environmental limits.
1. The biological limits include: fertility influenced by age; sterility caused by other factors than
age restrictions; other health risks.
2. The social limits include: culture, customs, traditions; living standard; economic level;
priorities etc.
With regard to the subject of this article, all limits of human reproduction will not be examined in
detail.6Theattention will be paid to the biological causes of fertility limitations which may significantly
affect the quality of human life in terms of psychological suffering and individual perception of
meaning of life, in addition to possibilities of solution to infertility in accordance with the level of a
development in medicine and other related fields.
´Globally, it is estimated that approximately every fifth marriage is considered infertileat present. The
problem is at the side of woman in fifty percent of cases, at the side of man in forty percent, and the
problem is two-sided in ten percent of cases. The general trend is the evidence of a declining male
fertility. While WHO stated to 1 ml of ejaculate an average of 100 million sperm in early eighties,it
states only 20 million now (Hanzelka 1999 - verbal communication)´.7Although these figures are
based on a screening of couples, it is possible to assume that the results will be the same for unmarried
couples. These findings give evidencethat the possibility of natural reproduction declines in
postmodern human population.

4

RABUŠIC, L. Kde ty všechny děti jsou? Porodnost v sociologické perspektivě. Praha: SLON, 2001. p. 21.

5

RABUŠIC, L. Kde ty všechny děti jsou? Porodnost v sociologické perspektivě. Praha: SLON, 2001. p. 22.

6
The issue of birthrate from the sociology point of view is addressed by RABUŠIC, L. Kde ty všechny děti jsou? Porodnost
v sociologické perspektivě. Praha: SLON, 2001.
7

Ibid., p. 99.
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FAMILY AND PARENTHOOD AS SOCIAL VALUES
In the Czech legal order, parenthood is protected by statutes at thehighest legal force, specifically by
Article 32 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms that guarantees the protection of
parenthood and family as well as a special protection of children and young people, i.e.whose
personality develops. In accordance with international conventions and with regard to the position of
not legally competent, it is requiredto guarantee and secure their interest and welfare. Article 32 of the
Charter also guarantees special care and status of pregnant women, equality of all children (born in
and outside marriage), the right of parents to educate their children, and to state support for parents
raising children. Furthermore, Article 10, Paragraph 2 of the Charter guarantees the right of everyone
to protection against unauthorized intrusion into his/her private and family life. In our society and in
the Czech legal order, family relationships are traditionally associated with the development of the
whole society. This tradition is reflected in principles of family lawwhich express goals and principles
of legal regulation. The central principle of Czech family law is welfare of a child. The Family Act 8
represents a special statute regulating family relationships. In accordance with the provision of
Article 10 of the Constitution of the Czech Republic, international treaties ratified by the Czech
Republic area part of our legal system. It is necessary to realize that a number of international treaties
became a part of our legal system. In relation to family law (and other related) associations, it is
primarily the issue of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The Family Act and other legal rules
are in accordance with this Convention and other international conventions adopted mainly by the
United Nations and the Council of Europe. Respect for traditional family and family relationships
follows from provisions of Section 1, Sub-section 2 of the Family Act that states: ´The main purpose
of marriage is foundation of family and proper upbringing of children.´ Amendment to the Family Act
of 1998 as well as later amendments and changes including the Registered Partnership Act9 respected
the principle that the basis of family law is the family based on marriage according to its definition in
Section 1, Sub-section 1: ´Marriage is a permanent union of a man and a woman establishedin
the manner provided by law´.10 The social purpose of marriage stems from its fundamental functions
(biological, economical, and educational). Educational function is based on the main social purpose of
marriage and comes to the fore (and actually it is applicable) where spouses educate minors, regardless
of the fact whether the spouses are their parents (biological, legal). These functions are consistent with
principles of realization of fundamental human rights set by the United Nations in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (1948).
It should be stressed that theregistered partnership is similar to the institution of marriage. It is a
permanent union of two persons of the same sex;its creation, content and termination is regulated by
law. Partners also have parent duties in the sense that the parental responsibility of one of the partners
shall apply to the other one. ´The existence of a partnership is not an obstacle to the exercise of
parental responsibility towards his child or an obstacle to custody of his child into his care. The
partner, who is the parent, is required to ensure the child's development and consistently protect its
interests with using appropriate educational means so as not to affect the child's dignity and
endangerhis health, physical, emotional, intellectual and moral development´ (Section 13, Sub-section
1 of the Registered Partnership Act). If one partner is the parental responsibility holder and lives in
household with another partner, his/her partner shares upbringing and care of the child. These cases
already exist; they will probably occur in practice more often. The adoption of the Registered
Partnership Act entails other ethical and legal issues. In this respect, I agree with Elischer: ´It's not just

8

Family Act No. 94/1963 Coll., as amended.

9

Registered Partnership Act No. 215/2006 Coll., as amended.

10

HOLUB, M. Zákon o rodině. Komentář a předpisy související. Praha: 2005.
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about adoption which is, and will be, a controversial issue, but especially the phenomenon of
homoparentality, i.e. homosexual parenting that is created, and will be created,ex varii causarum. Life
facticity will not wait until the legislator sets boundaries´. 11
Proceeding from provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights, it is not possible to derive
from them the right to the application of assisted reproduction methods in the form of the right to
procreation or any order for States to ensure the application of these methods for unmarried
heterosexual couples in case of giving this opportunity to married couples. In this regard, nothing
canbe derived for homosexually oriented persons. 12 The Council of Europe let the national legislation
of Member States opt for accepting traditions, beliefs, or even tolerance of their citizens. Dignity and
welfare of child are highlighted in provisions of the Act; hence, I assume that the registered
partnership is not a ´sub-category´ of marriage in our legal system but only its equivalent so it is not
permitted to enter into the registered partnerships between persons of different sexes. 13
Methods of assisted reproduction have been developed in order to satisfy parental desires of
heterosexual couples which desire to have a child but for some reasons (primarily health problems)
they cannot realize their desire naturally, without help. Although it is a kind of ´correction´ of nature,
in these cases medicine only corrects what would be possible and natural under normal circumstances
and reproductive health of a couple.
In the case of people of the same sex, however,it is not any small ´correction´. In plain terms, it is not
possible to give life to offspring by fusion of gametes of the same sex in nature. Therefore, it is not
natural to base family, whose main purposes are reproduction and joint education of children (not only
common children), on a legal union of two persons of the same sex.
Reproduction as nature of every human being
In short, it is natural to have children and fulfilreproductive mission in nature and human community
that is its part. It is not a duty but a natural thing; hence nature has endowed some individuals with
male and female sex cells. The fusion of male and female gametes (sperm and oocytes) is the only
way to give birth to another human being.
Reproduction is one of the most natural features throughout the animal kingdom including human,
through which the reproduction of the entire population is secured. However, the need to satisfy sexual
needs of a person is not necessarily associated with the intention to realizethe reproduction
simultaneously. The natural human desire to have children, to educate them, to point emotions (noncomparable to others) at themis very individual indeed. The desire to have a child is natural but the
absence of this desire is not pathological. There may be numerous reasons; it is not necessary to
discuss this issue in more details here. Anyway, the desire to have a child prevails amongst the
majority of people.
The problem is when people are not able to have children for various reasons. It is proved that the
inability to have children leads to lots of problems for many people. Nevertheless, it should be stressed
that perception and evaluation of one's own or partner's sterility is very individual.

11

Ibid., p. 146.

ŠANTAVÁ, S. Současná právní hlediska reprodukční medicíny. Československá gynekologie, 2003. Vol. 68, No. 5, p.
366-369.
12

13
In more detail: ELISCHER, D. Několik zastavení nad úpravou alternativních forem soužití. In Naděje právní vědy. Býkov:
2006. p. 145 and following.
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Sterility causes many psychological disorders such as hypersensitivity or severe depression, which
may proceed to a chronic disease requiring professional medical care, not only the psychiatry one,
because depression can cause a range of other diseases with psychosomatic origin. Reduced perception
of life quality caused by deepening frustration may eventually lead to problems in partner life; in the
case when a marital relationship gradually loses its original meaning, the basic functions of marriage
are disrupted, which often leads to itsbreakup and divorce. Even similar relations disintegrate due to
involuntary childlessness. Problems can grow over limits of personal life: it is confirmed that
infertility, problems in dealing with the situation andfinding the optimum solution acceptable to all
parties (potential mother and father) lead to a decreased ability to work. Therefore, impacts include
adverse effects of economic character. After all, serious problems might occur in human relations in
general. Finally, problems deepen mutually and the situation can become unbearable. If it is certain
that the natural way, i.e. fertilization through sexual intercourse between a man and a woman cannot
lead to procreation, partners must choose (after consideration of all circumstances and consultation
with experts)as follows:
a) They decide for life without children. Of course, such a decision may not be definitive; it
depends on the reason for sterility. In the case of marital or partnership break up, participants
of these relations can choose another option. In the case of sterility only on the one side of
a relationship, the desire to have a child can be fulfilled in a new relationship.
b) The couple opts for one of the foster care forms. Substitute family care and its possibilities are
regulated by the Family Act; the form is chosen with regard to couple´s capabilities and
availability of the options. It depends on the decision of partners,or alternatively individuals.
c) They use some assisted reproduction method. Currently, there are developed and applied
numerous methods of assisted reproduction in practice; the methods have their own specifics
so it necessary to opt for the form which is the most optimal for the infertile couple (or
patient). Next chapters deal with these particular methods in detail.
Assisted reproduction as the solution forinfertile couples
Every person has individual ideas of needs for his/her comfort; it is essential to distinguish between
health and social needs although both create well-being of human. Professor Edwards, who is credited
with the birth of the first child conceived bymethod of in vitro fertilization (IVF), said that the desire
for a child is genetically determined and that the desire is ranked among the most natural desires and
needs of the vast majority of people and couples. Therefore, it is necessary to regard fertility as a basic
human need that must be supported. 14 New variations of the original techniques of ART (artificial
reproductive technology) are still expanding and individual procedures are chosen by teams of
physicians and embryologists so as to ensure the best possible outcomein addition to eliminate any
potential risk and burden of a mother and a child. Thenumber of healthy born children conceived by
some of assisted reproduction methods (even in cases and diagnoses that were condemned to failure
recently) gives evidence of success. Arguments pro and con regarding the development and
application of new technologies are rising almost at the same rate. Schematic overview of various
alternatives of human reproduction including the use of ART is mentioned for subsequent evaluation
from law and ethics point of view.

14
FRITH, L. Reproductive Technologies. In The Concise Encyklopedia of the Ethics of New Technologies. Academia Press,
2001. p. 352.
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Variants after the decision of a couple (man and woman) to have a child
Hereinafter, the text is concerned with various reproductive options that are currently available for
humans. The attention is especially paid to the issue of genetic parenthood, methods of fertilization,
and the question of legal parenthood. Subject taken into consideration are represented by a man (M)
and a woman (W) as the couple with the intention of having a child in addition to a donor of human
gametes (D).
Biological parents

Method of fertilization

Woman gives birth to baby (wife)

a) W + M

naturally

W = legal mother

b) W + M

ID – donor insemination (donor M)

W = legal mother

c) W + D

ID (donor D)

W = legal mother

d) W + M

IVF a ET– in vitro fertilization + embryotransfer W = legal mother

e) W + D

IVF a ET (sperms D)

W= legal mother

f) D + M

IVF a ET (oocyty D)

W = legal mother

g) D + D

IVF a ET (gametes D)

W = legal mother

a) The first option is the most ideal and natural way of human reproduction without any legal or
ethical problem. Biological parents are a man and a woman who decided to have a child; nothing
impeded them to conceive naturally. In the Czech Republic, the determination of legal parents is
governed by the Family Act; the woman who gave birth to the child is the child´s mother, the
father is determined according to three rebuttable presumptions of paternity.
b) The second option is the simplest method of artificial fertilisation in the cases when natural
fertilisation is not possible for various reasons.Sperm cells are obtained from the spouse (partner)
of the recipient. Indication is determined by a treating physician; the necessary prerequisite for
this type of fertilization is the informed consent of both spouses (partners). There is no legal or
ethical problem; legal parenthood is determined as in the previous version.
c) This is the situation of using donor sperm from an anonymous donor for the insemination of
a mother. Anonymity is the prerequisite for this method. Records regarding donor are archived in
the workplace where the insemination was performed for the case of a serious genetic disease;
medical facilitymay provide a listing of the documentation regarding the donor under legal
regulations. Informed consent of both subjects constituting the infertile couple with recommended
the best practices in assisted reproduction constitutes the legal certainty for determining paternity
under the Family Act.
d) Oocytes and sperm are collected from the infertile couple; IVF and ET method is practised for
therapeutic reasons; the entire process proceeds like normal fertilization but only a part of it takes
place in a laboratory. Similarly,it is necessary to obtain informed consent of an infertile couple
with the whole procedure including possible variants (e.g. freezing of cells or embryos, their
further use, risks, etc.). In the case of success, the infertile couple have a child that is the pairs´
child from a biological and legal point of view. Likewise, this method is lege artis; if conditions
for the indication of this procedure are kept, there are no legal (only minimal ethical) obstacles. In
this case, medicine only corrects that would be natural under ordinary circumstances and fertile
abilities of a couple. Arguments against the application of this method is based on Vatican´s
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reasoning that condemns all interference in the process of fertilization and calls them a trespass
against the will of God.
e) The oocyte is obtained from a woman from an infertile couple, sperm from a donor. If legal
requirements are fulfilled and the indication is proper, and on condition that the informed consent
of the infertile couple is given, it is the therapeutic method of treating infertility of lege artis.
Requirements for gamete donation are described above. Current legislation allows donation of
male germ cells under conditions defined by law. In terms of ethics, the donation has always been
a problem; it is a challenge even at present.
f) The oocyte is obtained from a donor and sperm cells are obtained from a man from an infertile
couple. There are many cases of impossibility to use the oocyte of a woman for various reasons
(as abovementioned) but the woman is able to undergo pregnancy and give birth to a healthy
child. Therefore, it is the application of IVF and ET when donor´s oocytes are fertilized in vitro
by the sperm of the man from the infertile couple. Similarly, this situation meets the requirements
of lege artis procedures. However, it is absolutely necessary to respect the legal prerequisites
fortissue and gametes donation of tissue and gametes inter vivos.
g) Human gametes for methods of IVF and ET are obtained from donors; biological parents of the
child conceived this way are not identical with the infertile couple. As a matter of fact, this is the
most serious and discussable situation from the ethical point of view. In accordance with the
present legal regulation, determining of legal parenthood is the same; the informed consent of the
infertile couple with realization of IVF and ET under these conditions is crucial. It is an
affirmative expression of will of persons qualified to perform legal acts; the consent may be
revoked no later than the method is finished, i.e. before the embryo is transferred into the mother's
body. Hence, it is essential (especially in the interests of a future child) to strictly follow the rules
for this option, which means well-defined indications, only on the basis of written request of
a man and a woman creating the infertile couple, and the affirmative declaration of subscribers
that they agree with this practice and the use of donor gametes. Ethical problems are almost
identical to the previous two options. However, these options have the advantage that at least one
of the couple is thebiological parent. Nevertheless, this option may be ethically acceptable, for
example, if it is proven and well known that during pregnancy the mother-child interaction
creates a deep emotional bond. The desire for a child,that brought a woman to the centre for
assisted reproduction, is usually so strong that the realization of this desire overcomes any
potential contradictory feelings out of the awareness that thebaby is not biologically their own
child. Furthermore, the lifestyle in pregnancy, physical and psychological well-being, and a happy
partnership are important factors affecting the relationship between the expected child and both
parents.
Variants of giving birth by ´surrogate mother´
Special situations that may arise during the use of IVF and ET methods are the cases of impossibility
to getpregnant due to serious health reasons threatening the life of mother or child, on the grounds of
developmental disorders, or because of hysterectomy. Technologies of assisted reproductionenables
that the child is given birth by another woman (surrogate mother), the so-called ´mother – hostess´.
Hereinafter, I mention the possible variations that may occur in connection with IVF and ET, in which
gametes of a person from an infertile couple or from third persons are used.
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Genetic parents

Method of fertilization

Woman gives birth to baby
‚mother – hostess‘ (S)

a) W + M

IVF a ET

S = právní matka

b) W + D

IVF a ET

S = právní matka

c) D + D

IVF a ET

S = právní matka

d) D + M

IVF a ET

S = právní matka

e) D + M

ID (oocyty D = S)

S = právní matka

Under the Family Act, themother of a child is the woman who gave birth to the child. The amendment
to the Health Care Act (through adopting Act No. 227/2006 Coll.) legalizedthe possibility of using
surplus embryos of an infertile couple for artificial insemination of another woman, provided that the
infertile couple claims that they do not intend to use the embryo for further artificial insemination and
that they gives consent to the use of the embryo. The consent shall be recorded in the medical
documentation regarding the recipient; it shall be signed by all the participants.
THE MOST IMPORTANT CURRENT PROBLEMS OF ASSISTED REPRODUCTION
As early as 1985 International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO)15 created a Committee
for the Study of Ethical Aspects of Human Reproduction and Women’s Health and so the international
forum for the research of ethical aspects of assisted reproduction came into existence with the
attendance of obstetricians and gynaecologists, paediatricians, other medical staff members, and
lawyers to represent the widest possible spectrum of religious, cultural and geographic points of view.
Since that time the most acute current questions in connection with the progress of reproduction
technologies and further related areas have been dealt with.
These are the most discussed ethical problems at present:
1, Surrogate motherhood
FIGO has reservations about the question of surrogate motherhood especially based on prevailing
opinion that the practice of surrogate motherhood could disrupt specific traditional family values. If
this practice is used, then it is necessary to pay strict attention to the fact that surrogate motherhood
(and above all the surrogate mother) not become the aim of commercial interests of individuals or
agencies. When state legislation enables the practice of surrogate motherhood, then it is necessary for
it to be in specified limited cases and on the condition that every individual case will be judged and
approved by an ethical commission.
2, Research on human embryonic cells
Research on embryos and pre-embryos16 is possible, from the ethical point of view, to evaluate the
gain of new findings concerning the progress of processes which are useful for the improvement of the
treatment of infertility, for control of reproduction and also for the enabling of genetic screening

15

International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics. Available from WWW <http://www.figo.org/>

[cit. 07.03.11].
16

Pre-embryonic stage can be defined as the period from conception to 14 days.
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necessary for the prevention and cure of congenital diseases. The research is subjected to quite
detailed oversight both on the international level and on the internal level in the Czech Republic. It is
necessary to remind ourselves of the fact that without embryo and pre-embryo research it could not
have been possible to reach the current level of reproduction technologies and pre-natal and
preimplantation diagnostic, 17 which by the way enable the prevention of many abnormalities in the
embryo progress with all the consequences these abnormalities bring. Thanks to present research it
was found that embryonic stem cells are the most advantageous for use in so called therapeutic
cloning, which represents further specific ethical problems concerning not only the research but even
the moral status of the embryo, its manipulation and further usage. We can consider research to be
ethical if embryos are not produced for research purposes. Moreover such research is not necessary
with regard to the reality that assisted reproduction centres have at their disposal a relatively great
number of spare embryos available for transfer to a woman’s womb for the purpose of pregnancy.
Transfer of the embryo to another animal body and vice versa is unacceptable as well as manipulation
of the genome for the purpose of creating clones, hybrids and chimeras. Embryo research is ethically
acceptable on the condition that the informed permission of reproductive cell donors has been obtained
in advance.
3, Reduction of multiple birth pregnancy
This type of pregnancy very often occurred in connection with assisted reproduction. Even if it seems,
especially in cases of assisted reproduction, incomprehensible, multiple birth pregnancy is not always
welcomed by parents and doctors. Objectively, multiple birth pregnancy represents a bigger risk for
mother and child, which is why every kind of such pregnancy is considered to be risky at present.
Unfortunately it often ends, in spite of all special care, in spontaneous abortion. Current pre-natal
diagnostics are on such a level that it is moreover possible to recognize precisely if all embryos are
generated normally. In spite of the fact that there are more than two embryos it is almost certain that
children will be born prematurely with a very low birth weight which brings great risks. Ethically it
seems reasonable if multiple birth pregnancy is reduced to avoid health damage to child and mother.
In cases where abnormalities of developing embryos are found, selective reduction is understandably
acceptable. Ethically disputed are those cases where there are no abnormalities but the mentioned
dangers threaten. In such cases the doctor should consider the most suitable procedure. In cases where
there is no serious danger but the mother wishes reduction, or in cases where the doctor himself
hesitates, it is necessary for an ethical commission to decide about the prospective reduction. Informed
permission of the mother is necessary. Preimplantation and pre-natal genetic screening enables the
prevention of many serious physical and emotional problems which the birth of a dead or disabled
child brings, and also enables selective reduction of multiple birth pregnancy, which means the healthy
development and successful delivery of a healthy child who might otherwise be endangered. On this
problem of multiple birth pregnancy FIGO has expressed itself to the intent that reduction cannot be
considered as an artificial termination of pregnancy, because the aim of the procedure is not to end
pregnancy but to ensure its successful continuation. 18
4, Donation of gametes and embryos
Donation of gametes and embryos is a much discussed ethical problem. It would not be possible to
solve many cases of infertility even with the help of assisted reproduction without using donated

17

Preimplantation genetic diagnostics must not be confused with pre-natal diagnostics which includes all diagnostics before
the birth of the child regardless of natural conception or in vitro. In more details e.g.: FRITH, L. Reproductive Technologies.
In Ethics of New Technologies. 2001, s. 352 and folowing.
18

Attitude of FIGO committee, 1989. In International Journal of Gynecoogy & Obstetrics. London: FIGO, 1999.
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reproductive cells. From the ethical and medical point of view the donation of sperm cells represents
the smallest problem. Nevertheless donation of sperm cells is definitely not free from ethical
objections. It is still a donation of gametes which primarily requires moral acceptance by the donor. If
the donation is acceptable to the donor himself and he is a person who fulfils all medical and
psychological criteria for donation of reproductive cells, there is no reason to refuse it. The conditions
of donation oocytes are from the point of view of a woman donor the same as those of a sperm cells
donor, but for a woman donor the taking of reproductive cells represents the overcoming of a moral
barrier and a quite unpleasant medical procedure, demanding medical examination and preparation.
But if a woman, who fulfils all criteria for donation, decides to help an infertile couple, there is no
doubt about her ethical objection. From the ethical point of view the most complicated situation is that
where infertile couple are donated by embryo. It is a situation where the relationship between mother
and child is based on pregnancy, delivery, and subsequent attitudes and emotions. As was mentioned
above, this emotional relationship can be decisive for the further life of the child, mother and father,
but there are the greatest risks of possible conflict caused by different genetic potential. In connection
with embryo donation it is necessary to deal with the question of the moral status of the embryo. It is
evident that the embryo as the subject of donation has the status of a thing, not a human being.
According to the Czech legal code a thing cannot be the subject of law but the object. If the personal
status of an embryo were admitted from the very beginning of fertilization a problem could arise
about right of disposal and its usage. In spite of this it is necessary to perceive the embryo as a
potential human being and to provide it with special legal protection from the beginning of its
existence. In all donation cases it is necessary to request a clear token of goodwill of the donor and the
infertile couple, who will be the future legal parents, and to observe donor anonymity. If these
conditions are not fulfilled, we cannot talk about ethical acceptable procedures, and ART would be
outside the bounds of ethics and morality. In order not to overstep this boundary, law and state
authority which forms law, must be respected. There must be definite consensus between state
authority, morality, law and justice.
5, Moral status of the embryo
There are many questions concerning human life, and many different answers to them in connection
with the beginning of human life. At present from the biological point of view there is agreement on
the idea that human life starts with cell nucleus fusion of oocyt and sperm. It is not possible to find out
in the first 20-24 hours if oocyt after fertilization develops. When should the moral status of the
embryo be admitted and when should the subject legal protection start? Answers differ and are related
to moral, world opinion and professional attitudes to the subject, which express an opinion on this
problem or take a stand on it. If we could define the nature of the human embryo in existence it would
be easy to determine its status. To allow someone ontological status means to involve him in the
human moral community and to assign him all moral laws including the right to life and not to be
killed. 19 In modern applied philosophy the question of the moral status of the embryo started to be a
topical issue by the beginning of the seventies of last century when legalization of abortion and
ethical problems connected with the progress of reproductive technologies came to the fore.20
There are two current concepts in bioethical discussions:
-

19

Ontological personalism - the pre-embryo and embryo are human beings

HOLM, S. The Moral Status of the Pre-personal Human Being. Conceiving the Embryo. Ed. by Evans, D.,

Hague: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1996. p. 193 – 221.
20

HOLM, S. Emryology , Ethics of. In Ethics of New Technologies. 1998. p.87 and folowing.
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-

Empirical funkctionalism - a human being becomes a person during pregnancy or a certain
time after delivery. 21

According to the first group the embryo is a substance, because it can develop (dependent on the
mother, of course) it has got its own existence, autonomy, it grows and develops as a particular
individual.22 ‚The human embryo is entitled to all rights allowed to a human being. It has the right to
life, bodily and genetic integrity, and the right to have a family.‘23 The Catholic Church also holds this
attitude. For the second group a typical view is that the embryo starts to be a human being from the
moment of fertilization, this being becoming a person at a specific developmental stage. The
biological description of the embryo is irrelevant to the presumed definition, because it was given in
advance. We cannot distinguish a human being from a personal being according to biological
arguments, but on the basis of the presumed definition of a person. 24 Even the supporters of this
concept do not reach agreement on when a man is assigned the status of a person. They have still not
reached any consensus. For all that, in many countries, women were free to choose termination of
pregnancy up to the end of the 12th week. A woman’s right to decide about her child’s existence or
non-existence, about the right to decide freely about her maternity, was preferred to the embryo’s
moral status from the moment of fertilization. However from the 12th week of pregnancy the woman’s
rights make concessions to the embryo’s rights. After the end of the 12th week of pregnancy abortion is
possible only on the basis of genetic tests which confirm disability of the fetus. The embryo is a
potential human being with the right of protection to a certain extent until it reaches the moral status of
a human being. And as a potential human being, the position of the embryo should be respected until it
is interrupted by other social or maternal concerns. 25 ‘The question what a man is, if an embryo is a
human being, has not been given any satisfactory answer that could be accepted by everybody, either
by natural sciences or philosophical anthropology. The still unclear status of the embryo allows one to
express a request: if it has not yet been proved that the embryo is not a human being, we should
consider it a person.’26 In spite of considerable differences among theories of the embryo’s moral
status and questions concerning the beginnings of human life, it is necessary to grant certain legal
protection. In most democratic countries, in cases where the development of the human embryo takes
place in the mother´s body, strengthened protection of the pregnant woman is provided as well as of
the health and development of the embryo. It is the woman who decides about further development up
to a certain period of time. In connection with IVF absolutely different situations arise than in cases of
natural fertilization. Oocyte is fertilized outside the woman’s body, and for purposes of assisted
reproduction more embryos are created and conserved for further usage. If we admit the personal
status of the embryo from the very beginning of its existence, it would not be possible to accept its
donation, experimentation and further usage for therapeutic purposes and research.

21

PALAZZANI, L. The Nature of the Human Embryo: Philosophical Perspectives. In Ethics and medicine.1996. Vol. 12,
No 1.
22

LAJKEP, T. LAJKEP,T. Status lidského embrya z hlediska filozofické antropologie. In Bioetika.

Available from WWW <http://www.volny.cy/bioetika/clanky/status_embrya_2003_4.html> [cit. 23.01.08].
23

Ibid., p. 2.

24

Ibid., p. 2.

25

PILKA, L. Status embrya z hlediska asistované reprodukce. In Sborník k interdisciplinární konferenci Status embrya.
Brno: MU, 1999. p. 23 – 27.
26

LAJKEP,T. Status lidského embrya z hlediska filozofické antropologie. In Bioetika.

Available from WWW <http://www.volny.cy/bioetika/clanky/status_embrya_2003_4.html> [cit. 23.01.08].
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6, Manipulation with embryos
Pre-natal diagnostics and genome intervention of an unborn child on account of congenital and serious
hereditary diseases can be positively evaluated when we compare the interventions with concrete
hereditary transmitted diseases which represent great suffering (physical and mental) as well as many
further negative impacts for the afflicted individual, the family, and the society. Economic expenses
for suitable conditions to enable dignified life, medical expenses, the very complicated social position,
problems with reproduction and seeking a partner represent only a plain enumeration of problems
concerning the afflicted individual´s life. The awareness of hereditary disease impacts does not mean
that we would try to separate them from society as unwanted. As long as we can minimize their
suffering it is necessary to take into account all pros and cons of methods which provoke controversial
opinions related to their development and application. We need to ask if such technologies are good
and fair in relation to affected individuals and the whole present and future population. We can also
ask how would affected individuals perceive the reality, that there would exist a contingency i.e.
possible intervention into their genome, which would be ethically controversial but could prevent their
disability, but parents and other persons who decided about possible intervention, did not decide to
intervene and left it all to nature.
I am sure these people would react in a different way if they had to come to terms with the awareness
that somebody, mostly parents, had decided they will be exposed to a sure and high risk of hereditary
disease even if there was a certain possibility of choice. The possibility would represent ethically
problematic intervention into their genetics, but it would totally change all their life which could be
different from the very beginning. Risk of genetically transmitted diseases has represented and still
represents one of the most compelling reasons for man to have his own children. Thanks to medical
genetic methods it is possible to find out reliably the risk of transmission of hereditary diseases these
days. In case there are hereditary diseases or their symptoms in the family of potential biological
parents it is natural that these persons should be tested for preventive genetic examination on the basis
of which they can know the probability of having healthy children. At present genetic counseling and
examination are accessible to everybody and thanks to the use of various methods, and knowledge
about diseases and their heredity, it is possible to determine risk of disease transmission to
descendants. When we find certain genetic abnormality in predictive genetic examination it need not
always mean the individual, in our context the descendant, will get ill. Then genetic examination needs
to be combined with genetic counseling where persons or couples together with specialists consider
further possibilities and solutions according to the kind of disease and extent of risk. After the
conception of a child, with the help of pre-natal diagnostics we can find if there is any disability or
probability of disability, then parents (especially the mother) have the right to decide if the pregnancy
will be or will not be terminated. 27 This decision must be in accordance with the moral conviction of
both parents, above all the mother. This is the only way to reduce impacts on their psyche. The
mother’s situation is in any case incomparably extraordinary because she is going through
psychological and physical changes during her pregnancy and she is in constant contact with a child.
There are cases where the mother felt apathy during her pregnancy or felt her child as something
which brings only problems, worries and limitations, but most pregnant women feel a deep bond from
the very beginning of their pregnancy.28

27

Detailed conditions of termination of pregnancy see the law about induced abortion (Act No. 66/1968Coll., as amended).

28

Analogous is the case where a pregnant woman is not the biological mother of a child, which is great ethical problem - the
so called ‘mother – hostess’.
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From the above mentioned reasons a pregnant woman who is sure a child will be disabled can decide
not to terminate pregnancy. The reasons can be subjective (moral persuasion, emotional relation etc.)
or external. There can be another person who represents authority and whose attitude and opinions
influence the parents’ decision, it can even be a certain social conservative group (often with religious
influences), it can be an unsuitable advertisement supporting the right to life come what may. If
parents who decide not to bring a disabled, excluded child into the world (by the decision of others)
are morally judged it is necessary to underline that by this decision those people do not respect the
right of every man to his own dignity (see agreement about human rights and dignity). These standards
have been formed for a very long time they come from human experience with various kinds of human
suffering, experience restricting human rights even in the name of positive right and ideology,
scientifically justified. The conception of basic human rights and freedom stand in confrontation with
categorical imperatives and it is not ethical to restrict the human dignity of one who freely decides on
the basis of very serious arguments even if he ends the possibility of the origin or continuation of
human life, which would not be free from suffering and probably not fully dignified. It is very
important to distinguish preventive precautions which enable pre-implantation and pre-natal gene
diagnostics from the approach to disabled people. The international organization Disabled People
International (DPI) which concerns itself with the safeguard of disabled peoples’ rights and supports
their socially equal position, published in 2000, with the assistance of the European Union, its position
on bioethics and human rights as regards the threat of new genetics.15 As emerges from their position,
embracing many statements, disabled people feel endangered by new methods of genetic diagnostics
which effect the genetics of a future man. They feel discriminated against by society’s concentration
on preventing the origin and birth of disabled people instead of making their life equal and useful.
‘Today’s society prefers performance, career, success, health, youth and beauty to man’s dignity and
usefulness. The mainstay of European culture has always been the ethical principle of reciprocal help
and responsibility. Slowly but surely, quite inconspicuously the main criterion becomes what is useful
for society (as much well-being as possible for as many people as possible) and quality of life becomes
a significant conception. But it is taken from a hedonistic point of view and moreover it is judged
externally not by the man himself but by someone who is not involved. Such a person cannot see
someone else in all interconnected dimensions. If such life quality is considered to be an absolute
value then it is evident that some life will be perceived as useless or even inhuman. The utilitarian
mentality endangers not only disabled, but all human beings. It is illustrated by modern models of
euthanasia. There life quality is connected with its value – unworthy of life.’29 It is necessary to agree
with much, but if the effort of researchers and medicine to reduce people’s suffering, improve their
life, reverse their endangered destiny, is to be evaluated only from this aspect, then we have to
condemn old and respected methods as for example vaccination, plastic surgery, ultrasound, bodily
organ transplantations, incubators and many other achievements which the human population takes for
granted. What is the answer of disabled people to the question of having a disabled child? I know
some of them who did absolutely everything to have a healthy child. The quality of life of ill and
disabled people will always be in all aspects restricted when we compare them with healthy people
with full use of their powers. Naturally it is up to society how approachable it will to them and which
employment it will find for them. It is not only a moral question but political too. On the other hand it
is up to everybody to decide about his future, at least in many respects.

29
MUNZAROVÁ, M. Lidé s postižením, bioetika a lidská práva. Available from WWW
<http://www.cdk.cz/ts/clanky/23/lide-s-postizenim-bioetika-a-lidska-prava/> [cit. 23.01.08].
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CONCLUSION
As has been described, involuntary childlessness causes misery. Fertility is one of the aspects of the
physical condition and health of a man. That is why the care of sterile persons is a part of medicine.
Robert Winston, the leading British specialist on fertility problems, has declared ‘sterility is a current
and serious illness influencing our sexuality and well-being.’30 If health is defined as the optimal state
of a physically and mentally functioning human organism – the definition of WHO, then it is
necessary to put sterility on the list of illnesses. Researchers are obliged to go all out to reduce the
suffering of people caused by illnesses and provide help for them in accordance with current medical
methods. In 1977 The World Health Organization expressed the necessity among other things of
concern over the reproductive health of individuals and the whole society. Assisted reproduction
represents the optimization of solving the involuntary childlessness of those people who ask their
doctors for help. Everybody can freely decide whether to have children (under which conditions and
circumstances) and whether to undergo some steps for ensuring their development, or alternatively, if
he leaves everything to nature or God, to be responsible for his moral convictions. As legal norms are
binding on all without regard to religious belief, moral standard etc., it is necessary for all medical
methods and new technologies to be compared with respect to all most important social normative
systems and for legislators to form legal regulations with knowledge and understanding.
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Abstract
Nanosized doped with low concentrations of copper ZnO samples were synthesized using precipitation
method. The samples were characterized by XRD, AAS, IR, XPS and EPR, the specific surface area
was determined by BET. The X-ray diffraction analysis of the samples give evidence for the formation
of wurtzite phase ZnO. The determined dopant contents in the investigated samples are 0.010 and
0.034 wt. %. The calculated mean size of the crystallites is in the range of 40 ÷ 43 nm. The presence of
Cu2+ ions is confirmed by EPR analysis. XPS investigations show that probably the ZnO is in the
oxygen deficient state. The catalytic activity of the samples with the time for ozone decomposition was
investigated and moderate deactivation was observed. The increase of the Cu content in ZnO samples
leads to enhancement of their catalytic activities.
Key words: ZnO catalysts, copper doping, ozone decomposition.

1.IINTRODUCTION
Ozone is widely used in different industrial and environmental processes such as semiconductor
manufacturing, deodorization, disinfection and water treatment. Ozone is an environmentally friendly
oxidant since it decomposes to O2 without producing self-derived byproducts in the oxidation
reactions, in contrast with organoperoxides. The reactivity of ozone toward organic compounds has
been extensively studied both in the liquid phase and in the gaseous phase (Einaga, 2005 and Asgari,
2013). Heterogeneous catalytic ozonation has received increasing attention in recent years due to its
potentially higher effectiveness in the degradation of different organic compounds (Stoyanova, 2006).
Nanomaterials have been widely applied as perspective materials for the elimination of pollutants in
air and water purification. The preparation of nanoscale materials with specific structural features has
received growing interests in the last years, due to their novel functional and size-dependent properties
(Xu, 2013). ZnO is considered to be one of the most important oxide materials because of its unique
features and wide range of technological applications, it is cheap and environmentally friendly. Due to
these properties, it has found potential applications in ozone decomposition (Singhal, 2012). The
catalytic activity of nanostructure ZnO sample for the ozone decomposition was investigated by (Xu,
2013). Dong, 2011 has synthesized ZnO powder with 200 nm crystallites sizes catalyst for degradation
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of phenol in presence of ozone and that resulted in sizably higher (23.7%) efficiency compared to non
catalytic ozonation. Nanosized ZnO catalysts were used effectively for degradation of dichloroacetic
acid (Zhai, 2010) and para-Chlorobenzoic acid in the presence of ozone which enhanced their
decomposition rate (Jung, 2006). Removal of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (TCP) from water has been
accomplished through zinc oxide (ZnO) catalytic ozonation (Huang, 2005). The combined use of O 3
and ZnO catalyst leads to 99.8% of TCP conversion. The author concluded that the nano-ZnO
particles have unique catalytic activity different from micro-ZnO or submicro-ZnO particles.
The aim of the present paper is to investigate the texture and the structure of nanosized Cu doped ZnO
synthesized from oxalate precursor and to study its catalytic activity towards ozone decomposition.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1

Synthesis of the samples

The samples of copper-doped ZnC2O4 were obtained using precipitation synthesis method. The
experimental conditions were: temperature T = 25.0 ± 0.5˚C; initial acidity of the system pH = 3.0.
ZnC2O4.2H2O was carried out as equal volumes (0.150 cm3) of the initial ZnSO4, K2C2O4 and 0.25 M
CuSO4 solutions were poured out simultaneously into the reaction vessel upon continuous stirring. Тhe
obtained white precipitate was filtered, washed twice and submitted to ultrasound. In order to prepare
copper-doped ZnO the synthesised oxalate precursors were calcined for 1 h in air at 470˚C.
Designation of the obtained samples:
0.004%Cu/ZnC2O4·2H2O – sample with 0.004 wt% content of copper;
0.015%Cu/ZnC2O4·2H2O – sample with 0.015 wt% content of copper;
0.010%Cu/ZnO– sample with 0.010 wt% content of copper;
0.034%Cu/ZnO– sample with 0.034 wt% content of copper;
2.2 ААS analysis
hemical composition of the samples was determined using Atomic Absorption Analysis FAAS SOLAAR M5 spectrometer. For preparation of standard solutions standards produced by “Titrisol”
(Merck) – Germany were used, the concentration of reference metal content was 1000 ppm.
2.3

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out on a Siemens powder diffractometer model
D500 using CuKa radiation within a 2q angle of diffraction interval of 10-60 degrees. The
identification of the phases was done by means of the JCPDS database of the International Center of
Powder Diffraction Data.
2.4

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies were performed in a VG Escalab II electron
spectrometer using AlKα radiation with energy of 1486.6eV. The residual gas pressure in the analysis
chamber was 10-7 Pa.
2.5 Infrared Spectroscopy (IR)
The IR spectra were recorded in the range of 4000 to 400 cm-1 on a IFS 25 spectrometer (Brűker) with
resolution of less than 2 cm-1. The samples were prepared as tablets from KBr, with content of
investigated samples.
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2.6 Adsorption – texture analysis
The determination of the specific surface area and the characterization of the porous texture of the
samples was carried out by nitrogen adsorption at the boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen (77.4 K)
using a conventional volume-measuring apparatus. Before the measurements, the samples were
degassed at 423 K until the residual pressure became lower than 1.333x10-2 Pa. The nitrogen (N2)
adsorption-desorption isotherms were used to calculate the specific surface area (ABET) based on the
BET equation. The total pore volume (Vt) was estimated in accordance with the Gurvich rule at a
relative pressure (P/Po) 0.95.
2.7 Catalyst activity measurements.
The catalytic activity of the sample in the reaction of ozone decomposition was investigated in a plug
flow reactor system permitting isothermal operation. The reactor was made of glass and had an inner
diameter of 4.1 mm. The catalyst particle sizes were 0.25–0.6 mm. The volume rate was 120 000 h−1.
Ozone was synthesized in a flow of oxygen (99.7%) and dried with silica gel using an ozone generator
with silent discharge and coaxial electrodes. The inlet concentration of ozone varied from 13 to 15
g/m3 (0.25–0.3 mol/m3). Ozone concentration was measured by an Ozomat GM (Anseros, Germany)
ozone analyser with a resolution of ± 0.1 g/m3.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table 1 are presented the contents and specific surface areas for the investigated precursors and
thermally decomposed samples. Two ZnO catalysts with copper content up to 0.03 wt. % have been
prepared. The BET-determined surface area of the used precursors is not high and is between 1 ÷ 1.4
m2/g while the specific surface areas of the obtained oxides increase significantly and reach 24 ÷ 25
m2/g. The reasonable explanation for such high specific area is the decomposition process which
proceeds by releasing of higher quantity gasses in comparison with the decomposition process taking
place when other precursors as carbonates nitrates or hydroxides were used.
Table 1. Dopant content and specific surface area (ABET) of Cu-doped ZnC 2O4·2H2O and ZnO

Samples

Copper content

ABET,

wt, %

m2/g

0.004%Cu/ZnC2O4.2H2O

0.004

1.0

0.015%Cu/ZnC2O4.2H2O

0.015

1.4

0.010%Cu/ZnO

0.010

23.7

0.034%Cu/ZnO

0.034

24.9

XRD patterns for the used precursors are shown in Figure 1. The results had confirmed the formation
of monoclinic ZnC2O4.2H2O phase in accordance with (JCPDS 25-1029). XRD patterns for the
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obtained 0.010%Cu/ZnO and 0.034%Cu/ZnO oxides (see Figure 2) show that hexagonal ZnO
structure in accordance with (JCPDS 36-1451) was formed. The comparison of the parameters of the
cell between precursors and oxides are given in Table 2. It is obvious that the Cu doping lead to
decrease of the cell parameters b, c and β as well as the crystallites sizes. The obtained values of the
cell parameters for the synthesized ZnO samples are close to the values for the standard ZnO. The
investigated precursors and thermal decomposed oxides have nanocrystal structure.
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Figure 1. X-ray diffractograms of: a) 0.004%Cu/ZnC2O4·2H2O; b) 0.015%Cu/ZnC2O4·2H2O
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Figure 2. X-ray diffractograms of: a) 0.010%Cu/ZnO b) 0.034%Cu/ZnO
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Table 2. Parameters of the crystal lattice and crystallites size of Cu-doped ZnC2O4·2H2O and ZnO
Lattice constants a,b,c (Å) and β (degr)
Samples

Size, nm
a±
0.0002

b±
0.0002

β±
0.15

c±
0.0002

Ref. JCPDS 25-1029

11.8040

5.4030

9.9210

127.7

0.004%Cu/ZnC2O4·2H2O

11.8373

5.4007

9.9019

127.6

57

0.015%Cu/ZnC2O4·2H2O

11.8168

5.3923

9.8506

127.1

35

Ref. JCPDS 36-1451

3.2490

5.2060

0.010%Cu/ZnO

3.2501

5.2082

40

0.034%Cu/ZnO

3.2508

5.2096

43

The IR spectroscopic characterization has been performed for the Cu doped ZnO samples and the
results are presented in Figure 3. The broad band has been observed at around 490cm−1 for the pure
ZnO corresponding to the formation of Zn–O bond (Singhal, 2012) and wide band around 1404 cm−1
(Barick, 2010) and 1562cm−1 (Liu, 2008) indicates the formation of ZnO.
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Figure 3. IR-spectroscopy of a) 0.034%Cu/ZnO; b) 0.010%Cu/ZnO
The copper ion distribution in the doped oxalate samples was studied by EPR spectroscopy and the
result is shown in Figure 4. The presence of isolated copper ions has been observed, which is an
indication for the uniform dispersion of Cu2+ in the used precursors.
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The EPR results concerning Cu doped ZnO obtained by decomposition of oxalate precursors are
shown in Figure 5. The weak signals belonging to Cu2+ ions (Elilarassi, 2010) were registered. The
copper ions in 0.034%Cu/ZnO are isolated while in 0.010%Cu/ZnO they form clusters. It is worth to
mention here that the intensity of EPR signals is independent from the dopant concentration (that
statement is a result of investigation of more samples than the mentioned ones in the article). Most
probably this is due to the fact that the large amounts of copper ions are not detected by EPR, because
of the possible formation of magnetic system. Other explanation could be the substitution of Zn2+ by
Cu+ ions (Bahsi, 2007 and Feng, 2004). Cu+ ions have diamagnetic properties and could not be
detected by EPR. This model was proposed after investigation of electrical properties of pure and
copper doped ZnO.
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3000

4000
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Figure 4. EPR spectra of: a) 0.004%Cu/ZnC2O4·2H2O; b) 0.015%Cu/ZnC2O4·2H2O
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Figure 5. EPR spectra of: a) 0.034%Cu/ZnO b) 0.010%Cu/ZnO
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy investigations for the Cu doped ZnO samples have been done and
the results for O1s line are presented in figure 6. The well resolved doublet of Zn2p3/2 and 1/2,
respectively is observed (not shown here) and is typical for ZnO. The O1s photoelectron line of the
investigated oxides is asymmetric and has a maximum at ~ 530.4 eV and this is the indication that the
examined samples have very good crystal structure. The presence of high energy shoulder (second
peak) in the spectra could be also indication that the ZnO is in the oxygen deficient state. (Chen,
2000). The peak at higher binding energy side at ~532,4 eV probably is due to the chemisorbed
oxygen from the ZnO surface in form of hydroxyl or carbonyl groups (Dupin, 2000). So the O2- ions
mainly exist in intrinsic states as well as in oxygen deficient states, respectively. The copper on the
surface was not detected.
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Figure 6. XPS spectra of O1s for samples: a) 0.010%Cu/ZnO b) 0.034%Cu/ZnO
On Figure 7 are shown the results concerning the ozone conversion over the studied materials. For the
Cu doped ZnO samples limited deactivation is observed. The ozone conversion for the
0.010%Cu/ZnO decrease from 51.8 to 41.1 % after 260 min. The conversion of ozone for the
0.034%Cu/ZnO sample decrease from 63.4 to 56 % for the same time. The reached conversion for
0.034%Cu/ZnO sample is higher and the observed deactivation is lower compared to the
0.010%Cu/ZnO one, which probably is a result from the higher amount of copper in it. Accordingly
the catalyst deactivation is a result of the accumulation of О3- ions over the active surface which leads
to the mechanical blocking of part of active centers so the ions could not participate in the chemical
reaction.
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Figure 7. Decomposition of ozone at 75 oC - 0.010%Cu/ZnO; 0.034%Cu/ZnO
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4. CONCLUSION
The ZnO samples doped by copper with 0.010 and 0.034 wt% were obtained. The investigated
samples have nanocrystal structure with crystallites sizes of 40 and 43 nm. On the base of the results
from EPR can be concluded, that Cu2+ ions are not evenly dispersed in ZnO structure. The obtained
catalysts were investigated toward ozone conversion versus time and the limited deactivations have
been observed. The ozone conversion for 0.034%Cu/ZnO sample was higher and its deactivation is
lower compared to the 0.010%Cu/ZnO one, which is a result from the higher amount of copper in it.
The catalyst deactivation most probably is a consequence of the accumulation of O 3- ions on the active
surface, which mechanically block part of the active centers and ions could not participate in the
chemical reaction.
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Abstract
ZnO samples, doped with transition metals (Mn and Cu) with content of the dopant less than 0.05 wt
% were prepared. The samples were characterized applying the following methods - AAS, XRD, XPS,
IR and BET. The calculated crystallite sizes of Mn and Cu doped ZnO nanoparticles were ~20 and
~50 nm, respectively. The porous structure of pure and doped with manganese or copper zinc oxide
samples was studied by adsorption methods. The doping does not influence the specific surface areas
of the oxides, but it modifies the porous structure of zinc carrier. There is trend to homogeneity in the
structure of internal pore space after doping with Mn, while doping with Cu leads to absence of any
homogeneity. The obtained materials are appropriate for catalytic application for ecological
purposes.
Key words:ZnO, manganese, copper, nanoparticles, adsorption.
1. INTRODUCTION
Zinc oxide is a well-known mesoporous material with interesting structure and adsorption properties
that is why it finds wide application in catalysis, photocatalysis, and optics and for preparation of
photoluminescence materials. Qualities like well developed specific surface area, high porosity and
low density take attention to many research works (Abdollahi 2011, Barick 2010). The entrance size
of most of the pores is in the nanoscale, which allows deposition of different nanoparticles of other
materials, making the ZnO excellent support of nanomaterials. The doping of ZnO with manganese or
copper is often used to modify its electronic and surface properties. The transition metal ions can
decrease the particle size down to the nanometric size (Chauhan 2010, Djaja 2012 and Sharma 2012)
and can increase the density of the oxygen vacancies and surface defects. It is well known that in Cu
doped ZnO, the Cu2+ ions (atomic radii 0,057nm) and Mn2+(atomic radii 0,066 nm) could substitute
the Zn2+ ions (atomic radii 0,060 nm). The diffusion process during the sintering may lead to defect
formation, in which Cu2+ and Mn2+ ions substitute Zn2+ cations in the wurtzite unit cell of ZnO (Bahsi
2009, Rekha 2010). The aim of the present work is to investigate the influence of doping with small
amount of Mn and Cu on the texture of wurzite ZnO by adsorption methods.
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2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1

Synthesis of the samples

The samples of copper-doped or manganese-doped ZnC 2O4 were obtained using precipitation
synthesis method. The experimental conditions were as follow: temperature T = 25.0 ± 0.5˚C; initial
acidity of the system pH = 3.0 ± 0.1. ZnC2O4.2H2O was carried out as equal volumes (0.150 cm3) of
the initial ZnSO4, K2C2O4 and 0.25 M CuSO4 or MnSO4 solutions were poured out simultaneously into
the reaction vessel upon continuous stirring. Тhe obtained white precipitate was filtered, washed twice
and submitted to ultrasound. In order to prepare copper-doped or manganese-doped ZnO the
synthesised oxalate precursors were calcined for 1 h in air at 470˚C.
ААS analysis
Chemical composition of the samples was determined using Atomic Absorption Analysis FAAS SOLAAR M5 spectrometer. For preparation of standard solutions standards produced by “Titrisol”
(Merck) – Germany were used, the concentration of reference metal content was 1000 ppm.
2.2

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out on a Siemens powder diffractometer model
D500 using CuKa radiation within a 2q angle of diffraction interval of 10-60 degrees. The
identification of the phases was done by means of the JCPDS database of the International Center of
Powder Diffraction Data.
2.3

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies were performed in a VG Escalab II electron
spectrometer using AlKα radiation with energy of 1486.6eV. The residual gas pressure in the analysis
chamber was 10-7 Pa.
2.5 Infrared Spectroscopy (IR)
The IR spectra were recorded in the range of 4000 to 400 cm-1 on a IFS 25 spectrometer (Brűker) with
resolution of less than 2 cm-1. The samples were prepared as tablets from KBr, with content of
investigated samples.
2.6 Adsorption – texture analysis
The determination of the specific surface area and the characterization of the porous texture of the
samples was carried out by nitrogen adsorption at the boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen (77.4 K)
using a conventional volume-measuring apparatus. Before the measurements, the samples were
degassed at 423 K until the residual pressure became lower than 1.333x10-2 Pa. The nitrogen (N2)
adsorption-desorption isotherms were used to calculate the specific surface area (ABET) based on the
BET equation. The total pore volume (Vt) was estimated in accordance with the Gurvich rule at a
relative pressure (P/Po) 0.95.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-ray diffraction analysis of oxide samples show formation of hexagonal structure of ZnO (JCPDS
36-1451). There were not observed peaks of copper and manganese due to very low content of the
dopants, which is in accordance with the work of Abdollahi (2011). The composition, specific surface
area (АBET), the crystallite sizes and pore volumes of ZnO are presented in Table 1. The manganese
and copper content in oxide samples is less than 0.05 wt.% for manganese and less than 0.035 wt.%
for the copper. The specific surface area of the oxides is approximately identical - 24÷25 m2/g for all
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of the samples. Doping does not have influence over the specific surface area of the obtained oxides.
The sizes of crystallites (19÷50 nm) are calculated by Sherer’s equation, using the results from XRD
analysis. Similar results are obtained by Barick (2010) and by Rekha (2010) for Mn doped ZnO –
about 17 nm size, Chauhan (2010) reported about 38 nm crystallites size of Cu doped ZnO sample. IR
and XPS spectroscopy registered only existence of ZnO. The bands registered by IR at 1404 cm −1 and
1562cm−1 are related to Zn-O bond (Barick 2010 and Liu 2008). By XPS the Zn 2p3/2, typical of ZnO,
similar for all samples with maximum at 1021.7 eV has been observed. The O1s peaks are located at
530.3 eV – they are attributed to O2− ions in ZnO crystal lattice. Due to the low concentration of the
transition metal dopants none of them is detected on the surface.
Table 1. Specific surface area, ABET, sizes of crystallites and pore volume (V0.95), of pure and doped
with Mn and Cu ZnO.

Sample

Mn and Cu
concentration,

ABET , m2/g
±3 %

Crystallites
sizes,

V0.95 , cm3/g
±0.001

nm

wt %
±0.001
0.011 Mn/ZnO

0.011

25.2

20

0.041

0.047 Mn/ZnO

0.047

25.3

19

0.038

0.015 Cu/ZnO

0.015

24.8

50

0.049

0.034 Cu/ZnO

0.034

24.9

43

0.039

ZnO

-

27.4

20

0.042

Adsorption-desorption isotherms of ZnO, Mn/ZnO and Cu/ZnO samples are presented in Figures 1, 2
and 3. As it can be seen, the type of the isotherms is similar. The isotherms are from IV type (Barick
2010) with hysteresis loops from type H1 according to IUPAC. This is an indication that pore space is
filled with particles with similar sizes, which are collected in agglomerates. The pores volume is 0.038
÷ 0.05 cm3/g (see table 1).
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Figure 1. Adsorption-desorption isotherm of ZnO
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Figure 2. Adsorption-desorption isotherms of 0.047Mn/ZnO – (1); 0.011Mn/ZnO – (2) samples.
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Figure 3. Adsorption-desorption isotherms of 0.034 Cu/ZnO – (1); 0.015 Cu/ZnO – (2) samples.
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Figure 4. Distribution of pore sizes for sample ZnO
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The results from the analysis of adsorption isotherms and pore size distribution curves (shown in
Figures 1÷6) present the fact, that existence of dopant and its concentration affects the size of initial
aggregates from ZnO particles. That has influence on their order, respectively on intra-aggregate pore
space. The distribution curve of pure ZnO (Fig. 4) shows peak at Rp= 20-25 Å, which most probably
is a result from intra crystallite pores. This peak is with low intensity which shows limited access to
the pores. The intra aggregate pore sizes vary from 40 to 120Å, as indication that intra aggregate pore
space is formed from chaotically connected particles, forming pores with different sizes.
Inclusion of manganese ions in the structure exert influence over porous texture of ZnO and depend
on the exact content of manganese in it. In Fig. 5 it is observed redistribution in the volume of intra
aggregate space for 0.047Mn/ZnO sample. The intra aggregate pores are observed at Rp = 40-80Å.
For 0.011 Mn/ZnO sample pore distribution curve probably shows stronger and chaotic aggregation
compared to the 0.047Mn/ZnO one. That limits access to intra crystallite pores, in comparison with
pure ZnO the number and the size of intra aggregate pores decrease, leading to certain homogeneity
in structuring of intra aggregate space.
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Figure 5. Size distribution of mesopores for 0.047 Mn/ZnO – (1); 0.011Mn/ZnO – (2) samples.
The influence of copper ions over porous texture of ZnO present some differences compared to
manganese ions. For 0.034 Cu/ZnO sample porous texture is analogous to 0.047Mn/ZnO (Fig. 5) –
there is well defined mesopores (Rp =20-25Å) and not clear peak at Rp =40-60 Å. The influence of
copper ions is stronger and different in parallel with Mn ions for 0.015 Cu/ZnO. While the addition of
Mn ions for 0.011Mn/ZnO show tendency to homogeneity in the structure of intra aggregate space.
Contrariwise for 0.015 Cu/ZnO it was observed restructuring of intra aggregate space and partial
restriction of access to intra crystallite space.
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Figure 6. Size distribution of mesopores for 0.034 Cu/ZnO – (1); 0.015 Cu/ZnO – (2) samples.
4.

CONCLUSION

The XRD studies revealed that obtained ZnO, Cu-doped and Mn-doped ZnO have hexagonal wurtzite
structure. The content of Mn in the samples is 0.011 and 0.047 wt. %, content of Cu - 0.015 and 0.034
wt. %. Specific surface area of the oxides is 24 ÷ 25 m2/g, the size of the crystallites is up to 50 nm for
copper doped samples, 20 nm for manganese ones. Adsorption isotherms for all of the investigated
samples are from IV type with hysteresis loops from H1 type. Inclusion of manganese and copper ions
into the structure of zinc oxide influenced the porous texture. The accomplished investigation lead to
conclusion, that the obtained oxides are characterized with texture build of intra crystallite pores and
intra aggregate pores. Pore distribution curves show that doping with Cu and Mn and their
concentration affects both – the size of initial aggregates of the particles ZnO and their ordering.
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DETERMINATION OF HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATION IN SURFACE SOILS
BY ARTIFICIAL TRACTS USING CROSS SECTIONAL ANALYSIS
Aida Sahmurova
Okan University, Department of Environmental Science, Akfırat, 34959. Tuzla/İstanbul

Abstract
In this study, the concentrations of cadmium, lead and chrome were determined in soil samples
collected in and around the Çorlu District in Tekirdağ (Thrace) province, where industry is highly
developed and there are fertile lands for agricultural production. Soil samples collected from 14
agricultural lands have been prepared for analysis through extraction process in a microwave
oven. Heavy metal concentrations have been studied through ICP-OES (Inductively Coupled
Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry). Additionally, physical and chemical characteristics of the
soil have been analysed. Correlation between Cd, Pb and Cr has been specified through physical
and chemical analysis results of soil samples and the results obtained have been statistically
evaluated. We measure the effects of the physical and chemical characteristics on three different
heavy metals using cross sectional regression analysis.
Key words: Heavy metal, Lead, Cadmium, Chrome, Cross-section
1. INTRODUCTION
Heavy metals found within the structure of the chemicals are used in industry and agriculture
accumulates in the soil and, thus, they cause the soil to be polluted. Accumulation of heavy metals
in the soil affects the fertility. Cadmium (Cd) mixes into the soil through different ways. 54-58% of
Cd, which mixes in the soil surface from utilisation of fertilizers, 39-47% of which from
atmosphere and 2-5% of which from sewage, and it is pointed out that total amount of the element
in the soil does not hold importance but the dynamism of the element and the fact that existence of
the element in the soil as organic or inorganic complexes are more important [1]. Cd found in the
sediment beneath the oceans’ bed reaches the soil through raw phosphate and consequently
phosphorous fertilizers. However, the amount of the Cd that mixes in the soil is not definitely
known [2-3].
Every year at least 5 million tons of lead cause lead contamination to increase in our environment
and foods as a result of various usages. The most important cause of contamination is tetraethyl
lead, which is added to petrol with the purpose of improving its octane rating. Therefore, lead
contamination has been observed in the milk of various farm animals that crop on the grasslands
close to motorways [4].
It is stated that 300 ppm Cr exists in the soils of Germany, which are contaminated with mostly 5100 ppm industrial waste water [5]. In Italy, 31-317 ppm Cr has been found on the surface soils of
agricultural lands where iron-steel and electronic industries are located [6]
In Turkey, the Regulation for Soil Contamination Control has delivered maximum concentration
level for total chrome as 100 mg/kg in agricultural soils, which holds the value pH>6 [7]. Chrome
is generally found as +3 value +6 value chrome is commonly used in alutation, electroplating, dye
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pigment and dye works, steel and automobile manufacturing industries +6 value chrome is also
found in nuclear waste of energy establishments [8].
In this study, the concentrations of cadmium, lead and chrome were determined in the soil samples
collected in and around Çorlu District in Tekirdağ (Thrace) province. Then, the effects of the
physical and chemical characteristics on three different heavy metals were measured using cross
sectional regression analysis.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Experimental Methods
Within the scope of the study, with the purpose of determining the dimensions of soil
contamination in and around Çorlu, which possess fertile soils used for agricultural production and
in the areas where industry is intensively located, soil samples were taken from 14 different stations
that may represent soil characteristics between May 2006 and May 2007 within 4 separate periods
as May 2006, September 2006, January 2007 and May 2007. The samples were first air-dried and
then pressed and crushed with the purpose of turning them into homogeneous form from lump
form. After they were dried in a drying oven for 24 hours at 1050C, it was beaten within porcelain
mortar without crushing stone, etc. Various physical and chemical treatments were applied to the
samples, which were filtered with a 2 mm diameter sieve [9]. Through glass electrode pH meter
device from saturated soil-paste [10], through Scheibler calcimetre with (%CaCO3) lime
percentage, total nitrogen (N%) macro-Kjeldahl method [11], through removable phosphor (P%)
Bingham method [12]. Heavy metals in the soils (Cd, Pb, and Cr) have been extracted within the
liquid, which has been prepared in a microwave oven and they have been measured with [13] ICPOES (Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry, Perkin Elmer Optima 2100 DV)
device.
2.1.1. Methodology
This paper considers regression models for cross-section data that exhibit cross-section dependence
due to common shocks, such as macroeconomic shocks. By common shocks, we mean
environmental and health shocks. Andrews [14] quotes that according to him [15] it seems apparent
that common shocks are a likely feature of cross-section economic data. This is true whether the
population units in the cross-section regression are individuals, households, industrial pollution,
plants, and soil. The results of our paper allow for cross-section dependence of various soil species
collected from different stations. These shocks typically are not the same across different
population units. Various soil species are different according to their physical and chemical
characteristics. In the extreme, some common shocks may have no affect on some population units.
A standard model of panel data set composed of cross sectional and time series units can be
specified as follows:
yit = xitbit + eit

(1)

where i = 1, 2, ....., N refers to a cross-section unit (individual), and t = 1, 2, ...., T refers to time
period. yit and xit are the dependent variable and the vector of non-stochastic explanatory variables
for individual i at time t, respectively. bit are unknown coefficients that are assumed to vary with
respect to individuals and time, and eit is the error term. The restrictive assumptions on these
coefficients lead to various models. In our paper, we estimate the cross-sectional regressions, which
can be given as follows:
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Cdi = αi+ β′Xi + ui
(2)
where dependent variable Cdi (mg/kg) denotes heavy metal. Xi is the independent variables, which
are pH, total salt, phosphor, CaCO3, organic substance and nitrogen. ui is an unobserved scalar
error. βi are unknown coefficients that vary with respect to individuals. The restrictive assumptions
on these coefficients lead to various models. The model given by equation (2) is estimated for 14
different stations including soil species.
Pbi = αi+ β′Xi + ui
(3)
where dependent variable Pbi(mg/kg) denotes heavy metal Xi are the independent variables which
are pH, total salt, phosphor, CaCO3, organic substance and nitrogen. ui is an unobserved scalar
error. For the model given by equation (3) the cross sectional units are 14 different stations
including soil species.
Cri = αi+ β′Xi + ui
(4)
where dependent variable Cri(mg/kg) denotes heavy metal. Xi is the independent variables, which
are pH, total salt, phosphor, CaCO3, organic substance and nitrogen. ui is an unobserved scalar
error.
2.2. Results and Discussion
The effects of the physical and chemical characteristics on three different heavy metals’
concentrations were determined. All regressions are undertaken using Eviews 6 program. In all
regressions, the cross sectional units are 14 different stations including soil species.
As a result of the analyses carried out, it has been observed that soil samples contain a pH value
varying between light acid and light alkene but they are lime-poor and do not have any problem of
salt. Also, 42% of the soil samples are humic soil (2-4%), and 58% of soil samples are humus-poor
(1-2%)
It has also been observed that Cd content of the sample soils are between 0 and 2.44 mg/kg, Pb
content is between 12.15 and 181.5 mg/kg, Cr content is between 10.13 and 150.1 mg/kg.
2.2.1. Cd Heavy Metal Levels Measured in May 2006 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Cd heavy metal levels measured in may 2006 using the independent
variables such as pH, total salt, phosphor, CaCO3, organic substance and nitrogen are shown in

table1.
Table1.
Cr Measured in May 2006
Dependent Variable: CrMay2006
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable
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Coefficient

Std.

t-

c

0.164

0.500

0.328

0.743

trend

0.152

0.011

13.26

0.000

pH

-0.333

0.079

-4.202

0.000
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Totalsalt

2.568

0.322

7.957

0.000

Phosfor

-0.021

0.002

-8.662

0.000

Nitrogen

32.24

4.213

7.653

0.000

CaC03

0.538

0.116

4.637

0.000

Ors

-0.755

0.105

-7.140

0.000

R-squared

0.590

Mean dependent

0.214

Adjusted R-squared

0.575

S.D. dependent

0.635

S.E. of regression

0.414

Akaike info

1.115

Sum squared resid

32.25

Schwarz criterion

1.248

-101.28

Hannan-Quinn

1.169

F-statistic

38.766

Durbin-Watson

2.044

Prob(F-statistic)

0.0000

Log likelihood

CdMay2006=0.16+0.15trend-0.33pH+2.56Totalsalt-0.02phosphor+32.24Nitrogen+0.53CaCO30.75Ors
(5)
where CdMay2006 shows the Cd(mg/kg) level measured in May 2006 and Ors denotes organic
substance in equation (5). In Model 1 all variables are found to be significant. The goodness-of-fit
statistics are reported in Table 1, which are adjusted R square, sum of error of regression, Durbin
Watson statistics for autocorrelation. Adjusted R-square indicates that physical and chemical
characteristics explain 59% of the variation in Cd (mg/kg) heavy metal measured in May 2006. The
sum of errors of regression for Model 1 is found to be 0.41, which is quite low. Durbin Watson test
statistics for autocorrelation is found to be 2.044 indicating no autocorrelation for this model.
According to model 1 Cd heavy metal level measured in May 2006 is affected positively by trend,
total salt, nitrogen and CaCO3 variables. However, it is affected negatively by pH and phosphor
variables. Nitrogen variable is the most effective variable on Cd heavy metal measurement level,
since its coefficient is found to be the 32.24.
2.2.1.1.Cd Heavy Metal Levels Measured in September 2006 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Cd heavy metal levels measured in September 2006 using the
independent variables explanatory variables such as pH, total salt, phosphor, CaCO3, organic
substance and nitrogen are shown in table 2.
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Table2.
Cr Measured in September 2006
Dependent Variable: CrSep2006
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable

Coefficient

Std.

t-Statistic

Prob.

c

-0.457

0.23

-1.907

0.057

trend

-0.002

0.00

-0.448

0.654

pH

0.040

0.03

1.056

0.291

Totalsalt

-0.431

0.15

-2.791

0.005

Phosfor

0.007

0.00

5.996

0.000

Nitrogen

26.43

2.01

13.09

0.000

CaC03

-0.103

0.05

-1.865

0.063

Ors

-0.740

0.05

-14.58

0.000

R-squared

0.895

Mean dependent

0.167

Adjusted R-squared

0.892

S.D. dependent

0.604

S.E. of regression

0.198

Akaike info

-0.355

Sum squared resid

7.408

Schwarz criterion

-0.222

Log likelihood

42.87

Hannan-Quinn

-0.301

231.17

Durbin-Watson

1.467

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.000

CdSep2006=-0.457-0.002trend+0.04pH-0.431Totalsalt+0.007phosphor+26.43Nitrogen0.103CaCO3-0.74Ors
(6)
where CdSep2006 shows the Cd(mg/kg) level measured in September 2006 and Ors denotes
organic substance in equation (6). In Model 2, total salt, phosphor, nitrogen, CaCO3 and ors
variables are found to be statistically significant at 5% significance level. The goodness-of-fit
statistics reported in Table 2 suggest that R-square is 0.89. Therefore, physical and chemical
characteristics explain 89% of the variation in Cd (mg/kg) heavy metal measured in September
2006. The sum of errors of regression for Model 2 is found to be 0.19, which is lower than that of
Model 1. Model 2 is found to be a better description of Cd(mg/kg) heavy metal measurements than
Model 1. According to model 2, Cd heavy metal level measured in September 2006 is affected
positively by pH, phosphor and nitrogen levels. This finding contrasts with the findings of Model 1,
where Cd measurement level is affected positively pH and phosfor levels. Cd(mg/kg) heavy metal
measurements are affected negatively by trend, total salt, CaCO3 and ors variables. Similarly,
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nitrogen is found to be the most effective variable on Cd heavy metal measurement level, since its
coefficient is found to be 26.43.
2.3. Cd Heavy Metal Levels Measured in May 2007 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Cd heavy metal levels measured in May 2007 using the independent
variables explanatory variables such as pH, total salt, phosphor, CaCO3, organic substance and
nitrogen are shown in table 3.
Table3.
Cr Measured in May 2007
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable

Coefficient

Std.

t-Statistic

Prob.

c

-5.136

0.40

-12.76

0.00

trend

0.012

0.00

1.598

0.16

pH

0.755

0.06

11.82

0.00

Totalsalt

-0.312

0.25

-1.204

0.22

Phosfor

0.028

0.00

14.58

0.00

Nitrogen

-32.37

3.38

-9.557

0.00

CaC03

-0.860

0.09

-9.209

0.00

Ors

0.477

0.08

5.611

0.00

R-squared

0.666

Mean dependent

0.280

Adjusted R-squared

0.654

S.D. dependent

0.566

S.E. of regression

0.333

Akaike info

0.678

Sum squared resid

20.85

Schwarz criterion

0.812

-58.53

Hannan-Quinn

0.733

F-statistic

53.76

Durbin-Watson

2.961

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000

Log likelihood

CdMay2007=-5.136+0.012trend+0.755pH-0.312Totalsalt+0.028phosphor-32.37Nitrogen0.86CaCO3+0.477Ors
(7)
where CdMay2007 shows the Cd (mg/kg) level measured in May 2007 and Ors denotes organic
substance in equation (7). In Model 3, other than total salt level, all variables are found to be
statistically significant. The goodness-of-fit statistics reported in Table 3 suggest that R-square is
0.66. So that physical and chemical characteristics explain 66% of the variation in Cd(mg/kg)
heavy metal measured in May 2007. The sum of errors of regression for Model 3 is found to be
0.33.
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According to Model 3, Cd heavy metal level measured in May 2007 is affected positively by pH,
phosphor and organic substance levels, whereas it is affected negatively by total salt, nitrogen and
CaCO3 levels. Still, nitrogen is the most effective variable for determining Cd measurements, which
took place in May 2007.
2.4. Pb Heavy Metal Levels Measured in May 2006 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Pb heavy metal levels measured in May 2006 using the physical and
chemical characteristics as independent variables are presented in table 4.
Table4.
Pb Measured in May 2006
Dependent Variable: PbMay2006
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable

Coefficient

Std.

t-Statistic

Prob.

c

75.48

18.4

4.083

0.0001

trend

1.601

0.42

3.775

0.0002

pH

-13.39

2.93

-4.566

0.00

Totalsalt

78.60

11.9

6.595

0.00

Phosfor

-0.413

0.09

-4.580

0.00

Nitrogen

494.9

155.

3.181

0.0017

CaC03

29.95

4.29

6.982

0.00

Ors

-3.654

3.90

-0.934

0.351

R-squared

0.499

Mean dependent

49.110

Adjusted R-squared

0.481

S.D. dependent

21.236

S.E. of regression

15.29

Akaike info

8.3330

Schwarz criterion

8.4668

-808.63

Hannan-Quinn

8.3872

F-statistic

26.83

Durbin-Watson

1.3181

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000

Sum squared resid
Log likelihood

43987.48

PbMay2006=75.48-1.6trend-13.29pH+78.6Totalsalt-0.413phosphor+494.9Nitrogen+29.95CaCO33.65Ors
(8)
where PbMay2006 shows the Pb (mg/kg) level measured in May 2006 and Ors denotes organic
substance in equation (8). In Model 4 other than ors level, all variables are found to be statistically
significant. R-square indicates that physical and chemical characteristics explain 49% of the
variation in Pb (mg/kg) heavy metal measured in May 2006. The sum of errors of regression for
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Model 5 is found to be 15.29. According to Model 4 Pb heavy metal level measured in May 2006 is
affected positively and very effectively by total salt, nitrogen and CaCO 3 variables, whereas pH,
phosphorus and organic substance levels affect it negatively. Nitrogen and total salt are found to be
most important variables affecting Pb levels.
2.5. Pb Heavy Metal Levels Measured in September 2006 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Pb heavy metal levels measured in September 2006 using the
physical and chemical characteristics as independent variables are presented in table 5.

Table5.
Pb Measured in September 2006
Dependent Variable: PbSep2006
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable

Coefficien

Std.

t-Statistic

Prob.

c

242.62

42.8

5.662

0.00

trend

-4.7397

0.98

-4.820

0.00

pH

-8.8363

6.80

-1.299

0.195

Total salt

-62.694

27.6

-2.269

0.024

Phosphor

0.9756

0.20

4.667

0.00

Nitrogen

-1519.27

360.

-4.212

0.00

CaC03

-22.343

9.94

-2.246

0.025

Ors

2.2201

9.06

0.245

0.806

R-squared

0.363

Mean dependent

67.24

Adjusted R-squared

0.339

S.D. dependent

43.64

Akaike info

10.01

S.E. of regression

35.460

Sum squared resid

236405.7

Schwarz criterion

10.148

Log likelihood

-973.440

Hannan-Quinn

10.068

F-statistic

15.350

Durbin-Watson

2.7307

Prob(F-statistic)

0.0000

PbSep2006=242.62-4.73trend-8.83pH-62.69Totalsalt-0.97phosphor-1519.27Nitrogen22.34CaCO3+2.22Ors

(9)

where PbSep2006 shows the Pb (mg/kg) level measured in September 2006 and Ors denotes
organic substance in equation (9). In Model 5 other than pH and ors variables, all variables are
found to be statistically significant. R-square indicates that physical and chemical characteristics
explain 36% of the variation in Pb (mg/kg) heavy metal measured in September 2006. The sum of
errors of regression for Model 5 is found to be 35.46. According to model 5 Pb heavy metal level
measured in September 2006 is affected positively by phosphorus and ors levels, on the other hand
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it is affected negatively by pH, total salt, nitrogen and CaCO3 variables. Similar to Model 4
nitrogen and total salt are found to be most important variables affecting Pb levels.
3. Pb Heavy Metal Levels Measured in January 2007 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Pb heavy metal levels measured in January 2007 using the physical
and chemical characteristics as independent variables are presented in Table 6.
Table 6.
Pb Measured in January 2007
Dependent Variable: PbJan2007
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable

Coefficient

Std.

t-Statistic

Prob.

c

1.659

15.0

0.109

0.912

trend

-0.772

0.34

-2.231

0.026

pH

2.160

2.39

0.902

0.368

Totalsalt

78.42

9.72

8.061

0.000

Phosfor

-0.113

0.07

-1.543

0.124

Nitrogen

-149.95

126.

-1.180

0.239

CaC03

7.687

3.50

2.195

0.029

Ors

3.664

3.19

1.148

0.252

R-squared

0.643

Mean dependent

53.1

Adjusted R-squared

0.630

S.D. dependent

20.53

S.E. of regression

12.48

Akaike info

7.926

Sum squared resid

29306.2

Schwarz criterion

8.060

Log likelihood

-768.81

Hannan-Quinn

7.981

48.488

Durbin-Watson

1.702

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.000

PbJan2007=1.659-0.772trend+2.16pH+78.42Totalsalt-0.113phosphor-149.95Nitrogen7.68CaCO3+3.664Ors
(10)
where PbJan2007 shows the Pb (mg/kg) level measured in January 2007 and Ors denotes organic
substance in equation (10). In Model 6 trend, total salt and CaCO3 variables are found to be
statistically significant. R-square indicates that physical and chemical characteristics explain 64%
of the variation in Pb (mg/kg) heavy metal measured in January 2007. The sum of errors of
regression for Model 6 is found to be 12.48. According to model 6 Pb heavy metal level measured
in January 2007 is affected positively by pH, total salt, CaCO3 and Ors, on the other hand it is
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affected negatively by trend, phosphor and nitrogen variables. Total salt is found to be most
important variable affecting Pb levels significantly.
3.1.Pb Heavy Metal Levels Measured in May 2007 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Pb heavy metal levels measured in May 2007 using the physical and
chemical characteristics as independent variables are presented in table7.
Table 7.
Pb Measured in May 2007
Dependent Variable: PbMay2007
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable

Coefficien

Std.

t-Statistic

Prob.

c

36.12

15.49

2.331

0.02

trend

-0.975

0.355

-2.742

0.006

pH

-2.924

2.459

-1.189

0.23

Totalsalt

72.01

9.991

7.207

0.00

Phosfor

-0.105

0.075

-1.397

0.164

Nitrogen

-67.31

130.4

-0.516

0.606

CaC03

11.84

3.596

3.293

0.001

Ors

-0.348

3.276

-0.106

0.915

R-squared

0.593

Mean dependent var

45.75

Adjusted R-squared

0.578

S.D. dependent var

19.75

S.E. of regression

12.82

Akaike info criterion

7.980

Sum squared resid

30913.3

Schwarz criterion

8.114

Log likelihood

-774.0

Hannan-Quinn

8.034

F-statistic

39.241

Durbin-Watson stat

2.044

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000

PbMay2007=36.12-0.975trend-2.924pH+72.01Totalsalt-0.105phosphor -67.31Nitrogen11.84CaCO3-0.593Ors
(11)
where PbMay2007 shows the Pb (mg/kg) level measured in May 2007 and Ors denotes organic
substance in equation (11). In Model 7 trend, total salt and CaCO3 variables are found to be
statistically significant. R-square indicates that physical and chemical characteristics explain 59%
of the variation in Pb (mg/kg) heavy metal measured in January 2007. The sum of errors of
regression for Model 7 is found to be 12.82. According to Model 7 Pb heavy metal level measured
in May 2007 is affected positively by total salt and CaCO3, on the other hand it is affected
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negatively by pH, trend, phosphor, ors and nitrogen variables. Total salt is found to be most
important variable affecting Pb levels significantly.
3.1.1.Cr Heavy Metal Levels Measured in May 2006 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Cr heavy metal levels measured in May 2006 using the physical and
chemical characteristics as independent variables are presented in table 8.
Table 8.
Cr Measured in May 2006
Dependent Variable: CrMay2006
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable

Coefficien
t
81.00

Std.
Error
23.54

t-Statistic
3.439

0.0007

trend

0.474

0.540

0.877

0.38

pH

-10.96

3.737

-2.934

0.0038

Totalsalt

51.48

15.18

3.390

0.0008

Phosfor

-0.410

0.114

-3.573

0.0004

Nitrogen

541.9

198.2

2.734

0.0069

CaC03

25.458

5.466

4.657

0.00

Ors

-10.58

4.979

-2.125

0.0348

c

Prob.

R-squared

0.216

Mean dependent var

38.510

Adjusted R-squared

0.187

S.D. dependent var

21.622

S.E. of regression

19.48

Akaike info criterion

8.8174

Sum squared resid

71403.3

Schwarz criterion

8.9512

Log likelihood

-856.11

Hannan-Quinn
criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

8.8716

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

7.4358

1.6945

0.000

CrMay2006=81+0.474trend-10.96pH+51.48Totalsalt-0.41Phosfor+541.48Nitrogen+25.45CaCO310.58Ors
(12)
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where CrMay2006 shows the Cr (mg/kg) level measured in May 2006 and Ors denotes organic
substance in equation (12). In Model 8 other than trend all variables are found to be statistically
significant. R-square indicates that physical and chemical characteristics explain 21% of the
variation in Cr (mg/kg) heavy metal measured in May 2006. The sum of errors of regression for
Model 8 is found to be 19.48. According to Model 8 Cr heavy metal level measured in May 2006 is
affected positively by total salt, trend and nitrogen, while it is affected negatively by pH, phosphor
and ors variables. Nitrogen, total salt and CaCO3 are found to be most important variables affecting
Cr levels.
3.2.1. Cr Heavy Metal Levels Measured in September 2006 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Cr heavy metal levels measured in September 2006 using the
physical and chemical characteristics as independent variables are presented in table 9.
Table 9.
Cr Measured in September 2006
Dependent Variable: CrSep2006
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable

Coefficien

Std.

t-Statistic

Prob.

c

3.426

35.76

0.095

0.92

trend

-2.956

0.820

-3.603

0.0004

pH

11.35

5.675

2.000

0.04

Totalsalt

-34.15

23.06

-1.481

0.140

Phosfor

0.446

0.174

2.557

0.011

Nitrogen

752.2

301.03

2.499

0.013

CaC03

-17.19

8.301

-2.071

0.039

Ors

-31.41

7.562

-4.153

0.000

R-squared

0.407

Mean dependent var

52.04

Adjusted R-squared

0.385

S.D. dependent var

37.74

S.E. of regression

29.59

Akaike info criterion

9.653

Schwarz criterion

9.786

Hannan-Quinn

9.707

Durbin-Watson stat

1.148

Sum squared resid
Log likelihood

164669.9
-938.0

F-statistic

18.44

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000

CrSep2006=3.426-2.95trend+11.35pH-34.15Totalsalt+0.446Phospor+752.2Nitrogen-17.19CaCO331.41Ors
(13)
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where CrSep2006 shows the Cr (mg/kg) level measured in September 2006 and Ors denotes
organic substance in equation (13). In Model 9 other than total salt all variables are found to be
statistically significant. R-square indicates that physical and chemical characteristics explain 40%
of the variation in Cr (mg/kg) heavy metal measured in September 2006. The sum of errors of
regression for Model 9 is found to be 29.59. According to Model 9, Cr heavy metal level measured
in September 2006 is affected positively by pH, phosphor and nitrogen, while it is affected
negatively by trend, total salt, CaCO3 and ors variables. Nitrogen, total salt and Ors are found to be
most important variables affecting Cr levels in this period.
3.2.2. Cr Heavy Metal Levels Measured in January 2007 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Cr heavy metal levels measured in January 2007 using the physical
and chemical characteristics as independent variables are presented in table 10.
Table 10. Cr Measured in January 2007
Dependent Variable: CrJan2007
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable

Coefficien

Std.

t-Statistic

c

36.37

7.211

5.043

0.00

trend

-1.521

0.165

-9.197

0.00

pH

-1.075

1.144

-0.939

0.348

Total salt

29.51

4.650

6.347

0.00

Phosphor

-0.262

0.035

-7.454

0.00

Nitrogen

245.8

60.70

4.049

0.0001

CaC03

12.30

1.674

7.353

0.00

Ors

-3.666

1.524

-2.404

0.017

R-squared

0.811

Mean dependent var

34.30

Adjusted R-squared

0.803

S.D. dependent var

13.47

S.E. of regression

5.968

Akaike info criterion

6.450

Sum squared resid

6696.09

Schwarz criterion

6.584

Log likelihood

-624.16

Hannan-Quinn

6.504

Durbin-Watson stat

1.567

F-statistic

115.2

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000

CrJan2007=36.37-1.521trend-1.075pH+29.51Totalsalt0.262Phospor+245.8Nitrogen+12.30CaCO3-3.666Ors
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where CrJan2007 shows the Cr (mg/kg) level measured in January 2007 and Ors denotes organic
substance in equation (14). In Model 10, other than pH variables are found to be statistically
significant. R-square indicates that physical and chemical characteristics explain 81% of the
variation in Cr (mg/kg) heavy metal measured in January 2007. The sum of errors of regression for
Model 10 is found to be 5.96, which shows that this model is a quite good fit. According to Model
10, Cr heavy metal level measured in January 2007 is affected positively by total salt, nitrogen and
CaCO3, while it is affected negatively by trend, pH, phospor ors variables. Nitrogen and total salt
are found to be most important variables affecting Cr levels in this period.
3.3. Cr Heavy Metal Levels Measured in May 2007 and Its Determinants
The OLS results of estimating Cr heavy metal levels measured in May 2007 using the physical and
chemical characteristics as independent variables are presented in table 11.
Table 11. Cr Measured in May 2007
Dependent Variable: CrMay2007
Method: Pooled Least Squares
Cross-sections included: 14
Total pool (balanced) observations: 196
Variable

Coefficien

Std.

t-Statistic

c

-5.903

13.60

-0.433

0.66

trend

-2.014

0.312

-6.451

0.00

pH

6.219

2.159

2.879

0.004

Totalsalt

45.02

8.774

5.130

0.00

Phosfor

-0.079

0.066

-1.200

0.23

Nitrogen

-273.0

114.5

-2.383

0.01

CaC03

-0.608

3.158

-0.192

0.84

Ors

5.590

2.877

1.942

0.05

R-squared

0.658

Mean dependent var

40.71

Adjusted R-squared

0.646

S.D. dependent var

18.92

S.E. of regression

11.26

Akaike info criterion

7.720

Schwarz criterion

7.854

Sum squared resid
Log likelihood

23842.9
-748.6

F-statistic

51.85

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000

Prob.

Hannan-Quinn

7.7748

Durbin-Watson stat

1.4056

CrMay2007=-5.903-2.014trend+6.219pH+45.02Totalsalt-0.079Phospor-273Nitrogen0.608CaCO3+5.59Ors
(15)
where CrMay2007 shows the Cr(mg/kg) level measured in May 2007 and Ors denotes organic
substance in equation (15). In Model 11, other than phosphor and CaCO3, all variables are found to
be statistically significant. R-square indicates that physical and chemical characteristics explain
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65% of the variation in Cr (mg/kg) heavy metal measured in May 2007. The sum of errors of
regression for Model 10 is found to be 11.26. According to model 11 Cr heavy metal level
measured in May 2007 is affected positively by pH, total salt and ors, while it is affected negatively
by trend, phosphor, nitrogen, CaCO3 variables. Nitrogen and total salt are found to be most
important variables affecting Cr levels in this period.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In general, Cd, Pb and Cr contamination in the soil samples has not been observed in such a way
that they can create a risk. However, excessive limit value from time to time and obtaining results,
which are very close to permitted values, can be considered an indication that contamination has
began within the soil’s ecosystem.
The fact that textile, leather, automotive, and metal, chemical, cellulose and paper-carton industries,
which enable Cd, Pb and Cr elements to be absorbed, are located in the region can be considered as
the cause of observing contamination in Cd, Pb and Cr concentrations in surface soils of the region.
Another reason of Cd, Pb and Cr concentration rise in surface soils of the region and that they
exceed the limit values are probably the chemicals that are used in industry, and residues of heavy
metals within agricultural fertilizers used in agricultural activities in the region where agriculture is
the main source of income and which possesses fertile soils, and also residue of pesticide, which is
used previously but is prohibited later can create contamination in the soil.
Among the reasons of high level of Pb concentration, in the sample soils taken from the agricultural
lands that are closer to vehicle traffic, lead-rich exhaust gas contamination resulting from the burn
of Pb-alkyl added petrol used in the previous years can be suggested.
Among the sample points specified in the research region, there are paper, textile and leather
industries. It can be suggested that Cr contamination level has risen due to intensive emissions to
occur within the periods in which production has increased. It can also be suggested that Cr
concentration rises due to heavy metals that agricultural fertilizers used in the region contain. We
can also suggest that Cr found in the waste is contaminated in the soil resulting from thoughtless
storage of industrial waste, which has formed due to non-existence of regular solid waste storage
area in the region where the research and study are being carried out. For all measurement dates,
nitrogen is found to be the main determinant for Cd heavy metal measurements. To sum up the
results of the estimations for the measurements made in May and September 2006, nitrogen and
total salt are found to be the main determinants of Pb levels, whereas for the measurements made in
January and May 2007, total salt is found to be the main factors for Pb heavy metal measurements.
To sum up the results of the estimations for Cr measurements, we observed that for the
measurements made in May 2006 in addition to nitrogen and total salt, CaCO3 variable is found to
be the main determinants in this period. For the measurement made in September 2006 in addition
to nitrogen and total salt, ors is found to be the main determinant of Cr heavy metal for this period.
Finally, for the measurement made in January and May 2007 the common variables nitrogen and
total salt are found to be the most important factors affecting Cr levels.
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THE ROUTE OF THE MOVING OF THE OVERLAND TRANSPORT FACILITY
CORRECTION ON BASE AGGREGATION OF ALGORITHM OF THE PROCESSING
RADIONAVIGACION DATA AND ANALYSIS OF THE SCENES
Evdokimov Aleksey O., Zuev Aleksey V.,
Povolzhskiy state technological university, Yoshkar-Ola city, Federation of Russia

Abstract
The modern complex of the navigational facilities is considered which enables to get the data about
location of the mobile object, its speed and acceleration, to compare with cartographic information, to
define the point of the route, to take the decision on parameter of the further motion. The results of
nature experiment for different climatic period depending on the temperature of the air, atmospheric
pressure, rainfall, moisture of the air are presented. In accordance with the simplest algorithm of
aggregation it is provided the use at the outlet of navigational complex of the coordinates and the
speed of satellite radio navigation systems at its normal work and the information of the isolated
system under inoperability of satellite radio navigation systems.
Key words: recognition of the image, radio navigation, route of the motion.

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE MODERN NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT
The Modern navigational equipment presents itself symbiosis of the satellite system of the positioning,
modern radio communication and electronic cartography, allows to define the location and the speed
of the transport facility, to calculate the distances, to lay the routes and to trace their observance, to get
the references about cartographic object. Herewith the required accuracy is found at a rate of group of
ten of the meters that allows in some cases to use satellite radio navigation system (SRNS) as main
means to navigations. The Realization of the systems to navigations of completely autonomous
transport facilities is controlled by a variety of reasons, one of which is that the use of SRNS GPS is
complicated by possibility of purposive crudely of system data above that or other region, depending
on external policy of the situation. Herewith, the questions of integration with the other facility gain
the importance, in particular, with inertial navigational system (INS) technical vision system (STZ).
Increasing of the accuracy of measuring information from SRNS expects the study of inaccuracy and
the following their algorithmic compensation on base of the collation with the data got from other
measuring systems [1-3]. In given work the questions of increasing of the accuracy of the navigational
systems, functioning in different mode on base of the compensation of different factors, influencing
upon noise-immunity of radio navigation signal, as well as collations to navigational information with
data from sensors of the technical vision system are considered.
1.2 THE AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION MODEL
When driving the transport facility on hard given route, for instance, in the event of fasten to road
network, installation of the route is executed beforehand with provision of the goals solved by
autonomous transport facility. With this, the system of the shaping the route must take into account the
possibility of the origin obstacle on way of the following of the transport facility (TS) and provide the
possibility of their pass-by with the following most quick return on route. In this situation the effective
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algorithms can be received on the base complex navigational information and march, worked out in
theories of the processing the scenes.
For building of the models of autonomous navigation is offered to use three levels of navigation. The
First level is a system of the satellite positioning, defining the position TS on the map. Usually the
map of satellite navigation presents itself the earl. The System of the satellite positioning defines, on
what rib of the earl is found TS at the moment. By means of this level is defined global position of TS:
city, street etc. In the same way, the first level creates the array of the checkpoints, through which
must pass TS. The Given array is a coordinate of the top of the map earl. Algorithms of searching the
way are used for searching for of these tops in earl such as wave algorithm and algorithm А*.
The Second level to navigations is a system of the technical vision of the car, using as sensor laser
scanner or video cameras. By means of this level is built card surrounding world, and is in the same
way is found way to the next checkpoint. On given level is impossible to use the algorithms of
searching for the way on earl, in view of absence of the whole map surrounding world, but in the same
way in view of possibility not forecasting motion an element of the world.
The Third level is a managerial system TS. The mechanism of the gearshift pertain to such system,
tumbling meat loaf, checking TS size. The Given level defines the complex a tumbling TS for
determination of the correct path of the motion and the following achievement of the checkpoint, but
in the same way orientation in limited space.
1.3 THE REALIZATION OF THE FIRST LEVEL OF NAVIGATION
The Realization of first level of navigation is realized through systems of GPS navigation. The
Program for satellite navigation builds the way on top of earls of the map. The Data of the system
return the set of the checkpoints, motion on which is realized by means of the second and third level.
The Checkpoints are found by means of algorithm of searching for of the way in earl. It Is expected
that duty of the calculation of the route on earl completely lies to system of the navigations.
1.4 THE REALIZATION SECOND LEVEL TO NAVIGATIONS
The Result of the functioning second level navigational system is broken, bending around obstacles on
way to checkpoint. On given moment exists the row an algorithm on finding of the way between two
points such as А* or wave algorithm. Impossibility of the use one of them for decision of the
put(deliver)ed task is conditioned that that all known algorithms given class search for the way on
ready card, containing whole information on obstacle. In given task whole card to terrain not known,
and there is information on that impenetrable point only, which were received as a result of scans from
the current point of the position TS. So preliminary laying of the best-route turns out to be the
impossible.
One of the main of the tasks to navigations autonomous TS is a revealing the passable zones - an area
to surfaces, on which possible motion TS, but in the same way global positioning.
The Sidebar impenetrable point is built by scans by lazer sensor with at a walk 0,1о. If scan ray got
through checkpoint, which is considered that point is found right in field of vision, and possible follow
to her stright. Otherwise follows to research the way of the pass-by of the obstacle on way before
endpoint of the route.
The Following at a walk is a determination of the breakup in sidebar of the obstacle. The Certificate of
the breakup is a far cry between nearby point of the sidebar. Hereinafter follows to define, to what
from two breakups follows to move.
After finding of the following point of the route, possible proceed with realization of the complex
manoeuvre for his (its) achievements.
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1.5 THE REALIZATION THIRD LEVEL TO NAVIGATIONS
For development of the complex of the methods on determination of the correct path necessary to
define the notion TS.
The Notion TS, must possess the following characteristic:
1. The Size.
2. The Issue, back (R) or anteroom (D).
3. The Radius of the tumbling.
4. The Corner of the current u-turn comparatively begin global coordinates;
but in the same way following methods:
1. Motion on circumferences. Depending on issues, on sentry or counterclockwise.
2. Motion straight.
The First that necessary to identify, this direction of the u-turn - to the right or to the left.
After determination of the direction of the tumbling, follows to define, possible u-turn in given
direction i.e. no on way of the impenetrable point.
If at least one of these point is an impenetrable issue is changed on opposite.
If during complex previous manoeuvre corner of the direction TS, has complied with углом of the
deflection of the following point, that TS has taken the necessary orientation to move to the following
point straight, in such event issue is switched on front. But during complex manoeuvre following point
could disappear from field of vision TS in this case algorithm of the redefining of the following point
is started. In any event with each iteration of the algorithm TS will approach to given to point.

2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 THE ANALYSIS RADIO NAVIGATION TO INFORMATION
The Influence of the temperature on noise-immunity radio navigation signal. The Measurements were
conducted at winter period, month - a February. The Volume experimental data has formed the order
40320 reports. We Control, as change of importance of the temperature of the air in приземном layer
influences upon quality of the signal. Four days shall choose For comparison with different
importances of the temperature (3, 14, 22 and February 26), differring at the average on 50 S. Graphs
of the change of importance S/N in the course of time at miscellaneous to temperature for fcompanion
(satellite) 21 (GPS) c frequency L1 (1575,42 MHZ) and L2 (1227,60 MHZ) are brought on figure 1.
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Figure 1. The graphs of the change of S/N meanings over the time at different temperature
for satellites № 21 frequencys L1 и L2
Valuing got results, possible do the following conclusion: change the temperature of the air in under
terrestrial layer influences on noise-immunity radio navigation signal. Reduction of the temperature at
winter period enlarges the attitude S/N. Moreover change the temperature from -50 С before -150
With has brought about improvement quality satellite feed in for system GPS on 0,57 db and 0,7 db
accordingly. This can be connected with that that amount decreases because of reduction of the
temperature and intensity natural noise, but accordingly and hindrances.
2.2 THE INFLUENCE OF THE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ON NOISE-IMMUNITY RADIO
NAVIGATION SIGNAL
We shall Analyse the influence of the atmospheric pressure on noiseproof factor radio navigation
signal. The Analysis was conducted for three different importances of the atmospheric pressure
moreover the temperature of the air in at land layer alike and forms (-130С) - (-140С), presence of the
precipitation are absent.The Graphs of the change relations S/N in the course of time under different
importance of the atmospheric pressure for fcompanion (satellite) 21 (GPS) c frequency L1 and L2 are
brought on figure 2.

Figure 2. The graphs of the change of relations S/N over the time at different meaning of tension for
satellite № 21 with frequency L1 и L2
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On the grounds of got experimental data and built on him empirical models get that attitude S/N for
radio navigation signal practically is not changed with change of importance of the atmospheric
pressure.
2.3 THE INFLUENCE RAINFALL ON NOISE-IMMUNITY RADIO NAVIGATION SIGNAL
The Degree of the weakening radio of wave in setting depends on their water, sizes of the drop. The
least weakening exists in mist, the most in rain. Oblaka influence upon weakening radio of the signal
in the same way, either as mists, t. e. weakening pro rata water, and only powerful cumulous and rain
cloud powerfully weaken the signals because of greater sizes of the drop in them. The Weakening
radio of the wave at fallout of the hail usually much less, than in the event of fallout rain same water.
The Signals reflected from snow, hang from intensity of the snow (water), sizes snowflake and mainly
from presence on them layer of water (has ed). Under low temperature reflected from snow signals
much weakly signal from rain equal water. The Reflected signals from wet snow more, than signals
from rain equal intensity. This is explained that that reflecting surface of the wet snow more, than drop
with such amount of water, but electric permeability his(its) ed surfaces is such for drop rain. Dry
snow has electric permeability in groups of ten once smaller, than water in consequence of which he
weakly reflects radio of wave [5].Within the framework of study for estimation of noise-immunity
radio navigation signal as precipitation were taken into account intensities of the fallout rain and snow.
In process of the experiment importance rain has formed 3.3 mm/ch. This importance pertains to level
of the moderate precipitation [6].The Results of the study for companion (satellite) 2 (GPS) and
frequency L1 and L2 are brought on figure 3.

Figure. 3. The graphs of the change of S/N meanings over the time for satellite №2
with frequency L1 и L2
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Figure 4. The graphs of the change of S/N meanings over the time for satellite №7
with frequency L1 и L2

The Called on experiments have shown that at presence of the precipitation attitude S/N falls. This
effect possible to explain that that precipitation(draft) (the rain, mist, snow) weaken the signal. Than
intensive precipitation (draft), that more weakening of the signal. Also noticeably that at rain signal
weakens more, than during snow. Possible here plays the role linear polarization (horizontal or
vertical). The Drop of water as optical lens declines, or rotates the vector to polarizations. But such
drop at rain, much. For system GPS signal during rain weakens at the average on 7 Db.
2.4 THE INFLUENCE TO MOISTURE ON NOISE-IMMUNITY RADIO NAVIGATION SIGNAL
The dependencies of the influence were built In the course of experiment to moisture on attitude
signal/noise for year. Partly graphs of the change relations signal/noise are in the course of time
brought on figure 5.

Figure 5 The graph of relations signal/noise frequency L1 и L2 for 02.06.12 on satellite 7
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Figure 6 The graph of relations signal/noise frequency L1 и L2 for 18.10.12
on satellite 25 at humidity 58%

The dependencies S/N were built In the course of the further experiment, for year, under different
moisture from which follows that when change of moisture at the average on 20% signal grows worse:
At spring period at the average in 1,25 times for frequency L1 and in 1,56 times for frequency
L2 for fcompanion(satellite) GPS
At year term at the average in 1,4 times for frequency L1 and in 1,78 times for frequency L2
for fcompanion(satellite) GPS
At autumn period at the average in 1,56 times for frequency L1 and in 2 times for frequency
L2 for fcompanion(satellite) GPS
At winter period at the average in 1,25 times for frequency L1 and in 1,56 times for frequency
L2 for fcompanion(satellite) GPS.
2.5 KOMPLEKSIROVANIE ALGORITHM INFORMATION HANDLING SRNS AND STZ
Existing at present systems expect that key elements to paths of the motion (the points взлета,
boarding etc.) are assigned person beforehand and can not as required change when operating the
transport facility in local modes. The Proposed project is directed on removal of this restriction of the
functional possibilities of the transport facilities. STZ can execute processing as flat (2D), so and
spatial (3D) of the scenes. For modern systems of the technical vision typical transition from
processing the two-dimensional scenes to processing the three-dimensional scenes. Particularly
brightly, this trend exists in system, providing decision of the problems to orientation and navigations
of the transport facilities. This is explained by increase информативности 3D scenes in contrast with
2D scenes and provided to account by this growing quality taken decisions. The Technical base of the
spreading the systems of the processing the three-dimensional scenes is a growing computing resource
available at the disposal developer, reducing the price of and broad spreading sensor 3D scenes. In
proposed system is expected use lazer range finder and cameras that will allow to integrate
information handling in STZ. Thereby, the main problem will be a reception of the identical
mathematical models 3D scenes, development of the methods of their analysis.
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As it is shown in [1,2,7-8] the most perspective will be a methods kvaternionnogo and contour
analysis, as well as special mathematical models [1,2,7-8], allowing effectively and firm to work even
in condition big amount noise and disappearings of a part to signal information.
As a result offered system will allow to execute the autonomous navigation of the overland transport
facility to account of the integrated processing and collations given SRNS and STZ. The Algorithms
of the processing will allow to forecast current accuracy of the determination of the coordinates, and
on base this defines the necessary specific contribution STZ. With provision for foregoing system will
be of the form of, expressed on figure 7.
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Figure 7 Scheme to correcting the route of the moving the overland transport facility
3. CONCLUSION
The Modern complex of the navigational facilities enables to get given about location of the rolling
object, his(its) velocities and speedup, compare with cartographic information, define the point of the
route, take the decision on parameter of the further motion. Herewith important problem is a reception
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of the miscellaneous algorithm комплексирования available observations for the reason
determinations of their efficiency. In accordance with the most simplest algorithm комплексирования
is provided use on leaving the navigational complex of the coordinates and velocities SRNS under her
(its) normal work and information of the isolated system under неработоспособности SRNS.
At present actual is a problem of the development device, which on base of the analysis of the scenes
surrounding space capable to define the own location, come to a conclusion about correction or about
change the route of the following of the transport facility, find the suitable platforms for time stop of
the transport facility etc.
Decision making real-time possible to provide to account of the introduction to necessary correcting
the coordinates, on the grounds of information on the current inaccuracy SRNS and integrations of the
necessary volume финмации, extracted at the current moment from STZ.
Got in project results can be used at system development to orientation and navigations autonomous
transport facilities, in particular, for choice of the landing grounds by unmanned flying machines,
choice flat fragment seabed undersea device, management overland transport facility under their
motion on town and country superhighway, for decision of the problems астроориентации on scenes
starry sky and etc. Aside from specified areas, the got results can be used in system of the recognition
of the three-dimensional scenes in radar system of the review of the air space and laying under
surfaces, in system of the biometric identification etc.
The Economic effect from introduction is provided to account of the reduction of the requirements to
hardware ensuring the systems of the processing 3D scenes, to account of the possibility of the
reduction amount operator, realizing support of the operating the unmanned flying machines, to
account of the reduction risk malfunction in system of the orientation and navigations and in
accordance with this losses.
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Abstract
The development of information and communication technology creates possibilities for companies to
maintain large amount of actual and historical data. The data keep information that can help
companies answer to different questions about business performance and help them in decision
making. Within these data there is information that will help companies to get new and keep existing
customers.
Traditional methods of data analysis could not help in extracting the information that was unknown
before from these data. Recently for analyzing the data with the aim to detect previously unknown
information is being used data mining which is a combination of artificial intelligence, machine
learning, statistics, and information processing systems. Data mining is known as a process that finds
patterns and meaning of data in large datasets with the aim to discover crucial information for further
use and to transform this information in an intelligible form.
The use of datamining techniques helps companies to determine the relationships between various
factors such as price, the position of the product or staff skills. As a result, companies can create
different offers and products for specific customers based on historical data of sales performed.
In our paper, we study the use of Association Rules technique in marketing and we apply it practically
to the data gathered by a transaction processing system with the aim to increase existing customers'
satisfaction and to attract new customers. The generated rules are implemented in a system that
creates different offers and products for specific customers. We expect that the products and offers
created by the system to have a positive impact in the increase of customers' satisfaction and
attracting new clients.
Key words: Data mining, association rules, market basket analysis
ABOUT ASSOCIATION RULE MEANING
The interaction of a company with its costumers/clients generates large volumes of data. These data
are first captured by the transaction processing system. Later the data can be collected, filtered and
summarized to engage all in one Data Warehouse of customers. For customers a well-designed Data
Warehouse keeps historical records of customers’ interaction and serves as the memory of the
company. Data Mining tools can be applied on these historical data to learn about the costumers. This
acquired knowledge must be translated into action for bringing new customers and for retaining the
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existing ones. This knowledge can be translated in offers and promotional products in a company.
Offers and promotional products are important in fighting the competition, bringing new clients and
retaining the existing ones. One of the ways to gain knowledge about the customers is market basket
analysis, because in retailing most purchases are bought on impulse. [3]
Market basket analysis it’s known also as association rule mining or affinity analysis. It is a datamining technique that originated in the field of marketing to identify relationships between groups of
products, items, or categories. [1], [2] Association rules represent models at the data without a specified
goal.[4] Association rules are generated initially by Point Of Sales data and describe which products are
bought together. POS data provides the purest demand stream from which to develop future plans.
Collection and use of POS data is a critical part of the application of market basket analysis. Items
have product codes that relate to the categories and so becomes possible their classification in
hierarchical way, which helps in generalization of products. The complexity of a rule refers to the
number of items it contains.[4] The more items included in transactions, the more is needed to generate
the rule of a given complexity. The desired complexity of the rule determines also how specific or
general the items must be. If high levels of the hierarchy are chosen, then this reduces the number of
items. Hundreds of thousands of items can be reduced at one single general item. Even though their
root is in the POS transactions, association rules can also be applied out of the retailed industry to find
relationships between other types of baskets.
A market basket in our context shows what a customer has bought at a certain time. Order is an
important element of market basket data. An order represents a single customer purchase. A full list of
purchases made by all the customers ensures more information. It describes the most important of
retail business: What goods the consumers are buying and when. Each customer buys a set of different
products, in different amounts and at different times. Market basket analysis uses this information to
ensure knowledge about who they are and why do they make certain purchases. Market basket
analysis penetrates to the goods showing which products have the tendency to be bought together and
which are more suitable for promotions. It can suggest new shop formats, determine which products
are special and show when coupons can be used.[5] When these data connect to individual customers
through a loyalty card, they become even more valuable
To understand the purchases there are some basic measurers:
Which is the average number of orders per customer?
Which is the average number of different items per order?
Which is the average number of items per order?
For a given product, which is the proportion of customers that have ever bought the product?
For a given product which is the average amount purchased in an order that the product is
bought?
These measurers give a wide image of the business. The number of orders is usually a useful way to
differentiate between customers. Good customers order more often than those not so good customers.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
In the view of the main purpose of the paper was studied theoretical and empirical literature to analyze
the role of Data Mining techniques and specifically that of association rules in bringing new clients
and retaining existing ones in a company. The data were gathered by Transaction Processing System
LogiPOS and preprocessed. LogiPOS system was implemented in Albania to Jumbo retails company.
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From Jumbo database we will try to show LogiMark System effects. Features of data which did not
affect the result were erased from the data.
Data were converted in the format csv. Association rules were applied on our data using weka
environment.[6] Weka environment has 6 methods for finding the association rules. We applied FP
Growth algorithm in our data. The FP-tree data structure and FP-growth algorithm for finding large
item sets without candidate generation were introduced by Han et al. (2000) [7] following pioneering
work by Zaki et al. (1997);[8] Han et al. (2004)[9] give a more omprehensive description.[6]
The obtained rules were implemented in LogiMARK system for creating offers and promotional
products. Adding the association rules technique in LogiMARK system would make the system a
decision making system enabling the creation of offers and promotional products in a dynamical way.
LogiPOS as well as LogiMARK are Windows applications (Widows Form Application) and are build
using Microsoft Visual Studio. The language in which they are written is C#.NET.
Like the architecture of LogiPOS even the architecture of LogiMARK is a 2-layer architecture (2-tier),
Client/Server. The logic of the application is set to Client and the data are set to the database layer
(which can be on the same computer with the application or in a different computer).
The client layer consists of three layers:
Presentation/Interface -

Presentation Layer

Business Logic

-

Business Layer

Data

-

Data Layer

Presentation Layer typically contains UI components and the logic of this layer. Business layer
typically contains business logic, business workflow and components of business entities. Data layer
contains data access components and service agent components.
ASSOCIATION RULES
Association rules appear in the form of rules for groups of products and as such are clear and useful.
Association rules are easy to understand but are not always necessary. Three more used types of rules
produced by association rules are: operational rules; irrelevant rules and unexplainable rules.
Operational rules are useful rules that contain operational information with high quality. Since
the rule is easily understood, it suggests plausible causes and possible interventions.
Irrelevant rules are the cases when the result from market basket analysis can simply measure
the success of other previous marketing campaigns.
Unexplainable rules seem to have an explanation that does not suggest a move. When applied
in the market basket analysis, many of the results are often trivial or unexplainable. Trivial
rules reproduce common knowledge for the business, wasting the opportunity to use more
sophisticated techniques of analysis.
Association rules start with transactions that keep one or more products or services and some basic
information for transactions. Each of these transactions provides information on which products are
bought with other products, confidence. Another question is how better than chance is rule? To answer
this is lift. Lift or improvement shows how much better is a rule in predicting the result than the
assumption of the result. A similar measure is excess3. Since excess is measured with the same unit as
the original sales, sometime is easier to work with it.
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Three are the main issues on the establishment of the association rules.
Choosing the right set of items
Generating rules by deciphering numbers in the proliferation matrix C0.
Overcoming practical limits imposed by the hundreds of thousands of articles
Market basket analysis produces the best results when the items are located nearly with the same
number as the number of transactions at the data. This helps the rules not to be dominated by the most
frequent item. Products hierarchy can help at this point, items can be moved to the upper levels in the
hierarchy, in order to become more frequent, and there is no need to move to the upper levels the items
that appear more frequently.
Weka environment has 6 methods for finding the association rules.[6] Apriori method implements the
apriori algorithm. The data for market basket analyses to b processed by this algorithm need to be
coded in a specific way: each attribute has to represent an item in the basket. The attribute has to be
declared as nominal with a single value (for example true when it is in the basket). Absence of an item
in the basket is indicated by specifying a missing value (? when the input data are in the AttributeRelation File Format). FPGrowth implements tree algorithm with frequent patterns. It is designed for
the data of the market basket. All the attributes are expected to be nominal binary attributes, and the
user can specify which of the two values will be treated as positive, which shows the presence or not
in the basket (the default is to use the second value). The other four algorithm are Filtered Associator,
Generalized Sequential Patterns, Predictive Apriori and Tertius.
THE ANALYSIS OF THE LOGIPOS AND LOGIMARK SYSTEMS.
LogiPOS is an application used to perform daily transactions at retail points. The application enables
registration in real time of sales data, manages security aspects separating users in different profiles
and giving the respective rights under these profiles. It also manages very well the reporting of data
through a myriad of detailed reports on sales and staff performance. The data stored in the database
can be transmitted to remote and integrated into other systems via different interfaces which enable the
collection of information on a larger database for further processing. The system through advanced
algorithms is able to manage price levels, discounts and rewards according to client credentials who is
performing a purchase at that moment. It gets this kind of intelligence through advanced marketing
module LogiMARK.
LogiMARK is an all inclusive system that performs a connection between several systems and stands
between them as a connecting bridge. LogiMark is an application that helps marketing agents to create
promotional offers. By using certain algorithms manages to create very interesting packages for clients
through a cause-effects mechanism. It is used to create different marketing ‘recipes’ in order for them
to be interpreted by LogiPOS and for those offers to be applied in real time. Recipes are different
types of marketing promotional offers such as discount products, discount bills, creation of coupons
with different values, that marketing agents create to bring the business a step forward. But to create
these promotional offers and to make decisions for them, the marketing agents need to know.
Knowledge which is related with the objects that they are going to consider as possible attributes of
the promotional offer. As the market basket, the three main types of data that LogiMARK focuses on
as input or cause channel are:
Customers/Clients
Items
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Orders/Bills
For each of these input channels several key attributes are included such as: for customers are included
attributes as birthday, gender, age, profession, if he is a new client or an existing one, status, city,
country, type of card he obtains etc, as it regards to items some classification attributes are included
such as category, group, barcode and two extra classifiers from the item category. Whereas for the bill
is the attribute of the value of the bill. As for the output channel or effect, which is the object on which
these promotions will be applied, except for the 3 main types of data that were included even at the
input channel, including a message on the bill and printing of coupons with certain value.
The whole system takes wide information from LogiPOS system and stores it in database to analyze it
in the opportunistic moment. The system collects information on sales, clients, offerts that are active in
the system as well as the behaviors of the clients or their reaction to the offers. All this information,
LogiMARK is capable to turn into knowledge, by highlighting customer behavior schemes or to
predict how the client can react in certain marketing campaign based on historical data.

THE IMPLEMENTATION
LOGIMARK

OF THE

INFORMATION

SYSTEMS

LOGIPOS

AND

LogiPOS stores in a relational database the information for customers, suppliers, warehouses, articles,
sales agents, system operators etc. All these indicators as we above mentioned were applied in Jumbo
retail store in Albania.
Each of the above categories uses tables from database. With regard to the customer the system stores
a set of data in database. Among them may be mentioned the designation, address, contact numbers,
bank accounts etc. System in a relational way also stores for this customer the documents generated
for him/her, such as orders, bills, warranty information on products, payment terms etc.
The supplier is also very similar in approach from the database. The system stores generalities as in
the case of the Customer. In the same way are stored the orders made from the company to the
supplier, the supplies done, cash balance etc.
For the warehouses the system stores the appropriate records where the warehouses are opened. These
records contain less information than the customer and supplier card and serve to correctly identify the
warehouses through transactions. Warehouse record contains ID, naming, address as well as
information about the person in charge and some basic information about physical features such as
surface, height, etc…
The articles have the largest card in the system. The system contains a lot of information about them
such as ID, description, barcode, classificatory, sale and purchase prices, information on warranty and
deadline, type of article, etc. The article like the warehouse, supplier or the customer is part of every
document generated by the system.
System operators are those who perform transactions in the system. The system connects them
automatically with every transaction performed. Besides the basic card, a relevant profile is completed
for system level access. The system generates for them a number of reports which aim to monitor not
only the performance, but also various aspects related to security.
Sales agents are the people who perform selling on the ground. The system stores for them the sales
levels in order to reward them based on performance.
LogiMARK system takes information from ERP about the items, warehouses, clients etc. after
converting them into the desired format is able to send this information to the sales system of
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LogiPOS. In addition to the information on items LogiMARK sends in LogiPOS information on
different offers created in the system based on a genuine logic of marketing.
To create promotional offers the marketing agents needed information to focus on and what they must
not do. Question and uncertainties of agents found answers in the results of the application of the
Association Rules technique on the data generated by LogiPOS. The results of Association Rules
technique are obtained using Weka[6]. If these data are also associated with a client identification card,
they increase their value for the information they will provide. These data passed in the preparation
phase where was made the filtering from useless information, they were reorganized in order that the
generated rules from Association Rule to have a high confidence. Through the association rules the
company used the information obtained from them and identified the customers based on the products
they buy, and understand why they buy certain products. At the same time the company got
information on products such as, the most sold products, the products that move quicker, the products
that are sold together as well as the products that can profit from promotions. Association Rules
represent models at the data without any goal in mind, and then it is up to people, the marketing agent
namely to determine if these models have meaning or not on data. All this information obtained
through Association Rules application help the agent answer the questions he had. As well as making
decisions on product placement on shelves so geographically positioning of items offering the
customer/client products that are sold together in the same time saves time for the client and leads to
sales growth, which products to put on coupons to promote sales of products, apply discounts, so in a
few words to create more profitable promotional offers for the business. Through the outcomes
obtained by Association Rules helps one determining the time to make cross-marketing. Following
information received from the Association Rules results through LogiMARK marketing agents create
different promotional offers discount invoice, to push products that have dropped the number of sales.
Actually the system brought a lot of benefits for the company. They have sales improvement and
reorganization of the department store. Also through LogiMARK they did the evaluation of the impact
that these "suggestions" have. Through the reporting module that provides LogiMARK they compare
promotional sales and non promotional ones and make further decisions about these promotions.

CONCLUSIONS
Promotional offers and products are important for fighting competition, bringing new clients and
retaining existing ones. The acquired knowledge on customers can be translated in offers and
promotional products in a company. One of the ways to gain knowledge is market basket analysis. The
closest data mining technique with market basket analysis is automatic generation of association rules.
Association rules using Weka environment were applied on data gathered by a Transaction Processing
System LogiPOS which was implemented in Jumbo retail store in Albania. Weka environment has 6
algorithms for finding association rules. We applied FPGrowth algorithm which is designed for market
basket analyses. The obtained rules were implemented in LogiMARK system in order to create offers
and promotional products. Following information received from the Association Rules results through
LogiMARK marketing agents create different promotional offers discount invoice, to push products
that have dropped the number of sales. The company have sales improvement and reorganization of
the department store. Through the reporting module that provides LogiMARK they compare
promotional sales and non promotional ones and make further decisions about these promotions.
In the future we will implement association rules and other data mining techniques in the LogiMARK
system in order to make it a decision making system. Adding association rules technique in the
LogiMARK system would make the system a decision making system enabling the creation on offers
and promotional products in dynamic way.
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LASERS IN DENTAL MEDICINE – A VIEW BEYOND
THE VISIBLE CLINICAL EFFECTS
Elitsa R.Veneva

Abstract
The non-invasive treatment of oral diseases is a major goal of modern dentistry. The search of a new
therapy encourages the intensive study of the laser systems, which currently offer prospects for their
implementation in all aspects of the dental practice. This article aims to review their influence on the
soft and hard tissues in the oral cavity at a subclinical level.
Lasers are increasingly used in operative dentistry – as a means of prevention of caries and its precise
removal, as etching and antibacterial agents. They can be used successfully in root canal therapy and
treatment of periodontal diseases. The low level laser therapy has anti-inflammatory effect on the pulp
- periodontal complex, the oral mucosa and bone – laser biostimulation accelerates healing processes
and guides stem cells proliferation.
Lasers’ effects have not yet been sufficiently studied, but they have potential to establish themselves as
a better alternative to conventional therapy.
Key words: dentistry, lasers, low level laser therapy, biostimulation, perspectives, subclinical
1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, laser systems have aroused intense interest in scientific community, and their application
has been integrated in many areas, one of which is medicine. While in recent years laser technology
has undergone rapid development, the range of application in everyday practice is wide enough.
Experimental studies about introduction of lasers have been conducted in each area of dentistry. There
are great expectations concerning the possibility that purposeful effects be caused on soft and hard
tissues by using different wavelengths. The higher requirement of patients, the growing market share
of dental lasers, and the rapidly increasing number of publications on this topic require a scientific
summary of the advantages and disadvantages of modern laser systems in dentistry.
The aim of the present review is to summarize the achievements in the development of laser systems,
the clinical indications for their application as well as their effects on tissues at a subclinical level, and
thus to assess the prospect that they displace conventional invasive therapy.
2. TYPES OF LASERS
Current application of lasers in dentistry involves diagnosis, prevention, therapy and surgical treatment
of soft and hard tissue diseases as well as accelerating recovery in the postoperative period. The laser
systems, being different in structure, influence the tissues, depending on many factors – characteristics
of the used laser, its wavelength, effective radiated power, radiation intensity and duration of
treatment. The characteristics of the target tissue are also important – the amount of water, hemoglobin
and pigments contained therein (Table 1).
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Table 1. Types of lasers according to their structure and effects.
Types

Structure

1. Solid-state
lasers

Nd:Yag laser
Neodymium :
yttrium aluminum- garnet
Er:Yag laser
Erbium: yttrium aluminum- garnet

2. Gas lasers

Active
environment of
neutral atoms
He-Ne laser
Helium–neon laser
Active
environment of
free ions
Argon Laser
Active
environment of
free molecules
СО2 laser

Wave
lenght(λ)
1064 nm

2940 nm

632.8 nm

488 nm and
514 nm

Application
Soft tissue ablation (the depth of
penetration into the soft tissue makes it
possible);
Treatment of metallic prosthetic
components.
Absorption peak of laser energy in water,
optimal for the removal of caries matter
Operating close to the pulp (due to the
shallow penetration depth).
Diagnosis of caries.

Catalyst for composite material
polymerization;
Detection of caries (by the laser
fluorescence method).

10.6 μm

Periodontal surgery.

Cutting the tissue and coagulation without
charring of the surface layer; Laser Doppler
flowmetry (Pulpal blood flow
measurement)
Manipulation of oral soft tissues.
They are characterized by "adaptability".
(The right choice of color and
concentration makes it possible to generate
laser light in the wide range of λ).

3. Semiconductor
lasers

Diode laser

980 nm

4. Liquid organic
dye lasers

Dye lasers

Visible
spectrum and
adjacent
ranges
(according to
the color)

The use of lasers in medicine, and in particular – in dentistry, is based upon the accurate absorption of
the laser beam by the water contained in the tissues, by the hemoglobin in blood, and by the pigments
which are contained in certain tissues (Boaria et al. 2009). This feature requires consideration – one by
one, of the effects laser systems have on the individual tissues and structures in oral cavity: enamel,
dentin, pulp, periodontium, bone tissue, soft tissues, and oral microbiota.
3. LASER EFFECTS ON TISSUES IN ORAL CAVITY
3.1. Possible kinds of effects
Electromechanical effect of lasers leads to a dielectric breakdown in the tissue caused by the shock
wave that propagates in the plasma and causes a localized mechanical rupture.
Photo-ablative effect causes light-dependent collapse of intermolecular bonds in the tissue. Ablation is
a term which stands for removal of material or tissue from a surface or body part.
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Photochemical effect induces photochemical processes in target cells or materials.
Photopolymerization in activation of laser teeth whitening system could be given as an example. As a
result of the laser radiation, chemical bonds in the molecules are ruptured.
Photodynamic therapy is a method for generation of biochemical reactive oxygen species by the use of
a photosensitive agent and light for its activation. This type of therapy is used in oncology. Photothermal effect converts light energy into thermal, which results in heating and volatilization of the
tissue structures.
When a laser beam is directed to tissues, the water which has a high percentage in their content,
absorbs energy, whereby its temperature rises. With intensity of a few W/mm2, water contained in the
tissue instantly boils and evaporates (Featherstone et al. 1997). Macroscopic biological effects of
photo-thermal type can be classified in accordance with to some differences of thermodynamic
processes. Table 2 presents the major histological changes in the tissues resulting from the effect of
the laser beam.
Table 2. Histological changes induced by the laser beam (Featherstone et al. 1997).
Operating temperature
43 - 45°C
50°C
60°C

Changes
Structural changes in the cell;
Overheating, causing cell death.
Termination of the activity of enzyme systems

Protein denaturation;
Protein coagulation;
Collagen denaturation;
Changes in membrane permeability.
100°C

Extracellular vacuole formation.

>100°C

Cleavage of vacuolar membrane.

300 - 1000°C
3350°C

Thermoablation of tissue.
Carbonising.

In summarizing the data from Table 2 one recognizes the need for high precision in the choice of the
operating wavelength and that even the slightest variation may have irreversible effects.
3.2. Laser effects on individual tissues
3.2.1. Lasers and enamel
Tooth enamel is composed of approximately 85-95 volume percent hydroxyapatite, 8-12 volume
percent water and 3 volume percent organic components (Schröder 1992). Hydroxyapatite has an
absorption maximum at approximately 2,8 μm, and water - about 3 μm (Secilmis et al. 2008). When
heavily absorbed laser energy is applied to the enamel, it is converted to thermal energy that
dramatically brings the water contained in the tissue to the boiling point. Boiling water forms high
pressure steam, which in turn leads to the process of ablation, when the pressure exceeds the
maximum value for the hard tooth tissue. During this process water evaporates explosively from tooth
structure. The strength in the very "withdrawal" of particles in ablation, resembling lift-off, results in
the formation of craters on the surface, and it takes a scaly form with a roughened and micro-fissure
morphology. When using working modes of lasers under the absorption maximum of hydroxyapatite,
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enamel surface is not damaged, but there are changes in subsurface enamel layer related to the
chemical composition and organization (Secilmis et al., 2008; Boaria et al., 2009).
Prevention of caries is the major goal of modern dentistry. Presently, the essential tools in the fight to
prevent its occurrence are the fluorinated products. There are some lasers that come as a possible
alternative, and their potential in this area is confirmed by various studies - Nd: YAG laser (Boaria et
al. 2009) and CO2 - laser (Rechmann et al. 2013). Due to the length of the wave generated by the Nd:
YAG laser -1024 nm, with the capacity to modulate the permeability, solubility and crystallization of
the enamel, which increases its resistance to demineralization and reduces hypersensitivity in the neck
region of the teeth. The high resistance of enamel is due to the reduced solubility of the subsurface
enamel resulting from changes in the mineral phase, such as loss of organic matter and carbonates and
changes in calcium-phosphorus ratio. The absorbance of the Nd: YAG laser beam by water and
hydroxylapatite is low, but it is good in a black pigment (Boaria et al. 2009). Therefore, in order for it
to be improved, various dyes are used as photoabsorbators. Without them, the laser energy cannot be
completely absorbed by the enamel and the unused amount can reflect or dissipate in dentin, which
jeopardizes the pulp vitality. Rechmann et al. (2013) report that the use of specific microsecond shortpulsed 9.6 μm CO2-laser irradiation markedly inhibits caries progression in pits and fissures in
comparison to fluoride varnish alone over 12 months.
Attempts in the same direction made by Secilmis et al. (2008) with other lasers - Er, Cr: YSGG, lead
to conflicting data, while some of them even show microscopic cracks and microcraters in enamel.
The process of "etching" lies in roughening the surface of hard tooth tissues. It seeks to increase the
area for micromechanical retentions, providing a link between dental tissues and composite materials
used in dentistry. Classical etching agents include acids, such as phosphoric and maleic. The
assumption that lasers also can have a good effect in etching has been subjected to a number of
studies. Results obtained by Attrill et al. (2000 ) show an energy-based pattern, whereby the use of
additional factors also plays a role, for example – a water jet in Er: YAG or a special gel for laser
etching with Nd: YAG.
When comparing the etching process with lasers and chemicals – acids, one distinguishes the
advantages of conventional acidic agents over laser systems. An entirely different macro- and
microscopic topography of the etched surface is achieved, with acid-etched groups presenting a more
evenly roughened surface and a stronger bond between the composite material and the enamel - 16.6
MPa, as compared with the maximum of 11.5 MPa for the Er: Yag, at optimum performance by
irradiation with 24 J/cm2. In laser etching with Er: Yag and Nd: YAG unevenness, lacunes and cracks
may occur on the surface, which are manifestations of areas with local internal tensions of thermal
nature, as a result of irradiation. In studies of Attrill et al. (2000 ) associated with the use of the two
laser systems, the data are in favor of the Er: YAG laser, as compared to the Nd: YAG laser, whereby
melted enamel "microspheres" and dehiscence are discovered, even with the use of a special gel.
A novelty in prosthetic dentistry has been presented by Wang et al. (2014). They have developed a
miniature robotic device, which can manipulate a femtosecond laser beam to drill a decayed tooth to
realize clinical tooth crown preparation. A precise 3D motion control of a laser focal point is achieved,
which is small enough to be used in the narrow workspace of the oral cavity.
At this stage the range of procedures performed successfully on enamel with lasers include: initial
caries removal, etching, laser analgesia (with Nd: YAG, Er: YAG and Er, Cr: YSGG lasers), laser
activated teeth whitening accelerated with laser teeth fluoridation (with Er: YAG, Er, Cr: YSGG, CO2
and argon lasers ) (Walsh 2003) .
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3.2.2. Lasers and dentine
Lasers, in particular Er: YAG, are increasingly used in Operative Dentistry, due to the lack of any
noise and pain unpleasant for the patient that accompany conventional mill. The absorption peak in
water, characteristic of the length of radiation of the Er: YAG laser, makes it especially suitable for
use with hard tooth tissues. Removal of caries mass from them becomes possible due to the high
concentration of water contained therein.
What remains to be more thoroughly studied are the changes accompanying laser irradiation in dentin
at the molecular level. A method called dispersive Raman spectroscopy provides information on these
processes. This method makes it possible to examine the effect of the laser beam onto the dentine
according to the set length of the radiation. The results of the study of Soares et al. (2006) indicate that
by increasing the energy the organic and mineral components are reduced in the working zone, the
superficial collagen fibrils are melted, and there are partially denatured collagen fibrils observed
underneath, which are fused and loosely tied to the underlying healthy dentin. Dentinal tubules retain
the direction of their course to the surface, and odontoblasts are not affected.
Biochemical studies of the floor of the cavity in dentin stuffed for Er: YAG caries removal, show that
the content of denatured collagen in cavity floor is similar to that in healthy dentin. The study was
conducted by lyophilization and hydrolysis of samples of carious pulp, healthy dentin and irradiated
dentin as well as scanning for collagen fibers in the ultrafiltrates reflected by the levels of hidroxilicilpiridolin (HP) and licipiridinolin (LP). In carious dentin 100% of HP and LP were found, in contrast to
the healthy dentin, which has 0.33% of НР and 0.68% of LР. Dentine layer remained after laser caries
removal indicates 0.84% of НР and 1.26% of LР – results similar to those of the healthy one (Jepsen
et al. 2008).
It can be concluded that the Er: YAG laser is a reliable tool for removing carious altered tissue with
great precision at its border. The effectiveness of its removal can be increased by the use of a system
for fluorescence-controlled removal of carious pulp (Jepsen et al. 2008). Dentin hypersensitivity in the
cervical area of the teeth can be affected by Nd: YAG, Er: YAG, Er, Cr: YSGG, CO2 as well as diode
lasers (Boaria et al. 2005; Walsh 2003).
A research of Sarmadi et al. (2014) on patients' experiences and opinions during caries laser treatment
concludes that patients felt generally safe with laser and were able to relax during the treatment. A
positive impression of the laser was described. Laser treatment was considered less painful.
3.2.3. Lasers and pulp tissue
One of the major drawbacks in the use of lasers in the treatment of dental hard tissue is the generation
of heat which can cause thermal damage to the pulp. Increasing the normal temperature by more than
5.6° C is considered to be potentially aggressive for its vitality, while temperature rise by more than
16° C may lead to its complete necrosis (Zach & Cohen, 1965). While working with a laser one should
keep in mind the relationship between the tissue temperature rise and the chosen working mode of the
laser system, which includes a wavelength, pulse frequency and energy.
In vivo experiments were conducted by Kina et al. (2008) to compare the changes in the pulp-dentin
complex in the preparation of Class I cavities – with conventional water-cooled turbines and Er: YAG
laser. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of both systems, and yet in the turbine mill more
disorganization was observed in the structure of the pulpal tissue. As regards both systems, no
sensitive inflammatory changes in the pulp are reported. Yet, emphasis should be placed upon the
correlation with the thickness of the remaining dentin.
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Considering the thermal conductivity of dentin and the wide variety in size and density of human
teeth, the clinician should evaluate each case very well in order to determine the exact time of
exposure to radiation and avoid any negative effects on the soft tissues.
Future development of the treatment of pulp cells offers low level laser therapy (Low Level Laser
Therapy - LLLT). Studies of Eduardo et al. (2008), being focused on the diode laser phototherapy with
a wavelength of 660 nm, indicate a positive response in the differentiation and growth of the pulp stem
cells, judging by their cellular mitochondrial activity. The possibility for pulp stem cells to be directed
by lasers in their differentiation opens up a perspective in the therapeutic approaches to the treatment
of dental pulp diseases (Georgiev & Stamatova, 2011).
Numerous studies have demonstrated the anti-inflammatory effect of low level laser therapy, but there
has been no thorough researched as regards the way radiation regulates expression of inflammatory
cytokines. To elucidate the mechanism of the anti-inflammatory effect of the low-level Nd: YAG
laser, Shiba et al. (2009) examine the intracellular signaling pathways of the release of the
inflammatory factor interleukin (IL) -6 in human pulp cells, stimulated with peptidoglycan (PGN).
Under stressful stimuli, such as heat, osmotic shock, UV radiation or cytokines, a class of molecules is
activated in pulp cells that are sensitive to them - p38 mitogen-activated protein kinases being also
involved in the apoptosis process. Their release is stimulated by peptidoglycan which also increases
the release of inflammatory factors IL- 6. Laser irradiation inhibits the effect of the PGN, and hence,
in an indirect way, the activity of p38 mitogen-activated kinase. Thus, inhibition of IL-6 increase is
achieved, which implies that low level lasers regulate the intracellular molecular interaction, and exert
their anti-inflammatory effect thereby.
Penetration of bacteria into the pulp and colonization may occur for several reasons - the progress of
carious lesions, trauma, reaching the pulp in the course of a dentis`s operation. It is believed that only
about 50 bacterial species are responsible for the root canal infections, despite their wide variety in the
oral microflora. Enterococcus faecalis has been isolated from the canals in 1/3 of all the cases of
endodontic treatment failure (Arnabat et al. 2010). Disinfection of the root canal is the main and most
responsible task in endodontic treatment. To this end, various chemical agents have been commonly
employed in practice, such as sodium hypochlorite as well as ultrasonic waves. Present-day studies
have reported successful application of laser systems in root canal medication. Nd:Yag, Er,Cr:YSGG,
and Er:YAG lasers as well as diode lasers are pointed out as possessing similar properties (Eldeniz et
al., 2007, Kuvvetli at al., 2009 ). In in vitro studies of Kuvvetli et al, 2009, a comparison is made
between the effect of the diode laser, Er: YAG, and 5.25% sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl), being
widely used in practice, on the strength of the antibacterial effect in the medication of contaminated
root with lasers and classical chemical agents. Data is obtained for achieving the best antimicrobial
effect with NaOCl, followed by the diode laser, and the Er: YAG laser is in third place. 5% sodium
hypochlorite solution remains the means for disinfection of root canals with best bactericidal effect.
Guidelines for the development of laser systems in terms of dental pulp stem aim its cells to
differentiate and increase the regenerative possibilities.
The dimensions of laser systems development in terms of dental pulp are aimed at stimulating its stem
cells to differentiate and increase its regenerative capacities.
3.2.4. Lasers and osseous tissue
Biostimulation by low level laser therapy helps to accelerate the healing of bone defects. Some of the
effects are as follows: stimulation of perfusion in the exposed area, activation of osteoblasts,
osteosynthesis, decreasing osteoclast activity, anti-inflammatory effect, modulation of the immune
system and suppressing pain impulses (Nayer et al. 2009).
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Collagen is an essential component of the extracellular matrix of the bone issue, and the increase in its
amount can be achieved as a result of low level laser therapy. It is possible that the increase in the
number of collagen fibers be implemented in the construction of new bone after mineralization of the
collagen matrix.
Experimental studies in vivo of Rochkind et al. (2004) trace the process of bone healing in rats. Being
with uniformly generated bone defects, the animals were divided into two groups - with naturally
healing and laser radiated fractures. The results indicate that in the group subjected to LLLT a more
mature ossification is observed significantly earlier, which has a denser trabecular network and
enhanced collagen formation, as compared with the control group without LLLT. At the end of the
healing process, there is no apparent difference between the two output groups to be observed.
It is appropriate that postoperative radiation therapy is implemented for the purposes of reduction and
prevention of pathological processes in bones. The energy of the low-intensity laser is absorbed by the
cell structures, and in activating the biochemical processes of the osteoblast nucleus, DNA – RNA –
protein synthesis accelerates bone collagen organization. Mineralization is facilitated, being
manifested in the enhanced bone healing (Rochkind et al. 2004).
Data obtained from in vitro studies of Obradović et al. (2009) on the osseointegration of biomaterials
indicate a tendency to an increased cellular attachment to the material, proliferation, differentiation
and production of TGF-β1. This is indicative of the ability of low level laser therapy to modulate the
activity of cells and tissues surrounding the implant material.
Bone tissue is affected positively by low level laser therapy, and evidence for that is detectable at a
both visible and subcellular level.
3.2.5. Lasers and periodontal complex
Ever since birth human oral cavity is colonized by microorganisms whose composition is enriched
with age and constitutes the normal oral microflora. Oral cavity creates optimal conditions for the
development of many types of microorganisms, due to the relatively constant temperature, pH and
plenty of nutrients. Under certain conditions, however, they could trigger a series of pathological
processes of microbial etiology.
Periodontal therapy has the primary objective of reducing as much as possible the
periodontopathogenic bacteria in the gingival fluid as well as removing the supra- and subgingival
calculus. There is a whole range of systems being applied to remove it – manual, mechanical, sonic,
ultrasonic, and laser systems.
CO2, Nd: YAG and Er: YAG laser systems belong to these which have been tested and introduced into
clinical practice for the advantage of periodontology (Ivanova & Firkova 2007, Schwarz et al. 2005).
The application of the first two systems results in a significant cement deterioration due to the
impossibility of controlling the side-effects, such as thermal burns. Their implementation is limited to
laser curettage of the periodontal pocket and use in the oral surgery (Ivanova & Firkova 2007).
Er: YAG has a promising potential in periodontology. Its wavelength of 2.94 nm provides an
absorption peak of the wave in water. It is known that the bacterial biofilm, just as the supra- and
subgingival concrements have a high water content. Irradiation with a wavelength of 2.94 nm has a
bactericidal effect on periodontopathogenic bacteria because it destroys their lipopolysaccharides. It
indicates a high potential of removing bacterial biofilm and tartar (Ivanova & Firkova 2007).
The results of non-surgical and surgical treatment with Er: YAG of periodontitis and peri-implantitis
show a clinically significant improvement, by way of a pocket depth reduction in drilling, as a result
of the improved epithelial attachment (Schwarz et al. 2005).
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What should be taken into account in the instrumentation of the root surface is the influence of the
laser beam on the pulp and periodontal tissue. The generation of heat in the pulp should be in the range
of its physiological tolerance. The increase in intrapulpal temperature depends on both energetic
characteristics of the laser beam and the thickness of the cement and dentine tissue, characteristics
varing for each individual tooth. In using water-cooling in parallel with the laser treatment, an increase
in the temperature of the root surface is observed from approximately 2 to 4 °C, and as to the pulp it is
ranging from 0.8 ° C to 4-5.5 ° C, maximum temperature, depending on the specified energetic
characteristics (Schröder 1992).
A system presents itself as an innovation to improve laser therapy. It feeds back selective information
about the presence of subgingival calculus. The principle lies in the ability of certain bacterial
metabolic products for fluorescence (Schwarz et al. 2005, Folwaczny et al. 2002). Due to this
mechanism, it is possible to delicately differentiate between concretion and bone cement. The
application of fluorescence -controlled Er: YAG irradiation is under investigation as a coadjuvant in
cleaning up and smoothing the root surfaces. Interventions performed thereby were followed by
investigation of the levels in the subgingival fluid – of the proinflammatory cytokines (interleukin 1β,
TNFα), the total antioxidant status as well as the plaque index and the microbiological composition of
the plaque. The outcome indicates that this type of therapy, as compared to the classical, results in the
less intensive release of inflammatory factors, and delays the re-colonization of bacteria (Domínguez
et al. 2010).
Microbial colonization is considered a major causal factor in the pathogenesis of implant-associated
infection. The major role is performed by Anaerobic Gram-negative bacteria. Hence, a crucial step in
the treatment of peri-implantitis infections proves to be the removal of bacterial deposits. In the course
of development of lasers, various laser systems are being offered as alleged solutions for implant
surface decontamination. Non-surgical treatment with an Er: YAG laser, used with a special nozzle,
furnishes preliminary results for a successful removal of subgingival calculus without adverse thermal
effects on titanium implants. One of the advantages of the system is the elimination of any risk of
scratching the surface of the implant, which may be the result of using conventional tools, for
example; while the rough surface of the implant retains more bacteria than a smooth surface. When
handling, it is extremely important not to disturb the biocompatibility of titanium surface with
osteoblasts and thereby slow down or halt the process of adoption of the implant. Studies with
osteoblast-like cells (osteosarcoma SaOs-2 cells) conclude that there is no such danger (Schwarz et al.
2004).
In conclusion, Er: YAG laser can be successfully implemented and used as an alternative therapy in
the treatment of periodontal diseases. Moreover, due to its gentle action to dental hard tissues, it has
advantages for the patient over conventional instrumentation. Despite the convincing evidence
obtained from experimental and clinical studies, there is a need for further research on the precise
histological effects of laser on periodontal tissues.
3.2.6. Lasers and oral mucosa
Diseases of the oral mucosa are of diverse etiologies, but what they have in common is that they cause
significant discomfort to the patients.The oral mucositis is a painful condition that can cause
difficulties in eating, drinking and swallowing, and may also be associated with infections. Treatment
for cancer, for example, often causes oral mucositis - severe ulcers in the mouth. The occurrence and
severity of oral complications in patients with head and neck cancer undergoing radiotherapy can be
decreased by the use of laser therapy as an adjuvant treatment for the control of oral complications
(Oton-Leite et al. 2013; Worthington et al. 2011).
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The pathogenic fungi of the genus Candida are among the common inhabitants of human skin and
mucous membranes. Upon strong immune system suppression, they can cause candidiasis to the oral
cavity, which is most often manifested in grey-yellowish deposits on the buccal mucosa and
underlying tissue tenderness. In in vitro studies (Yan, 2007) on the influence upon the microorganisms
of the genus Candida tropicalis by irradiation with an He-Ne laser, the results indicate not only a lack
of any microbicidal effect, but also increasing in the biochemical activity of the microorganism as well
as an upper threshold for stability to phenol toxicity, as compared to the parental strain.
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) show dose-dependent sensitivity to blue light
with a wavelength of 470 nm. At lower doses the bactericidal effect is more markedly perceptible,
which implies the possibility for its application in the treatment of cutaneous and subcutaneous
MRSA- infections (Enwemeka et al. 2009).
Due to the abundance of microorganisms being common inhabitants of the oral microflora, what
should be taken into account is their ability for rapid mutations, which requires a more thorough study
of the antimicrobial effect of lasers at different wavelengths, pulse frequency as well as level of energy
and absorption.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Presently laser systems, being highly diverse in nature, are stirring up keen interest in medical circles
as a means of prevention, therapy, physical therapy, surgery and relief in the postoperative period.
They offer significant opportunities for improving the work quality, and thereby for improving the
patients` quality of life. The range of procedures performed successfully with lasers on dental hard
tissues is continuously expanding – from precise caries removal to taxidermy of teeth for artificial
crowns. Dentin hypersensitivity in tooth necks can also be reduced. Teeth whitening and fluoridation
are performed faster when they are laser photoactivated. Er: YAG laser assisted tartar removal is a
successful alternative therapy in treating periodontal disease based on a gentle action to both dental
hard tissues and dental implants. The dimensions of laser systems development in terms of dental pulp
are aimed at stimulating its stem cells to differentiate and increase its regenerative capacities. Low
intensity laser therapy has a marked anti-inflammatory and healing-stimulating effect and is used in
the treatment of diseases of bone issue, dental pulp and oral mucosa.
In spite of the great expectations for their implementation in all areas of dentistry, the effects of lasers
are still being researched. They have the potential to assert themselves as a better alternative to
conventional therapies in the near future.
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